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PREFACE

rriHE present volume, the first written and the most revised, of

-*- the book, for which indeed, mostly, the earlier volumes were

undertaken, still bears many marks of the difficulty of compressing

the matter into brief compass. But the writer hopes that it may

seem to the reader as remarkable as it does to him, that it should

be possible to comprehend under one point of view, and that so

simple, the introduction to nearly all the surfaces ordinarily studied

in the geometry of three dimensions, as well as the usual line

geometry. Chapters v, vi, vii seek to make clear that this is so.

To these the earlier chapters are auxiliary. But Chapters ii and iv

have been introduced as much for their own interest as for their

illustrative value ; the results obtained in these two chapters are

not required in the subsequent pages. It is hoped that the Table

of Contents, and the Index, may make it easy to use the volume.

It will of course be understood that the volume is throughout

intended to be introductory and illustrative ; hardly anywhere is it

complete.

To the Staff of the University Press grateful acknowledgments

are due for their continued courtesy and care.

H. F. B.

1 Ju7ie 1925.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY. RELATIONS OF THE GEOMETRY
OF TWO, THREE, FOUR AND FIVE DIMENSIONS

The present chapter consists of various examples of the interest

and importance of the comparison of the geometry of spaces of
different dimensions. The first section (pp. 1—32) is concerned
with relations between theorems in t\\o and in three dimensions.

The second section (pp. 32—40) deals with the representation in

four dimensions of some results belonging to ordinary space of
three dimensions. The last section (pp. 40—64) deals with the

employment of space of five dimensions for the consideration of

properties arising both in three and in two dimensions. Some few

references occur to space of any number of dimensions.

SECTION I. THEOREMS OF TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS

The conies touching the fives from six arbitrary lines of
a plane. Let three lines, p, q, r, be given in a plane, as well as a
fourth line containing two points, /, J; let any conic be drawn
touching the four lines ; let a be the conic, through the points /,

J, which contains the three intersections of the lines ^, g, r;

then this conic a passes through the point, S, in which intersect

the tangents from /, J to the former conic. Or, in other words

(Vol. II, p. 81), the circle through the intersections of three tan-

gents of a parabola contains the focus of this parabola. Thus if

four lines be given, beside the line which contains the points /, J,

the conic touching the five lines being then definite, the four

conies, all through /, J, each containing the intersections of three

of the four given lines, meet in a point, namely, the point, jS", in

which the tangents from /, J to the former conic intersect (Vol. ii,

p. 82) ; namely, ^these are four circles meeting in the focus of

the parabola. If now, finally, five lines be given, beside the line

containing the points /, J, there will be five parabolas, each a conic

touching the last line and four of the others, and five foci,

5'i, 6*2, ..., S5. It is the case that the circle containing any three of

these foci passes through the other two, that is, that the seven

points j^i, ..., »Sg, /, J lie on a conic. Of this theorem a proof was

given by Clifford ("A synthetic proof of MiquePs theorem,"

Math. Papers, 1882, p. 38), with the help of certain particular

cubic curves.



2 Chapter I

A circle through the focus, 5", of a parabola is a conic containing

the intersections of three tangents of the parabola, namely U, IS,

JS, and may be said to be triangularly circumscribed to the para-

bola. Conversely, any conic triangularly circumscribed to a conic

and meeting a tangent of this in points /, J, contains the intersec-

tion, S, of the tangents to this from / and J ; it may, therefore, be

regarded as a circle through the focus of a parabola, when / and J
are taken as the Absolute points. Thus the theorem above referred

to may be stated by saying that, if a, b, c, d, l' and / be six arbitrary

lines given in a plane, and /, J be two arbitrary given points of the

line /, and five conies be defined each as touching I and four of the

lines a, b, c, d, /',then there exists a conic passing through / and J
which is triangularly circumscribed to these five conies. The sym-
metry may suggest that this latter is also triangularly circumscribed

to the conic which is defined by touching the five lines a, b, c, d, I' ;

this is in fact the case. We thus have six conies, each touching five

of the six given lines ; and each of the six lines touches five of the

conies. There cannot be two conies through the points, /, J, of /,

both triangularly circumscribed to the six conies ; such a conic, if

existent, is defined by the points /, J and three of the conies

touching the line IJ, namely as containing the intersections,

Si, 8-2, Ss, of the tangents from /, J to these three conies, respec-

tively.

To prove this symmetrical result we may proceed as follows

:

Denote the plane of the six given lines, a,'b, c, d, I, V by isr. Draw
through each of the lines a, b, c, d an arbitrary plane, denoting the

intersections of these in threes by A, B, C, D, of which D is the

intersection of the planes through a, b, c, and so on. It is assumed
that A, B, C, D are not in a plane. Through the six points con-

sisting of A, B, C, D and the two arbitrary points /, J, of the line

/, there can be put a definite cubic curve, which we denote by y.

This will meet the plane ct in another point beside / and J; say, in

E. Then, through the five points A, B, C, D, E there can be drawn
another cubic curve, 7, to have the line /' for chord, meeting this,

suppose, in the points /', J' (Vol. in, p. 139). We prove that the

conic, (o, containing the five points /, J, E, I , J', is triangularly

circumscribed to the six conies touching the fives of the six given

lines a, b, c, d, I, V . It is thus independent of the planes drawn
through a, b, c, d.

The conic w is the intersection with the plane or of the quadric,

n, defined by the nine points A, B, C, D, E, I, J, I.J; the cubic

curves, 7, 7', each meeting il in seven points, lie on this quadric.

Cubic curves lying on a quadric are of two families, since such a

curve meets all generators of the surface, of one system ofgenerators,

in one point, and all genei'ators of the other system in two points

;
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two c'Libics of the same family have four common points, but two
cubics of different famihes have five connnon points (Vol. iii, p. 1'59).

Thus the curves 7, 7' are of different families on O.
We prove now, first, that the conic w is triangularlv circumscribed

to the conic touching- the lines a, b, c, d, I ; namely by obtaining
ti'iads of points of co whose joins touch this conic (a, h, r, d, I). I^et

P be any point of &> ; through this, and the other four points,

A, B, C, Z), of n, there can be drawn, lying on CI, a cubic curve of

the same family as 7 (Vol. iii, p. 129). This curve will meet to in

two further points, say Q and R. Either of these, with A, B, C, D,
determines the cubic curve, and so determines the other two of the
three })oints, P, Q, R, of co. Thus, as P varies on o>, the triads

P, Q, R form an involution of sets of three points thereon, and the

lines QR, RP, PQ all touch a conic (Vol. 11, p. 135) ; this conic,

which we may denote by X, is evidently triangularly inscribed in co.

We prove that X, is the conic touching a, b, c, d, I, by considering

different positions of P. When P is at E, the line QR is the line /;

thus A, touches /. In general the cubic curve through A, B, C, D,
P, Q, R is projected from P by a quadric cone, which may be
defined as that containing PA, PB, PC, PD and a particular one

of the two generators of 11 at that point P. But when P is at one of

the two intersections of the line d with (o, this cone degenerates,

becoming the aggregate of the plane ABC, which contains d, and
the plane joining PD to the particular generator at P spoken of;

one of the two lines PQ, PR, in which the cone meets the plane ct,

is thus the line d. Therefore the conic \ touches d. By a similar

argument it touches a, b, c.

To prove that the conic co is triangularly circumscribed to the

conic touching a, b, c, d and /', we describe a cubic curve through
a varying point, P, of to and through A, B, C, D, lying on CI, but
of the same family as the curve 7'.

That tlie conic touching a, b, c, and both of / and l', is triangu-

larly inscribed to co, we likewise prove by obtaining an involution

of sets of three points lying on co. For this, let the points in which

the lines DA, DB, DC meet the plane ct be denoted, respectively,

by Aj, Pj and Cj, and consider the conies drawn through the four

points A^, Pj, Cj and E. The sets of three points other than E in

which these conies meet to are then sets of such an involution

(Vol. II, p. 138), and the three joins of the points of such a set are

tangents of a conic, which we denote by 8. One conic through

Ai, Pj, Ci and E consists of the two lines B^Ci and A^E ; thus 8

touches BiCi, which is the line a. Similarly 8 touches b and c.

Again, the conies through A^, By, C^ and E may be defined by
quadric cones, of vertex D, containing DA, DB, DC and DE ; one
such cone, however, is the cone which contains the cubic curve 7, and

1—2



4 Chufpter I

this meets the conic w in the points /, J . Thus the conic S touches

the Hne /. Another such cone is that containing the curve 7', which

meets w in /' and J' . Thus 8 also touches /'. It is thus shewn that

the conic touching a, 6, c and Z, /' is triangularly inscribed in w.

An analogous argument proves w to be triangularly circumscribed

to the tlirec conies touching /, /' and, respectively, h^ c, d-^ c, «, d ;

«, 6, c?.

The theorem stated is thus completely established. It has been

remarked that the conic obtained, triangularly circumscribed to

the six primary conies, is uniquely determined by its intersec-

tions, /, J, with one of the six given lines, I. It is clear, however,

from the reasoning given that the conic is also determinate when E
is given ; its intersections with / being on the tangents from E to

the conic touching «, 6, c, d^ Z, and its intersections with /' being on
the tangents from E to the conic touching a, b, c, d, I', while the

conic passes through E. Thus, whatever be the planes, drawn
through a, 6, c, d, by which A, B, C, D are determined, the cubic

curve drawn through E, A, B, C, D, to have I for chord, meets / in

the same two points, /, J ; and similarly for /'.

EcV. 1. If E, I, J be three points of a cubic curve in space, of

which A, B, C, D are four other points, the two axial pencils of

planes joining EI and IJ to A, B, C, D are related to one another

;

and the former is related to the range on EI determined by the

four planes containing A, B, C, D, the latter being similarly related

to the range which these four planes determine on IJ. Wherefore,

there is a conic, in the plane EIJ^ touching the four lines in which

this plane is met by the four planes containing A,B,C, D, and also

touching JS/, IJ. By parity of reasoning this same conic touches

also the line EJ.

Ex. 2. If, in the construction above, the lines rt, 6, c, J, /, lying

in the plane ^ = 0, be taken to be

a; = 0, «/ = 0, s = 0, ax + bi/ + cz = 0, Ix + my -{nz = 0,

the planes DBC, DCA, DAB, ABC being

.r = 0, ?/ = 0, ^ = 0, ax \-by-\- cz — ^ = 0,

and the point E be (|^, 77, ^, 0), prove that the points /, J lie on

the conic in the plane ^ = given by

x-^^{mb-' - nc-') + i/~'
r]

{71c-' - la-') -f- z-'^{la-' - mb-') = ;

this lies on the cone, of vertex D, containing the cubic curve

through A, B, C, D, E which has the line / for chord.

Ex. 3. Hence infer that if the six given lines of the original

plane be of equations

,r = 0, ?/ = 0, z = 0, ttrX + bry + c,.z = 0, (r =1,2, 3),
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then the general conic which is triangularly circumscribed to the
six conies touching the fives of these lines has for equation

+ (^1 a: +A F + C^Z) {A^A^Xyz + B^, Yzx + CX.Zxy) = 0,

where A is the determinant (rtj, h^^ Cj), and A^, B.^, ... are the minors
of r/i, 60, ... therein, while {X, Y, Z) is an arbitrary point, such that
{ih-'A.X, br'B.Y, cr'C.Z) is the point E, or (|^, 7;, p, of the fore-

going theory. This equation, it n)ay easily be seen, is unaltered by
cyclical change of the suffixes, X, Y, Z being unaltered ; it is de-
rived from a form obtained algebraically by Mr F, P. White (Camb,
Phil. Proc. XXII, 1924, p. 11). If we take

X =A,X + B,Y + C,Z, Y' = A,X + B,Y + C,Z, Z' = A,X+...,

and also

a^' = a^X + b^y \- c\ r:, y' = ao.v + ..., z' = a.iX+ ...,

the ecjuation is also capable of the form

X (B,C,.v'Y'Z' + B.Cy'Z'X' + B,Csz'X'Y')

+ AZ (b,c,Xy'z' + 626-,yV.r' + b,c,Z'x'y') = 0,

and of two other forms, obtained from this by cyclical interchange

of a, b, c, without change of X\ Y\ Z'

.

Further, if we take the three points Pj, P.^, P3, where P,. is of

coordinates {a~'^AfX^ b,r^BrY, c,rXrZ), and denote the line

ar.v + b,y + c,.z^O by A-, and the points (1, 0, 0),(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)

by Ai, Bi, Cj, and then define a conic, S^, as that through

(Ai, 5i, Ci, Pa, P-i), a conic, S.^, as that through (A^^B^, Cj, Pg, Pj)

and a conic, S.^, similarly, it will be found that the three pairs of

intersections (S^, /j), (S.,, L), (S.^, 4) lie on a conic through

Pi, P.2, P3, this conic, through these nine points, being the conic

triangularly circumscribed to the six primary conies.

The reader may also be reminded of Taylor's theorem (Vol. ti,

p. 61 ), that the poles of an arbitrary line in regard to the six primary
conies lie on another conic.

Ex. •!. Any six lines of a plane can in fact be regarded as the

projections of six chords of a cubic curve, from a point of this curve,

these chords having the property that every five of them have a
connnon transversal. For, taking the six conies touching the fives

of the given lines, let the conic which is triangularly circumscribed

to these have its equation put in the form xz —y- = 0, as is possible

in an infinite number of ways. Then with an arbitrary point for

the intersection of planes .r = 0, y — 0, z = 0, this conic is on the

cone projecting from this point the cubic curve whose points are
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given by (^^, ^% ^, 1). The tangent line of any conic given in the

original plane, if = 0, may then be defined by a plane,

ux + vy + xvz = 0,

through the point (0, 0, 0, 1), and the tangential equation of the

conic may be taken in the form

c'^v^ + a't'- — czc- — hvxv — (a + a) wii — h'uv = 0,

in which «, r, w are tangential coordinates. The chord of the cubic

curve joining the points, other than (0, 0, 0, 1), in which the plane

meets the curve, has for coordinates the six

xvu — v^, nv, — ?i^, ztni, vzo, rc^

;

thus the equation of the conic expresses that the tangent line of

this is the projection of a chord of the cubic curve which belongs

to the linear complex (a, b, c, a, b\ c). In particular, if

aci + bh' + cc = 0,

the conic is triangularly inscribed to the conic a'z — y" = 0, as we
easily verify (Cremona, Giorn. d. Mat., x, 1872, p. 47). Whence,
six conies triangularly inscribed to xz — y~ = can be regarded

as having the equations (r = 1, . . ., 6)

iiric^ + If'v^ — rirtd^ — m,.vzc — (/,. 4- /,') zcu — rUrUV = 0,

each being obtained by projecting the chords of the cubic curve

which meet a line of coordinates (/,., //?,., /?,., /,.', w?/, //,.'). When the

six conies touch the fives of six lines, so that every five of them have

a common tangent, these lines are obtained by projection from six

chords of the cubic, forming with the lines (/,., m,., ...) a double

six of lines. (Cf. AVakeford, Pfoc. Loud. Math. Soc.^ xv, 1916,

p. 340.)

It may be remarked, too, that the conic, (/,., m,., ...), touching the

projections of the chords of the cubic which meet the line (/,., m,., .

.

.),

has, beside five of the originally given six lines, as a sixth tangent,

the line 4'.r + m/y + n/z = 0. If we take the intersection of this

with the remaining one of the six original lines, we obtain one of

six points which lie on a conic. (Cf. Vol. iii, p. 136, Ex. 8, and

p. 201.)

Representation of a plane upon a quadric. Consider a

quadric surface, 11 ; and. upon this, a point, U, which is to be taken

as centre of projection. Consider also a plane, tzr. Let the generators

at U, of the quadric 11, meet the plane ct in the points / and J.

Any plane meets the generators ; and, thus, the conic, in which fl

is met by any plane which does not pass through C/, is projected

from U into a conic of the plane ^ which passes through / and J.

Regarding I and J as Absolute points, we may then speak of this
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conic as a circle. Conversely, any conic, in the plane ct, which passes

through / and J, lies on a (juadric cone of vertex U ; this cone con-
tains the generators UI, UJ ; its remaining intersection with fl is

thus a curve of the second order, namely a plane section. Thus
plane sections of the quadric fi, not containing C/, and circles of
the plane ot, are transformable into one another by projection from
U. Sections of H by planes through U j)roject into lines of ot, and
conversely.

Let a be any conic section of fl not passing through U ; and let

A be the pole of the plane of a, in regard to 12. Let a be the circle

of the plane ot which arises by projection of a from U, We prove
that the line UA meets the plane tn in the pole, in regard to a, of

the line IJ ; that is, that the projection of A is the centre of the

circle a. Let the line in which the tangent plane at U, of the

quadric H, is met by the plane of a, be denoted by ii ; and the

point in which the line UA meets the plane of a be denoted by Aq.

The line UA is the polar line of u, in regard to Cl ; thus the polar

plane of A^ contains u, and Aq is the pole of u in regard to the

conic a; so that any line in the plane of a, through A^,, meets n in

the harmonic conjugate of A^, in regard to the two points in which
this line meets the conic a. This relation persists after projection

from U ; and this proves the statement made. Conversely, however,

in the correspondence between the points of the plane -sr, and the

points of the quadric fl, the centre of the circle corresponds to the

point, other than U, in which the line UA meets fl.

We have explained (Vol. ii, p. 166) how to measure the angle

between two lines of a plane, say of equations P+\Q= 0, P+/ji.Q=0,

with respect to two other lines -P = 0, Q = 0, by means of the ratio

X/fx. In particular, the angle between two lines lying in the tangent
plane of the quadric H, at a point 0, and meeting at this point,

may be measured with respect to the generators of the quadric at

this point. As each of these generators meets one of the generators

at U, if project from U into 0' on the plane ot, the generators at

O project into the lines 01, J. Thus the angle in question is that

between the lines in the plane -sr, into which the two original tan-

gents of n at O project, when measured with respect to the two
Absolute points I, J of the plane sr. If be one of the intersections

of two plane sections of the quadric fl, the other being Q, and the

lines taken at be the two tangents of these sections at 0, the flat

pencil in the tangent plane at 0, consisting of these lines and the

genei'ators at O, is the section by the tangent plane at O of the

axial pencil consisting of the two planes, which meet in OQ, and
the two tangent planes of fl drawn from the line OQ ; for each of

these tangent planes contains a generator at and a generator at

Q. Thus the angle in (juestion is that of the planes of the two
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sections measured in regard to the two tangent planes of H drawn .

from OQ. If, in particular, the planes of the two sections are con-
jugate to one another, each containing the pole of the other, then
they are harmonic in regard to the two tangent planes of £l drawn
through their line of intersection. Thus we reach the results that
two circles in the plane ot intersect at the same angle at both their

common points, this being the angle between the corresponding
planes of the quadric 12 when suitably measured, and that the
circles cut at right angles when these planes are conjugate to one
another (cf. \'ol. ii, p. 193). By considering sections of H through
C/, all conjugate to a chosen plane section, we obtain the result that
all lines through the centre of a circle cut this at right angles ; by
considering plane sections all passing through a point not on O,
this being the pole of a certain section, we obtain the aggregate of
all circles in the plane -57 which cut a certain circle at right angles;

by considering sections of il by planes through a line, we obtain a
system of coaxial circles, whose limiting points are the projections

of the two points in which H is met by the polar line of the given
line, while sections by planes through this polar line give circles

cutting at right angles those of the original system ; thence, two
points of n, lying on a line through the pole of a chosen section of
X2, project into two points which are conjugate in regard to the
circle into which the chosen section projects ; and so on, all the
familiar properties of circles being easily interpretable. It may be
remarked that the angle between two plane sections of fi, which
we have identified with the angle between two circles, is also the
same as the interval between the points which are the poles of these

plane sections, measured with respect to the intersections with of

the join of these poles.

The generalised Miquel theorem. We have given (Vol. 11,

p. 70) the theorem that if D, E, F be anv points respectively on the

joins, BC, CA, AB, of three points of a plane, then the three circles

AEF,BFD,CDEmeet in a point. We considerthis result in particular

from our present point of view. There is a corresponding theorem
for any number of dimensions, capable of similar proof.

(Roberts, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, xii (1881), p. 117: ibid., xxv (1893), p. 306 ;

Grace, Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, xvi (1897), p. 168; Haskell, A)xh. d. Math. u.

Phy.^., V (1903), p. 278.)

Suppose we have, in space of three dimensions, any three planes

passing through a point, 0, say .r = 0, ?/ = 0, ^ = 0, and take three

arbitrary points: A on the line of intersection of /j = 0,z — ; B on

the line of intersection of ,^'= 0, .r= 0, and C on the line .r= (),_// = 0:

and then take, on the plane OBC, the point D ; on the plane OCA.,

the point E, and on the plane OAB., the point F ; the planes AEF,
BFD, CDE will meet in a point, say Q. If O is taken on an arbi-

trary given quadric, and A, B, C are the intersections with this
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quadric of the lines ij = 0,z = 0, etc., while Z), E, F are on the sections

of this ijuadric bv the planes .r = 0, _// = (), -:r = 0, respectively, then
the point Q also lies on this (juadric. For, all quadrics through the

seven points 0, A, B, C, D, E, F have in common a further point

;

of such (juadrics a dei^enerate one consists of the two planes OBCD,
AEF ; another of the^ planes OCAE, BFD, and a third of the planes

OABF, CDE. As these degenerate quadrics all contain the point

Q, so does the original. When, now, we project the points of the

given quadric from 0, on to an arbitrary plane, the plane .r =
gives a line containing the projections of the points B, C, D, and
so on, and the section of the quadric bv the plane AEF gives a

circle ; the three such circles meet in the point which is the pro-

jection of Q. This proves the theorem of Mi(juel.

It is equally the case that, in space of three dimensions, it'A,B, C, D
be any four points, and points, P, Q, R, P', Q\ R' be taken arbitrarily,

respectively on the lines DA, DB, DC, BC, CA, AB, then the four

spheres, each containing one of the four points A, B, C, D and also

the three points on the joins of this to the other points, meet in a

point. These are the spheres APQ'R', BQR'P', CRPQ\ DPQR.
A proof is as follows. In space of four dimensions, consider four

threefolds, .r= 0, fj— 0, z=0, t=0, meeting in a point ; any three

of these threefolds will meet in a line through 0, and upon each of

the four lines so obtained a point may be taken ; let the point on
the line }j = 0, ;: = 0, ^ = be ^, the others being B, C, D, of which,

for example, D is on .r = 0, ,?/
= 0, ^ = 0. Upon the plane i/ = 0,

z — 0, which contains the lines OA, OD, let the point P be taken,

arbitrarily ; and, similarly, the points Q and R be taken on the

planes OBD, OCD, respectively, as also P ,
Q', R' on the respective

planes OBC, OCA, OAB. Tlien consider the threefolds APQ'R',
BQR P , CRP'Q', DPQR, which we denote, respectively, by ^ = 0,

?; = 0, ^=0, T = ; and let 2' be their point of intersection. It can

then be shewn that T lies on any quadric threefold constructed to

contain the points 0, A, B, C, D, P, Q, R, P',Q',R'. In fact the

equation of a quadric threefold, in fourfold space, contains fifteen

terms; thus a quadric through the eleven specified points will be

of the form X^Ui-^ .:. + '^^11^ = 0, where Xj, ..., X^ are arbitrary,

and C/j = 0, ..., U^ = are four such (|uadrics, which we suppose to

be linearly independent. It follows that any c[uadric through the

eleven specified points will also pass through the remaining 2^ — 11,

or five, common points of these four quadrics. This assumes that

these four quadrics have no common curve, or surface, and intersect

in sixteen points. We can, however, at once specify four degenerate

quadrics through the eleven points, namely ,r^ = 0, i/rj = 0, z^=0,
tT = ; for instance x — contains 0, B, C, D, P', Q, R, and ^ =
contains A, P, Q', R'. Thus, every quadric through the eleven
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points contains the point, T, common to ^=0, 7; = 0, f=0, t = 0.

This is the result desired. The four other common points of these

four quadrics, which equally lie on any quadric through the eleven

points, are the points such as ?; = 0, ^= 0, t = 0, .r = 0. It can be
shewn now that, by projection from upon any threefold space, the

theorem enunciated in regard to the four spheres is obtained. But,

for convenience, the discussion of the derivation of a sphere by pro-

jection from space of four dimensions is deferred to a later section

of this chapter (p. 86). A similar proof holds in higher space

;

this depends on a theorem that, in space of // dimensions, all

quadric (/? — l)-folds through \n (« + 1) + 1 general points are ex-

pressible by n such quadrics, and pass through 2'^ — 1 — \n {n + 1)

other points.

From the Miquel theorem in a plane we were able to infer

(Vol. II, p. 71) that, if four arbitrarv lines be given, the circles each

containing the intersections of three of these lines, four in all, would
meet in a point ; namely, by supposing the points Z), £, F, in the

enunciation given above, to be in line. This theorem, ascribed to

Wallace (Scoticus, Leyhouriis Math. Repos.^ i, 1806, p. 170), will be

considered below (p. 18). If, in the corresponding theorem above

considered, for four spheres in space of three dimensions, we suppose

the six points P, Q, R, P', Q', R' to be in a plane, the four spheres

there taken will still meet in a point, but this point will be on the

plane containing the six points. This is obvious by considering the

Wallace theorem for the four lines in this plane which are obtained

by the intersections of this plane with the four planes BCD, CAD^
ABD, ABC ; the four spheres of the theorem meet this plane in

circles. We cannot, therefore, go on to infer that the sphere

through A, B, C, D passes through the point of intersection of the

first four spheres, as in the plane case ; the five spheres meet in

fours in points lying one on each of the five planes involved. It will

be seen below (p. 59) that the generalisation of the Wallace
theorem, which thus does not hold in space of three dimensions,

holds nevertheless in space of four dimensions, and in space of any
even number of dimensions (see Grace, a,i above, p. 163).

E.r. 1. Through five points, A, B, C, D, E, in three dimensions,

can be drawn five linearly independent (piadrics. The conies in

which these meet an arbitrary plane, -bj, are also linearly inde-

pendent, and determine a definite conic, a, inpolar to all of these.

Thus every quadric through A, B, C, D, E meets the plane ot in a

conic which is outpolar to a. Such a (juadric is formed by the

plane ABC taken with any plane through the line DE ; hence the

point in which 57 is met by DE is the pole, in regard to a; of the

line in which -sr is met by the plane ABC. Thus the system of ten

points and lines, in which the joining lines and planes of ^. B, C,
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Z), E meet the plane ct, is self-polar in regard to the conic cr A
similar proof holds for the theorem obtained similarly by taking
(« -h 2) points in space of n dimensions (cf. Vol. ii, p. J218), the

number of linearly independent (juadric (?? — l)-folds which pass

through (//-f-J2) general points, namely ^n{)i -\-\)—\, being one
less than the number of terms in the equation of a (piadric {)i — 2)-

fold in a space of (;? — 1) dimensions.

Ex. 2. A cubic curve through five points, ^, B^ C, D, E, meets
an arbitrary plane, w, in a triad which is self-polar in regard to the

conic, 0-, determined in -ot by these five points, as in Kx. 1. For the

three linearlv independent (juadrics, through the curve, meet •or in

conies, outpolar to o", all passing through the points of this triad.

The corresponding theorem for a rational curve of order n, through
{n + 2) points of space of >i dimensions, can be similarly proved.

EcT. 3. The dual of the theorem referred to in Ex. 1 is that, if

we have five planes, or, /B, 7, S, e, and consider the x ^ quadrics

touching these planes, then the enveloping cones to these quadrics,

drawn from any point, E, are all inpolar to a particular quadric

cone, say 2, of vertex E, determined by the five given planes and
the point E. Let the intersections of the four planes a, y8, 7, S be
denoted bv A, B, C, D, the point D being the intersection (a, ^, 7),

and so on. Then the line ED is the polar line of the plane joining

E to the line (S, e), in regard to the cone S ; and the line joining

E to the point (^, 7, e) is the polar line of the plane joining E to

the line (a, 8); that is, the line joining E to the point where AD
meets e is the polar line of the plane EBC, in regard to 2. Thus,
considering the conic where the plane e is met by the cone 2, this

conic, cr, is that before described, in regard to which the joining

lines and planes of the five points A, B, C, D, E determine a polar

svstem in the plane e in which a lies.

Regarding a as an Absolute conic, the point E is the intersection

of perpendiculars drawn from the points A, B, C\ Z), respectively to

the planes a, y8, 7, 8; and each pair of opposite joins of A, B, C, D,

such as BC and AD, are at right angles to one another (cf. \o\. in,

p. 78, Ex. 7). In regard to cr, the relation of the five points A, B,

C, D, E is symmetrical.

Ea: 4. Five points of a given cubic curve. A, B, C, D, E, deter-

mine as above a conic, a, in a given arbitrary plane. Consider what
is the aggregate of all such conies when the five points of the cubic

curve have all possible positions thereon. If the curve meet the

plane in the points P, Q, i?, any such conic, cr, must be such that

P, Q, R are a self-polar triad in regard to cr, as we have seen. The
five quadrics through A, B, C, D, E may be regarded as consisting

of three quadrics containing the curve, together with two degenerate

quadrics each consisting of the plane ABC taken with a plane
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through the hue DE. Thus the point F, in which the line DE
meets the plane PQ/?, must be the pole, in regard to cr, of the line

in which the plane ABC meets the plane FQR. Conversely, then,

taking any conic, o-, in regard to which P, Q, R are a self-polar

triad, we can find five points A^ fi, C, D, E of the cubic curve, for

which this is the appropriate conic. Namely, by taking A^ B, C
arbitrarily upon the curve, then finding the pole, F, of the plane

ABC in regard to a, and then drawing the chord, DE, of the curve

which passes through F. The aggregate of the conies, cr, for all

possible sets of five points of the curve, is thus the same as the

aggregate of the conies of the plane PQR in regard to which P, Q, R
are a self-polar triad.

Ea\ 5. The proof of Miquel's theorem in a plane which was

given in Vol. ii, p. 70, was in effect by the polar system determined

on the Absolute line by the conies through four points of the plane.

This proof can be used also for the Miquel theorem for the four

spheres through APQ'R, BQR'P', CRP'Q\ DPQR, in the notation

used above. For it can be shewn that, if be any further inde-

pendent point, in the space of three dimensions, and we consider

the four conies, in any plane ct, such as the conic a in Ex. 1

above, arising, respectively, from the four sets of five points

OAPQ'R', OBQR'P\ OCRP'Q', ODPQR, then these conies are

linearly connected. Denote these conies by crj, cr.,, cr^, 0-4. Thus,

if three quadrics drawn, respectively, through APQ'R\ BQR'P.,
CRP'Q' have in common a conic, S, on the plane ta-, then S, being

outpolar to each of ctj, cr.,, 0-3, is outpolar to a^; from this the

proof can be completed.

Ex. 6. The theorem referred to in Ex. 5 is equivalent to the

following : Let .r, 1/, z, t be four lines in a plane, and A, B,C,D he

four points of the plane, such that the line AD contains the point

(//, z), the line BC contains the point (a\ t), and so on, the six joins

of the four points containing the six intersections, properly chosen,

of the four lines. Further, let P, Q, R. P', Q\ R' be Arbitrary

points respectively on the lines AD, BD, CD, BC, CA, AB. Then
the triads P, Q, R and x, y, z, being in perspective from D, are

polars of one another in regard to a conic, say a^ ; similarly, the

triads P, Q', R' and y, z, t are polars of one another in regard to a

conic, cTi ; and there are two other conies, a:^, as, determined simi-

larly. These four conies are linearly connected.

The theory of inversion in a plane. Consider a particular

correspondence of two points of space in three dimensions, which is of

importance. Let L be a fixed point, and \ a fixed plane. To any

point, P, we can then make correspond the point, P', of the line LP,
which is harmonically conjugate to P, with respect to L and the

point of LP which lies on X ; then, conversely, the point corre-
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spoiuHng to P' is the point P itself. By this correspondence, to the

points of a Hne, PQ, correspond the points of another line, P'Q',
and these two lines meet on the plane X; also, to the points of a
plane, PQR., correspond the points of another plane, P'Q'R', these

two planes meeting in a line of the plane \. Hence, also, as a par-

ticular result, to the points of a quadric cone, of vertex 0, correspond

the points of another quadric cone, of vertex, say, 0', these two
cones having in common the points of a conic in the plane \. The
two cones have then in common, also, the points of another conic

;

the points of this second conic must then correspond to one another

in pairs, since the cones have no points in common other than those

of these two conies, and the points of the conic in the plane A,

correspond each to itself. The plane of the second conic common
to the two cones must, therefore, pass through L ; and, hence, the

tangent planes of the two cones at the points where the second

conic meets the plane X, which are points of contact of the cones,

must pass through L, as well as through the vertices of both cones.

Now suppose that the plane X is the polar plane of L in regard

to a certain quadric, 11. Then the point, P', which corresponds to

a point, P, lying on the quadric, is the second intersection of LP
with n ; and, to a plane section of ft, corresponds another plane

section, lying on the quadric cone joining L to the first section,

the two sections meeting in two points of the polar section, X.

Unless, indeed, the first section is in a plane passing through L, in

which case the second section coincides with it. Let, now, C7 be a
definite point of the quadric ft, and tn- a definite plane, and let us

project the points of ft from U upon ot, as before. Then the polar

section, X, of L, projects into a definite circle of -sr, say [X], with

centre at the projection of L, as we have seen ; two points, P, P',

of ft, on a line through L, project into two points of -sr, say [P]

and [P'] ; as every plane through the line LPP' gives a section of

ft which is conjugate to the polar section X, the points [P], [P'J
lie on an infinite number of circles cutting the circle [X] at right

angles; thus the points [P], [P] lie on a line through the centre

of [X], and are inverse points in regard to this circle, being harmonic
conjugates in regard to the points where the line \PP'^ meets [X].

This hivcrs'ion is the same as that defined in Vol. ii, p. 67. A line,

or a circle, of the plane -nr, is clearly changed by this process

into a circle, or, in particular, into a line, the circles inverse to

one another in regard to [X] being those corresponding to two
plane sections of ft which lie on a quadric cone of vertex L.

If, on ft, P and P' be two points of a line through L, either

generator at P meets one of the generators at P', the point of

meeting being the point of contact, of a tangent plane of ft

drawn through the line PP\ and, therefore, on the polar section
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X ; thus these generators correspond to one another in regard to

L ; from this it is easily seen that two circles in the plane ot

intersect at the same angle as their inverse circles in regard to [X],

the angle being measured as explained above. Again, any plane

section, /x, of H, its pole M, and the enveloping cone of O along /x,

whose vertex is M, are changed by the correspondence in regard to

L, respectively, into a section /n', its pole M', and the enveloping

cone of fl along /jf ; thus, in the plane trr, any circle and two points

which are inverses to one another in regard to this circle, are

changed, by inversion in regard to [X,], into a circle and two points

inverse to one another in regard thereto. It may also be remarked

that if, instead of L, we take another point, L^, lying on the line

UL, and its corresponding polar section, \, as base for the corre-

spondence, the difference in the plane -sr is that inversion takes

place in regard to another circle, [Aj, having the same centre

as [A,].

Ex. 1. Taking coordinates in which the plane -ar is t = 0, the

point of projection, C7, is .v = 0, y = 0, 2 = 0, with ^r = for the

tangent plane of D, at this point, the generators being ,v ±ii/ = 0,

2 = 0, the equation of H is of the form F = 0, where

F = x^- + i/^ + 2gzx + yyz + cz^ - '^zt.

If, then, L be (a'o, ?/o, z^., tX the point, P, of H, be (|^, ??, ^, r), and
P' be (^', V> r» '^')-> suc^ that |'=^ + Xa'o» ••'> t' = t + A,^o> these

satisfying the equation of H, we find

X = - 2 [1^0 + -^3/0 +^ ( ?«'o + ^^o) +/(^-o + ^«/o) + C^2o - Kh - T2o]Po~S

where Pq is the value of P for (.To, «/o, 2o> ^o)- Thus ^', ?;', ^', r' are

expressible as homogeneous linear functions of ^, »;, ^, t. Taking

^' = [(^-0 - ^^^o)-^ + (^^0 - Ky.r\ -rK-\ ^' = ^0^0-^

we easily compute ^7^= Brl:~^ and

^' R' ^ '

these are the formulae of inversion in the plane ct, in which

(^, 7), ^) are the coordinates of a point, and (f, tj', ^') those of the

inverse point, the circle, [A,], of inversion having the equation

(d-z^ - .Vozf + iyzo - y^zf - k-z-z^- = 0.

EiC. 2. We can (Vol. ii, p. 69, Ex. 4) state a relation between

the centres of two circles of the plane ct which are inverses of one

another in regard to the circle [A,]. But the relation in the space

of three dimensions is simpler, these centres being the projections.
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from U, of the polos of two plane sections of D. which lie on a

quadric cone of vertex L.

Ea\ 3. Two plane sections of a quadric, having two points in

couunon, lie on two (piadric cones (Vol. iii, p. 10). Projecting these

sections upon a plane from any point of the quadric, and at the

same time the section by the polar plane of the vertex of one of

tlie containing cones, we see that, if two circles be given in a plane,

there are two circles of inversion by means of which one of the

given circles is changed into the other.

Ex. 4. The circle of .mnU'diidc of two given circles [a], [/3], of

the plane nr (\'ol. ii, p. 132), may be considered from the present

point of view. With a pair of plane sections, a, /3, of fl, inter-

secting in a line /, and the pair of tangent planes of 12 through the

line /, an axial pencil of pairs of planes in involution, can be defined.

Thereby, to the plane lU, joining / to the point U of H, there is

defined a section, 7, passing through /, the two planes, lU, 7, being

a pair of the involution. Prove that, if the quadric be projected

from U, on to a plane tn-, whei'eby the sections a, /3 become the

circles [a], [0], then the section 7 becomes the circle, coaxial with [a]

and [/3], passing through the centres of similitude of these, that is,

the circle of similitude. The centres of similitude are the two in-

tersections of common tangents of [a], [yS] which lie on the line

joining the centres of these circles. The circles are supposed unequal.

Ex. 5. If we have four circles in a plane meeting, in threes, in

four points, there are six circles of similitude, one for each pair. It

can be shewn that these meet in a point. This follows easily if we
assume (see below, Ex. 6) that, if A, B, C, D, U be points of a
quadric, D, then the quadric, S, described to touch the planes

BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC and to contain the generators of fl at U,
contains two other generators of ft, say those at U'. For then, re-

garding n and 2 as defined by their tangent planes, and considering

the degenerate tangential quadric which consists of all the planes

through the points U and U', we have three quadrics such that all

the tangent planes common to any two of them are equally tangent
planes of the third, these consisting of all the planes through the
generators of H (and S) at U and U'. The three pairs of tangent
planes of these three quadrics which pass through any line are,

therefore, three pairs of an axial involution. In particular, taking
AB for the line, the pair of planes ABU, ABU' belong to the in-

volution determined by two pairs, namely the pair ABC, ABD, and
the pair which consists of the tangent planes to fl drawn from AB.
From this it follows that the sections of Q. by the planes ABC, ABD
project from U, on to any plane, into two circles whose circle of
similitude passes through the projection of U'. Thus, by a similar

argument, the sections of fl by the four planes BCD, ..., ABC
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become, projected from XJ, four circles whose six circles of similitude

all pass through the projection of U'

.

Ex. 6. To prove that the quadric, S, containing the generators

of a quadric H at a point U of this, and also touching four planes,

a, y8, 7, S, whose four points of intersection lie on O, also contains

two other generators of O, say at C7', we use the fact that a quadric

which touches the tangent planes of Vl drawn from one point, P,

also touches the tangent planes of H drawn from another point, P'.

If we denote the tangential equation of 11, referred to the planes

a, /S, 7, 8, by n = 0, and (^, 77, ^, r), (^', ^7', T?^ r) be the coordi-

nates of P, P', the equation of the quadric in question is then

n - hPP' = 0, where P = l^ + mr] + ti^+pr, P' = 1^' + ... +pT'. If

this quadric touch the planes a, /3, 7. S, its equation must contain

no terms in /% w?^, n^, p^. Thus, if the coefficients of these terms in

n be A, J5, C, D, the quadric touching a, yS, 7, S and also the tan-

gent cone of n drawn from the point (^, rj, ^, r), touches also the

tangent cone of fl drawn from (A^~^, Bv~\ C^-\ Dt-^). Now, in

particular, let (^, v, ?? t) be on fl ; then we know, or it is easily

verified, that, as O contains the four intersections of the planes

a, /3, 7, S, the point {A^-\ ..., Dt~^) is likewise on H (Vol. in,

p. 55). Thence, the quadric in question, containing the tangent

planes of D. from a point of itself, contains the generators of D, at

this point ; and it is proved that it then contains the generators at

another point.

Ex. 7. At the point (^, ?;, ^, t) of the quadric

ft/z -I- ... -I- uxt -I- . . . = 0,

let the equation of the tangent plane be written

\x + jjiy + vz + 'nyt = 0.

Using A, B^ C, D, respectively, tor fvw, gwu^ hnv^fgh, prove that

the polar reciprocal of the quadric, in regard to the cjuadric

A-' ^\x' + B-'rjfxi/^ + C-' ^uz" + Z)-' TSTt' = 0,

is a quadric containing the generating lines of the original both at

(^ V, ^, r) and at {At\ Brj-\ C^-\ Dr'^).

Ex. 8. Prove that the quadrics xij+hzt=0, xi/+ Azt= are polar

reciprocals of one another in regard to any quadric whose equation

is of the form ax^ + by- + hkz- \- abf- = 0, and that tetrads of points

of the first quadric exist which are self-polar in regard to the last,

two points of the tetrad, which are conjugate in regard to the

last quadric, being arbitrary. Prove, also, that the four points of

such a tetrad, taken with the points to which the coordinates are

referred, are eight associated points ; and that the cubic curve

containing the points of the tetrad and two of the reference points

whose join is a generator, lies on the first quadric. Hence, also,
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if AC^ AD be two intersecting generators of a qiiadric, and P, Q, R
be any three points of the quadric, the cubic curves on the quadric

defined, respectively, by P, Q, /?, A^ C and by P, Q, R, A, D, have,

as their fifth intersection, a point S, such that another quadric can

be constructed, touching the four planes QRS, ..., PQR, to contain

the generators of the original quadric at C and at D (cf. Vol. iii,p. 55).

E.v. 9. If we employ the a-oss-ratio of four lines (cf. Vol. ii,

p. 166), it is a fundamental property that, if A, B, C, D be four

fixed points of a conic, the lines joining these to any point of the

conic have an invariable cross-ratio, say (A, B ; C, D). It can be

shewn that if two circles meet in points A^ B, beside the Absolute

points /, J, the circle of similitude of these circles has, for its value

of {A, B ; /, J), the product of the values belonging to this on the

two circles. From this it can be shewn at once that, if the circles

defined by the triads of coplanar points (B, C, D), {C, A, D),

{A, B, D), {A^ B, C) be denoted, respectively, by S^^ S^, S.^, S, then

the circles of similitude of the pairs {S, S^), (jS, S^), (S, S.^), supposed

undegenerate, meet in a point. And the theorem ofEx. 5 is deducible.

It can be shewn that the two tangents drawn to one circle of a pair from
any point of their circle of similitude are at the same angle as the tangents

from this point to the other circle. Hence, from what is proved above, there

is a point at which the four circles, drawn through the triads of four points of

a plane, subtend equal angles. This result was given by Dr G. T. Bennett.

If V be the vertex of one of the two quadric cones which contain the

sections of a quadric by two planes o, ^, whose line of intersection is /, and

the line joining V to a point, U, of the quadric, meet the quadric again in Ui,

the plane lUi meets the quadric in a section projecting into the circle of

similitude of the two circles into which the sections a, /3 project, the centre of

projection being U.

If W be the vertex of the other quadric cone containing the sections a, 0,

tlie planes lU, lUi are harmonic conjugates in regard to the planes IV, IW.
If a conic meet the joins BC, C'A, AB, of three points A, B, C, respectively

in P, P'
; Q,q'; B, R' : if QR, Q'R' meet in A'; RP, R'P' meet in F, and

PQ, P'Q' meet in Z : if H be any point of the conic, and the lines HX, HY,
HZ, meet the conic again in A'j, Y^, Z^, respectively: then the lines ^A'l,

BYx, CZi meet in a point. We can deduce from this that the three circles of

similitude of the three pairs of three arbitrary circles, in a plane, are coaxial.

Ex. 10. For any quadric, given in point coordinates rt.r^-f- ... =0,

let (I, 7], ^, t), (i', 77', ^', t') be two points of the quadric, let

(f)
= a^^' + ... be the polar form, linear and symmetrical in

(I5 V-) ti t) and (^', 77', ^', t'), let A be the discriminantal determi-

nant, and a=cf)/^A. If the tangent planes at (|, t], ^, r), (^', rj\ ^', r)

meet in a line which cuts the quadric in {^,1/, z, t) and {x ,y\ z\ t'),

prove that (xx'jA)-' {a - ^^'/A) = {yy jB)-^ {a - vv'/B) = etc., where

A, B, ... are the minors of the diagonal elements of A.

Ex. 11. Given a quadric, 12, and five planes, a, /3, 7, S, e, let a

quadric be drawn through the four intersections of a, /8, 7, 8 to

contain the section He; this quadric will have with H another

B. G. IV. 2
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plane section, say e^. Similarly a quadric can be drawn through the

four intersections of a, /9, 7, e to contain the section HS; this quadric

will have with H another plane section, say h^. Shew that the

sections Sj, 61 lie on a quadric cone whose vertex is the intersection

of the planes a, /3, 7.

Projecting on to a plane, we have five given circles, (a), (/3), (7),

(8), (e), and five other circles, (Wi), ..., (ej), such that (Sj) and (ei) are

inverses of one another in regard to the circle which cuts all of (a),

(/9), (7) at right angles ; and so on. There are ten pairs such as

(Si), (ej), and each circle such as (ej) is the inverse of all the other

four with appropriate circles of inversion.

Relation between Wallace's theorem for four circles,

and Moebius's figure of two inscribed tetrads. We have

given (Vol. ii, p. 71) the theorem that, if four arbitrary lines be

given in a plane, the four circles, each defined by the intersections

of three of the lines, meet in a point. This result is ascribed to

Wallace (1806 ; see Camb. Phil. Proc, xxi, 1923, p. 348). We have

also (Vol. I, p. 61) given the theorem, due to Moebius (1828; see

Ges. Werke, i, 1885, p. 443), that it is possible for two tetrads of

points in three dimensions to be so situated that every point of

either tetrad lies on the plane determined by three points of the

other tetrad. We give here some interesting results of which one

incidental consequence is the essential identity of the figures arising

in these two theorems. The order in which these results are given

is chosen, however, with a further aim.

Let Pi, Po, Pi, Pi be any four points in a plane ; through each

of the six joins of these four points let an arbitrary plane be drawn,

the plane through the join of Pi and Pj being denoted by a,^.

Every three of these planes, by their intersection, determine a

point. Let the point of intersection of the planes, ao3, ofai, Wig,

drawn through the joins of the three points Pi, Po, P3, be denoted

by P/. There arise four such points, P/, P/, P3', P/. We prove

that these lie in a plane. This is, in fact, only a restatement of

Moebius's theorem, as may be seen by comparison with p. 61 of

Vol. I, where a diagram is given : denote the points Pj, Po, P., P4,

respectively, by ^, P, C and Z)'; let the point of intersection of

the arbitrary planes drawn through BC, CA, AB be denoted by. £>,

the point of intersection of the planes drawn through PC, PD', CD'
be denoted by A\ and similarly for B' and C ; consider then the

line of intersection of the planes ABC, A B C\ denoting the points

where this line is met, respectively, by BC, AD', CA,BD',AB, CD
,

by P, P
, Q, Q', R, P' ; then, the points B , C are both on the

plane which was drawn through^/)', so that B'C meets ^Z>', and,

hence,P'C passes through P' ; in the same way, C'^' passes through

q', and AB' passes through R'x as P, P'; Q, Q'; R, R' are the
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points of intersection of a line with the pairs of opposite joins of

the four points A^ B, C, D', these three pairs of points are in in-

volution ; whence it follows (Pappus"" theorem being assumed) that

the three lines PA
,
QB', RC' meet in a point, say A; the point

D, of the theorem, lies on the plane BCA\ for both A' and D are on

the same arbitrary plane drawn through the line BC ; thus we infer

that Dj is the same as D ; this, however, shews that the four points

A\ B', C, D are in one plane; this is what was to be proved.

The dual of the preceding theorem is as follows : From the point

O, let there be drawn, in space of three dimensions, four arbitrary

planes, cc^, a.., 03, a^; upon the line of intersection of any two of

these planes, say of a^ and Wo, let there be taken an arbitrary point,

which, for the case of these two planes, may be denoted by P12.

The three points so taken upon the lines of intersection of any

three of the original planes determine a new plane ; for example,

the points Pas? Pn, P12 determine a plane which we may denote by

ai23. There are four such planes; the theorem is that these meet in

a point, sav O'. The figure contains eight points, 0, P03, . . ., P34, 0',

and eight planes, Qj, ..., a^, a234, ..., 0(123; of these, four planes pass

through every point, and four points lie in every plane. Moreover,

the points are a system of associated points (Vol. iii, p. 154), being

the intersections of three linearly independent quadrics ; for in-

stance, the plane a^ contains O, P12, P]3, Pu, and the plane ©234

contains P23, P34, P42, 0' ; thus the plang-pair {a^, 0^234) is such a

quadric, and two others, independent of this, are formed by the

plane-pairs (a2, a-iu), («3, «im)- The dual theorem, that the eight

planes of two Moebius tetrads touch three independent quadric

envelopes, is also easily verified. (Cf. Vol. iii, p. 138, Ex. 14.)

Now suppose that we have four lines in a plane, and also two

points, /, J, in this plane. We may consider the four conies, all

passing through / and J, each determined as also passing through

the three intersections of three of the lines. The Wallace theorem

is that these four conies have another common point. Take an

arbitrarv point, 0, outside the plane, and describe a non-degenerate

quadric containing and the two lines 01, OJ. Consider the four

planes joining to the four lines of the plane ; say, these are

«!, Qo, 03, ^4; let the line of intersection of «! and a.^ meet the

quadric, beside 0, in the point Pjg; and so on; the plane, aio3,

containing the points P23, P31, P12, will meet the quadric in a conic

which projects From 0, on to the plane, into one of the four conies

of the Wallace theorem. The point, 0', in which the four planes

such as 0123 intersect, will lie on this quadric, by the property of

eight associated points. The Wallace theorem thus follows.

The theorem that the four planes 0034, ..., 01123 meet in a point, O',

is capable of a suggestive analytical proof, as follows : Denote the

2-2
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equations of the four planes oti, ..., 04, drawn through 0, respec-

tively by oi\ = 0, Xo = 0, .^-g = 0, ^4 = ; these will be connected by a

linear identity, say, ax^ + hx.^ + cx^ + dx^ = 0. Let ^ = be the

equation of any chosen plane not passing through 0. The equation

of any one of the four planes 0334, ...,ai23 may be expressed in terms

of t and any three of Xi^ x^^ Xg, x^. We may then suppose the

equations of these four planes to be, respectively,

ft'"l2'2^'2 "1" '^13'^3 "I" ^14 "3^4 — at ^ V^

^41'^! + ^42-3^2 + ^43-2^3 — dt = 0,

where x\ does not appear in the first equation, ..., and x^ does not

appear in the last. Then the point Pjs? for example, lying on

X2 = 0, X3 = 0, lies on a234 and on a^23 ; thus it satisfies both the

equations kiiX^ — at = 0, k^^Xi — dt — O, as well as the identity

axi + dXi = 0. Thence we infer that l\i + A'41 = 0, In general, then, in

the same way, we have ^Vs + ^«- = 0, and, with these identities, the

four planes are adequately given by the equations. The condition

that these four planes meet in a point is then given, if we add to

the four equations the identity axi + . . . + dxi = 0, by the vanishing

of a determinant of five rows and columns, in which the elements of

the first row are 0, Ar^a, k\3, A'i4, — a, and so on, and the elements of

the fifth row are «, b, c, d, 0. As this determinant is skew sym-

metrical, and of odd order, it vanishes identically. See, below, p. 61

;

and, for another proof of Wallace^s theorem, see p. 64.

Ex. 1. Moebius's theorem, above identified with a figure from

which Wallace's theorem follows, can be stated thus (cf. Vol. i,

p. 61) : If a line meet the joins of three points. A', B', C', respec-

tively, in P', Q', R', and the joins of these to three other points,

A, 5, C, namely the lines P'A, Q'B, R'C^ meet in a point, Z>', then

the intersections of the line with the joins of ^, 5, C, say the

points P, Q, R, when joined to A', B\ C, will give three lines PA\
QB\ RC\ which also meet in a point, D.

The dual result is that if the joins of a point, 0, to three

points A\ B', C, meet the joins BC, CA, AB, of three points

A^ B, C, in three points which are in line, then the joins of to

A, B, C meet B'C\ C'A\ A'B\ respectively, in three points also in

line. It may easily be found that lies on a certain cubic curve,

whose equation thus appears as capable of two forms.

Ex. 2. We may similarly, in three dimensions, consider the locus

of a point whose joins to four given points meet four given planes

in points lying on a plane. This locus is a quartic surface,

considered by Bauer (Sitzber. baijer. Ak., Miinchen, xviii, 1888,

p. 337). When the four given planes determine a tetrad of points

in perspective with the four given points, the locus is the Hessian
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of a cubic surface. (Cf. Vol. iir, p. 223.) lu general, the reciprocity

which holds for the case of Ex. 1 does not hold in three dimensions.

If the four given points are in one plane, and are the poles of the

four given planes in regard to a conic in this plane, then, with this

conic as Absolute conic, the locus is that of a point such that the

perpendiculars from it to the given planes have their feet on a

plane ; this locus is a cubic surface with four double points, (see

below, p. 25).

Ex. 6. The reader may compare the result of Ex. 1 with the

theorem given by Steiner {Ges. Werke, i, p. 157): If the perpen-

diculars drawn from three points, A\ B', C, to the joins, BC, CA,
AB, of three other points, meet in a point, so do the perpendiculars

drawn from A, B, C to the joins B'C\ CA', A'B\ of the first three

points. This will be found to be true in the more general form :

Given two triads of points, A' , B', C, and A, B, C, and also an
arbitrary conic ; if A', B', C be in perspective with the triad

formed bv the poles of BC, CA, AB, taken in regai'd to this conic,

then A, B, C are in perspective with the poles of B'C, C'A', AB'.
And generalisation is possible to two tetrads of points in three

dimensions.

Additions to Wallace's theorem in a plane. Wallace's

theorem has additions (Vol. ii, p. 72), ascribed to Steiner (1828,

cf. Ges. Wo'kr, i, p. 197), to the effect that the feet of the perpen-

diculars, drawn from the Wallace point to the four lines, lie in line,

and that the centres of the four circles which meet in the Wallace
point, lie on a circle containing the Wallace point. We proceed

now to obtain these results by projection from the figure in three

dimensions. Let 0, A, B, C he four points of a quadric ; let P be
any point of the section of the quadric by the plane ABC ; and let

/, J be the points in which the generators of the quadric at O meet
the generators at P. Thus the planes OPI, OPJ are the tangent

planes of the quadric drawn from the line OP, and OP is the polar

line of IJ. Next, let U, V, W be the poles, lying in the tangent

plane at 0, respectively of the planes OBC, OCA, OAB. We can

prove that the six points 0, I, J, U, V, W are on a conic. For, if

01, OJ meet the section of the quadric by the plane ABC in /', J',

the fact that this section contains the six points P, I', J', A, B, C
involves (Vol. ii, p. 29) that the planes joining O to the six lines

IJ , PI', PJ , BC, CA, AB touch a quadric cone; and the poles

of these planes, respectively, are the points 0, 1, J, U, V, W. Con-
verselv, if conies be taken, in the tangent plane at 0, through the

four points 0, U, V, W, and one of these meet the generators at

in the points /, J, the second tangent plane of the quadric, drawn
from the line IJ, touches the quadric in a point, P, of the section by
the plane ABC. When we project the figure on to a plane, from the
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point P, the three sections OBC^ OCA, OAB become circles, the

projections of i, J being the Absolute points, their centres being
the projections of U, V, W ; and we have the result that, if three

circles in a plane have a common point, their three other intersec-

tions being in line, then their centres determine a circle passing

through their common point. \Vhen we project the figure from the

point 0, the section of the quadi-ic by the plane OUP becomes a
line, through the projection of P, which is at right angles to the

line into which the conjugate section OBC projects, the Absolute
points being again the projections of/ and J. Let H be the point

in which the sections OBC\ OUP meet, other than ; also let 0' be
the point which, on the conic OIJJJVW, is the harmonic of O in

regard to / and J ; it can be shewn that the line OH lies on the

polar plane of 0'. To prove this it is sufficient to shew that the

polar line of OH, which lies in the tangent plane at 0, and contains

the pole, U, of the plane OBC, passes through 0'. For this, con-

sider the pole of the plane OUP. This pole is the intersection of

the polar planes of 0, U, P ; that is, it lies in the tangent plane at

0, in the plane OBC, and in the tangent plane at P ; it is thus the

intersection of the tangent line, at 0, of the section OBC, with the

line IJ ; the tangent line, at 0, of the section OBC, is however
harmonic to OU in regard to 01, OJ. Thus the pole of the plane

OUP is the point, of IJ, where this is met by the line, from U, which

is harmonic to UO in regard to UI and UJ. This line contains 0'

;

as it contains U, it is the polar line of OH. Now the point 0' is

determined by 0, I, J and the conic OIJUVW alone. Thus, as we
have proved that the polar plane of O' contains the line {OBC,
OUP), it follows that this plane also contains the lines {OCA, OVP)
and {OAB, OWP) ; in other words the points, other than 0, in

which the sections OBC, OCA, OAB are respectively met bv the

planes OPU, OPV, OPW, lie in a plane through 6. Wherefore,

projecting from 0, on to a plane, we have the result that if the

perpendiculars be drawn to the joins of three |X)ints (the projections

of A, B, C), from any point (the projection of P) on the circle con-

taining these points, then the feet of these perpendiculars arc on a
line (Vol. ii, p. 71). From this result, and the result obtained in

regard to the centres of three circles which meet in a point, the

additions to Wallace's theorem are obtained at once.

Ex. 1. If, with any two points, /, J, as Absolute points, the

perpendiculars be drawn to the joins of three points. A, B, C, of a

plane, from any point, P, the feet of these determine in general a
circle, the pedal circle of P (Vol. ii, p. 87). We have proved (Vol. ii,

p. 88) that, if P move on a line passing through the centre of the

circle which contains A, B, C, the pedal circles have a conmion point

(Bobillier, Gergonne's Ann., xix, 1828, p. 'hoQ ; Fontene, Noiiv. Ann.
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(k Math., V, 1905, p. 504 ; vi, 1906, p. 55). This point will then be

the intersection of the pedal lines of the two points of intersection

of the circle A^ B, C with the line on which P moves. It can be
shewn that these pedal lines are at right angles, and that their

point of intersection is on the nine points circle of ^, B, C. More
generally, if P move on an arbitrary fixed line, there is a circle to

which all the pedal circles are at right angles ; this remark the

writer owes to 5lr J. H. Grace. It ^vill now be shewn further that

this remains true when P moves on a certain cubic curve, which in

particular may degenerate into the aggregate of a line and a conic.

Let 0, A, B, C be fixed points of a (juadric, the poles of the

planes OBC, OCA, OAB, lying in the tangent plane at 0, being

denoted by U, V, W. Let P be any other point of the quadric.

Let the plane OPU meet the section OBC in H, beside ; similarly

let OK, OL, where K, L are on the quadric, be the lines {OPV, OCA)
and (OPW, OAB). When we project from 0, on to a plane, and
take for Absolute points, /, J, the points of the plane lying on the

generators of the quadric at 0, the pedal circle, in regard to the

projections of A,B, C, of the point which is the projection of P, is

the circle obtained as the projection of the section HKL of the

quadric. To prove that the pedal circles, for certain positions of P,

'cut a fixed circle at right angles, we prove that the corresponding

planes HKL pass through a fixed point of space ; when this point

is on the quadric the pedal circles meet in a point.

We can suppose the equation of the quadric, referred to 0,A,B,C,
to be

fi/z + g:^a' + hx7j + t{x^y + z) = 0,

where / = is the plane ABC, and jv = the plane OBC, etc. The
point U then has coordinates (—./j iv, v,,fi(), where 2« = g +h —f,
2v = h+f—g, 9,%0—f+g—h. If the point P, on the quadric, be

(i. V^ f, t), the point H, where the line {OBC, OUP) meets the

quadric, beside O, is then found to be

with similar coordinates for K and L ; from these the plane HKL
is found, expressed without r, to be

•liX + yr^Y + z^Z + ^ (^ + ^ + iM^gX^ + Hv) = 0,

where

X = {ur} +gO («r + /'^), Y = (^'^+ h^) (-^f +fO,

It will be shewn that when P moves on a section of the quadric by

a fixed plane containing and the pole of the plane ABC, the

plane HKL passes through a definite point of the quadric ; this

leads to the theorem above referred to, given in Vol. ii, p. 88. More
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generally, regarding .r, ?/, z, t, in the above equation of the plane

HKL,as fixed, and regarding (^, ?;, ^) as variable, these being taken

as proportional to the coordinates of the projection of P, the

equation will represent a locus for P such that the corresponding

pedal circles cut a fixed circle at right angles ; the Absolute points

are given by

It can be shewn, in particular, that if Z, m, ?i be arbitrary, and
X, «/, 2, t be given, with q = vzc + zmi + uv, by uo' = mn — t, vi/= nl — t,

Zi)z = Im — t and

u~^v~^w~^q't = q {ninu~^ + nlv~^ + hnw~^)

— u {m — )if — V (ii — ly — zv{l — my,

then the cubic relation connecting ^, 77, ^ is satisfied either by

/f+ mr} + n^=0 or by lf^~^ + mgr]~^ + 7ih^~^ = 0. More particularly,

if /, m, n be such that Ifii + )ng"u + nhw = 0, the values for .r, y, z, t,

namely, u~H{m + n), v~^m{n+ l), zc~hi(l+m), and —{mn-\-nl-\-lm),

correspond to a point lying on the quadric, and the equation

/^ + mr) + n^ = corresponds to a line through the centre of the

circle ABC ; we then have the result of V^ol. 11, p. 88.

Ex. 2. If four planes, a, /3, 7, 8, be drawn through a point, 0, of

a quadric, the lines of intersection (/3, 7), (7, a), (a, /3), (a, 8), (/3, 8),

(7, 8) meeting the quadric again, respectively, in A, B, C, A', B', C\
we have proved that the planes ABC, AB'C, BC'A', CAB' meet in

a point, 0', and inferred that 0' is on the quadric by remarking

that 0, A, B, C, A', B', C, 0' are a set of associated points. This

follows from what is said above, p. 21 ; for let the poles of a, /3, 7, h

be, respectively, U, V, W, T ; let the conic through 0, U, V, W, T
meet the generators at O again in / and J. Then the second

tangent plane to the quadric from IJ has its point of contact on

every one of the planes ABC, ABC, BC'A', CAB'.
Ex. 3. We may consider the generalisation to three dimensions

of the pedal properties above given for a plane. A particular

result, leading to a cubic surface with four double points, has been

mentioned in Vol. iii, p. 223. Defining the perpendicular from a

point to a plane by means of an Absolute conic, w, namely as the

line, from this point, to the pole of the plane in regard to this

conic, CO, the condition that the feet of the perpendiculars, drawn
from a point E, to the planes containing four points A, B, C, D,

should lie in a plane, is the same as that the quadric which touches

these planes, and has the cone Eoi as enveloping cone, should

touch the plane of w. To prove this, consider first, instead of the

conic ft), a quadric, 11, the perpendicular from ^ to a plane being

the join of E to the pole of this plane in regard to £i. Let the

poles of the planes BCD, ..., ABC be denoted, respectively, by
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A\ ..., D, and let the lines EA\ ..., ED' meet these planes,

respectively, on a plane ct, whose pole is P. Let the polar plane of

E be e, and denote the planes BCD, ..., ABC by a, ..., S, respec-

tively. The line EA' then intersects the line (-gt, a), which is the

polar line, in regard to fl, of the line PA' ; in other words, the

lines EA', PA' are conjugate. So, likewise, are the pairs {EB', PB'),

{EC, PC), {ED', PD'). Tiie locus of a point whose joins to E and
P are conjugate lines in regard to the quadric O is, however, that

quadric, through the plane sections of Cl by the polar planes e, ot,

which contains both E and P, as is easy to see. This description of

the quadric locus is, however, redundant, since any quadric, through
the section of H by the polar plane e, which contains also the pole

E, will meet H in another conic and contain the pole of the plane

of this. Thus the condition for E, in relation to A, B, C, D, is that

the c|uadric, which contains A', B', C, D', and also the conic in

which n is met by the polar plane, e, of E, should also contain E.

Or, the condition may be stated in dual form, recalling that the

planes e, cr meet each of a, ^, y, 8 in a pair of lines which are

conjugate in regard to fl, and reciprocating in regard to 12, by
saving that the quadric which touches a, /3, 7, S, and has, for en-

veloping cone, that drawn from E to fi, should touch the polar

plane, e, of E. When fl consists of the planes containing the

tangent lines of a conic, tw, the polar plane of E becomes the plane

of (0, and the condition is as stated above ; namely, the quadric

touching a, /3, 7, B and the tangent planes of the cone Eco, touches

the plane of (o. This quadric has then, also, as generating lines, the

two tangent lines of co which pass through the point of contact of

the quadric with this plane.

Ed\ 4. If the perpendiculars, in regard to an Absolute conic co,

drawn from a point E to the four planes containing points A, B, C, D,
meet these planes in points which lie on a plane, then each of the

five points A, B, C, D, E is in the same relation to the other four.

For let cr be the conic, in the plane of co, in regard to which the

joining lines and planes of the points A, B, C, D, E determine a

polar system. Then, as we have seen (above, p. 11), the enveloping

cone from E to any quadric touching the four planes BCD, ..., ABC,
and touching also the plane of co, meets this plane in a cone which
is inpolar to a. Thus, from Ex. 8 preceding, when the perpendicu-
lars, in regard to co, draw n from E to the four planes BCD, ..., ABC,
meet these in points of a plane, the conic co is inpolar to a, and
conversely. As co is given, and cr is symmetrical in regard to

A, B, C, D, E, the property in question is likewise symmetrical.

Ex. 5. The theorem of the symmetry of the points A,B,C,D,E
in Ex. 4 is due to \\. Mantel," Wiskimdige Apgaven, 1899-1902,

p. 396, No. 199. See H. W. Richmond, Camb. Phil. Proc, Vol. xxii.
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Part I, 1924. In this paper Mr Richmond proves, for the rational

curve of order n in space of n dimensions, in extension of the

Wallace theorem for a circle in a plane, a result which, for tTie

cubic curve in three dimensions, may be stated : The necessary and
sufficient condition that a cubic curve should be such that, in regard

to an Absolute conic oj, the perpendiculars from any point of the

curve to the four planes containing any other four points of the

curve, should have their feet on a plane, is that the conic co should

touch the three chords of the curve which lie in its plane. Let the

three points of the curve which lie in this plane be P, Q, R; let a
be the conic, of the plane PQR, in regard to which the joining

points and planes of five points, A,B, C, Z>, E, of the curve, form a

self-polar system. AVe have shewn above (p. 12) that the only con-

dition for a is that P, Q, R should form a self-polar triad in regard

thereto ; also (Ex. 4, preceding) that the condition for A, J?, C, Z>, E
is that CO should be inpolar to a. A conic, &), inpolar to all conies,

0-, for which P, Q, R form a self-polar triad, is given by any conic

which touches PQ, QR, RP ; and, conversely, onlv bv such a conic.

This proves the result.

Eiv. 6. Prove that, if fl be any cjuadric, the necessary and
sufficient condition that the lines joining a point E to the poles,

A', B\ C, D\ respectively, of the planes BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC, in

regard to H, should meet these planes, respectively, in points lying

on a plane, is that the lines D E, D'E^ should be conjugate in

regard to f], where E^ is the definite point such that the enveloping

cones from E and E^ to fl are also enveloping cones of a quadric

touching the four planes BCD, ..., ABC. It can be shewn (cf.

Ex. 11 above) that, if D^ be defined from D, and the four planes

containing A,B,C,E, just as E^ is here defined, then the line D^E^
contains D'. Hence the condition for E in regard to A, B, C, D, is

that the line D^D'E^ should intersect the polar line of D'E. The
condition that the lines joining D to the poles of the planes BCE,
CAE, ABE, ABC, in regard to fl, should meet these planes in

points of a plane, is that the line D^D'E^ should intersect the polar

line of D'D. One condition does not involve the other, in general

;

this will be so, however, when the points D',D, E are in line. It will

also be so when H reduces to a conic.

Ex. 7. The results may be obtained analytically. As before, let

A, B, C, D, E be any five points, and E^ be determined from E by
the condition that the c[uadric which touches the planes BCD, ...,

ABC, and the tangent cone from E to the given cjuadric O, has E^

as the vertex of the further connnon enveloping cone of the two
quadrics, while D^ is determined from D and fl similarly, by a

quadric touching the four planes joining A, B, C, E and the

enveloping cone to H drawn from D; let coordinates be taken with
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respect to A^ B, C and a further arbitrarv })oint ; and the tangential

equation of P. be (A,B,C\D,F,G,n,U^V,W^l,nu>i, />)- = 0. Then
prove that the line D^E^ contains the pole, D\ of the plane ABC,
and meets the plane ABC in tlie point whose coordinates are

Att' - U (^T + gV) + D^^
'

Btt' - V (7]t' + yr) + Dyy

gr — ^ T riT — rj T

CTT'-W(^T' + ^'r) + D^C'

where (^, i], ^, t), (^', ?;', ^', t') are the coordinates of D and jB,

respectively. In order that the perpendiculars from E, in regard to

n, drawn to the planes BCD, ..., ABC, should meet these in the

points of a plane, we have to express that the lines D'E, D'E^

should be conjugate in regard to O ; that is that the polar plane

of E should contain the point in which D'E^ meets the plane ABC.
If the point equation of O be (a, b, c, d,f,g, h, ii, v, zc^,v,i/, z, t)'' = 0,

this condition is that E should lie on the quartic surface whose

equation, with x, y, z, t as current coordinates, is

^^
^- (ax + Iw + gz + ut) + . .

.

When coordinates are referred to A,B, C, D, so that ^ = 0, 7; = 0,

^=0, this equation is

At-Ux. , ^^ Ct-Wz. ^ ^, ^(ax + hy + gz + ut) + . . . H {gx + . . . + xct) = 0,

or

A{ax+hy+gz+nt) C(gx+ ...+ivt) D(ux+... + dt)

X '"
- z ' t

where A is the discriminantal determinant of the point equation

of n.

If n be a conic, lying in the plane \x + /xy + vz + w^ = 0, so that

there are four equations such as A\ + Hix + Gv -[- U-sr = 0, the point

equation of H is (Xx + . . . + 's^t)- = 0. The equation then divides by
\x + ... + ifft = 0. The remaining cubic surface is given by

\ {^t - Tx)-' [Alt -Vi^t-V rx) + D^.r] + . . . + ^ -

or, referred to A,B, C, D, by

AXcV-' + Bfiy-^ + Cvz-' + Dx^t'' = 0,

and is a cubic surface with four double points. The equation ex-

presses that the point E^, derived from E as in the preceding

Example, is on the plane of the Absolute conic.
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Ex. 8. In regard to the Absolute conic given by

\.r + /i;V/ + vz + tsr^ = 0, Ax"- + %- + Cz- + Df = 0,

the four points of reference for the coordinates are such that their

opposite joins are at right angles ; and they have an orthocentre,

the intersection of the four perpendiculars from the points to the

opposite planes, which is (XA~\ /iiB~^, vC~^, otD"^),

Ex. 9. The quadrics touching x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, t = Q in

regard to which the point (^, ?;, ^, r) is the pole of the plane

\x \- ixy -\- vz -\- 'u^t = 0, give, in this plane, x ^ conies. The quadrics

of the form Ax"- + By- + Cz^ + Dt- = 0, which pass through (^,'>7, ^,t),

give, in this plane, other x - conies. Prove that every conic of the

latter system is outpolar to every conic of the former system.

Ex. 10. The surface x~'^ -\-
y~'^

-\-
z~'^

-\-
1~'^ = is the locus of a

point from which the perpendiculars to .r = 0, ?/ = 0, ^ = 0, # =
have their feet on a plane, when a proper conic is taken as Absolute

conic. Prove that, of such conies, there are x "^ in an arbitrary

plane, Xx + fiy + vz + ar^ = 0, namely the intersections of this plane

with quadrics touching x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, t = which are such that

the pole of this plane, in regard to the quadric, is

{\~^, fi'^, v~^, nr'^).

Ex. 11. It should be remarked in connexion with preceding

theorems for a cubic curve, that, if three tetrads of points of the

cubic be taken, say. A, B, C, D; A', B\ C, D ; A", B', C", D'\
then the twelve planes, of which each contains three points of one

tetrad, are all touched by a quadric. Further, taking any two
other arbitrary points of the curve, the two tangent planes of the

quadric, through the chord joining these two points, determine two
further points of the curve, and hence a tetrad, of which the two
other connecting planes also touch the quadric.

Let the planes BCD, . .
.

, ABC be denoted, respectively, by
a, l3, 7, S, with a similar notation for the planes of the two other

given tetrads, namely a, jS', y\ S', and a", /3", 7", S". Since the

quadrics touching the planes a, ^, 7, S, a, j3'
,
7' likewise touch S',

these quadrics, expressed tangentially, are x ^ and such a quadric

exists touching also the planes joining D to the chords A"B",
A"C". The enveloping cone from D to this quadric then touches

the five planes o, ^, 7, BA'B'\ DA"C". But the lines DA, DB,
DC, DA", DB", DC" lie on a quadric cone (of vertex D, containing

the curve). Hence the quadric cone touching the five planes a, /3, 7,

DA"B", DA"C" also touches the plane DB"C". Wherefore, the

quadric constructed, touching the planes a, /3, 7, S, a, ^', 7', S' and
DA"B", DA'C, equally touches the plane DB"C". As touching

a, 0',y',8' and DBC, DC"A', DA"B", this cpiadric also touches
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the eighth plane, A''B"C", or 8", these eight planes being as-

sociated, \o\. Ill, p. 139. Similarly it touches the planes a", /3", y".

Now, let A-^ be any further point of the curve, and let the tangent
planes of the quadric from DA.^ meet the curve again in B.^ and C,.

Then, as above, the quadric also touches the plane DBjC^^ and
thence, also, the plane AJB/^^. If, then, D^ be taken arbitrarily, on
the curve, and the tangent planes be drawn from AJD^ to this

quadric, determining, by their further intersections, the points
B'^ C/ of the curve, it follows, as before, that this quadric also

touches A-fB./C-i, and, thence, also the plane D3B3C3. This establishes

the statement made, the two arbitrary points taken being A3 and D^.

Ex. 12. If the coordinates of a point of the cubic curve be
written {6'\ 6", 6, 1), and the points A, B, C, D be given by
(loB* + ttyd'^ + ... + «4 = 0, or say/= 0, the points A', B\ C, D' being
given by </> = 0, where (/> = bo6'^ + b^O' -f etc., and the points A",
B'\ C", D' by ^ = 0, where yjr = 0,6' + c.d' + etc. = 0, shew that the
planes of every tetrad of points of the cubic, given by an equation
of the form ^f-\- v4> + ^^ = 0, touch the quadric whose tangential

equation is

ao, Oi, a.2, (Is, 04 =0.

f>0} ^1} h, h, f>i

Co, Ci, C2, C3, Ci

I, m, n, p,

0, I, m, n, p

Theorems for the circumscribed circles vtrhen an in-

definite number of lines is given in a plane. Recurring now
to the theorem in which four arbitrary points were taken in a plane,

and arbitrary planes were drawn through the joins of each two, we
were able, with the use of Pappus' theorem, to shew that the four

points, obtained as intersections of the planes through the joins of
each triad of points, lie in a plane (above, p, 18). If we start with
five arbitrary points, it can be shewn that the five planes, each
obtained as above from four of these, all meet in a point ; and for

the proof of this the Propositions of Incidence only are sufficient.

If we begin with six points, the six points so obtainable, one from
each five of these, lie in a plane. And so on, indefinitely.

In a plane, a, let five points Pj, P^? ... , Pg be arbitrarily taken ;

and through the join of every two let an arbitrary plane be drawn,
for instance the plane a^o through the join P^P^. The planes a,3,a3i,ai2

determine a point, P123, and so on. The four points P123, P234, P314,

Pi-y lie in a plane ; this is what was proved above (p. 18). When
we start with five points there arise five such planes. Denoting
these by Wi^m, ..., 0(2345, ^^e now prove that these five planes meet in

a point.

In the plane a^„ are five points, namely Pj, Pg, P123, Pm, P]25

;
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and the process followed gives another plane than aj., passing

through the line joining any two of these points. Of these five

points consider, at first, only the four Pj, P123, P124, P1255 and apply

to these the process which was followed when we started with four

points, Pj,P2, Ps, Piy lying in a plane a. Through the lines joining

the respective six pairs, of the four points,

(P124? "125)5 (Pl25? Pv2-i)'> \Pv2^' "124)5 \P\1 Pl2?.)i \Pl-> * 124)5 (Pi 5
P125)

there pass, beside the plane ttj.,? the planes

0^1245 5 "^laiS? 0(i2;u? *^13 5 ^Ui (^\5 '•>

of these, however, the planes ai245, cc^, ajs meet in P^s; the planes

ai2359 "135 «is vneet in P135; and aio34, a^^, a^ meet in P134. Thus, the

plane ai345, which is the plane of the points P^r,, Pnsi Pmi, contains

the point of intersection of the planes 0^,^^, ajsso? «i234- If we next

consider the four points Pg, P^st Pm, A255 we similarly prove that

the same point of intersection lies on the plane a2345- That is, the

five planes, a^,Q,r,s5 where p, q, r, s are every four of the numbers

1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, meet in a point. This is what we desired to prove.

The final point may be denoted by Pjosjg.

If we now begin with six points, Pj, ... , P,,, of the original plane,

every five of these, by the same process, will give rise to a point.

It can be shewn that the six points so obtained lie in a plane. The
process gives rise, with others, to the four points P123, P,24, Pi2.5» -P126?

all lying in the plane a-^^. Beside this plane there pass, through the

six joins of pairs of these points, namely

(Pl24,Pi25)5 \P\2b1 Pvii)t {Pl23i Pu-iji \Pli3l Plisji {"1-2A > PVIg) i
\P125 1 PXish

respectively the planes

of,«

which, for brevity, we may denote, momentarily, by (45), (53), (34),

(36), (46), (56), respectively. By what we have shewn, the points

of intersection of threes of these planes, which are

(45,53,34), (45,46,56), (53,56,36), (34,36,46),

lie in one plane. These points are, however, respectively, P10345,

Pi24565 -^12356* ^i'2;j46 • ^^J ^ siuiilar argumeut it follows that every four

of the six points in question, whose symbols have two digits in

common, are in one plane. From this, the fact that all six points

are in one plane is clear.

If we start with seven points, Pj, ..., P^, in the original plane,

there will be seven planes, of which one arises, as in the case con-

sidered, from every six of these points. It can be shewn that these

seven planes meet in a point. The proof may begin by considering

the five coplanar points P12;., where ;•= 3, 4, ..., 7. And so on.
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We niuv consider the dual of tliese theorems, obtained by taking

planes all passing through a point, and an arbitrary point on the

line of intersection of any two of these planes. The case when four

planes are drawn through the point was considered above. In

particular, the points which are taken on the lines of intersection

of the pairs of planes, may be the further intersections of these

lines with a (juadric drawn through the original point. ^Vhen the

number of planes originally taken is even, the theorem leads finally

to a point ; it can be shewn, as in the case of four planes, that this

})oint is also on the (juadric. When we begin by considering five

planes through the original point, we obtain, by projection on to

a plane, the part of the theorem proved above (p. 1) which is

expressed bv saying that the foci of the five parabolas, which touch

h've lines in fours, lie on a circle. When we begin by considering

six planes through the original point, the result is that the six

circles, obtained from every five parabolas, have a point in connnon.

And so on. These theorems were given by Clifford (1870), Math.
Papers (1882), p. 38, whose method of proof (in dual statement) is

by a curve of order n with a fixed (?? — l)-fold point.

Ex. 1. Another representation of the preceding results may be

referred to. On a quadric surface, any generator of one system may
be associated with a value of a parameter, say 6, and any point of

the surface with the \alues of a pair of parameters, say 6 and ^.

Now take two fixed lines of space, say x and y, both meeting a line

h ; and associate the points of the line x with the values of 6, the

point (h, x) corresponding to ^ = 0, say, and two other assigned

points of .1' corresponding to assigned values of ^; similarly, associate

the points of the line y with the values of 0. Next, take a further

line p, meeting h but not x nor y. Then any transversal of the

three lines x, y, p, as meeting x and y in points, say 6 and ^,
corresponds to a definite point {6, cf)) of the original quadric ; and
the aggregate of all such transversals, which meet x anci y in related

ranges, corresponds to the points of a plane section of the original

quadric; upon this plane section there is a point, say H, independent

of the line p, which corresponds to the transversal h. Conversely,

any plane section of the quadric passing through the point H,
corresponds to such an aggregate of transversals of the fixed lines

.r, 7/ and another line p, meeting h but not x nor y, wherein however
the line p is not unique. Two such plane sections, ctj and a^, have,

beside H, another connnon point, say P^^ ; this corresponds to the

fact that two such reguli of lines meeting x and y, both containing

A, have in common another line. If three such sections of the

quadric be taken through H, and the three further intersections of
pairs of these be Pj., P.], P12, the points of the plane section of the

quadric, which contains these points P23, P^, P12, have parameters
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0,
(f)

connected by an equation, linear in both these ; the points of

this plane section thus correspond to a regulus of lines meeting
.*' and ?/, in points forming two related ranges ; this regulus does

not contain /*, but contains three lines corresponding, respectively,

to P23, P31, Pi2- The correspondence may be pursued when more
than three sections of the quadric are taken through H. In particular

we have the following result : Let h be a given transversal of two
given non-intersecting lines, .v and i/. Consider five reguli of lines,

each consisting of lines meeting w and ?/ in related ranges, each

regulus having h as one line. Two of these reguli have common a

line beside h, say q^; the lines ^12, ^23? ^'315 common to the pairs of

three of the reguli, determine a further regulus of lines meeting ,t

and ?/, say ^103, not containing A; the four reguli, 3-234, ^314, ^'124, 5123,

so arising from four of the original reguli, have then a line in

common, say ^1234; and the five lines, 5-1234, ..., 523455 all belong to a

regulus of lines meeting cc and ?/.

From this result, taking a section by an arbitrary plane, we
obtain the figure considered above (p. 31), in which we have

considered the circles through the intersections of the triads selected

from five arbitrary lines of a plane; there is the slight generalisation,

however, unless the plane of section be taken to contain the line /?,

that here, instead of five lines in a plane, we obtain five circles with

a common point.

EcV. 2. Let S be the conic drawn to touch five given lines of a

plane; let (Sj, ...,S^ be conies each touching four of these lines;

suppose the six conies are all triangularly inscribed to another

conic. Prove that S^, . . . , «S'g have a common tangent line (Wakeford,

Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.^ xv, 1916, p. 340, who uses the result to

establish the theorem of a double six of lines).

SECTION II. THEOREMS OF THREE AND FOUR DIMENSIONS

Tetrahedral complex as determined by planes meeting
three lines in four dimensions. We have considered in Vol. 111

(p. 99) the system of lines which are normals of the quadrics of a

confocal system. These constitute a tetrahedral complex ; this is

an aggregate (x ^) of lines, in space of three dimensions, determined

by the single condition that the range of points, on every one of

the lines of the complex, in which the line meets four given fixed

planes, is related to a given range of four points. Or, what is the

same thing (Vol. i, p. 30), by the condition that the planes, joining

every one of the lines of the complex to the four points of inter-

section of the four given planes, form an axial pencil of four planes

which is related to the same given range of four points.

We assume the elementary properties of space of four dimensions

(cf. Vol. I, pp. 33, 37, etc.) ; that a general line meets a threefold
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space in a point ; that a general plane meets a threefold space

in a line ; that two general planes have a point in common ; and
two general threefold spaces have a plane in common ; that two
non-intersecting lines determine a threefold space ; that three non-

intersecting lines have a common transversal line, which meets each

of the three lines in the point in which this meets the threefold

space determined by the other two. We also assume that through
a plane, ct, there pass x ^ threefold spaces which meet any two lines

in related ranges of points. When the two lines lie in a plane, say

a, if P, P' be the points in which these lines meet one of the three-

folds through cr, the line PP' meets ct, and lies in a, and so passes

through the point common to •ar and a ; the ranges determined on

the two lines by the threefolds are thus in perspective. From this

it is easy to deduce the general statement.

Now suppose that, in the fourfold space, we have three non-

intersecting lines, and also a (flat) threefold space, ft, not containing

any of the lines, nor their transversal. As the join of three arbitrary

points, one on each of the lines, there is determined a plane, and
there are x ^ such planes. We prove that the lines, in which the

threefold H is met by these planes, constitute a tetrahedral com-
plex in n. And, conversely, we shew that any tetrahedral complex
in n can be determined in such a way.

Let the lines be a, 6, c ; let the points in which they meet O be

A^ B, C, these being supposed not to lie in line. Then the common
transversal of a, 6, c does not lie in O ; let this transversal meet O
in D. Also let this transversal meet a, 6, c in A\ B', C . Consider

a plane, bt, not lying in H, meeting a, b, c, in P, Q, R, respectively.

The threefold space, -sr^, containing vr and A^ as containing P,

contains the line «, and hence also the point A'. Thus the four

threefolds -sr^, crB, iirC, -otD meet the transversal line of a, 6, c,

respectively, in the points A', B\ C, D; these points are independent
of the plane in-. Next, let / be the line in which the plane -sr meets O

;

the threefold space 'stA then meets fl in the plane I

A

; and any line

of n meets the plane lA in the point in which this line meets the

threefold utA. Thus the planes lA, IB, IC, ID are met by any line

of n in the range in which this line meets the threefold spaces 'ss-A,

taB, ctC, -57Z); and this range is therefore related to the fixed range

A\ B', C, D, by what we have seen. Wherefore, the lines /, in

which n is met by the planes w, constitute a tetrahedral complex,
relative to A, B, C, D.

Conversely, given in O any tetrahedral complex relative to four

points, A, B, C, D, of H, we can draw, in a fourfold space containing

ft, an arbitrary line through D, not lying in O ; we can then take

on this line three points. A', B', C, in such a way that the range

A\ B', C, D is related to the range determined, on any line of li,

B. G. IV. 3
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by the planes joining A^ B, C, D to a line of the complex. Then
the tetrahedral complex is that constituted by the lines of fl which
lie in planes meeting the three lines AA ^ BB\ CC, of the fourfold
space.

Ex. Let the fourfold space be referred to the five points
A, B, C, D and C", and, in terms of the symbols of D and C, let

the symbols of A' and B' be, respectively, given by A' = D + C,
B =b + \C'. A plane, tsr, meeting the lines AA\ BB\ CC\
contains three points with symbols, respectively,

A+p{D + C'), B + q{D + \C'), C + rC\

so that a general point of this plane has a symbol

^[A+p(D + C')] + rj[B + q(D + XC')] + ^{C + rC');

in particular, the points of this plane which lie in the space

{A, B, C, D) are such that ^p + 7)q\ + ^r = ; such points then
have symbols r^ [A +pD] + rr] \B + qB'] — {^p + v^P^) ^y and are

those of the line joining the two points

r (A +pD) -pC, r {B + qD) - qXC.

The coordinates of these points, relative to A, B, C, D, are

(7-, 0, — p, rp) and (0, r, — q\^ rq); and the line joining them has

the coordinates (— }'q, rp, qp — qp\ p, q\ r) ; denoting these by
(I, ..., n), they satisfy Xll' + nwi = 0. This is the equation for the

tetrahedral complex. It may be readily verified that the planes

joining any line of it to A, B, C, D meet an arbitrary line in a

range related to A', B', C, D.

Analogous generation ofa linear complex. In the preceding

section it was assumed that the common transversal of the three

lines a, b, c was not in the threefold space fl. We now shew that,

if this be so, the planes meeting a, b, c meet 11 in the lines of a

linear complex. The definition of a linear complex has been given

in Vol. Ill, pp. 56 ff., and it has been shewn that this can be stated

without the use of the algebraic symbols (Vol. in, p. 64) : suppose

we have, in the space of three dimensions, two planes, intersecting

in a line TU ; and, in one of the planes, a flat pencil of lines of

vertex T, and in the other plane a flat pencil of lines of vertex U ;

these pencils being related to one another, and the ray TU, of the

one, corresponding to the ray UT of the other. Then the aggregate

of the lines joining a point, of one ray of one pencil, to any point

of the corresponding ray of the other pencil, is a linear complex ;

and, conversely, any linear complex can be so determined.

Let 6", t, u be three non-intersecting lines of a fourfold space

;

let k be the common transversal line of these, meeting them,

respectively, in C, T, U. Let H be a threefold space containing

the line k, but not the lines c, t, u. Take fixed points, E, F, G,
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arbitrarily upon t", t, u, and let EF, which does not lie in O, because

c and t do not, meet O in ^ ; similarly let EG meet fl in B. Thus
AB is a particular fixed line of H lyinj^ in a plane which meets the

lines c\ t^ u, and we may regard fi as determined by the line A; and
the points A, B. If now L be any point of the line c, the line LF,
lying in the plane CEFA, will meet the fixed line CA, say in P ;

and the line LG, lying in the plane CEGB, will meet the fixed line

CB, say in Q ; and as L varies on the line c, the ranges (P), (Q), on

CA and CB, will be related. In particular, when L is at C, both P
and Q are also at C. Thus, the pencil T (P), in the plane kA, is

related to the pencil U (Q), in the plane kB; and these pencils have

the ray TU in common. If now M be any point of the line t, the

line LM, which lies in the plane TLF, meets the line TP, say in X;
and as T, C, A, P are in O, so is JiT ; again if N be any point of the

line u, the line LN, which lies in the plane ULG, meets the line

C7Q, say in F; and as U, C, B, Q are in H, so is Y. Thus ^F is

a line of H, in which this is met by a plane LMN which meets the

given lines c, t, u ; and X, F are, respectively, upon the corresponding

rays TP, UQ, of the two related pencils spoken of. Thus, as L, M, N
vary, the line XY describes a linear complex in ft, of which AB
and PQ are particular lines,

Ex. Let the fourfold space be referred to the five points

A, B, T, U, E, the space ft being referred to the first four of these.

We may then, without loss of generality, suppose the symbols of

C, P, G, in terms of those of the fundamental points, to be C = T + U,
F = A + E,G=^B + E. If then the symbol of L be written C + xE,

3—2
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or T + C7 + j'jE, the point P, lying on LF and CA^ has the symbol
P^T -Y U — xA, and the point Q, lying on LG and CB, has the

symbol Q = T+U — xB. Whence, if the symbols of M and iV be
written, respectively, M = A+E-\- yT, N = B + E + zU, the point

X, lying on LM and TP, has the symbol X = T{1- xy") + C7 - xA ;

and the point F, lying on LiV and C7Q, has the symbol

Y =V{\-xz)^-T-xB.
That is, the coordinates of X and F relatively to A^ B, T, C7 are,

respectively, (— a^, 0, 1 —xy^ 1) and (0, — ^, 1, 1 — xz). From these

we at once find that the line XY belongs to the linear complex
expressed by m + m = 0.

The determination of the tetrahedral complex, and of the linear complex,
by planes meeting three lines in space of four dimensions, are given by Segre,

"Alcune considerazioni elementari," etc. ,'' Eend. Circ. Mat. Palermo, ii, 1888,

p. 4.5. Another way of regarding these complexes arises below, in Section iii

of this Chapter (p. 40).

Spheres as determined from sections of a quadric in four-

fold space. We have seen that circles in a plane may be regarded

as projections of plane sections of a quadric in threefold space, the

centre of projection being on the quadric. The Absolute points of

the plane, through which the circles pass, are on the generators of

the quadric at the centre of projection.

Spheres in a threefold space, IT, may similarly be obtained by
projection of sections of a quadric in fourfold space. Such a quadric,

n, may be defined here as the locus of points (x ^ in multiplicity)

whose coordinates, in the fourfold space, satisfy a general homo-
geneous quadratic equation. Let .r = 0, «/ = 0, s = 0, t = represent

four threefolds which intersect in a point, O, of the quadric O, and
t; = be another threefold. The equation of fl will then have a
form

ax^ + by- + cz" + dt- + ^fyz + ^gzx + 9,hxy + '^pxt + 9,qyt

+ %rzt + 2 {Ax + By + Cz + Df)v = 0.

Any line drawn through will meet O in one point at 0. Lines

can be drawn through O which meet the quadric in two coincident

points at 0; these, it is easily proved, lie in and generate a three-

fold space ; for the given equation of ft this is given by

Ax + By + Cz + Dt = 0;

it is called the tangent threefold of il at 0. If P be any point, other

than O common to ft and its tangent threefold at O, the line OP
must lie entirely on H, because it meets fl in two coincident points

at and in a further point P, while a line not lying on D. meets

this only in two points. Thus the conmion points of ft and its

tangent threefold at O are the points of an aggregate of lines
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through 0. Now, an arbitrary threefold meets 11 in a ((uadric surface,

lying in this threefold ; an arbitrary plane, which may be regarded

as the intersection of two threefolds, meets H in a conic ; and, if

any line, in the tangent threefold at 0, but not passing through O,

meet the q uadric O in P and Q, the conic, in which the plane OPQ_
meets O, consists of the two lines OP^ OQ. Thus, the intersection

of il with the tangent threefold at O consists of a quadric cone, of

vertex 0, lying in this threefold, the x ^ generators of this cone

being the intersections of fl with the tangent threefold, constituting

all the lines of fl which pass through 0. With the equation taken

for O, this cone is the intersection of the threefold given by
A.r -I- Bi/ + Cz -\- Dt = 0, with the locus represented by

(a, b, c, d,f, g, h, p, q, r\oc, y, z, tf = 0.

This last consists of an x - of lines, joining to the points of a

quadric surface lying in the threefold v = 0.

If we project the points of fl from O, on to an arbitrary threefold,

n, the quadric cone of x^ lines of 12, passing through 0, will

evidently give rise to a conic, a, in O, lying in the plane in which
n is met by the tangent threefold of fl at 0. Now consider an
arbitrary threefold, S, not passing through ; this meets H in a
quadric surface ; and it is intersected by every line of fl which
passes through 0. The section of fl by 2 will thus project, from 0,
into a quadric surface in the threefold H, with the property that it

passes through the conic cr. Or, if we regard a as the Absolute
conic of the threefold space 11, the sections of 12, by all threefold

spaces not passing through 0, project into spheres in 11.

The tangent plane of such a sphere, at any point, is the projection

of the tangent plane of the quadric section of H at the corresponding
point, say P, of H ; this tangent plane at P is the intersection of

the tangent threefold of 12, at P, with the threefold, S, whose
section of fl is under consideration. But, in particular, if we con-

sider the tangent plane of the sphere, in the space O, at a point of

the conic a, the corresponding point, P, of 12, lies on the tangent
threefold of CI at O, and the tangent threefold of 12 at P then
passes through O. This tangent threefold of 12 at P contains also

the pole point, say S, of the threefold S, in regard to 12, and thus
contains the line OS. The point in which OS meets the threefold S
thus lies on the tangent plane at P of the quadric section (12, S).

^Vherefore, the tangent planes of the sphere, in the space IT, at all

points of the conic o-, pass through the point in which the line OS,
from to the pole of the cutting threefold S, meets the space II.

In other words, the centre of the sphere is the projection of the
pole of the cutting threefold %, in regard to 12. In this description,

we have assumed that the notion of a polar point, and polar three-
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fold, in regard to the quadric n, is clear, from the analogy of the

cases in two and three dimensions, without detailed explanation

;

the equation of the polar threefold of a point (.r', y\ z\ t', v') is

formed from the equation of ft by the operator x'd/d.v + . .. 4- v'd/dv;

and if the polar threefold of a point P contain a point Q, the polar

threefold of Q contains P.

Consider two points of ft, say and Q ; the tangent threefolds

of ft at these points will meet in a plane, and this plane will meet
ft in a conic. Every line, lying on ft, which passes through O, will

therefore meet this conic, and will intersect a particular line, lying

on ft, of those passing through Q, at a point of this conic. Through
this point, which is on ft, there pass x ^ lines, lying on ft, to points

such as Q. Thus every line of ft meets x ^ others, and there are x ^

lines lying upon ft. When the points and Q are such that each

lies on the tangent threefold of ft at the other, the plane common
to these two tangent threefolds passes through both and Q, and
contains the line OQ. This line, meeting ft in two coincident points

both at and Q, lies entirely on ft. It can be shewn that, in this

case, the plane common to the two tangent threefolds meets ft only

in this line, OQ, taken twice over, and touches the cones, of lines of

ft, drawn from and Q, along this line. Further, a tangent plane

of the cone of lines of ft, through O, is characterised by the fact

that every threefold which contains this plane is a tangent three-

fold of ft.

EcV. 1. Given the six equations

.r2 4-«/' + ^- + ^-+ t'- = 0, ^^o'+---+t'o' = 0, /ri^+...+fi' = 0,

^o'Vi + i/oiji + . . . + To t'l = 0, .nro + . . . + t'i'o = 0, .i\t\ + . . . + r t'l = 0,

deduce that

[.r (i/,zo -,yo'-'i) +^ (-i''^o - ^o<?'i) + s (x^yo - -v^yi)]' = 0-

Ea\ 2. If the equation of ft be written, as above,

<^ (^, y, z, t) + 2t' (Aa^ +% + Cz + Dt) = 0,

the cone of lines of ft from (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) is given by cf) (d', ij, z, f) = 0,

A,v+...+Dt = 0. If {.v\ y\ z\ t') be such that Aa' +..'. + Dt' = 0,

and <^' denote (.t', ?/', z\ f), this cone is touched by the plane given

by ^*' + . . . + Z>^ = and xd<\>ldx' + . . . + td<l>'jdt' = 0.

Ex. 3. It follows from what is said that a sphere may be

represented by the threefold whose section with ft projects into the

sphere. The sphere may, therefore, equally be represented by the

point which is the pole of this threefold in regard to ft. A circle

in the space 11, through which an infinite aggregate of spheres can

be drawn, may thus be represented, in the fourfold space, by a plane,

through which an infinite aggregate of threefolds can be drawn ; or
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the circle can ecjually be represented by the line of the fourfold

space which is the pole, in re<^ard to H, of the plane ; this being the

locus of the poles, in regard to D, of the threefolds drawn through

the plane, as we easily verify. A consecjuence of this representation

will be that two lines of the fourfold space which have a point in

common, being the polars in regard to H of two planes which lie

in the same threefold space, will represent two circles of the three-

fold space which lie on the same sphere, that is, two circles which

have two points in connnon. In particular, from the theorem that

three lines in fourfold space have a common transversal, if no two

of the lines meet, we infer that three circles in threefold space, of

which no two lie on a sphere, are all met in two points by a properly

chosen circle. (Darboux, Compt. Rend., xcii, 1881, p. 447.)

Ej\ 4. As an exercise in regard to the derivation of a sphere from

a threefold section of a cjuadric in four dimensions, we may prove

that two spheres cut everywhere at the same angle. By this we
understand that the four planes, passing through the tangent line

of the circle of intersection of the two spheres, at any point, P, of

this circle, which consist of the two tangent planes of the spheres

at P, together with the two tangent planes of the Absolute conic

drawn from this tangent line, form an axial pencil which is related

to that similarly arising for any other point of this circle of inter-

section. We shall assume that if four threefolds, in space of four

dimensions, have a common plane, and an arbitrary threefold be

taken, to meet this plane in a line, and each of the four threefolds

in a plane, then the axial pencil of four planes so obtained is related

to that obtained similarly by another arbitrary threefold ; in fact,

a line can be drawn (in many ways) meeting the four threefolds in

points lying on the four planes of the axial pencil.

Consider two cjuadric sections of fl, by two threefolds, ^ and S';

let CT be the plane common to these threefolds, and P a point of the

conic in which this plane meets fl; lefT be the tangent threefold

of n at P, and / the line in which T meets the plane ct. The range

of threefolds which can be drawn through ct meets T in a range, or

axial pencil, of planes, all passing through I ; of these threefolds S
and —

' are two, and these meet T in the tangent planes at P of the

cjuadric sections of 11 by S and S'. There are also, however, through

CT, as through any other plane, two threefolds which touch n. By
what is said above, these meet the tangent threefold T in planes

which touch the cone of lines, from P, lying on CI. Thus these

planes touch the conic in which the cone of lines of fl from P is

met by the cone of lines of fl drawn from any other point, 0, of O.

These planes thus project from 0, on to any threefold IT, into planes

touching the Absolute conic of the space 11 . These planes are,

however, by definition, the intersections of the tangent threefold T,
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at P, with the two tangent threefolds drawn to O from the plane

-DT, and these two threefolds are independent of the position of P
upon the conic in the plane ot.

Thus it appears that the two spheres obtained by projection from
of the two sections QS, OS', have the same angle of intersection

at all their common points. This angle is a right angle when S, 2'

are conjugate in regard to O.

As many detailed applications of the geometry of space of four

dimensions occur in subsequent pages of this Volume, we content

ourselves here wath these indications.

SECTION III. USE OF SPACE OF FIVE DIMENSIONS

The representation of the lines of space of three dimen-
sions by points in space of five dimensions. A line, in space

of three dimensions, depends on Jhu?- parameters; it may be given,

for example, by the two points in which it meets two specified planes,

though this would fail if the line were in one of the two planes. It

appears that the only representation which does not fail for any
line is that given by Cayley* (see above, Vol. iii, p. 56), wherein a

line is represented by the ratios of six coordinates, /, m, n, I', m', n',

connected by an equation //' + mm' + nn = 0. If, then, these six

coordinates are taken to be the coordinates of a point in space of

five dimensions, the lines of the original threefold space are repre-

sented by the points of a quadric fourfold lying in the fivefold

space. In the representation, considered above, in Section I, of

the points of a plane by the points of a quadric surface in three

dimensions, there are two points of the plane to which there

correspond all the points of two lines of the quadric surface; in

the representation (Vol. iii, p. 189) of the points of a plane upon
a cubic surface, there are, similarly, six points of the plane each

corresponding to a line on the cubic surface. It is remarkable that

no such singular elements occur in the correspondence between the

lines of space of three dimensions, and the points of the fourfold

quadric in space of five dimensions; to every element in either figure

corresponds a definite element in the other. Moreover, the quadric

fourfold is quite general; for, as in preceding cases (Vol. iii, p. 15),

any general quadratic relation in six homogeneously entering vari-

ables is reducible to the form ii^ + v^ + w- — x^ — y- — z^ = 0, and,

by putting l — ii + a; V = ii — x, m = v \-y, m =v — y, n = zv + z,

n =zv — z, this is of the form //' + mm' + nn = 0.

Through any point of such a quadric fourfold, H, there pass

x'' lines which meet H in two points coinciding at this point

;

these lines, therefore, have no other point of intersection with H,

* Cf., also, Klein, Ges. Math. Abh., i, pp. 107 if.
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unless thev lie entirelv thereon. These lines generate a tangent

fourfold of n at this point. If X, ..., V, ... be current coordinates,

the equation of this tangent fourfold is found by acting upon
the equation of fl with an operator Xd/dl + ... +\'dldl'+ —
There are, however, x ^ lines, through any point of li, which lie

entirely on O. The points of these lines constitute the aggregate

of the points conunon to fl and the tangent fourfold at the point

considered. These lines meet any (flat) fourfold space in the points

of a quadric surface, which lies in the threefold space in which this

fourfold is met bv the tangent fourfold at the point considered. If

one point of H lie in the tangent fourfold at another point of 12,

this latter lies in the tangent fourfold at the former; two such

points of n may be spoken of as conjugate to one another; they are

such that the line joining them lies entirely on fl. More generally,

to anv point of the fivefold space there corresponds a fourfold,

given by operating on the equation of fl hylXd/dl -f . . . + X'djdl' + . . .,

where (/,...,/',..
.
) are the coordinates of the point, and (\, . .

.
, X', . . .)

are current coordinates. This is called the polar fourfold of the

point. Thus to any line of the iivefold space there corresponds a

polar threefold, which is common to the polar fourfolds of all points

of the line.

When the equation of H is //' + mm -f nn = 0, the condition

that two points of H, (/, m, ...), (X, /z, ...), should be conjugate is

\l' -\-\'l-\- ...= 0. This is the condition that the two corresponding

lines of the original threefold space should intersect one another.

The coordinates of any point of the line joining the two conjugate

points are of the forms {at + X, am + fi, ...), for a proper value of o-

;

such points evidently represent the lines of the original threefold

space which lie in the plane of the two intersecting lines, and pass

through their point of intersection ; they describe a line lying on H.

The aggregate of all the lines of the threefold space, which meet
a given line (/, tn, ...), is represented by the points of Cl lying on
the tangent fourfold at the point {l,m, ...).

Consider the lines of a linear complex in the original space,

satisfying an equation al' + ... + a'l + ... = (cf. Vol. iii, p. 61).

These are represented by the points of fl lying on the fourfold

represented by this linear equation ; these points constitute a

threefold quadric in this fourfold space. The lines, of a linear

congruence, common to two linear complexes, are then represented

by the points of D. lying on a threefold given by two such equations,

say al' + ... + a'l+ . . . = and Al' + . . . + A'l + . . . = ; these points

constitute a quadric surface lying in this threefold space. This

space is the intersection of the polar fourfolds of two points

(a,b,...),(A,B,...); it is equally given by the intersection of the

tangent fourfolds of H at the two points where D, is met by the
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line joining these two points. Thus, the lines of a linear congruence,

in the original space, consist of the lines which meet two properly

chosen lines of this space. Incidentally we thus again reach the

correspondence, above referred to (p. 31), between the points of a

quadric surface, and the lines meeting two arbitrary skew lines. In

particular, the lines of a linear complex, («, 6, ...), of the original

space, which meet an arbitrary line, (/,m, . ..), where ll'-\- mm +nn=0^
are represented by the points of Vl lying on the threefold intersection

of the tangent fourfold of O, at the point (Z, w, ...), with the polar

fourfold of the point («, 6, ...); this threefold lies equally on the

tangent fourfold of H at the point, other than (/, w, ...), in which

n is met by the join of the two points (/, m, ...), («, 6, ...). Thus,
all the lines of a linear complex, (a, 6, ...), which meet an arbitrary

line (/, m, ...), equally meet another line, say (X, /a, ...). This other

line is that known as the polar line of the first in regard to the

focal system associated with the linear complex (Vol. iii, pp. 61,

64); its coordinates are of the forms I — pa, m-pb,..., where

p is such that these satisfy the equation of H, namely such that

(l - pa) (/' - pa) + . . . = 0, so that p = {ar+ a I + . ..)/{aa+ bb'+ cc').

In the space of five dimensions, the condition for the two points of

fl, that correspond to a pair of polar lines in regard to a linear

complex of the original space, is that the line joining these points

should pass through the pole, in regard to H, of the fourfold which

defines the linear complex; or, that the tangent fourfolds of fl at

these two points should meet on this fourfold.

Ea^. 1. Consider two linear complexes (a,b, ...), (A, B, ...), for

which the linear invariant aA' + a A + ... is zero. In the space of

five dimensions, they correspond to two fourfolds of which each

contains the pole of the other, in regard to 12; so that, in place of

being spoken of as apolar, they may be spoken of as conjugate.

A line from the pole of one of these fourfolds, to a point of H
which lies on the other fourfold, evidently meets H again in a point

also on this other fourfold. Thus, in the original space, the polar

line, in regard to one of the complexes, of a line belonging to the

other, is equally a line of the other (cf. \'ol. iii, p. 65).

Ex. 2. Prove that every two of the six linear complexes expressed

by / + /' = 0, / - /' = 0, w + m' = 0, ni- m' = 0, n + n' = 0, n- n =
are conjugate. Also, that the poles of an arbitrary plane, in the

original threefold space, in regard to the six focal systems determined

by these, lie on a conic; and, that the six polar planes of an arbitrary

point, in these focal systems, touch a quadric cone.

Ex. 3. If, instead of the coordinates /, w, . .
.
, we use coordinates,

X, ?/, s, u, V, zo, such that l = x + in, l'= x — in, m = i/ + iv, ni =y — iv,

71 = z + iw, n' = z — ixc, the equation of fi takes the form

X- + y- + S" + It- -T c'- + ic- = 0.
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Two linear complexes nmv then be represented bv

a.r + hij + cz +fu +gi'-\-]nv^O and ax + . . . + U'lc = 0.

With these forms the condition that these complexes should be
conjugate is easily found to be aa +hb' + ... + hh' = 0. Suppose
now we have six linear complexes, Xj = 0, . .

.
, Xa=0, where

Xr = UrX + h,.y + . . . + hi-ic, of which every two are conjugate, so that
ttrttg + . . . + hyhg = ; without loss of generality we can suppose that
also a/ + />;-+... + //,- = 1, (r = 1, , .

.
, 6). From these twenty-one

conditions there can be inferred (see below) the twenty-one con-

ditions a-^h^ + ^262 -\- ... + Osbe = 0, . .
. , g\h, + g,h. + . . . + ^6^6 = 0,

«i- -I- «2" + • • • + rtc" = 1 ? • • • •>
^'1" + ^'Z + • • + hi = 1 . Hence the equation

of n can equally be written X;- + Xo~+ ... +Xi = 0. Thus the
property enunciated in Ex. 2 holds for any six linear complexes of
which every two are conjugate.

To shew that the second form of the conditions follows from the
first, consider the matrix, M, of six rows and columns, in which the

?"-th row consists of the elements «,., 6,., ..., A,.. Using M for the
transposed matrix, obtained from M by interchanging rows and

cohunns, the first form of the conditions is expressed by MM = 1

(cf. Vol. I, p. 67, and Vol. iii, p. 71). This, however, gives M =M~\
and henceMM = 1 . This expresses the second form of the conditions.

Consider, now, the lines eommon to three linear eompUwes of

the original threefold space. These are represented, in the fivefold

space, by the points of O lying on the plane which is common to

the three fourfolds which represent these linear complexes in the

fivefold space. This plane meets O in the points of a conic. If

(Zi, Wj, ...), {lo., m-i, ...), (4, W3, ...), be three points of this conic,

any other point of the conic has coordinates (o-j/i + 0-24 + Cs^?
o-jWj -I- cToWi -I- o-3?/?3, ...), provided o-j, 0-3, as are subject to the

quadratic condition which expresses that this point lies on D,. In

the original space the corresponding lines are, in general, those of

one system of generators of a quadric surface (cf. \ oj. iii, pp. 58,

60; Exx. 4, 9). To any plane of the fivefold space there corresponds

another plane ; for the polar fourfolds, in regard to H, of any three

points of the plane intersect in another plane, through which there

passes the polar fourfold of every point of the original plane; the

polar fourfold of any point of the second plane equally contains

the first plane ; the planes may be spoken of as polars of one
another. Thus, to a conic determined on H by its intersection with
a plane, there corresponds another conic also on II, of which every

point is conjugate to every point of the former conic; so that the

line joining any point of one conic to any point of the other conic

lies entirely on H. The points of these two conies correspond, in

the original threefold space, to the two systems of generators of a
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quadric surface. The two lines, of either of these systems of

generators, which meet an arbitrary line of the threefold space,

correspond to the two points of O, on one of these conies, which

lie on the tangent fourfold of H at the point corresponding to the

arbitrary line.

If we take four linear complexes, they will have two lines in

conmion, in general; these correspond, in the fivefold space, to the

two points in which H is met by the line common to the fourfolds

representing the complexes. In particular, the two transversals of

four skew lines of the threefold space require the consideration of

the line common to four tangent fourfolds of H.

If we take three lines in the original space of which every two
intersect, say (/i,mi,...), (4, ^/ig? •••)? (4i ''^31 •••)? the coordinates

(o-i/i + o-g/o + o-zh-) o-\Wi + a2in., + 0-3^3, . . .) are those of a line what-

ever cTi, o-g, cr-i may be. Thus, in the fivefold space, if three points

of n be taken of which every two are conjugate, the plane containing

these points lies entirely upon H. Two lines (/j, m^^ ...), (L^m.^, ...),

of the threefold space, which intersect, give rise to x ^ other lines,

with coordinates of the forms (Zj + cr/.,, Wj + o-Wo, ...), which pass

through the point of intersection and lie in the conmion plane of

the lines; these correspond to the points of H lying on the line

joining the points (/j, Wj, ...), (4, ni^, ...). There are, now, in the

threefold space, two systems of lines, each x - in aggregate, all of

which intersect both the given lines; namely, first, the lines through

the point of intersection of the two given lines, and, second, the

lines in the common plane of the two given lines. If (4, Wj, ...) be

a line of the first system, not lying in the plane of the two given

lines, all lines of the first system have coordinates of the forms

{pili + p-2h + pJ:i^ ...); and, if {X^, fis, ...) be a line of the second

system, that is, a line in the plane of the two given lines, not passing

through their point of intersection, all lines of the second system

have coordinates of the forms (aJi + aM + (r-iX-i, ...). To these two

systems of lines there evidently correspond, in the space of five

dimensions, two planes lying entirely on n, both passing through

the line of O which joins the two given conjugate points, (/j, Wi, . . .),

and (4, Wo, ...). Considering the matter more generally, in the

fivefold space, let a, v/, z, «, t, v denote coordinates therein, of which

^ = represents the tangent fourfold of O at the point (0,0,0,0,0, 1),

lying on fl, and i' = represents the tangent fourfold of 12 at the

point (0, 0, 0, 0, 1,0), also lying on H, the joining line of these two

points being, therefore, .r = 0, ?/ = 0, ;: = 0, u = 0. These points are

supposed not to be conjugate. The eijuation of fl will then be of

the form tv — (j> = 0, where
<f)

is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial

in X, 1/, z, u. As ^ = is satisfied by an x - of values of the form

xlx'=yly' = zlz=t!t', this equation, <^ = 0, represents an aggregate
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of X - planes, all passing through the line x = 0^ y = 0, z = 0, u = 0.

The intersection of 11 with the tangent fourfold ^ = consists of
the X ^ lines in which this fourfold meets these planes. The points

common to O and the tangent fourfolds ^ = 0, c' = 0, consist of the
x^ points of a cjuadric surface, lying in the threefold given by
t = 0, z' = 0; this surface is the intersection of fl with the polar
threefold of the line a? = 0, 3/ = 0, z=0, u = 0. Now suppose we
take coordinates so that the points (0,0,0,0,0,1) and (0,0,0,0,1,0),
lying on 11, are conjugate to one another. The equation of 12 then
takes a form tV + vT — yfr = 0, where yjr is a. quadratic polynomial
in .r, ?/, z, u, but T, V are linear forms in x^ y, z, it. The tangent
fourfold at (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) is now T = 0, and that at (0,0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
is F = 0. The points of fl which are conjugate to both these

points, which are given by J' = 0, F = 0, 1/^ = 0, then lie on two
planes; the equations of these planes are, respectively, of the forms
.v/xi = yfy^ = z/zi = t/t^, and a'/xo= i//yo = z/z., = t/t„; they are the
intersection of il with the threefold space common to the tangent
fourfolds at the two given conjugate points of H. This threefold

space is the polar of the line joining these points, and the planes
in which it intersects II contain this line. In the original threefold
space there are x ^ points, through each of which pass x - lines

;

and there are x ^ planes, in each of which there lie x * lines. [.There

are thus, on 12, in the fivefold space, two different systems of planes,

each X ^ Through two points of the original threefold space there
passes one line, and two planes meet in one line ; but there is not,

generally, a line through a given point which lies in a given plane.

Thus, in the fivefold space, two planes of 12, of the same system,
have a point in common, but two planes of different systems do not,

in general, intersect. In the original space, if a point lie in a plane,
there is a range (pencil) of lines through this point which lie in

this plane. Thus, in the fivefold space, if two planes on 12, of
different systems, have a point in common, they intersect in a line,

lying on 12, and every two points of the line are conjugate to one
another.

The planes of the quadric fourfold treated with the
symbols. The existence of the planes of the quadric fourfold 12
is immediately clear from the equations. The equation of fl can be
supposed to be \''^ + /x'^ + v"^ = A,- + /x- + v-, where, in terms of the
original line coordinates, X^l — l', \' = l-\-l\ etc. If a^^b^,Ci,
a.2, bo, Co, a^, 63, C3 be nine quantities subject to the six equations
ttr" +W + Cr = 1, «r«s + 6^6, + CrCg = (r, * = 1, 2, 3), SO that, as will

appear in a moment, they are expressible by three parameters, the
equation of 12 is identically satisfied by supposing

\' = ai\ + ao/j, + a.^v, fi' = b^X + b.^/x + b^v, v' = CiX + Cofx + Csv;

these three equations connecting the six coordinates represent a
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plane. The coefficients, a,-, i.,, r^, in these equations, are such that

the square of the determinant («!, h.,, c^) has the value unity, so that

there are two cases, according as this determinant is +1 or — 1.

We can easily see that the three equations of the plane express,

either that a line, in the original threefold space, passes through a

definite point, or lies in a definite plane; this point, or plane, is

determined by the coefficients a,., hg, Q, that is, by the three para-

meters upon which these depend. For, the conditions that a line,

(Z, m, . . .), of the original threefold space, contains the point (^,7;, ^, r),

may be taken to be the three, I'r -\- mt, — nrj = 0, rn'r + n^ — 1^=0,
n'r + li] — rn^ = 0, which, together, unless t = 0, involve

//' + mm' + )i>i = ;

replacing I, /', ... by ^ (\' + X), ^ (X,' — X.), . .
.

, we obtain three linear

equations by which X', /x, v may be expressed in terms of \, fi, v

;

thereby, explicit expressions, in terms of ^, 77, ^, t, are obtained, in

place of the coefficients a^, 6^, c^ , in the three equations above. The
conditions that a line, (/, m, ...), in the original threefold space, lies

in a plane, of coordinates {u, v, w, p), are three similar equations,

with ^, 7;, ^, T replaced by u, v, zc, p, respectively, but /, /', ...

respectively replaced by /', /, ... (Vol. iii, p. 57); thus, if we solve

the three latter equations for X', /j,', v\ we obtain the same linear

functions of X, yu,, v as before, with two differences: the unimportant

difference that ^, 7;, ^, t are replaced by ^«, f, xi\ p, and the important

difference, arising from the interchange of /, m. n with /', tn, n , that

the signs of X', /a', v are all changed. Explicitly, with the notation

of matrices (\ ol. i, p. 67), the formulae in the former case are

found to be

(X', /a', v) = (t — (o)~^ (r + fw) (X, IX, v), = (r + co) (t — co)~^ (X, /u., v),

where o)= / 0, — f,

( ?, 0,

while, in the latter case,

(X', fi', v') =-{p- f)-' (p + yjr) (X, ya, v),

= -{p + y{r)(p-ylr)-^{\,fjL,v),

where ^|r is obtained from co by replacing ^, 77, f, respectively, by
u, V, K\ It follows that the aggregate of the lines through a point,

in the original space of three dimensions, corresponds to the aggre-

gate of the points on a plane on fl, given by such a set of equations

as the former, in which the determinant, {a^,b.., c^), of the coefficients,

has the value + 1 ; but the lines in a plane of the original space

correspond to the points of a plane of Cl for which the corresponding

determinant has the value — 1. Conversely, when the nine coefficients
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«,., 6j,, r<, in the equations of a plane lyin^ on 12, in the fivefold space,

are given, there are unique values for |^/t, »;/t, f/r, or /</p, t;/p, w\'p^

necessary to put the equations in the forms above (p. 205, below).

The properties of the planes of 12, in regard to intersection,

which we have deduced from consideration of the original threefold

space, can be deduced directly from the above equations. If

(A,', yu', i'') = D(\, fx, v) denote a plane on 12 of the first system,
depending on {^, 77, ^, r), and the matrix replacing D for another
plane of this system, depending on (|^i, ^1, ^i, Tj), be D^, it is easy to

verify that the matrix D{'^D is also of the same form, say D.,, in

terms of suitable parameters, (^o, t/.^, ^o, t.,). Now, the condition
that the planes (D), (Dj) should intersect is, that we should be able

to solve, for X, jm, v, the three equations {D — Z),) (A,, yu., v) = 0, or

(Dr'D-1) (\, fjL, v) = 0, or (Do -I) (X, /a, i/) = ; namely is, that the
determinantal ec^uation for p, |

D., — p |

= 0, should have the root

/> = 1. In fact, it is easy to prove that the determinant
|
Do — p |

has
the form (1 — p) (p — <'**) (p — e~'^), with a proper value for $.

Thus two planes of the first system, or, similarly, two planes of the
second system, lying on fl, in the fivefold space, have a point in

conniion. For an intersection of a plane, (D), of the first system,
with a plane, (— Dj), of the second system, we should, similarly,

require the determinantal equation
|
Dj + 1 1 = 0. With the notation

above, this can only be satisfied if ^ = tt ; when this is so, however,
all second minors of the determinant |Do+ 1| vanish, as is easily

seen ; the three linear equations for X, /j,, v are then satisfied by an
infinite aggregate (x ^) of values. Thus, if a plane of the first

system, on H, in the fivefold space, have a point common with a
plane of the second system, it has a line of common points. In

general, the value of ^ is 2 tan"^ [(^2" + r^i -f ^n-)^ r.r^'] ; this is tt

when To — 0.

The aggregate of the planes lying on the quadric 12 in
fivefold space. We have introduced a plane on 12 as that con-
taining three points of 12 of which every two are conjugate. Such
a plane is, therefore, its own polar plane in regard to 12. And the
converse is true. In general, the plane given by the three equations

X' = a-iX, + a.2iJb + (hv, p! = h{K. + 63//. + bzv, v = CjX + c.^p^ + chv

contains the three points (1, 0, 0, «i, Z>i, Cj), (0, 1, 0, a,, 60, fo),

(0, 0, 1, rtg, 63, Cj) ; the polar fourfolds of these points, in regard to

12, whose equation is \'- + p' + v'- — X- -t pr + v\ are, respectively,

given by

X = a^X' + hxp! -1- Civ\ p = a.X' 4- h.2pf + c.^v', v — c^X' + b-^p! + c-iv'-,

the plane given by the aggregate of the three latter equations

agrees with the former if, and only if, the coefficients «,., bg, Ct

satisfy the six equations which characterise a plane that lies on 12.
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Through any line lying in a plane on H, there passes another

plane on fl, of the other system ; the two planes are, together, the

complete intersection of fl with the polar threefold, in regard to O,
of the line. Conversely, if any threefold be drawn through a plane

on n, this threefold has for its polar line, in regard to fl, a line

lying on the plane ; and the threefold meets O in a further plane.

Thus, any plane on 11 meets, each in a line, x ^ planes of the other

system. The x - lines on H, that can be drawn through any point,

O, of n, arrange themselves in x ^ planes, on O, passing through
this point, there being one plane of each system through every such

line. These planes meet any arbitrarily taken fourfold, 11, each in

a line ; these lines lie in the threefold in which 11 is met by the

tangent fourfold of ft at 0. Two of the planes of the same system

,

through 0, have no other common point, and give lines in 11 which

do not intersect ; but two planes of different systems, through 0,

have a line in common, and meet IT in intersecting lines. Thus, in

the threefold intersection of 11 with the tangent fourfold of ft at O,

the lines obtained by the planes on ft, of the two systems, which

pass through 0, are the generators of a quadric surface. If bt, , -n-g

be two planes of the first system, from these, whose only common
point is O, the plane, -ct', of the second system, which passes through

any line, Z, lying in Wa but not passing through 0, will not meet OTj ;

for the line of meeting would intersect / in a point lying both on

-cTi and GT.2. Conversely, if -ur' be any plane of the second system

which does not meet OTi, the plane, Wg, of the first system, which

contains a line, Z, lying on ot', will meet •hti in a point, say O;

and, then, in an infinite number of ways, a plane of the second

system can be drawn through to meet -ur-^ and Wo in a line. We
thus see how to pass from any one plane on ft to every other plane

on ft ; namely, by suitably repeating the process of drawing,

through a plane of either system, a threefold which determines a

plane of the other system as its residual intersection w ith ft.

Ex. 1. Let A, A' be two conjugate fourfold sections of ft. Con-

sider the line in which A meets a plane, OTi, of the first system on

ft ; through this line there passes a plane, ot', of the second system;

consider the line in which ct' meets A'; through this line there

passes a plane, tn-g, of the first system. Prove that vr^ is also obtained

from Wi if the same construction is made with the interchange of

A and A'. Two planes on ft, of different systems, which meet in a

line lying on A, correspond, in fact, to a point and its polar plane,

in the original threefold space, taken in regard to the focal system

given by A (cf. Vol. iii, p. QQ, Ex. 10).

Ex. 2. The representation, in the space of five dimensions, of

the polar line of a line, /, of the original threefold space, in regard

to a given quadric surface of this threefold space, is also interesting.
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Let one point where / meets the (]iiadric be the intersection of the

generators pi, q^ of the quadric, and the other point, where / meets

the quadric, the intersection of the generators jr?2^ ^i- 'i^he generators

P\-> ^2? ot opposite systems, meet in a point, and the generators

^2, ^1 meet in a point, the join of these two points being the polar

line, /', of /, in regard to the (juadric. Correspondingly, in the five-

fold space, let L be any point of 11 ; let the tangent fourfold of 12

at L meet the conic, on H, which represents one system of generators

of the original quadric, in Pj and P., ; to this conic there is a conju-

gate conic on 11, as we have seen above ; let this be met by the

tangent fourfold of fl at L in Qi and Q^. Thus the lines PjQi, P2Q2

lie on n, but do not intersect ; and the planes LPjQi, LP.Q,i lie on

fl, intersecting in L. These are of the same system. Through each

of PiQi, P0Q2 there pass also planes, on 11, of the other system ;

their point of intersection, L', represents the polar line, /'.

We may remark, further, that the lines P1Q2? P2Q1 lie on fl, and

there are planes, on II, of the same system, through these, which

intersect in L', and planes of the other system, on II, through these,

which intersect in L. In other words, the construction, as stated, is

valid without distinction of Pj and Po, or of Qi and Qg- There are

in the figure, six points on Il,(Pi, P.,, Qj, Qo, L,L')., twelve lines on O,

{P,Q^,Po.Q., PiQ., P2Q,, LP,, LP,, LQ„LQ,, LP,, LP,, L'Q„ L'Q^;

four planes on H of one system, (P,Q,L, P2Q2L, P^Q.^L', P.,Q,L'),

and four others of the other system, {P,Q,L', PoQoL', P^Q^L',

PM.L).
Tbe representation of congruences of lines ofthe original

space. The lines of the original threefold space, whose coordinates

are subject to two (rational algebraic) conditions, are x '^ in aggre-

gate ; they are said to form a congruence of lines. We have, in

particular, spoken of the linear congruence, of lines common to two
linear complexes, which are the transversals of two fixed lines ; they

are such that one of the lines passes through any arbitrarily taken
point, of general position, and one lies in any arbitrarily taken
plane, of general position. The lines of a linear congruence are

represented, in the fivefold space, by the points of a quadric surface

lying on H, having, clearly, one point of meeting with every plane
on 11. A more general congruence of lines, in the original threefold

space, is that formed by the chords of a (not plane) curve of this

space ; this, also, consisting of x - lines, is represented, in the five-

fold space, by the points of a surface lying on H. We proceed, in

illustration of general ideas, to find the order of this surface. In
general, we mean by the order of a locu.s, of k dimensions, lying in

space of n dimensions, the number of points of the locus which lie

on a planar manifold of dimension n — k, when this number is the
same for every such general manifold. Thus, the order of a surface,
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in space of five dimensions, will be the number of its points o^

intersection with an arbitrai"y planar threefold. We have seen that

there are threefolds meeting 11 in two planes, of different systems ;

to determine the order of a surface lying entirely on H it is con-

venient to take such a threefold. This will meet the surface only

on the two planes. Thus the order of a surface lying on H is the

sum of the numbers of points in which this surface meets two planes

of different systems on H, say h and A', respectively ; that these

numbers are both unaltered whatever two planes of the two systems

be taken, appears from the possibility we have remarked, of passing

from any plane on H to any other by means of intersecting three-

folds. In the case of a surface, on 11, which represents the chords

of a curve in the original threefold space, the number, A, of points

common to the surface and a plane of the first system on H, is the

number of chords of the curve, in the original space, which pass

through an arbitrary point of general position in this space ; the

number, A', of points of the surface on a plane of the second

system, is the number of chords of the curve which lie in an
arbitrary plane of general position. In the fivefold space there are

two tangent fourfolds of H passing through a given threefold; their

points of contact with 11 are the intersections of this with the polar

line of the threefold in regard to H. Thus the order of a surface,

lying on 11, is also the number of points of the surface which are

conjugate to two arbitrarily taken points of II ; in the original

threefold space, this number is that of the lines of the congruence,

which corresponds to the surface on VL^ which belong to an arbitrary

linear congruence. For the congruence consisting of the chords of

a curve of order w, in the threefold space, the number, by what we
have seen, is h + \m (m — 1), where h is the number of chords of the

curve passing through an arbitrary point. If p = ^ (7?i— 1 ) (wi— 2)— A,

this number is (?;? — I)- — p.

Number of lines common to two congruences in three-

fold space. It can be shewn that two surfaces on 11, of which the

first meets general planes on 11, of the first and second systems,

respectively, in h and h' points, and the second meets general planes

on H, of the first and second svstems, respectively, in k and k'

points, have in common fik + h'k' points. In the original threefold

space this is the statement that two congruences of lines, of which

the first has h lines through an arbitrary point and h' lines in an

arbitrary plane, and the second has k lines through an arbitrary

point and k' lines in an arbitrary plane, have in connnon a number
of lines given by hk + h'k'. There is a theorem, for algebraic curves

lying on a quadric surface in space of three dimensions, that such a

curve meets all the generators of the quadric, of the same system, in

the same number ofpoints; that,if these numbei*s,for the two systems
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of generators, be r and r\ respectively, the order of the curve is

; + ;•'; and that such a curve, say (;•, r), meets another curve, (,9, .?'),

of the quadric, in rs + r s points ; the theorem may be proved by

projectini;- the curves into plane curves, from a point of the quadric,

so obtaining a curve with two multiple points of orders ?•, r', and a

curve with two multiple points of orders -v, ,s''. We shall assume this

result, in order to obtain the theorem above enunciated for the

number of intersections of two surfaces lying on 12, in the space of

five dimensions. We may denote these surfaces, respectively, by

(A, h') and (^, k'). Let be a point of H, not lying on either

.surface, and IT be an arbitrary fourfold space. When we project

the points of H, from 0, upon 11, the planes on fl which pass

through O determine, in IT, the generators of a quadric surface, eo,

as we have seen ; this quadric lies in the threefold space, (IT, T\ in

which n is met by the tangent fourfold, T, of O at 0. The surface

(A, h'\ on n, being met by an arbitrary threefold in h + 1i points,

will project into a surface in the fourfold space 11 ; and this, being

met by an arbitrary plane in IT in li + h' points, will be of order

h + h'. The surface (7i, h') will be met by the tangent fourfold T in

a, curve ; this projects into a curve lying on the quadric «, having

the property of meeting the generators of the two systems of to,

respectivelv, each in h and h' points. We assume that two surfaces

in fourfold space, of respective orders M and N, which have not an

infinite number of connnon points (as those of a line, etc.), have

MN common points. Thus the two surfaces, in II, obtained by
projection from of two surfaces, (A, h') and (A", A'), upon ft, have

{h -\- h') {k + k') common points. These, however, arise in part from
only apparent intersections of the two surfaces (A, //), {k, k') upon
n, namely by lines through meeting both these surfaces, but not

in the same point. Every such line, meeting fi in three distinct

points, will lie entirely on O, and be, .therefore, in the tangent

fourfold T ; such a line will give an intersection of the curves lying

on the quadric &>, which are the intersections of w with the surfaces,

in the fourfold space 11, arising from projection of the surfaces

(A, h'), {k, k'), on n. The number of such intersections, we have
remarked, is hk' + h'k. The number of intersections on II of the

surfaces {h, h'), (k, k') is thus (h + h) (k + k') — hk' — h'k\ or hk + h'k';

as we desired to prove.

Ex. If h, k be the respective numbers of chords that can be

drawn from an arbitrary point, to two given curves of orders m, n,

in threefold space, the number of common chords of these curves is

hk + ^ {m — 1) (n — 1 ) mn.
It may be remarked that the surface on H, corresponding to the

chords of a curve, in space of three dimensions, meets a plane on ft

which corresponds to a point of the curve, in an injinite aggregate

4—2
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of points ; these points form a curve of order w — 1 , if the original

curve be of order m.

The chords of a cubic curve in the original threefold
space. Veronese's surface. An important particular case of

the preceding is that of the chords of a cubic curve in the original

threefold space. Of these chords, one passes, through an arbitrary

point, and three lie in an arbitrary plane. The corresponding sur-

face on n thus meets the planes on H, of the first and second

systems, respectively, in one and three points, and is of order four,

having four points of intersection with an arbitrary threefold. The
axes of a cubic developable, in the original space, similarly give a
surface on 11 for which the corresponding numbers are three and
one. We may denote the former surface by F, and the latter by V

.

That the surface V is of order four is equivalent, we have seen, to

the fact that there are four chords, of a cubic curve in threefold

space, which meet two arbitrary lines of this space. This may be
verified directly, for example, from the fact that the chords of the

curve which meet one line are projected from a point of the curve

by the tangent planes of a quadric cone (Vol, iii, p. 135, Ex. 8).

The surface V meets x ^ planes of the first system on fl, those

corresponding to the points of the cubic curve in the original space,

each in a conic ; and two such conies intersect in the common point

of their planes. But there are, in fact, x ^ conies lying on the

surface F, whose planes do not lie on fl. For, if an arbitrary line

be drawn through a point of the cubic curve in the original space,

there is an infinite aggregate of chords of the cubic curve meeting
this line ; these chords form one system of generators of a quadric

surface, and meet the curve in the pairs of points of an involution

on the curve. (Cf. Vol. iii, p. 128.) We have seen that the lines of
one system of generators, of a cpiadric surface, in the original space,

correspond to the points of H lying on a conic ; further, an involu-

tion on the cubic curve is determined by two pairs of points, that

is by two chords of the curve ; and two such involutions have a
common pair of points. Hence there are, as stated, x ^ conies of fi

which lie on the surface F ; one of these conies passes through any
two chosen points of F, and any two of these conies have a common
point. The conies on F, previously remarked, whose planes lie on
n, arise among these.

In more detail, every quadric siu'face containing the original

cubic curve, is determined by the chords of this curve which meet
a line drawn through an arbitrary fixed point, K^ of the curve.

Thus, if we take any fixed plane, ac, lying on 12, from among the

X ^ which meet F in a conic, and take, in tliis plane, a point, P, not

generally lying on F, then, the tangent fourfold of li, at this point,

not only contains the plane k, but also meets F in a conic ; and, as
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P varies in tlie plane /c, all the x - conies of V are obtained. When
P is taken on F, that is, on the conic in which the plane k meets

F, the taniifcnt fourfold of H, at P, contains, beside the plane ac, a

conic whose plane lies on il ; and all the x ' such conies are obtain-

able in this way. Conversely, the plane of any one of the conies of

V meets the plane k in a point, and lies in the tangent fourfold of

n at this point, whicli also contains the plane k. If a line be taken

in the plane /c, the tangent fovn-folds of 11, at the points of this

line, will meet V in conies having a connnon point; and the tangent

fourfold of 12 at this point will meet the plane k in this line. This

follows from what has been said, but is obvious by recurring to the

original threefold space, wherein, corresponding to the line of /c,

there is a Hat pencil of lines passing through the point K of the

cubic curve. Thus the points of V are in unicpie correspondence

with the lines of the plane k. Further, it can be shewn that the

points of V which lie on an arbitrary (planar) fourfold give rise, in

this correspondence, to lines of the plane k which touch a conic

;

for this fourfold will meet the conic, on F, which corresponds to

any point, P, of the plane «, in two points ; the tangent fourfolds

of n at these two points of F will meet the plane k in two lines

passing through P. Thus, the coordinates of any point of F ai'e

proj)ortional to quadratic polynomials in three parameters, the

coordinates of any line of the plane k. (Cf. Vol. in, p. 223, Ex. 5.)

We may obtain the explicit ex})ressions by reference to the original

threefold space. The cubic curve being given by points (^', 6-^ d, 1),

the point K being for 6 = k,SL plane, through K and the chord (0, (f))

of the curve, has the equation, in terms of coordinates .r, t/, s, t in

the threefold space, h{x —yk)-\- viy — zK-) + -iC{z — tk) = 0, where
6 + <^ = — vju, d(f> = wjii. Thus the coordinates of the chord {6, (f))

are {icu — z'-, nv, —u-, re?/, icr, zc-) ; these are the coordinates of a

point of the surface F in terms of the parameters ii, v, w. The
tangent fourfold of H at this point ofF, with /,;/?, ... as current

coordinates, has the equation

Iwu + /' {wu — v'^) + rmcv + m'vu + mo^ — /*'//- = 0.

The line which is the intersection of this with the plane k may be
found bv substituting herein for /', in, n from the equations of the

plane /c ; these are /'r +w^— //77=0, )n'T+n^—lX—0,nT+ /t] — m^=0,
where ^=k'\ 7] = k'-, ^=k\ t= 1. The result of the substitution is

found to be

(k^u + At' + re) [In + m (v — kii) + n (re - kv)] = ;

the first factor of this vanishes only when the point (u, v, zo\ of the

surface F, is on the plane k ; the vanishing of the second factor

determines uniquely the point (?<, v, zo), of F, when the line in the

plane k is given. The lines of the plane k which correspond to the
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points of the surface V which lie on the polar fourfold, in regard

to n, of the point (a, b, c, a, 6', <:'), touch the conic given tan-

gentially by anm + a {xcii — t'^) + hxvv + h'vu + cw- — c'v? = 0. As has
already been remarked (Ex, 4, p. 6, above), when the point

(a, 6, ...) is on H, this conic is triangularly inscribed to xz — y- = 0.

Ex. 1, The section of the surface V by any (planar) fourfold is

a rational quartic curve; the conic just obtained arises from the

tangent fourfolds of fl at all the points of this curve. The values

of II, V, zc corresponding to a point of this curve can be expressed,

in terms of a parameter 6, in the forms

u = a' 6- -hd — c, v = ai]6- + (« + a) 6 - <:f

,

where, for convenience, in place of h' and c', we have |^, 77, such that

b' = a' {^ + v)i c = O'^V- From these values of u, v, zc the coordinates

of a point of the quartic curve can be expressed as quartic poly-

nomials in H.

Ex. 2. The conies of a plane may evidently be represented by
the points of a fivefold space, the coetficients of the equation of the

conic being taken as coordinates. ]\Iore generally, if any conic in a

plane be expressed as a linear function of six given conies in that

plane (themselves not linearly connected), the coefficients in the

expression mav be interpreted as coordinates of a point in space of

five dimensions. The condition that such a conic, supposed given

in point coordinates, should be a pair of lines, is, then, a single

equation of the third order in the coordinates ; this represents a

fourfold of the third order in the fivefold space, say il//. The con-

ditions that these two lines coincide reduce the number of inde-

pendent coordinates further to two, the surface in the fivefold space

representing this being essentially the surface V, of the fourth

order, just discussed. This lies upon the M/, and is a double sur-

face thereon. See Segre, Afti d. r. Ace. d. Sc. d. Torino, xx (1884-

85), pp. 367-384.

Ex. 3. The surface V was briefly considered by Cayley, Papers, vi,

p. 198 (1868); at length by Veronese, Mem. d. Aee. d. Lhieei., xix

(1883-84), and by Segre (see the reference in Ex. 2). Bertini, Geom.

d. iperspazi (Pisa, 1907), gives, with others, the following results in

regard thereto : A surface, in space of any number of dimensions,

which contains x - conies, is the surface of \ eronese, or one of its

projections. (Cf. Darboux, Brdl. d. se. math., iv. 1880: A surface,

in threefold space, containing x - conies, is a quadric, a ruled cubic

surface, or the (juartic Steiner surface.) A surface, in space of any
number, r, of dimensions, for which r > 4, with the property that

every two tangent planes have a conunon point, is a cone, or is the

surface of Veronese (Del Pezzo, Rend. d. C'lr. Mat. d. Palermo, I,
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1887). A surface, in space of any number of dimensions, which is

not a cone, and is such that no hne can be drawn through an
arbitrary point of the space to meet the surface in two points, is

the surface of Veronese. (C'f. Severi, Bend. d. Palermo, xv, 1901 ;

and, Afetn. d. Ace. d. Torino, lii, 190^.) A surface of order r-\,
in space of r dimensions, is a rational ruled surface, or, for 7=5, is

the surface of Veronese (Del Pezzo, Rend. d. Ace. d. Napoli, 1885
and 1886). A surface, in space of r dimensions, which meets any
(planar) (? — l)-fold in a rational curve, unless it is a rational ruled

surface, is the Veronese surface, or one of its pi-ojections. (Cf.

Picard, Thcorie de,sfonctions algebi'igues, ii, 1900, p. 59: A surface,

in space of three dimensions, whose plane sections are rational

curves, is a rational ruled surface, or the quartic Steiner surface.)

Compare the theorem of Kronecker and Castelnuovo quoted in

Vol. Ill, p. '2'2S.

Lie's correspondence between lines and spheres in space
of three dimensions. Sophus Lie has enunciated, with the help

of the equations, a relation whereby, to a line of threefold space,

there corresponds a sphere (or plane) ; and, conversely, to a sphere,

there corresponds a pair of lines ; with the property that, to two
lines which intersect, there correspond two spheres which touch

(1869. See Lie u. Scheffers, Beruhrffstran,sftn., 1H96, pp. 453 ff.;

Klein, Ges. Math. Abh., i, p. 96). The correspondence will be

obtained here in a geometrical manner. We have seen above

(Section ii, p. 36) that, in a fourfold space, a section of a threefold

quadric, by a planar threefold, projects, from a point of this quadric,

on to a threefold, into a sphere. We may regard such a fourfold

space as lying in a fivefold space, wherein the lines of a threefold

space are represented by the points of a quadric fourfold.

Let H be a fourfold quadric, of fivefold space, whose points

represent the lines of the original threefold space ; let IT be an
arbitrary (planar) fourfold space ; this meets Ii in a threefold

quadric, U. The tangent fourfold of H, at a point P, meets 11 in

a threefold, ct ; the section of U by this threefold, w, is a surface,

which, projected from any point, 0, of t/, upon any threefold lying in

n, gives a sphere therein. It is sufficient, then, to regard the sphere

as determined by the section of U by ot. This sphere is determined

by the point P, that is, by the line of the original threefold space

which is represented by P. From the threefold, -ot, there can be
drawn another tangent fourfold of H, touching this, say, in P' ;

thus, to the sphere arising from P, there corresponds also P'. The
lines, of the original threefold space, which correspond to P and P',

are, as we have seen above (p. 42), polars of one another in regard

to the focal system, or linear complex, which is represented by the

section of O by the fourfold 11. VVe have shewn that, to a line, of
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the threefold space, there can be made to correspond a sphere ; a
sphere, conversely, corresponding to a pair of lines, polars of one
another in a certain focal system.

Now consider two points, P, Q, of H, which are conjugate to one
another, and so represent intersecting lines of the original threefold

space. We desire to see that the spheres, which correspond to these

lines, touch one another. The line PQ lies wholly on O ; it meets
n in a point, say H^ also lying on H ; this point is, therefore, on
the quadric, t/, given by H and IT. Let the tangent fourfolds of H
at the points P, Q, K be, respectively, denoted by ^p, tq^ t^; the

tangent planes, at H, of the sections {U, tp) and (C/, ^g), are,

respectively, the planes (11, tp^ tjj) and (11, tg, tjj). Now, it is easily

seen that the tangent fourfolds of H, at the points of a line which
lies thereon, form a range (pencil) of fourfolds all passing through
a threefold ; this threefold is then determined as the intersection of

any two of the fourfolds. The threefolds (^p, tjj) and {tq^ tjj) are

thus identical. Wherefore, the planes (11, tp, tjj) and (IT, tq, tjj) are

identical. This shews that the spheres obtained by projection of

the sections (U, tp) and {U, tq), from any point, O, of U, touch one
another at the point which is the projection of H. As a particular

case, the point may lie on tq ; the projection of the section (U, tq)

will then be, not a sphere but, a plane. This plane will touch the

sphere obtained by projection of (C/, tp).

Ea'. 1 . We may take coordinates, x, y, z, t, u, v, in the fivefold

space, such that ?t = is the fourfold, IT, of the above statement

;

while the point, 0, from which the projection is to be made, is

given by a; = i/=z = t = u=^0; the tangent fourfold of H, at 0,

may be supposed to be ^ = ; and the tangent fourfold of Cl at the

point, other than O, in which the line x = i/ = z = u=0 meets H, to

be V = 0. Then, the equation of 11 will contain no term in v'-, and
the coefficient of v in this equation will be a constant multiple of

t ; similarly, there will be no term in t'-, and the terms involving t

will reduce to tv. Thus the equation of fl will be of the form
— 9,vt + u^ + uL + Q = 0, where L and Q are respectively linear and
quadratic polynomials in x, y, z only ; by proper choice of x, y, z

we may then suppose the equation to be

- ^vt + li- + '^auz + x'- + y''- + ^'^ = 0,

in which a is a constant. The surface obtained by the intersection

of fl with the fourfold IT, or u = 0, and the tangent fourfold of H
at a point {x\ y\ z\ t\ u\ t/), is then to be found from

u = 0, - 9,vt + x^ + y- + z"^ = 0, — vt' — v't + nu'z + xx' +yy -f z::! = 0.

The projection of this surface from 0, by elimination of i' from the

two latter equations, satisfies the equation

— ^t {xx' + yy + zz + auz — v't) + t' {x- + y- + ;:-) = ;
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this is of the form

•^•' +f + -' - ^ (A + g:y + ii^) t + ct' = 0,

appropriate to a sphere, with

fi' = .r', gt' = /y', /*i' = z + «?/, c-if' = 2r''.

^f/' ^' ^' '^"fl ^' '^e given, and we seek {x',tj\ ::' , t\ u\ v'), expressing
that this point is on H we first obtain

and then, to each of the two solutions of this, a unique set of ratios

x' : 1/ : z' : t' : u' : v'. Thus the two points of li, or the two lines of
the original threefold space which correspond to a given sphere,

are obtainable.

The condition that two spheres (j^i, g^, Aj, c\) and {fo, g-i-, h, c^)

should touch one another, which is (Vol. in, pp. 77, 78)

A/;

+

g,g. + fhh±(f-^+g,^+h,^-c,)Hf.2'+g.'

+

/<•/ -c.)^=i(ci+c,),

leads, for the corresponding points (a^i, //i, ...) and {xo, y-2-, •••) of
n, to the condition

if the lower of the ambiguous sign be taken this is the same as

•^I'^'-i +^1,^2 + ^U^-2 + « (WjS'a + ^^2-S^l) + IhU-I = Vj t-2 + 5^2^! ;

this is the condition that the two points of X2 should be conjugate,

or that the corresponding lines of the original threefold space

should intersect. In words, if two spheres touch, then either of

the lines corresponding to one of the spheres intersects one of the

lines corresponding to the other.

Ex. 2. In a preceding section (ii, p. 86), we have regarded a
sphere in threefold space as arising by projection of a section, by a

threefold, of a quadric threefold, U, in fourfold space. Two spheres

will then touch if the corresponding quadric sections touch, that is,

• if the poles of the threefolds which determine these sections, taken

in regard to J7, lie on a line which touches U. With the figure now
under consideration, letM be the pole, in regard to O, of the four-

fold n ; then prove that, if P, Q be two points of D, which are

conjugate to one another, the plane MPQ meets II in a line

touching U, or (n, II), at the point H, where the line PQ
meets 11.

Ex. 3. Given four spheres, we can prove, either from the point

of view of the preceding section (ii, p. 36), or from the point of

xiew of the present section, that there are eight pairs of spheres

touching all of them. From the former point of view, we consider
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four threefold sections of a (juadric U in fourfold space, and the

enveloping cones of JJ at the points of each of these sections. The
polar threefold of a point which is common to these four cones, in

regard to U, will give a section touching the four given sections

(cf. below, Chap. II). There are however sixteen common points of

these four cones. From the present point of view, we assume that

four lines in a threefold space, of general positions, have two
conniion transversals; this is only equivalent to the statement that

the tangent fourfolds at four points of the fourfold quadric H, in

the space of five dimensions, meet in a line, which then intersects

n in two points. To the four given spheres there correspond, in

the manner explained, four pairs of lines. Every four lines, chosen

from the available eight, which are so taken that no two belong to

the same pair of lines, have two transversals; these give two spheres

touching the four original spheres.

Ejc. 4. The special case of the preceding example, that there are

eight spheres touching four given planes, of a threefold space, may
likewise be examined from both points of view. It will be sufficient

to take the point of view of the present section. To a point of £1

lying in the tangent fourfold of H at 0, there corresponds, not a

sphere, but a plane. To four points of fl lying in this tangent

fourfold at will then correspond four planes. These four points

determine a threefold, from which only one tangent fourfold can be

drawn to touch 12, beside the tangent fourfold at 0. This gives

rise to one sphere touching the four planes, in the original threefold

space. Conversely, a given plane of this space leads to two points

of fl, lying in the tangent fourfold at 0, whose join passes through
the pole of IT in I'egard to H. From this the eight spheres touching

four given planes can be inferred.

Ex. 5. The figure of a double six of lines in threefold space is

obtained by starting from five lines having a common transversal

(Vol. Ill, p. 159). Thus, if five planes be taken, and a properly

chosen one of the spheres touching every four of these planes, the five

spheres so obtained touch another sphere (J. II. Grace, Camb. Phil.

Transactions, xvi, 1898, p. 167).

Generalisation of Wallace's theorem. The theorem of
the double six. A theorem for six lines with a common
transversal. We consider now a set of six connected theorems.

We state them, in the first instance, for space of five dimensions,

remarking, later, on their meaning in ordinary threefold space.

1. In fivefold space, let six arbitrary fourfolds be given passing

through a point which lies on a quadric, H. Every four of these

meet in a line, having a further intersection with H. Thus, from
five of these fourfolds we obtain five further points of H ; and these

five points determine a fourfold, passing through them. In all, then,
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we have six such fourfokls. The theorem is that these six fourfokls

meet in a })oint, and that this point hes in il.

Ji. Dually, let six arbitrary points be taken on the tangent four-

fold at any point of H. Four of these points determine a threefold,

from which can be drawn, to H, a further tangent fourfold, beside the

original. Thus, from five of the points we obtain five further tangent

fourfolds of il ; and these meet in a point, not generally on fl. In

all, then, we have six such points. These six points lie on a fourfold;

and this touches fi.

3. Through a point of H let five fourfolds be taken, each of

which touches H, at a point other than that through which they

all pass. The line of intersection of every four of these meets fi in

a further point. In all there are five such points, lying on Cl. The
theorem is that the fourfold determined by these five points touches

fl. Thus, also, the tangent fourfolds of fl at these five points have

for their intersection a point which lies on fi.

4. Dually, let five points be taken, on a tangent fourfold of H,
which are also on fl itself; any four of these determine a threefold,

from which another tangent fourfold can be drawn to H. In all

there are five such new tangent fourfolds. The point of intersection

of these is on Cl. Thus, also, the points of contact of the five

fourfolds are in another tangent fourfold of H.
5. Through a point of D, let six fourfolds be taken each of which

touches n, at a point other than that through which they all pass.

By theorem (3) above, every five of these fourfolds determine a

further tangent fourfold of O. In all there will be six such further

tangent fouifolds. The theorem is that these meet in a point, and
that this point is on O. Thus, their six points of contact are in

another tangent fourfold of Cl.

6. Dually, let six points be taken on a tangent fourfold of Cl

which are also on D. itself. By theorem (4) above, every five of

these- determine a new point of Cl. The six new points of Cl so

found, lie on a fourfold ; and this touches H.

In regard to theorem (1), we recall the proof above given (p. 19)

of the theorem of Wallace, that the four circles containing the

triads of intersections, of the sets of three out of four arbitrary

lines, in a plane, meet in a point. A corresponding theorem, for

the loci which correspond to circles, holds in space of any even

number of dimensions (J. H. Grace, Camb. Phil. T?'an.<i., xvi, July

1897, p. 163; Kuhne, Crelle, cxix, 1898, p. 186; cf. Ccanb. Phil

Proc, XXII, Part i, 1924). That this is so will be clear from the proof

of theorem (1). In regard to theorem (4), we notice that, when
points of a quadric H, in space of five dimensions, represent lines

of a threefold space, this is equivalent to the theorem of a double

six of lines; the theorem (4) is equivalent to (3). The theorem
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(6), in virtue of (4), is a particular case of (2) ; and the equivalent

theorem (5), in virtue of (3), is a particular ease of (1). This
theorem (6), however, is equivalent to the following, for lines in

space of three dimensions : Consider six lines, in space of three

dimensions, which have a common transversal, no two of the lines

intersecting; from every Hve of these, by the theorem of the double

six, let there be found another line. Then the six new lines so found
have a common transversal. Let the six lines be denoted here by
a, 6, f, d, e,f, their common transversal being t. It can be shewn
that the locus of a point, such that the planes joining it to the

seven lines all touch a quadric cone, is a cubic curve, say ^, having

the six lines rt, 6, c, fZ, e, J' as chords ; dually, the planes meeting

the seven given lines in the points of a conic constitute a cubic

developable, say @, of which the six lines a, h, c, d, e^f are axes

(Vol. Ill, p. 195, Ex. 7). Further, if, with the fixed lines a, 6, c, d^ e,

and their common transversal, t, we define a double six of lines,

and denote the completing line of this hy J\ (Vol. iii, p. 159), then

y^i is both a chord of the curve ^ and an axis of the developable O.

In fact, the points where ^ meets J\ are on the planes of @ which
meet in /', and the points where ^ meets y are on the planes of ©
which meet iny*!. Thus we have a tetrad of points of '^ determined

by a tetrad of planes of @. We may, however, select any five of

the lines a, 6, c, d, e, J] and with these, and t, form a double six.

Thereby we shall obtain six such tetrads of points and planes,

associated with ^ and @. But any two tetrads of points of a cubic

curve are both self-polar in regard to a proper quadric (Vol. iii,

p. 148). We can thus infer that there exists a quadric in regard

to which is the polar reciprocal of ^, and the six pairs of lines

such as^andyj are mutually polar lines. Then, from the fact that

the lines a, b, c, d, e, f have a common transversal, it follows that

the six lines «i , ..,fi have also a connnon transversal. The theorem
was given by Mr J. H. Grace, and this proof by Mr E. K. Wakeford
(cf. Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, xxi, 192J2, p. 127).

In order to prove the six theorems of fivefold space enunciated

above, it is clearly sufficient, after what has been said, to prove (1)

and (3). Proofs are given in the examples following.

Ex. 1. Let x^ = 0, ..., ^',5 = be any six fourfolds, of fivefold

space, passing through the same point, so that there exists an
identity of the form rti.^i + . . . -f a^x^ = 0. On the line of intersection

of any four of these, say on dj = 0, Xo = 0, a'.^ = 0, x^ = 0, let another

arbitrary point be taken, say, for this case, Pio^- The five points

so arising, by taking the fours from a,\, ..., x^ only, determine a

fourfold, say !!„. We first prove, as in a preceding case, that the

six fourfolds thus obtained, Oi, 11,,, ..., 11,;, meet in a point.

Let t' = be any fourfold not passing through the point common
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to the original six fourfolds. We can suppose the equation of Tig

to be expressed in terms of .r^, ..., .r.r, only, and f, say ^,; = 0, where

The point P1234, for which .^j = .^2 = .rg = .^4 = 0, will then be such
that aes^rn — a^v = 0, as well as a^x'^ + UqV^ = 0. If we similarly express

the equation of Dg, without use of .^j, in the form ^6 = 0, where

Is = aBl-ri + . . . + «54'^4 + «6«'^« - «5^S

the point P^^^ will also be given by ar^.z\; — a^v = 0. By comparison
of these two forms for P1034 we infer that a^ = — a^,. With similar

forms for the equations of Hi, ..., II4 we prove, in the same wav,
that in general Urs = — fhr (^i t = l,...,6). If then we add to the

six equations ^1 = 0, . .
. , ^6 = the identical equation

a^Xj + . . . + rth-^'e = 0,

we have seven equations in .v^, ..., a'g, v whose coefficients form a
skew-symmetrical system ; the determinant of these, being of odd
order, vanishes identically. This proves that Hi, ..., ITg meet in a
point ; and there is, evidently, a corresponding theorem in space of

any odd number of dimensions.

Ex. 2. In space of 71 dimensions, all (» — l)-dimensional quadrics

which pass through ^7i{n + l) + l general points are expressible

linearly, when their equations are in point-coordinates, by n linearly

independent quadrics passing through these points; all such quadrics,

therefore,pass through 2'* — 1 — ^w (n +1) other points. In particular,

in space of five dimensions, all quadrics (of dimension four) through
sixteen given general points are expressible linearly by five such
quadrics. In the preceding example, the original point, through
which the fourfolds a'l = 0, ..., .Vs—O pass, and the fifteen points

such as Pj234i lie on the degenerate quadric expressed by .r6^g = 0.

For .3:'6 = contains, beside the original point, the ten points Prsta^

in which r, .s-, t are any triad from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; and ^^ = contains

the five points Prgtk-, in which /", s, t, k are any set of four from

1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Similarly, each of the quadrics ^^^^ = contains the

same sixteen points. These six quadrics are equivalent to five in

virtue of the identity S^r,.^,. = 0, but, in general, are otherwise

linearly independent. Hence, any quadric through the original

point and the fifteen points such as P^2u is capable of being written

in the form X-^x^^^ + ... +\^fi|^6= 0? wherein, in virtue of S^^^^ = 0,

only the differences X,. — \g are definite. Every quadric through the

sixteen points named thus passes through the point common to

^1 = 0, . .
. , f6 = 0. Thus, conversely, if we suppose the original

point, .^1 = 0, ..., ^6 = 0, to be upon an arbitrary given quadric, fl,

and determine the fifteen points such as P12M as the points of

intersection, other than the original point, of the lines such as
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Xi — X2 = .^s = .J'4 = with n, then the final point ^1 = ^2 = • • • = ^e =
will also lie on H. The 52'^ — 16 — 1, or fifteen, fvu'ther intersections

of the quadrics x,.^,. = Q are the intersections of the fifteen lines,

such as ^1 = ^2 = f3 =^4 = 0, each with a fourfold, such as Xr, = or

Xs = 0, these giving the same point. There is in fact exact reciprocity,

which we can put in evidence by the equations : Let the minors of

the elements of the last row of the vanishing skew-symmetrical

determinant, of seven rows and columns, which we have considered

above, be denoted, respectively, by ^,, ..,, ^g, A ; thus A is the

skew-synnnetrical determinant of six rows and columns whose

general element is cirs- And let A,.g denote the minor of a^s in A
itself. Then it is easy to see that Arg= — A^.^, and

As = a^A-^s + «2^2s + • . • + «6^«s> {r^ * = 1, 2, . .
. , 6).

Hence we find A^'s=^is^i + . . . +A^g^Q+AgV, and A-^^^ + . . . + A^^^ = 0.

Further, the final point, ^i = • • . = f.;
= 0, is given by

av/i' = ^./A(r=l, ...,6).

Ex. 3. If desired, the proof of the form \iX^^^ + ... + \f,x^^^ = 0,

for the quadric H, may be obtained directly. The quadric, passing

through ci'i = X.2 = ... = X,; = 0, is necessarily capable of an equation

of the form

2 igr^r^ + ^grs^rO^'s) + ^^ (\a,X^ + ...+ XS&Ve) = 0, (r, * = 1, 2, . .
.
, 6) ;

here, for symmetry, we allow terms in a redundant coordinate,

say Xq, and a^, ..., ag are as taken above, in the equations of

^1=0, ..., ^g = 0. The condition that this quadric contain the

point Pi234, for which Xi = X2 = x., = Xi = 0, — .rg/ag = a^g/ag = t'/a.,g, is

one of fifteen equations, which are all of the form

2^Vs =gr((sar~^ +gsaras~' - 2a,s (Xr - Xs) ;

if we regard these equations as determining the coefficients ^Vs» ^^d
notice the identities

i...ti

2
r,s

2 Urs {Xr — Xg) XrX^ + ^ 2X,.a;..lV = — 2X^vS (flrs'^'s " OrV),

the equation of the quadric is obtained in the form specified.

Ex. 4. With a loss of symmetry the algebra may be simplified.

We may suppose the fourfold v =0 to be taken so as to be the

same as ^g = ^? ^o that «!«, a.26-, . .
. , rtsu are zero ; and may take Xg = 0.

That is, we may begin by supposing 12 to have an equation of the

form
1...5

2 CrsX^Xg — (x^ + Xo + . . . + Xs) V = 0,
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the sixth plane drawn through the original })oint of H being of

equation such as c^a\ + ... + r\-,.r,-, = 0. It is then easy to compute the

forms of
l-'i, .,., ^„; and to obtain the result of Ex. 2 as the result

of the vanishing of a skew-synnnetric determinant of five rows and
columns.

E.v. .5. The theorems (3), (4) above, equivalent to the double six

theorem in threefold space, may be proved independently of this,

as follows : Let X^ F, Z, U, T be points of the quadric 12, lying in

the tangent fourfold of O at a point V. Let T' be the other point

of li, beside F', which is conjugate to the four points X, Y, Z, U.

Take, for the fundamental points of the fivefold space, the six

points X^ F, Z, C7, F', T', and for coordinates .r, v/, z, n, v, t; so

that .r = contains all these points except X, and so for 1/ = 0,z = 0,

u = 0, the last containing all these points except U ; while v =
contains all these points except V", and is the tangent fourfold of

n at T' ; and ^ = contains all these points except T', and is the

tangent fourfold of ft at V. The equation of ft will then be of

the form
(f>
— ^tv = 0, where ^ is of the form

9fyz + 9,^z.v + ^hxy + ^pwu + '^qyu + %-zu^

and A is the discriminantal determinant of 0. The equation (/> =
represents the quadric, lying on ft, in the threefold ^ = 0, f = ;

this quadric we denote by H. I^et the minors in A be A^ B, C, D,
F,G,H,P,Q,R.
The coordinates of the point T, lying in the tangent fourfold,

^ = 0, of ft, at V, we denote by (^, tj, f, co, 2, 0). The quadric H
contains then the point (f, ij, ^, &>, 0, 0) ; thus this quadric also

contains (Vol. in, p. 55) the point (^i, ?;i, ^i, coj, 0, 0), where

^, = A^-\ v. = Br)-\ ^, = C^-\ co,^Dco-K

Therefore ft contains the point (^i, 771, ^1, coi, 0, 2). We prove that

this is, in fact, the final point of the theorem under consideration.

Let X' be the point of ft, beside V, which is conjugate to

F, Z, U, T; so F' the point of ft, beside V, conjugate to

Z, X, U, T; and Z' the point of ft, beside V, conjugate to

X, F, U, T ; and U', the point of ft, beside F', conjugate to

X, F, Z, T. We can shew that the coordinates of these points are,

respectively,

X\A, H, G, P, ^„ f) ; Y' {H, B, F, Q, rj„ r}) ;

Z {G, F, C, R, ti, ; U' (P, Q, R, D, 0.1, CO).

We have defined T' as the point of ft, beside F', conjugate to

X, F, Z, U. We then shew that the point (^1, t/i, ^,, (a^, 0, 2) is

conjugate to X', F', Z', U\ T'.

The point of coordinates {A, H, G, P, ^1, ^) is at once verified to

lie on ft. The tangent fourfold at this point is found to be
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9,x — t^i — v^ = 0. This contains the points Y, Z, U, all lying on

.r = D = ^ = ; and it contains T, or (^, rj, ^, w, 2, 0). A precisely

similar verification is possible for Y\ Z\ V. Again, the tangent

fourfold at (^1, 77i, ^1, twi, 0, 2) is expressed by

it is at once seen that this contains the points X' , Y\ Z', U', T'.

This proves what has been stated.

Note to p. 20. Wallace's theorem, that the four conies, through two points,

7, J, of a plane, each containing the intersections of three out of four lines of

the plane, all have another common point, may also be proved by remarking

that, if four arbitrary planes be drawn, one through each line, meeting in

threes in A', Y, Z, T, then the cubic curve through 7, /, A", Y, Z, T meets

the plane in another point. For the four conies are the projections of this

cubic, from X, Y, Z, T, respectively.

More generally if, in H-fold space, there be given two points I, J, and also

(w + 2) primes (spaces of (n-l)-dimensions), and we consider the (n + 2)

rational curves of order n, each passing through I, J and the (?i + l) inter-

sections of (n+ 1) of these primes, then these (« + 2) curves have (m-1)

further common points. For these curves are all projections of a curve of

order (n+ 1), in space of (»+ l) dimensions, defined as passing through 7, /
and through the intersections of {n+ 2) spaces of dimension n, arbitrarily

drawn through the given {n + 2) primes.

For generalisation of this to the proof of Clifford's chain of theorems (above,

p. 31), see F. P. White, Camh. Phil. Proc, xxn, 1925. For instance, that

the foci of the five parabolas which touch the fours of five given lines, lie on a

circle, arises from the fact that the chords of a rational quartic curve, in

fourfold space, whicli meet a plane meeting the curve in two points, meet

this plane in tlie points of a conic passing through these two points.

Wallace's theorem is also a particular case of the theorem that plane cubic

curves through eight points have another common point (\'ol. in, p. 217).



CHAPTER II

HARTS THEOREM, FOR CIRCLES IN A PLANE,
OR FOR SECTIONS OF A QUADRIC

Given three lines in a plane, there are four circles touching them ;

these circles, we know, are all touched by another circle, the nine-

points circle (Feuerbach's theorem ; see Vol. it). In other words,
given three lines, we can add to them a circle such that the four,

these lines and the circle, are all touched by four other circles.

In the present chapter we shew how, given any three circles in a
plane, we can add to them another circle, which we call the Hart
circle, such that the four circles are all touched by four other circles

(Hart, quart. J. of Maths., iv (1861), p. 260).

The three original circles are in fact touched by eight other
circles, as we shall prove. There are fourteen ways of choosing,

from these eight, four circles which all touch another circle. In six

of these ways, the four circles chosen have a common orthogonal
circle ; and the four circles consisting of the original circles, and
their Hart circle, have also a common orthogonal circle.

We have shewn that circles in a plane may be regarded as

projections of plane sections of a quadric. We prove the results

enunciated as theorems for such plane sections. This appears greatly

to increase the interest and clearness of the matter.

The sections of a quadric which touch three given sec-
tions. Let the lines of intersection of the pairs of the planes of

three sections of a (juadric be OX, OY,PZ. Let the sections in the
planes YOZ, ZOX, XOY be named, respectively, a, /8, 7; let the

conunon points of /S, 7, on the line OX, be A and A' ; the common
points of 7, a, on OY, be B and H ; and the common points of a, /9,

on OZ, be C and C. Let the poles of the planes YOZ, ZOX, XOY,
in regard to the quadric, be, respectively, P, Q, R, so that the plane
PQR is the polar plane of 0. The conies /3, 7, having two common
points, lie on two cjuadric cones ; the vertices of these cones lie on
the line QR, and are harmonic conjugates in regard to Q and R;
the polar plane of either vertex, in regard to the quadric, contains

the line of intersection of the planes of the sections, and also con-

tains the other vertex. Any plane section of the quadric, which
touches both the sections /3, 7, is a tangent plane of one of the two
cones. AVhen the sections are projected on to any plane, from any
point of the quadric, they become two curves which we have agreed

B.G. IV. 5
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to call circles, the projections of Q and R being the centres of the
circles ; the projections of the vertices of the two cones which con-

tain /3 and 7 are the centres of similitude of these circles. Each
centre of similitude is the centre of a circle, coaxial with the two
circles, in regard to which these two circles are inverses of one
another.

Consider, then, the six quadric cones, two containing every pair of

the three sections ct, y8, 7 ; by Pascal's theorem, for the section of the

quadric by the plane PQR, we see that these vertices lie, in threes,

on four lines in this plane. Let / be one of these lines, containing

the vertices of three of these cones, each cone containing two of the

sections a, /3, 7. Consider two of these three cones ; as they have
one common plane section (one of a, /3, 7), they will have another
common plane section ; they will therefore have two common tangent
planes, which must intersect in the line / containing the vertices of

the two cones. This shews that a tangent plane drawn from / to

one of the three cones whose vertices are on /, is equally a tangent

plane of the other two cones. This plane will then meet the quadric

in a section touching the three conies a, /S, 7. As there are four

lines /, we thus construct eight sections of the quadric touching the

three sections a, j3^ 7.

Ex. 1. If two fixed sections a, /5, of a quadric, which meet in

^, fi, be both touched by two other sections |^, t], which also touch

one another, and the planes of ^, rj meet the line AB in P and Q,
the range A^ B, P, Q is related to the range A, B, P\ Q', similarly

obtained from two other such sections, ^', t}'. It is understood that

the sections ^, rj touch the same one of the cones which contain a

and /3 ; if F be the vertex of this cone, the theorem is obtained by
considering, on the plane of the polar of V, the section both by the

quadric and by the cone. We then have two conies which touch at

two points, and a pair of tangent lines, to one of these, drawn from

a variable point of the other.

Eaj. 2. The problem of drawing a circle to touch three given

circles in a plane is sometimes called Apollonius's problem. Deduce
from what is said above the following solution of this, given by
Gergonne (Ann. d. Math., vii, 1817, p. 289) : Find 0, the centre of

the common orthogonal circle of the three given circles ; take one

of the four lines which contain three of the centres of similitude of

pairs of the circles, and let U, V, W be the respective poles of this

line in regard to the three given circles. Then the joining lines

OU, OV, OW contain the points of contact with the given circles

of two of the circles which touch them all. (Cf. Poncelet, Prop.

Proj., I, 1865, p. 138.)

Ex. 3. Prove that there are four circles touching three lines in

a plane. Also, that the circle through the centres of three of these
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circles, and the circle containing the three intersections of the lines,

are two circles which have two common tangents, meeting in the
centre of the fourth of the original circles.

Ex. 4. Regarding two circles in a plane as projections of plane
sections, a, yS, of a (juadric, prove that a circle cutting these circles

at equal angles is the projection of a section of the cjuadric by a
plane passing through the vertex of one of the two quadric cones

containing the sections a, ^. Hence, given three circles in a plane,

prove that a circle cutting these three circles all at equal angles

belongs to one of four systems of coaxial circles, of which the radical

axis contains three of the centres of similitude of pairs of the three

given circles.

E.v. 5. Consider four plane sections of a (juadric, and the vertices

of cones containing pairs of these sections, twelve points in all. The
plane containing the poles of three of the four given planes contains,

we have seen, six of these vertices. Omitting the four such planes,

prove that the twelve points, with their joining lines and planes,

form a figure of structure 12 (•, 4, 4) 16 (3, •, 2) 8 (6, 4, •), arising

from two of three desmic tetrads (Vol. ii, p. 213). The eight planes

of this figure enable us to construct eight circles meeting four circles,

given in a plane, all at equal angles.

Ex. 6. Regarding two circles in a plane as projections of plane

sections of a quadric, the condition that the two circles should cut

at a given angle is that the range, of four points, consisting of the

two poles of the corresponding plane sections of the quadric, and
the two points where the join of these meets the quadric, should be

related to a given range. Prove that a circle cutting two given

circles at given angles cuts any circle coaxial with the given circles

at a constant angle, and touches two fixed circles. Construct a circle

cutting three given circles at given angles (Steiner, Ges. Werke, i,

p. 21, 1826).

Ex. 7. If three circles have three tangents, each touching two of

the circles, which meet in a point, they have three other tangents,

also each touching two of the circles, which likewise meet in a

point.

Let a, /3, 7 be three plane sections of a quadric, U a quadric cone

containing ^ and 7, V a quadric cone containing 7 and a, and W a

quadric cone containing a and /3. The pair of cones F, W, as both

containing a, have two common tangent planes ; so W and U have

two common tangent planes, and U and V have two common tan-

gent planes. There is thus a quadric, say S, of which U, V, W are

all enveloping cones (Vol. iii, p. 10). Any section of the original

quadric touching /3 and 7 lies in a plane touching one of the two

cones containing /3 and 7 ; if this cone be C7, this plane touches the

quadric S. Consider three sections of the original quadric whose

5—2
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planes meet in a line, /, the planes of these sections touching,

respectively, the cones U, V, W ; these planes, therefore, all touch

the quadric S. Of this quadric, then, the line / is a generator. Let
w be any generator of X which meets /; this lies in a particular

tangent plane of every enveloping cone of "E. There is therefore a
plane through m touching the sections 0, 7 ; another plane through
m touching the sections 7, a ; and another plane through m touching

the sections a, /3.

Regard, now, three circles in a plane as projections of three

sections of a quadric, the centre of projection being a point, H, of

this quadric. A common tangent line of two of the circles is the

projection of a section of the quadric, touching the two given

sections, by a plane which passes through H. Three concurrent

tangents, each of two of the given circles, are thus projections of

three sections of the quadric by planes which intersect in a line, /,

passing through H. By taking for m the other generator of the

quadric S which passes through H, the theorem above stated is

obtained.

E^r. 8. Given three circles in a plane, construct three other

circles each to touch two of the given circles, each of the constructed

circles, moreover, touching the other two. For the case when the

given circles are lines, the problem was put by Malfatti, Mem. d.

Soc. Ital. d. *S'c., Modena, 1803, Vol. x. For this case, and the

general one, a solution was enunciated, without proof, by Steiner,

Ges. Werke, i, pp. 35-39. Steiner's construction was justified by
Hart, Quarterly J., i, 1857, p. 219. An analytical investigation of

the corresponding theorem for sections of a quadric was given by
Cayley, Papers, 11, p. 57 (1852).

The theorem is as follows : Let a, /9, 7 be three plane sections of

a quadric, whose planes meet in 0, the poles of these planes being

P, Q, jK, respectively ; let U be the vertex of a cone containing the

sections /3, 7, the vertex of a cone containing 7 and a being F, and
of a cone containing a and ^ being W, these points U, V, W being

in a line in the plane PQB. Next, let 6,
(f),

•^ be, respectively, the

sections by the polar planes of U, V, W ; the planes of these will

meet in a line passing through O, and the sections will have two
points in common ; let / be one of these common points. The
section 6, for example, contains the two points common to the

sections ^, 7, and the plane of 6 contains the vertex, other than C/,

of a cone containing the sections /3, 7. Now, let A, be a section

touching <^, y\r and a, the point of contact with a being A ; similarly,

let /x be a section touching i/r, ^, and touching ^5, in the point B ;

and let t- be a section touching ^, (/>, and touching 7, in the point

C. The sections X, //-, v, being touched in pairs by sections, 6,
(f>,

yjr,

whose planes meet in the line O/, are also (Ex. 7) touched in pairs
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by sections, say d\ 4>\ yfr', whoso planes meet in another line 01'

;

it can in ftict be shewn, the sections X,, //., v being properly taken,

that there is a section, with plane passing through 0, which passes

through A, and touches yu, and /' ; let this be 6'
; and that there is

a section, (/>', through O and /?, touching v and X, and a section,

yfr', through O and C, touching X and fu,. There is then a section

touching ^, 7, and (f)',
yjr', say ^ ; also a section, i], touching y, a and

yjr\ 6'
; and a section, ^, touching a, /Q and B', <i>

. Further, the

sections ?;, f touch one another, touching 6' at the same point

;

similarly f and ^ touch one another, and ^ and t; touch one another.

The sections ^, ?;, ^ are those to be constructed.

Ex. 9. We may easily investigate the equations of the sections

touching the three given sections ot, /3, 7. Let the planes of these

be, respectively, .r = 0, y = 0, ;:; = 0, the polar plane of the point, 0,

in which these meet, being ^1 = 0, so that the equation of the quadric

is of the form

ax- + by- + cz- + %fyz + ^gzx + 9>hxy = t^.

Let A = be —/"", F =gh — qf, etc., these being the minors of a,J\ etc.

in the determinant of the quadratic form. A, whose value is

abc + ^fgh — of- — bg^ — ch-.

The pole, P, of the plane a has the coordinates (A, H, G, 0), the

poles of Q and R being, respectively, (H, B, h\ 0) and (G, F, C, 0).

The equation of a quadric cone containing the sections /3, 7 is of

the form (a, b, c,f, g\ h'^.r, y, z^ + 2X.yz = t{K and X is such that the

three derivatives of the left side all vanish at the vertex, (x, y\ z\ 0),

of this cone. With X = A [{BC)^ - Z^]~S these are satisfied by taking

(y , y\ z) = B-Hh,B,F)-C-^- {G, F, C),

that is, x' = B-^^.H-C-KG, y =B-KB-C-'^.F, etc. Herein

the signs of ^-, B^, C^ are arbitrary, and (BC)- means B^. C~, etc.

If, for the sake of brevity, we use X to denote the set of four co-

ordinates A~^{A, H, G, 0), with, similarly, Y and Z for the sets

B~HH, B, F, 0), C-^(G, F, C, 0), then three cones, each con-

taining a pair of the sections a, /3, 7, with vertices on a line, /, are

those whose vertices have coordinates, respectively, Y — Z, Z — X,
X — Y. It is then easy to verify that the plane whose equation is

(cuv + hy +gz)A^ + {hx -f by +fz) B^ + {gx -\-fy + cz)C^ = t^M^

contains this line /, and touches the three sections o, /3, 7, })rovided

M satisfy

M = aA + bB + cC -H 9f{BC)^ -h 9,g {CAf +U (AB)' - A ;
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for the condition that two sections of the quadric touch one another
is that the enveloping cone from the pole of the plane of either

section should contain the pole of the plane of the other section.

The possible signs of A^^ B^, C^, M^ give the eight sections

touching a, yS, 7.

Ex. 10. Through any one of the sections a, in Ex. 9, pass two
of the cones used in the construction. These cones have then another

plane section ; shew that this lies on the plane whose equation is

?/ [(CA)i -G] = z [(AB)- - H].

The three such planes thus meet in a line, passing through the

point in which the planes a, ^, 7 intersect.

Eap. 11. If from the vertex {x\y\ z\ 0), above taken, of a cone

containing the sections /3, 7, a cone be drawn to contain the section

a, prove that this cone meets the quadric again in a section lying

on a plane, through O, whose equation is

[{BCf - F] .r + {GB^ - HC'^) {B -
\?/ -C-h) = 0.

Ex. 12. Prove that the polar planes of the vertices of the three

cones used in Ex. 9, which are on the line /, are respectively

B-^y-C-^-z^O, C-^^-^-ir = 0, A'^^x - B'^-y = 0.

These are the sections ^, ^, -^ of the enunciation in Ex. 8; the

point / is then on the line A~^x = B~-y — C~^z.

Ex. 13. Shew that if we introduce X, /x, v such that

cos X = (be) ~ ^y, sin X = (be) ~ '^A^, etc.,

and take ,9 = |(X + /a + r), the section above found, touching a, /S, 7,
lies in the plane

xa^ cos (,? — X) + yb~ cos (* — /i) + zc^ cos {s — v) — ti = 0.

Herein the signs of a^, 6^, c^ are arbitrary, and (bc)^ means b^. c^ ;

a change of a^ into — «-, for example, leads to the substitution of

TT + /Lt, TT + z/, TT + .9 respectively for /u, v and s. Four of the eight

tangent sections are obtained by substituting + X, + /i, +1/, respec-

tively, for X, /i., Vy retaining the signs of ai, b^, r* ; the other four

are then obtained by changing a-, i^, c^ into — «-, — ft^, — c^, in the

first four.

Ex. 14. With the substitution of Ex. 13, the plane of Ex. 11

becomes

xa^ + {yb^ sin v — zc^ sin jx) sin {iji
— v) = 0.

Ex. 15. Taking JO, g', r such that

\p = \-F{BC)-^~, ^q^l-G(CA)-i, ^r = li-H(AB)-K
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prove that a section touching the sections by .r=0, zC "^—xA ~ ^=0,

xA~-—yB~^ = 0^ namely the section named X in the enunciation

of Ex. 8, lies in the polar plane ofthe point (^, ?;, ^, r), where ^ = A^,

'q = B^{\ — r^), ^= C- (1 + q^), and t is given by

If we put - /^ (J5C) ~ - = cos X' (as in Vol, ii, p. 205), we have

p^- = 2 cos ^ X', etc.

The Hart circles of three circles vtrhen the four have a
common orthogonal circle. We consider, as before, three sec-

tions a, /S, 7, of a quadric, whose planes meet in 0. Let TJ be the

vertex of one of the two quadric cones containing the sections /3 and
<y. The polar plane of U, as has been remarked, contains the line

of intersection of the planes of ^ and 7 ; in fact, if these sections

meet in A and A\ the tangent planes of the quadric, at A and A',

touch these sections, and pass through XJ. If we consider, also, the

quadric cone obtained by joining JJ to the points of the section a,

this cone will meet the quadric again in a plane section, say a ;

thence, the line in which the plane of a! meets the plane of a, lying

equally in the polar plane of C7, will meet the line of intersection of

the planes B-, 7 ; in other words, the plane of a! passes through the

point O in which the planes of a, /3, 7 intersect. But also the two
cones of vertex t/, namely ( t/ ; yS, 7) and {TJ \ (x,a'), have four conniion

tangent planes ; and these will touch all the four sections a, yS, 7, a.

Thus a is a section which, added to a, yS, 7, gives four sections

which have four common tangent sections. Thus, on projection of

the quadric, the section a gives a circle, orthogonal to the common
orthogonal circle of a, ^,y, such that the four are all touched by
four circles ; these likewise have a common orthogonal circle, whose
centre is the projection of U. The circle given by a is a particular

kind of Hart circle, of those belonging to a, /3, 7.

Since any chord of the quadric passing through is divided

harmonically by and the polar plane of O, it is clear that the

eight sections, which touch the sections a, /3, 7, consist of four pairs,

such that the planes of a pair intersect on the polar plane of O.

Also, it is clear that there are six such sets of four sections as those

found above, touching /3, 7 and a, a ; for there are two cones con-

taining every two sections such as /3 and 7. Each of these sets

consists, then, of two of the four pairs into which the eight tangent
sections of a, yS, 7 can be divided.

The equation of the plane of the section a' has been found above,

in Exx. 11 and 14. Four planes touching the sections a, ^, 7 which
all pass through the point U, whose coordinates are

(^',y, z\ o) = b-Hh, B, F, 0)-C-i{G, F, C, 0),
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are found from

{ax + hy -\-gz) A^ + {Juv + by +fz) B^' + (gx +fi/ + cz) &^=t^M
by giving to A^, B^, C* the signs (+, +, +), (+, -, -), (-, +, +),

(— , — , — ), respectively.

The Hart circles of three circles in general. Given, as

before, three sections a, /3, 7 of a quadric, we now investigate a

fourth section S, whose plane does not pass through the intersection

of the planes, a, /3, 7, such that a, /3, 7, h are all touched by four

other sections of the quadric. "^

It will appear that the necessary and sufficient condition that

four sections of a quadric, by planes which do not meet in a point,

should all be touched by four other planes, is very simple. It may
add to the interest of the work to state at once what this condition

is. Let the planes of the four sections, o, /3, 7, S meet in threes in

the points 0, X, Y , Z, the sections /3, 7 meeting OX in A and A',

the sections 7, a meeting OF in B and B\ the sections a, jS meeting
OZ in C and C, the sections a, 8 meeting YZ in L and L', the sec-

tions /3, h meeting ZX in M and M\ and the sections 7, S meeting
XY in N and N' . Through each of the six joins of O, X^ F, Z
draw the two planes to the points in which the quadric meets the

opposite join ; as, for instance, draw through OX the planes OXL
and OXL'. Thereby twelve planes are found. In general these

twelve planes touch another quadric (Vol. iii, p. 54, Ex. 16). It

may happen, however, that this quadric degenerates into two
points, the planes meeting, in sets of six, in these two points. In

such case, choosing the notation properly, we may suppose that the

planes OXL, OYM, OZN, YZA, ZXB, XYC meet in a point, say

S, the other six planes, OXL\ ..., YZA', ..., meeting in a point 6".

Then the line AL, as lying in the planes OXL, YZA, passes through

S, and so on ; namely, the three lines AL, BM, CN meet, in the

point S. Conversely, if these three lines meet in a point, say S,

the six planes OXL, ..., XYC are easily seen to meet in S ; and
then, similarly, the three lines AL', B'M', CN' also meet in a

point, say S . The condition that this be so may be expressed

otherwise : Beginning, as before, with the general case, let points,

say Ai and ^/, be taken on OX, so as to be the respective harmonic

conjugates of A and A' in regard to and X; and let a pair of

points be similarly defined on each of the six joins of 0, X, Y, Z.

It is then easy to see that the twelve new points so obtained lie

upon another quadric; we may call this the Juvnnotuc conjugate of

the original quadric in regard to the tetrad O, X, F, Z. In the

particular case when AL, BM, CN meet in a point, say S, the har-

monically conjugate quadric breaks up into two planes; and con-

versely. These two planes are, in fact, the polars of the points S
and S', in regard to the original quadric.
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What we prove is: If the harnionically conjut;ate quadric of the

onginal quadric, in regard to O, A', F, Z, break u}) into two planes,

then the sections of the ori<;inal quadric l)v the four j)lanes XYZ,
OYZ, OZX, OXY are all touched by four' planes. We afterwards

prove, conversely, that, for such tangency, it is necessary that the

harmonically conjugate quadric should so degenerate.

As before, let .r = 0, yy = 0, r: = be the planes of the sections

a, /3, 7, the equation of the quadric being

(a, 6, r,/, g', h^A\ ,v/, zy = t,\

where ^i
= is the polar plane of (0, 0, 0, 1). For ^, = we can

substitute a plane, t = 0, in eight ways, so that the condition

referred to, that AL, BM, CN meet in a point, is satisfied. For,

taking arbitrary signs for the radicals a^, b^, c^, and denoting

Z>*6* by (6c)*, etc.. let

u=h[f+{bc)i], v = ^[g+(cafy xo = ^[h + (abfy

and / = {uvzvp u~\ m = {uvw)^v~^, n = {uvw)^w~'^^

so that mn = u, nl = v, Ini = w. As the product of {bc)^, (<"«)? {ab)^

is without ambiguity there are thus eight possible sets of values

for /, m, n. Putting t = Ix + my + nz — t^ , the equation of the

quadric referred to j: = 0, «/ = 0, ,^ = 0, ^ = 0, is

rt.r- + hf + cr^ + ^fyz + "igzx + ^hxjj = {Ix + viy + nz - tf ;

this meets OX in the points A^ A' given by (/ + a^)x = t. Taking
for A, F, Z the points where OX, OY, OZ meet ^ = 0, the points,

L, L', where the quadric meets YZ, are given by

(m- — b) y- + 2 {mn —f) yz 4- («^ — c) z- = ;

since f= ^mn — (Sc)*, these points are given by

{m ± b^) y = (n ± c*) z.

Hence, with suitable choice of notation, the lines AL, BM, CN
meet in the point, S, given by (/ — a*) .r — {m — b^)y={n — c^) z = t,

and the lines AL', B'M', C N' meet in the point, S', given by

{l-^a^)x= ...=t. Conversely, it can be shewn that these inter-

sections require the plane ^ = to be one of the eight we have

taken. In general, the harmonically conjugate quadric of that

given by the equation (a, b, c, d,f, g, h, p, q, r'^x, y, z, tf = has

an equation obtained from this by change of /^ g, h, p, q, r, re-

spectively, into —f, — g, — h, —p, —q, —r. In the present case,

since /= 'ilmn - (bc)^, g = %il - (m)*, h = 9,1m - (ab)^, the har-

monically conjugate quadric is found to be

{xa^ + yb^ + zc^y — {Ix + my +nz + if = 0.
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The point S, or (/— a2).r= ...=t, is then easily verified to be the

pole of the plane (/ — a^) x + {m — h^)y + (w — c^) ^ + ^ = 0, in regard

to the original quadric. This plane we denote by o-, the plane

which is the polar of *S" being denoted by a.
To prove, now, that the sections a, ^, 7, and the section, say 8,

of the quadric, by / = 0, are all touched by four planes, consider

the section by the plane

xa^ cos (* — X) + yh^ cos (5 — /u,) + zc^ cos {s — v) — tj^ = 0,

above found (p. 70, Ex, 13) as touching the sections a, yS, 7 ; here

cos X = (be) ~ ^f^ etc., and ,9 = | (X + ^t + t*). The cone joining O to

the section of the quadric by this plane is given by the equation

1 11 1

ax^ + . . . + ^2 + 22/2 i^cf cos X + . . . + Ixy (ah) cos v - {xc? cos (s - X) + . . . + sc^ cos (s - v)f= 0.

This is easily found to be the same as is obtained by rationalising

the equation

\xc^ sin is — X)]^ + \ijh^ sin (^ — yu,)]* + \zc^ sin {s — v)'^ = 0.

Putting p, q^ r as abbreviations for sin {s— X), sin {s— //.), sin (* — v),

respectively, any generator of the cone is given, in terms of a

parameter, ^, by

{xa^pf : iyb^q)^ : {zc^r)^ = -6:6-1:1',

in particular, one generator is given by

xa^ : yh^ : zc^ = piQ — f')' '• 9(f ~ pY ' r(p — g)-,

and the tangent plane of the cone along this generator has the

equation

xa^ (q - r)-' + yb^ (r -p)~^ + zc^ (p - q)-^ = . . .(A).

But, in virtue of f= (bc)^ cos X, and 2« =/ + (bc)^, we have

?< = (&c)2 cos^^X ; and, thence, by I = (uvzv)^ u~^, etc., we may
suppose the plane ^ = to be that given by

:^ cos ^ fi cos h V , 1 cos^vcos^X jcos^Xcos^/A ^_nxa 7— ^^— + yb —
:. + 2C tj — U

cos ^ X "^
cos ^fi cos ^ V

(H).

There is ambiguity here in the sign of ^1 ; we can however suppose
that the plane

xa^ cos (,v — X) + yb^ cos (.9 — yu,) + zc^ cos (s — v) — ti = . . .(I),

above taken from among the tangent planes of the sections a, ,5, 7,
is chosen to have the same sign for t^. Then the planes, (I), (H),

meet in a line which lies in the plane
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COS h X

+ . . . + zc^-
. COS i \ COS i it

cos(5 — i;)— r "

COS ^ V
= 0;

this, however, is the same, as we easily see, as the tangent plane (A),

found above, of the cone which joins to the section of the quadric

by the plane (I). As the line of intersection of the planes (I), (H)
is thus a tangent line of this cone, and is, therefore, a tangent line

of the section of the (juadric by the plane (I), it is a tangent line

of the quadric ; and, as the plane (H) contains this line, the section

of the quadric by the plane (H) has this line for a tangent. The
sections of the quadric by the planes (I) and (H) thus touch one

another; or the plane (I), beside touching the sections a, /3, 7,

touches also the section, 8, by the plane (H). This section h is one

of the Hart sections to be associated with a, /3, 7. For a definite

plane (H) we have four possible planes (I), obtainable, namely, by
the changes of X,, /i, v respectively into X, + yu,, ±v^ all these touch

the four sections a, /3, 7, h.

In all there are eight possibilities for the plane (H). There are

four in which, in place of a^, 6^, c^, X,, /i, v, we have: (1), these;

(2), — a^, 6^, f^ X, TT + zi, 77 + 1^, respectively; (3), r/^, —6^, c^,

TT+X, /i, TT+i/, respectively; and (4), «^, 6^, — r^, tt + X, Tr + yu., v.

Then there are four others obtainable from these by changing the signs

of all of a^, b^, c^. Thus, given three plane sections of a quadric, it

is possible, in eight ways, to add to these another section, by a

plane not passing through the common point of the three given

planes, so that the aggregate four sections shall have four common
tangent planes. Of this result another proof is contained in the

work given below to shew that the conditions we have here verified

to be sufficient, are also necessary.

E.r. ] . Make an explicit table of the equations of the eight

planes (H), and, in each case, of the four planes touching the

sections determined bv these.

Ea". 2. The planes ABC, A'B'C, where A, ..., C are as above,

may be taken to be

{l-ai)x + (m - b^~)y -\- {n - c^~) z - t = 0,

and (/ + «*) X + {m + b^~)y + (n + c^)z-t = 0,

respectively. The line of intersection of these planes is the inter-

section of the polar plane ^1 = with the plane a^.r + b^y + c^z = 0.

On the section of the (juadric by the plane (I) we have two triads of

points : (1), the points of contact of this section with .r = 0, y — 0,

2 = 0; if the points of the section be given, as above, in terms of a
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})arnmeter 6, by the fact that {a^px)^, {b^qy)^, {c^rz)^ are in the
ratios of —6, ^—1, 1, then these points of contact are given by
^ = 0, 1, X , respectively

; (2), the point of contact of the section (I)

with the plane t = 0, taken with the two points in which the

section (I) is met by the above plane a^sc ^-li^y Yc^z = 0. The
first point of this triad (2) is given, we have seen, by the value
— p{q - f')/')- (p — q) of the parameter 6 ; the parameters for the

other two points, in which the section (I) is met by the plane we
have named, are the roots of the equation

})-' &' + q-^{e-lf + r-i = 0.

Hence it is easily seen that the points of the first triad are apolar
with the points of the second triad, in the sense explained in Vol. ii,

p. 114. For the condition that ^, 6^, do should be apolar with

0, 1, X is at once seen to be that d = {e,'e.-d^- 0,)/{l -6,- 6^) ;

and, when ^j, 6.^ are the roots of the quadratic equation just given,

this leads to 6 = —p{q — r)lr {p — q). Hence we may say: Upon
the section (I), touching the three sections a, /3, 7, the point of

contact with the Hart section (H) is the apolar complement of the

two points in which (I) is met by the plane a^x -^ b^y -\- c^z = 0,

with reference to the three points of contact of (I) with a, /3, 7. The
plane a^j' + etc. = is the harmonic conjugate of the point O, in

which the planes a, /3, 7 meet, with respect to the planes ABC and
A'B'C ; it will receive a better definition below (Ex. 5).

Ex. 3. As before, denote by S the point of intersection of the

lines AL, BM, CN, and by S' the point of intersection of the lines

A'L', B M', C'N'. Also, denote by o-, a' the respective polar planes

of S and S'. Further, denote the planes ABC, A'B'C by /j., jj! , re-

spectively, and the plane of the section (H) by ot ; let G, G' and H
be the poles of the planes fx, jj! and S7, respectively. As we have
seen, the equations of the planes a, fju and sr are, respectively,

(/-rt*).7'+...+/: = 0, (/-«*).»•+.. .-if = 0, ^ = 0.

It can be shewn :

(a), that the planes /i, ^' meet in a line lying on the polar

plane of O; the plane, a^x + b^y •{- c^z = 0, which joins O to this

line, contains also the line of intersection of the planes cr, a .

(6), that the two quadric cones which contain the sections by the

planes jx and t«r have their vertices at 6", and at the point where OS'
meets the plane a. The former is clear because AL, BM, CN meet
in S. For the latter, since 0, the point of intersection of AA', BB\
CC, is the vertex of one of the cones containing the sections yu,, /m\

and S' is the vertex of one of the cones containing the sections

fM\ OT, therefore the line OS' contains the vertex of one of the cones
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containini^ the sections /i,, ct, by what we have seen above ; and OS'
does not contain S. The vertex of the second cone containing

fjt,

and CT is therefore on OS' . That this second vertex lies on the
polar plane, o", of the vertex, S^ of the former cone, is a general
property. And the planes yu., ct meet on cr, which is harmonically
separated from S by these two planes.

(c), that the lines OS, OS' lie in a plane containing the lines

OG, OH, and are harmonic conjugates in regard to these. This
follows from (h), because the vertices of the two cones containing
the sections fx, ct lie on the line GH, and are harmonically con-
jugate in regard to G and H. To point out the meaning of this

result, consider the quadric as a sphere of which is the centre

;

then the Hart circle of a spherical triangle, ABC, meets BC in

L, L'; CA in M, M' ; AB in N, N', such that the arcs AL, BM,
CN meet in a point S, and the arcs AL', BM', CN' in a point S\
these points, S and S', being the centres of similitude of the circle,

(fi), circumscribed to ABC, and the Hart circle (to-).

It may also be remarked that, from any point, P, and four given
points 0, X, Y, Z, we can define a plane thus : Let OP, XP, YP,
ZP meet the planes XYZ, OYZ, OZX, OXY , respectively, in

O', X', Y', Z'. The planes OY'Z', O'Z'X', OXY , XYZ', by
their intersections with the planes OYZ, OZX, OXY, XYZ, re-

spectively, determine four lines. These four lines lie in the plane
to be defined. If, relatively to the points O, X, Y, Z the point P
be (^, 7], ^, r), the plane is x^-^^yir^ + ^^~' 4- tr''' = 0, This being
understood, it is clear that the point S, and its polar plane a in

regard to the quadric, are in this relation with respect to the points
O, X, Y , Z, determined by the planes of the three original sections

a, /3, 7 and of the Hart section. It is easy to see that in general
there are eight points whose polar planes, in regard to a given quadric,
are also derivable by this construction, from four given points,

Ex. 4. There are, we have said, eight sections, -us, each touched
by four of the common tangent planes of the sections a, yS, 7. These
eight sections fall into four pairs, the planes of a pair intersecting

on the polar plane of (where the planes of a, ^, 7 meet), beinc
harmonic conjugates in regard to this plane and 0. For the pair
associated as above with the two planes ABC, A'B'C the lines OS,
OS' are the same. Another pair is associated with the planes
AB'C, ABC; a third pair with the planes BC'A', B'CA, and a
fourth pair with the planes CA'B', CAB.
And it may be noticed that the sections of the quadric by the

planes ABC, ABC, BCA', CAB' are all touched by four planes,

as follows from the fact that the lines AA' , BB', CC are concurrent.

So also the sections of the quadric by the planes A'B'C, ABC,
B'CA, CAB are all touched by four planes.
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Ex. 5, Given two points, A^ B, of a quadiic, and a point 0, we
can define, for the moment, as mid-ULvis of AB in respect to 0, the

hne joining to the pole, in regard to the section OAB, of the

line AB. Then, given three points. A, B, C, of the quadric, let

d, r7,y denote the mid-axes, in respect to O, respectively of BC, CA
and AB. Let p be the line of intersection of the planes ef and
BOC; similarly let q and r be the lines {fd, COA), (de, AOB),
respectively. It can be shewn that the lines p, q, r lie in a plane

meeting the plane ABC on the polar plane of 0.

If the quadric be (a, 6, c, J] g\ ^i^^', ;y, ^Y = t\'-> where O is

(0, 0, 0, 1), and A, B, C are, respectively, (1, 0, 0, a*), (0, 1, 0, 6^),

(0, 0, 1, c^), the mid-axis, d, of BC in respect to is i/b^ = zc^, the

plane ef' is — xa^ -\-yh^ -H zc^ = 0, and the plane pqr is

1 J

1

i rt
xaj^ -f- yb^ + zc'^ = 0.

It is easy to shew, further, that the planes {d, OA), (<?, OB),

(f, OC) meet in a line. This we may call the centroid axis of ABC
in respect to O.

Consider, next, the plane joining OA to the pole of the plane

BOC, and the two other similar planes. The planes are easily seen

to meet in a line, which we may call the altitude axis of ABC in

respect to 0.

It can then be proved that the line OH joining O to the pole,fl^,

of the Hart section, whose equation has been written

Ix + my + nz — t^ = 0,

lies in the plane of the centroid axis and the altitude axis.

Ex. 6. Now consider the particular case of the preceding work
which arises when the point O, in which the planes of the sections

a, yS, 7 meet, is on the quadric, so that the points A', B', C are

also at O. Then it is easily seen that also the plane a', the polar

plane of S\ and one of the planes of the harmonically conjugate

quadric, is the tangent plane of the original quadric at the point O.

The intersections of this plane with the lines YZ, ZX, XF of the

plane ^ = 0, which were previously denoted by L/, M/, iV/, are the

harmonic conjugates of L', M',N', respectively, in regard to Y and
Z, Z and X, X and Y, the points L', M', N' being points of the

Hart section of the quadric, lying respectively in YZ, ZX and XY.
Hence we have the following result : Consider three sections of a

quadric, a, /3 and 7, which intersect in a point of the quadric.

Let the lines of intersection of the pairs of planes of /3, 7, of 7, a

and of a, /3, be respectively OX, OY, OZ. In the plane YOZ take

the line, /, which is the fourth harmonic, in regard to OY, OZ, of

the line in which the tangent plane of the ([uadric at meets the

plane YOZ. Let the line / cut the section a again in L'. Construct,
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similarly, the points M' and A^' on the sections ^ and 7, respectively.

I^et -OT be the section of the (|uadric by the plane L'M'N'. It can

be shewn that there are four plane sections of the quadric which
touch the sections a, /3, 7. These all touch the section ot.

The point of contact with tsr, of any one of these four tangent
sections, say /, can be constructed thus : Take, upon /', its three

points of contact with the sections a, /3, <y ; take also the two
intersections of / with the tangent plane of the quadric at O. Then
the point of contact of i with ct is the apolar complement of these

two intersections in respect to the three former points of i.

If we project from O on to an arbitrary plane, the section tsr

becomes the Feuerbach circle of a triangle. This touches the

inscribed circle of the triangle (as also the escribed circles) at a point

determined, as above, by the points of contact of the inscribed

circle with the sides of the triangle and the two Absolute points

on the inscribed circle. (See Vol. 11, p. 114. This particular case of

the general theorem of the text had been found, unknown to the

writer, by F. Morley, American Bull, i, 1895, pp. 116-124.)

Another construction for the plane of the section w may be
referred to. We have mentioned above (p. 77) a construction

for the plane whose equation is .r^~^ + i/r)~^ + z^~^ + tT~^ = 0, from
the point (f, rj, ^, t) ; let this plane be called the polar of (^, 7/, ^, t)

in regard to the tetrad consisting of the intersections of the planes

a^ = 0, 7/ = 0, ,:r = 0, ^ = 0. It can be shewn that if three lines be
drawn through a given point, 0, of a quadric, there exist three

unique points, say P, Q, R, one upon each of the lines drawn
through O, of which every two are conjugate in regard to the

quadric. Let the three lines be the intersections, in pairs, of the

planes of the sections a, /3, 7. Let S be the pole of the plane PQR
in regard to the quadric. Then the plane ot is the polar of in

regard to the tetrad P, Q, R, S.

If the point O, relatively to the tetrad P, Q, R, S, be of co-

ordinates (1, 1, 1, 1), the equation of the quadric referred to this

tetrad may be supposed to be ax'^ + b^^ + cz^ — {a + b + c)f^ = 0. If

now, to refer the quadric to the four points consisting of O and the
three points in which OP, OQ, OR are met by the polar of in

regard to P, Q, R, S, we put X = j^ — t, Y —y — t, Z = z — t,

T = d- + // + z + t, the equation is found to take the form

aX- + bY' + cZ--{b + c)YZ-(c + a)ZX-(a + b)XY
-}r(aX + bY + cZ)T= 0,

from which it can be verified that T = is the plane of the section

ST arising from the sections X = 0, F = 0, Z = 0. The harmonically
conjugate quadric, in regard to the last tetrad, is

{aX + bY + cZ) {X + Y + Z-r) = 0,
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consisting of the tangent plane at and the plane ^ = 0, or

pqR.
Ea\ 7. If the sections a, ,8, y be in the planes .r = 0, ?/ = 0, 2 = 0,

meeting on the quadric, the plane of the Hart section or being ^ = 0,

the equation of the quadric is of the form

ax"" + by- + cz- -(b + c)yz - (c + a)zx-{a -\-h)xy^% (a? +y + z)t= 0,

the harmonically conjugate quadric being the aggregate of the

planes ,r + y + z = 0, ax + by + cz — ^t = 0.

The four planes touching the sections by .r = 0, y = 0, z = 0,

t = are of the form

.r {I — in) (l — n)+y {m - n) {m — I) + z (n — I) (?? — tn) + t = 0,

where -^l^ = b + c, —^m' = c + a, -^n^ = a + b.

Further, if we introduce «i, and the coordinates X, Y, Z, by the

definitions

a~^ + f'r^ + b~^ + c-^ = 0, ax + aiX = 0,

y = Y + b~^ ax, z = Z + c~^ax,

the quadric has the equation

a,X' + bY' + cZ' -(b + c) YZ-{c + a,) ZX - (a, + b) XY

which is of the same form as the original. For the original equation

the points A, L on OX^ YZ, of our general theory, are (a~S 0, 0, — ^)
and (0, 6~\ r~', 0), and the lines AL, BM, CN meet in the point

(a~^, b~^, c~^, — ^), or S, whose polar in regard to the quadric is the

plane ax + by + cz — 2t = 0. But the transformation here given

shews that the Hart section, in the plane ^ = 0, belongs equally to

three other sets of three sections of the quadric, one of these sets

being those in the planes X = 0, Y = 0, Z = 0.

Ex. 8. The reader is probably aware that in the nomenclature

usual in metrical geometry, the radius of the Feuerbach circle of a

triad of points in a plane is one-half that of the circle containing

these points. This result has also been generalised to the radius of

the Hart circle arising for a triad of points of a sphere joined by
arcs of great circles (Salmon, Geometry of three dimensions, 1882,

p. 232). We now prove a theorem for sections of a quadric which
includes these results.

For this purpose we first define the radius of any section of a

quadric, in regard to any point not lying on the quadric. It is easy

to prove for a eonic, that if two lines intersect in a point O, not on
the conic, and H be one of the points in which one of these lines

meets the conic, and the tangent of the conic at H meet the other
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line in P, then the angle between the lines, measured in regard to

the conic, say p. is related to the interval OP, also measured in

regard to the conic, say 5, by the equation sin p sin S = ± 1, or its

ei|uivalent, tan p = ± ? sec S (cf. Vol. ii, p. 210, Ex. 6). Now, let

be any point not on the cjuadric, let ot be any section of the quadric

lying in a plane whose pole is P, and let H be any point of the

section ct. By considering the conic in which the plane POH meets

the conic, we see that if p is the angle between the lines OP, OH,
measured in regard to this conic, and B is the interval OP, measured

in regard to the quadric, then tan p = ±isec8 ; thus p is inde-

pendent of the position of H on the section -57. It is this p which
is here called the radius of the section ot, in regard to the point 0.

Evidently the relation between and P is symmetrical.

Now let CT and /x be any two sections of the quadric, whose radii,

as thus defined, are, respectively, p and R ; let the plane, joining the

line of intersection, /, of the planes tn- and /j,, to the point O, be
called ft) ; and the plane joining / to the vertex of either one of the

cones containing the sections ot, p, be called tr. If the equations of

these planes be written respectively (ot) = 0, (p,) = 0, (co) = 0, (a) = 0,

it is easy to shew that, with a proper constant, c, we have

(o-) = (p,) ± c (ct), (ft)) = (/i) tan R + c (ct) tan p.

This can be applied to the case when, as before, cr is the Hart
section of three sections, a, /3, 7, of the quadric, whose planes meet
in a point not lying on the quadric. For p, we take the section

by the plane ABC. The vertex of one of the cones containing the
sections p,, bt is the point S, whose polar plane in regard to the
quadric is the plane a ; it has been seen (Ex. 3) that the vertex of
the other cone containing the sections p,, gt is on the plane cr (and
on OS'). Further, we have seen that (p.), (ot), (a), (&>) are, respec-

tively,

(l-a^).ri-...-t=0, t= 0, (l-ai).v+.'.. + t=0, (I- a^).v+... = 0;

whence (cr) = (^) + o
(^^^^ (^^^ — (^^ _^ (^^y Comparing this with the

ei| nations above we have c= + 2, c tan p = tan jB. Hence we have
the result tan R= ±^ tan p, which we desired to obtain.

Another proof may be obtained by shewing that Ata.n^R=U,
A tan-p = V, where U, V are given respectively (cf. p. 73) by

U = Aa + Bb + Cc + 2P {bcf + 2G (m)* 4- 2H {ah)^ - A,

V =At- + Bm- + Cm= + '^Fmn -f 9,Gnl + ^Hlm - A,

where A = br-f-, F = gh-af, etc., as before, and A is the dis-

criminant ahc + 2fgh -af- — hg^- ch-. In virtue of 9.11111 =/4- (6r)i?

etc., it can be shewn that

4F = C/ = 2 [{hc)^ -/] [{caf - g] [i,ab)^ - h].

7^
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Ex. 9. By projection of sections of a quadric, prove that, if three

circles in a plane intersect in pairs respectively in ^, A' ; B, B' and
C, C\ then the circles ABC, ABC, ABC, ABC, which have a

common orthogonal circle and are, in pairs, inverses of one another,

are all touched by four other circles which have a common ortho-

gonal circle; also that the circles ABC, ABC, BC'A', CA'B' are

all touched by four other circles. (A. Larmor, Proc. Lond. Math.

Soc, XXIII, 1892, p. 149.)

In what has preceded we have shewn that eight sections of the

quadric exist which touch three given plane sections of general

position, a, j3, 7. We have then shewn that there are eight ways in

which we can associate with these sections a, ^,<y a section, ct, such

that four of the tangent sections of a, /3, 7 also touch ot—account

being now taken only of the cases in which the planes of a, /3, 7, tir

do not meet in a point. We have shewn that a sufficient condition

for this is that another quadric, which we have called the har-

monically conjugate quadric, should break up into two planes.

We consider now the converse question loliether this sufficient

condition is also necessary, by examining the most general case in

which the sections of the original quadric by the planes x = 0, ?/ = 0,

2 = 0, ^ = are all touched by four other planes.

The quadric being, in the first instance, referred to the planes of

three sections a, /Q, 7 and the polar plane of their point of inter-

section, let its equation be {a^, b^, c^,/^, g\, h^^x^, y^, z^)"=-t-c; let

a fourth plane be ^ = 0, where t = t^— li\ — my^ — nz^ ; we shall sup-

pose that no one of /, rn, n is zero, and put x = lx\
, y = rny^ , z = nz^

.

The equation of the quadric then takes a form, ^ {x, y, z, t) = 0, in

which
(f)
= (a, b, c, d, f, g, h, u, v, zc^x, y, z, tf, where u = v = w= d= \.

The condition that two plane sections of the quadric should touch

one another is that, of the cones enveloping the quadric along these

sections, the vertex of either should lie on the other. But the cone

enveloping the quadric along the section by ^ = has the equation

Z)<^ {x, y, z, t) — At-, where A is the symmetrical discriminantal

determinant of <^, of four rows and colunms, and D is the minor
of d therein ; and the enveloping cones for the sections by x = 0,

y = 0, z = have similar equations. The condition that the four

sections of the quadric by the planes x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, t = should

have a common tangent plane is that the four enveloping cones

should have a point in common ; this point, which will be the pole

of the common tangent plane, will thus necessarily be one of the

eight points

±xA-^=+yB-^^ = ±zC--=tD--^,

and the condition is that, with properly chosen signs, we should have

<f)(±AK ±bK±cKd^) = a.
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If the four sections by .v = 0, ij = 0, -^' = 0, ^ = are to have four

comnion tangent planes, this last equation must be satisfied for

each of four sets of signs of the radicals. These four conditions

must be satisfied in virtue of proper choice of the three quantities,

/, m, 71, without limitation of the values of the original coefficients

«M ^i» 0?./i\i''n ^'i- ^^^ suppose that the sections of the quadric

by ^ = 0, _y = 0, :; = 0, ^ = do not degenerate, in either case, into a
pair of lines ; and so we exclude the possibilities

^ = 0, S = 0, C = 0, D = 0.

By taking a particular case we can infer that if the equation

(f){±A^, ...)= A is satisfied by four sets of signs of ^^, B^, C^, D^,
then three of these sets must be derivable from one of them by

change in the signs of two of the three A^, B^, CK We take

Ji = 0, ^1 = 0, /ii = (), leading to f= 1,^=1, A = 1 . Then it is easy

to verify that

A = (a + l)A+{b+l)B + (c + l)C-2D,

and, if we put |, ?/, ^, t respectively for A^, B^, C^, and — D^, the

equation (± A"^, . . .) = A becomes

We shew that if this equation, and three others chosen from

{±Hv±^-ry = ^(r' + V' + ^'-r%

are all satisfied by the same set of values for ^, 77, ^, t, then the

three others are those in which the linear functions on the left side

are ^ — rj — ^—r, —^\-f) — ^—T, — ^ — 77 + ^— t. The equation

(±^±^ + ^-T)^ = 2(P + T + r-T') represents, if |-, 7;, ^, r be
regarded as coordinates, the enveloping cone drawn to the quadric

^--\-ri- + i^'- — T- = from the point (±1^ ±1, ±1, 1); there are

eight such cones ; it is easy to find all the intersections of every

three of these cones ; then it appears that, excluding intersections

on ^ = 0, 7; = 0, f= 0, T = 0, there are only two sets of four cones

which have four common points, the vertices of one of these sets

being the points (1,-1,-1, 1), (-1, 1,-1, 1), (-1,-1, 1, 1),

(1, 1, 1, 1), the vertices of the other set being (—1, 1, 1, 1),

(1, -1, 1, 1), (1, 1, -1, 1), (1, 1, 1, -1). This proves the state-

ment made.

This result being assumed, the equation <^ (+ A^, ...) = A, which,

writing (BC)^ for fii. C^, etc., is

aA + bB + cC + dD + ^ [/(BC)^ + u (AD)i]

+ 2 [g{CA)^ + V (BD)^] + 2[h {AB)i + w {CDf] - A =
6—2
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leads, by combination of the forms it takes when the signs of two
of A^, B^, C* are changed, to the four equations

aA + bB + cC+dD-A = 0, f{BCf + u (AD)i = 0,

g (CA)^ + V {BDf = 0, h (AB)i + w {CDf = 0.

The last three of these equations require that A, B,C,D should be
in the ratios of Jinv, gzcu, huv, Jgh, to one another, that is the
ratios of the values which A, B, C, D would have if, in the deter-

minant A, we had a = 0, 6 = 0, c = 0, d=0. Conversely, if proper

signs be given to A^, B^, C\ D*, the last three of these equations
are a consequence of the equations A = o-fvzo, B = agzcii, C = ahuVy
D = o-Jgh, We require to shew that if, beside these, we also have
aA + bB + cC + dD — A = 0, then the harmonically conjugate
quadric, whose equation is obtained from that of the original by
the change of the signs of/*, g, A, u, v, re, breaks up into two planes.

It will be found that this involves cr = 4,

To carry through the algebra, suppose u = v = zc = d=l, which
is quite general ; and, for brevity, put

|=l-a, 77 = 1-6, ^=l-f, jo = l -fS q = l-g\r = l- h-,

and also

«=/+^ + ^ ^ = gh + hf+fg, y=fgh, 6 = a -7,
^ = ^(f+f-'), f^=e(g + g-'), v = e{h + h-^).

Then it is found that A = tj^— (1 —J")-, etc., and the equation
aA + bB + cC + dD- A = k the same as

Hence, the four equations consisting of this and the three

Alfvza=...=D/fgh,
are found, introducing a quantity 6, to be the same as the aggregate

^ = V^ef-^ - ^ = r^^-' -f^ = ^Veh-' -v = ^v^+ ^p^ - 4,

2eSp| = ^ (a - 87) + 6e - 2e/3.

These lead to

(^ + X)(^ + /i)(^ + i.) = ie7-^[^(a + 7) + 2e + 26/3p;

it is necessary to solve this equation for 6, and then, putting

p = ie-i[(9(a + 7) + ^e + 2e/3],

together with

| = p6//(^ + X), v-pelg{e + fi\ ^=pelh{d + v\

to test whether the equation

is satisfied. If this proves to be so, the original equations can be

satisfied.
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III fact, the throe roots of the cubic equation are ^ = 2e, 6 = — 2e,

6 = 67"' {^e- — /3); these lead, respectively, to the three values for ^,

r = (l +^-)(l +/0(1 +f)-\ ^ = (1 -g)(l-h)(l -f)-\

with correspond i no- values of ?; and ^. The first and second of these

roots lead to verification of the equation ^p^ = ^ — p + 4, but the

second leads to ^ = 0, B = 0, C = 0, which we exclude. The third

root leads to verification of the required equation only ify, g, h be

such as to satisfy

ighii-r){e-2gne-2hr'

this however is not generally true, as we may see, for example, by
taking /= 1, ^= 2, h = 3, which lead to a negative value for the

left side, and a positive value for the right side.

There remains thus only the possibility of the first root, 6 = 2e.

AVe compute then the harmonically conjugate quadric, and find that
it consists of the two planes expressed, if ni = (1 +/") (1 +^) (1 + A),

by

m [.r (1 +fr + .y (1 + g)-' + ^ (1 + h)-^f = (.r + ,f/ + z - t)\

Further, retaining u = v = ic = d = \^ the four planes touching the
sections of the quadric by a* = 0, «/ = 0, ^ = 0, ^ = 0, are the polars

of the points {,f^^ g^, h^, —f^ g^ hi), in which all possible signs

are taken for f^, g^, h^. This completes the proof that the con-
ditions found sufficient in the early part of this chapter are also

necessary.

Ex. 1. In terms of four quantities a, b, c, d let /'= he — ad,

g = cn — bd, h = ab — cd, p = be + ad, q = ea + hd, r = ab + cd ; also

P = -a + b-^e + d, Q=.a-b + c + d,

R= a + b — e + d, S = a + b + c — d.

Prove that, if the quadric have the equation

p-^qjw^ + q-^-pi/^ + r-^pqz- + ^fi/z + ^gz.r + %hxy = t^-,

where fj = is the polar plane of (0, 0, 0, 1), then one Hart section

for the three sections .r =0, .y = 0, 2 = 0, or a, /3, 7, is given by
ax -\- hij -\-ez—t^ = Q\ also, that the four planes touching a, /S, 7 and
this Hart section are the polars of the points (—1, 1, 1, P),
(1,-1,1, Q), (1, 1, - 1, R), (1, 1, 1, S). Prove also that the change
of a, b, e, d, respectively, into - d, c, b, — a, leaves the equation of
the quadric unaltered. This change consists of the interchange of b
and c, taken with the interchange, and simultaneous change of sign,

of a and d. Similarly, the equation of the quadric is unaltered by
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the change of «, ft, r, d respectively into r, — f/, a^ —b; or into

ft, a, —d, —c. The equation is also unaltered by the change of

sign of t^. Hence obtain all the eight Hart sections, and, in each

case, the four planes touching this and the sections a, /S, 7. The
form of the equation of the quadric here taken was suggested by
Dr G. T. Bennett.

Ex. 2. If the quadric hefyz -\- gzx -\- hxy + / {tix + vy + wz) = 0,

the sections by .r = 0, ?/ = 0, ^ = 0, ^ = are touched by the plane

l~^x + m~^y + n~^z \-p~H = 0, where

in which ej = +1, 62= ± 1? ^a = ^1^2? and p = Imn/uvw, provided that

/2 + wi + jii = 0. (Cf. Vol. in, p. 145.)

Ex. 3. For the quadric (ft, b, c, d^f., g., h, u, v, zv^x,y, z, ty = 0,

the pole of a plane touching the three sections by .r = 0, ?/ = 0, 2 = 0,

is of coordinates

Ai, B^, CK d-' [Mi - uAi - vBi - rcC*],

where M is such that

d-' [{21A i+ vBi + xeCiy - M] = (a, b, c,f, g, h'^A^, B*, Cfy- - A.

Ex. 4. As the condition that two plane sections of a quadric

should touch one another is symmetrical, there are symmetrical

relations between the planes of four sections which are all touched

by four other planes, and these latter planes. It is of interest then

to construct the relations of the two tetrads of planes. The follow-

ing result, in this regard, is due to Study, Math. Anrial, xlix, 1897,

pp. 497 ff.

As before, let the planes joining the points 0, X, F, Z meet the

quadric in sections all touched by four other planes ; let the points

of the quadric on the lines OX, OY, OZ, YZ, ZX, XY be, respec-

tively, A, A'; B, B' ; C, C ; L, L' M, M' ; iV, N\ the notation

being such that the lines AL, BM, CN meet in a point, S, and
A'L', B'M\ CN' in a point, S'. Let the planes BMNC, CNLA,
ALMB, B'M'N'C, CN L'A\ A'L'M'B' be denoted, respectively,

by 6, <f), yfr.. 6\ 0', yfr' ; let the points in which the line (<^, ^fr')

meets the quadric be denoted by P23, Qo.!-- those in which the line

(<f>\ yfr) meets the quadric being denoted by P,^, Q30 ; a similar

notation being used for the other cases, namely -P31, Q31 on the line

(yfr, &\ P,3, Qi3 on (>/.', 6), P,,, Q,, on {6, <^'), Po.,, Q,i on {d', cf>).

Consider now four planes touching the sections by the planes

XYZ., OYZ, etc. ; take the intersections in threes of these four

planes, and the polar planes of these four points of intersection ;

let these polar planes be f, 77, ^, t, so that these intersect in threes

in the poles of the four tangent planes.
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Then the twelve points P,,, Q/^ 72,-^ described above are in fact

the intersections of the (]uadric with the Hnes of intersection of the

])airs of the planes ^, 7;, f, r. \\\\\\ a proper choice of notation

the line (?;, ^) is the same as the line {P^^, P32), and the line (^, t)

the same as the line (Q03, Qa.,), and so on ; the sets of six of these

points lying on the planes being, respectively, given by

HQ-s.. Q:., P.^. ^13, ^1., p.,) ; V (Q:u, Qu, ^i., P.., P... P.^ ;

r(Q.2, Q.„ P^. Ps., P31, Pu) ; T (Q,,, Q3., Q.1, Qia, Q12, Q21).

As we have not distinguished geometrically between the points

P^i-) Q-23 of the line (0, yp-'), etc., each pair of opposite lines of inter-

section of the planes ^, ?;, ^, t is capable of two determinations

;

there are therefore eight possibilities for this set of four planes,

as we have seen.

These statements can be verified easily. We can suppose the

(juadric to have the etjuation

.r'{l - a") + y" (1 - h-) + ;2=^ (1 - c-) + 9.yz {be - 1) + ^zx (ca-l)

+ 2.r?/ (ab -l) + ^(x +y + z)t + t^ = 0,

the harmonically conjugate quadric being then

(,r + i/ + z — tf — {ax + by + cz)' = 0.

Then, with f= bc — l,g = ca — l^ h = ab — ] , if we put x^ = xf~ ^,

3/1 -yS~^-< "1 = ^^^ ~^-> i\ = i ifg^^)'^-) the poles of four planes which

touch the sections by .r = 0, ?/ = 0, :2 = 0, f = 0, have, by what we
have seen, for coordinates a\^ y^, z^, tj, respectively, (— 1, 1, 1, 1)?

(1, - 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, - 1, 1), (!,' 1, 1, - 1) ; thus the planes |, 77, ^, r

have, respectively, the equations

-•^1+^1 + ^-1 + ^1 = 0, .ri-?/i + s:i-l-<i = 0, ct-i +3/1 -^1 + ^1 =

and .i\ +3/1 + -1 — 2^1 = 0. The points A, A\ Zr, L' are given, respec-

tively, by

y = = z, X {\ - a) \-t = •, y = = z, X {\ + a) -Vt = -,

x = = t, y {\ -b) = z{\ - c)-, x = = t, y {\ +b) = z{\ -^ c\

and so on ; and the plane BMNC, or 6, is given by

-x{l- a) +y{l-b) + z {l-c) + t = 0,

and so on. Now put

p,.= -{g^-h^)a-^f-K <r._, = -{gi + hi)a-^f-K

with sinlilar notations ; then we easily verify that the coordinates,

(.t'l, «/i, z-i, ^1), of the twelve points P^, etc., are given, respectively,

by the scheme

^23(^23- l.l- -Pm). Q23(<^2«. 1. -1. 0'23). -F'32(-P23. 1' 1' P-2s)^ <?32 K>3 '
" 1' ^' <^23)'

^31(1. P31.1' -Psi). <?3l(-l, <^31' l-f^Sl). ^13(1. -Psi' l'P3l)' <?I3(1. <^31
'
" 1' "^Sl).

Pl2(l. 1./'12.-Pl2). (?12(1, -1, <rj.,, <ri2), P.,(l,l,-p,„py^, (?2i(-l, 1, <^12,<^1«).
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From these the statements made easily follow. It can be verified

also that the pole of the plane lies on the line ^'y\r\ etc.

Ex. 5. With the equation of the quadric taken in Ex. 4, prove

that the harmonically conjugate quadric of the given one, in regard

to the four planes touching the sections by a^ = 0, ?/= 0, ^= 0, ^ = 0,

consists of the two planes which are the polars, in regard to the

original {^uadric, of the points whose coordinates {x, y, z, t) are

f[a(m + a) + ll g[b{tn + a) + 1], h[c{m + a) + ll -fgh,

where m = l(abc — a — b — c), cr- = m^— 1. The discriminant, A, of

the equation of the original quadric is 16cr-.

Ex. 6. As before, let the sections of a quadric by four planes

OYZ, OZX, OXY, XYZ be touched by four planes. Let the in-

tervals OX, OY, OZ, measured in regard to the quadric, be

denoted by ia, i/S, iy, and the similar intervals YZ, ZX, XY be

denoted by ia, i/3', iy' (cf Vol. ii, pp. 179, 205). Similarly, let the

angular intervals of the pairs of planes meeting, respectively, in

OX, OY, OZ, be denoted |by (A), (B), (C), and those between the

plane XYZ and the planes OYZ, OZX, OXY, respectively, by (^'),

(B'), (C). Taking e such that

2 tanh e = tanh a tanh j3 tanh j - tanh a — tanh /3 — tanh 7,

prove that, with suitable regard to the ambiguities involved in the

definitions of these intervals,

a = i-ir + /3 — 7, yS' = ivr + 7 — a, y' = iir + a — /3,

tan (A) = sinh a/cosh (e + a), tan (A') = sinh {/3 - 7)/cosh (e + ^ + 7),

and so on. These lead to

{A') = {B)-(C), {B') = (C)-(A), {C') = {A)-{B).

Prove that if three circles in a plane, a, /9, 7, intersect in pairs at

angles {A), (B), (C), and ot be the circle which intersects them at

angles (fi)-(C), {C)-(A), (A)-{B), respectively, then a circle

can be drawn to touch a, jS, 7, ot. (Lachlan's Modern Geometry,

1893, p. 250.)



CHAPTER III

THE PLANE QUARTIC CURVE WITH TWO
DOUBLE POINTS

Ix this chapter we obtain some })roperties of a plane curve by
projection of a curve which lies in space of three dimensions.

The plane curve is one which meets an arbitrary line in four

points, and has two double points, or points where the curve

crosses itself. The curve in space is the curve of intersection of two
(piadric surfaces. The matter is dealt with in more detail than is

required bv its difficultv, because the theory is a model for the

sul)se(juent theory of the Cyclide, a quartic surface in three

dimensions, regarded as the projection of the intersection of two
quadrics of fourfold space. (Chap, vi, below.)

The generation of the curve. The four principal circles.

Consider two cjuadrics which have a connnon self-})olar tetrad. They
intersect in a cjuartic curve, through which there pass four quadric

cones. Let V be the vertex of one of these cones, and fl be one of

the (juadrics ; the curve may be defined by the intersection of the

cone and the (juadric. Taking upon H an arbitrary point, U, we
project the curve from U upon an arbitrary plane, tzr. As each of

the generators at U, of the quadric H, meets the cone of vertex V
in two points, we obtain in ot a quartic curve having a double

point at each of the points, say I and J, in which these generators

meet w. Converselv, anv plane quartic curve having double points

at the intersections of the line z = with the two lines x ± li/ —
has an equation of the form

(cV^ + ;/-)- + (.r^ + 1/-) z {Ix + riiij + nz)

+ z- {ax- + hj- + cz- + 9fyz + ^gzx + ^hxy) = 0,

or say (x- + i/-)- + (x-+y~)zP + z'-S = 0, as we may assume. This

curve is the projection, from the point (0, 0, 0, 1), of the intersec-

tion of the two (juadrics zt = x^ + y^, t- + fP + S = 0.

Now consider a section of the quadric fl by the polar plane of

F, in regard to D. We call this a p?-}ncipal section, and its projec-

tion upon ST a principal chrle ; the centre of this circle is the pro-

jection of V (above, p. 7). There are four quadric cones through the

curve on H ; there are thus four principal circles in the plane -gj
;

the })olar plane of F, in regard to H, passes through the vertices of

the other three cones, the four vertices forming a self-polar tetrad.

Thus (above, p. 8) every principal circle cuts the other three

principal circles at right angles. If Fj, Fg, V.^ be the vertices of the
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other three cones, the line VV^ is the polar line of F0F3 in regard

to O, and the planes UW^, UV^V.^ are conjugate, and are thus

harmonic in regard to the generators at U. Thus the centres of the
four principal circles, in the plane -ax^ are such that the join of any
two of them is at right angles, in regard to /, J, to the join of the

other two ; or, any one of these centres is the orthocentre of the

other three.

The curve as an envelope of circles. The director conic.
Next, consider a section of fi by a tangent plane of the cone of

vertex V. It projects into a circle cutting at right angles the

principal circle corresponding to V. The locus of the poles, in

regard to H, of the tangent planes of the cone (F), is a conic, say

t', lying on the polar plane of F, this being the polar reciprocal of

the cone (F), in regard to £1. This conic, z', projects into a conic

in the plane ot, say a. The circles, obtained by projecting the

sections of il by the tangent planes of the cone (F), thus have their

centres on a conic, cr, beside cutting at right angles the corre-

sponding principal circle. We may call the conic a a director conic.

Every one of the circles, arising from the tangent planes of (F),

has in fact two points of contact with the quartic curve of the plane

-57. For, if H' be an intersection, of the quartic curve on fl, with

the section of H by a tangent plane of (F), then H' is on (F), as

being on the quartic curve, and is therefore at a point where the

tangent plane touches (F); the line of intersection of the tangent

plane of fl at fl^' with the tangent plane of (F) at this point, is

thus both the tangent line of the c^uartic curve and of the section

of n by the tangent plane of ( F). These two curves thus touch at

this point, and the curves in w obtained by the projection of these

equally touch. The line VH' meets the quadric H in a further

point, which also projects into a point of contact of the plane

(juartic curve with the same circle. The total intersections of the

circle with the plane quartic curve count therefore for eight, being

two at each point of contact, and two at each of the double

points /, J.

Ex, 1. The facts will perhaps be clearer if we consider the

et|uations of a conic and a circle, in a plane, say, respectively,

a-'-x^ + h~-y- = s^ and (.r — hzf -\-{y — A-)^ = r-z". A circle, with

centre at the point {a cos 6, b sin ^, 1), of the former, which cuts

the latter at right angles, is given by the equation (cf. \'ol. 11,

pp. 110, 111)

(.r — a cos 6 . zf + (7/ — b sin 6 . zY

= [{h - a cos ey + {k-b sin df - r^] z-,

or Pcosd + Q sin 6 = R, where P = ^az (x - hz), Q = tibz («/ - kz),

R = -v'- + 1/ - z- (/<- + ^•- - r-).
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This circlo then touclics the curve expressed by P^ + Q- = R\ as

is easy to verify bv combining tlie equations of the circle and curve,

namely at the points where the circle is met by the line given by
P sin 6 — Q cos 8 = 0. The ecpiation of the curve is

[.jv^ + y^ _ ,:;= (Jr- + K-^ - r-)f - 4'z'- [a' (.r - hzf + h' (1/ - Lzf] = 0,

and the points of contact are given by

<( (.?' — hz) = \r: cos 6, h {y — kz) = \:: sin 6,

where X is either root of the equation

X- {a-- cos-^ + h-- sin^^) + 2X {n.-'h cos 6 + 6"^ A- sin ^ - 1) + r^ = 0.

C'assini's oval is obtained when h = k = 0, r" = a" + hr.

Ex. 2. Prove that the four points of contact, with the ([uartic

curve in w, of any two of the tangent circles which have their

centres on the same director conic, lie upon a circle, likewise

cutting the associated principal circle at right angles.

The four director conies are confocal. The quartic curve

in the plane -or is thus the envelope of the circles described, with

centres on the conic cr, to cut the corresponding principal circle at

right angles. (More generally, it appeared. Vol. in, p. 200, that a

general quartic curve in a plane may be regarded as the envelope

of a system of conies, in various ways. In that general case, each

of the conies had four points of contact with the cjuartic curve ; in

the present case, the circles each touch the quartic curve in two
points, beside passing through the double points.) It is clear that

there are three other ways in which the quartic curve in the plane

OT may be regarded as the envelope of a system of circles, each

system consisting of circles cutting a principal circle at right angles,

with their centres on a certain conic. Let these other conies, the

projections from U of the conies which are the polar reciprocals,

in regard to O, of the four quadric cones containing the quartic

curve on fl, be called a-^., a.2^ 0-3. It can be shewn that the four

conies cr, o-j, cTo, a^ have four common tangents, passing in pairs

through the points / and J ; or, as we may sav, that these four

conies are confocals. To prove this, it is only necessary to shew
that there are four planes through U, two through each of the

generators of H at C7, which touch the four conies in the principal

planes, of which (x, cti, cto, a^ are the projections; or, reciprocating

in regard to n,that there are two points, on each of the generators

of n at U, which lie on all the four cones such as (F). The two
points in which a generator at U meets the cone (F), lying as they

do on the quartic curve upon 12, lie, however, equally on the other

three cones which contain this curve. The four points in question

are thus the intersections of the generators of fl at C7 with the

cone (F) ; and the four common tangents of the conies o-, o-j, cto, erg

are the intersections with ct of the tangent planes of il at these
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four points, these tangent planes being the polars of their points

of contact. Hence it is clear also that the common tangent lines of

the conies o-, cti, ct.^^ a-^ are, in pairs, the tangent lines, of the

quartic curve in ot, at the points / and J . Theybci of the confocals

cr, 0-1,0-0, o-y are the intersections, other than at / and J, of their four

common tangent lines. They are, then, the intersections, with ct,

of the lines of intersection, other than the generators of H at tJ,

of pairs of the tangent planes of f2, at the four points where the

cone (F) is met by the generators of fl at IJ. These lines of inter-

section are polar lines, in regard to 12, of joins of pairs of these

four points.

The four director conies o-, o-j, o-.,, 0-3 are the projections, from Z7,

of four conies, t', x\^ Vo, t's, which are the polar reciprocals, in

regard to H, of the four cones (F), (Fi), (Fo), (Fg), with the property

that a common point of any two of these cones lies on the others.

The conies v, I'j, I'o, v.. are thus such that a common tangent plane

of any two of them is equally a tangent plane of the other two,

and they form such a set as those called the focal conies of a set of

confocal quadrics (Vol. iii, p. 94). It is a familiar fact that of the

common tangent planes of such a system of conies there are four

which pass through any point (such as U).

The centre of the conic o-, namely the pole of the line IJ in

regard thereto, is the projection from f/, of the pole, in regard to

the conic f, (in the principal plane ; of which a is the projection),

of the line in which this plane is met by the tangent plane of 12 at

JJ. As this principal plane is the polar plane of F, this line of

meeting is the polar line of UV in regard to H ; and the conic v is

the polar reciprocal of the cone (F). The point in the plane of f,

which projects into the centre of the conic o-, is thus the pole, in

regard to n, of the polar plane of U taken in regard to the cone

(F). If the polar plane of [/, in regard to the cone (F), meet the

tangent plane of O, at C/, in the line /, the pole, in regard to £2, of

this polar plane, lies on the line, X, which is the polar line of / in

regard to 12, and this passes through TJ. The centre of the conic cr

is the intersection of A, with the plane ts. In fact the polar planes

of a point, in regard to all quadrics having a quartic curve in

common, intersect in a line. Thus the line /, and also the line X,

equally arise from any of the cones (Fj), (Fo), (F3), or the conies

(T^ o-j, 0-2, 0-3 have, as we know, a common centre. It is easy to see

also that the foci lie in pairs on lines through this centre ; as we
also know.
The sixteen foci of the quartic curve. Are intersections

of a principal circle and a director conic. In general for an

algebraic curve in a plane, considered in relation to two Absolute

points, / and J, a point which is the intersection of a tangent of
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the curve draw 11 from /, with a tangent of the cur\e (h*a\vn from J,

is called a focu.s of the curve. For a curve of class w?, that is, of

which in tangents pass through a general arbitrary point of the

plane, there will then be in" foci ; unless the curve contain one or

other of the points /, J. For a quartic curve with two double

points it can be shewn, and will appear below, that four tangents

can be drawn to the curve from either double point, other than the

two tangents of the curve at each of these points. There will there-

fore be sixteen foci. ^Ve prove that these are the intersections of

the principal cii'cles, each with its corresponding director conic.

We may first verify that such an intersection is a focus, namely
that the lines which join such a point to / and J are both tangents

of the plane quartic curve. Such a point is the projection of a
point, say F, in which a principal section of the quadric D., say by
the polar plane of F, is met by the conic, v, in this plane, which is

the polar reciprocal, in regard to H, of the cone (F). The tangent

plane of H at the point F, being the polar of F in regard to 12, is

a plane passing through F which touches the cone (F) ; namely, F
is the point of contact with 12 of a common tangent plane of the

cone (F), and the enveloping cone of 12 drawn from F. The two
generating lines of 12 at this point F, lying in the tangent plane of

n at this point, will both touch the cone (F), and the points where
these touch this cone, as they lie both on 12 and on (F), are points

of the quartic curve on 12 ; moreover, as these lines touch ( F), they
ecjually touch this quartic curve, at the points where they touch
(F). These generating lines thus project, from the point U of O,
into two lines which are tangents of the plane quartic curve in ct.

These generating lines, however, intersect the generators of 12 at U.
Thus they project into lines passing, one through / and one through
J. This shews that an intersection of a principal circle with a
director conic is a focus of the plane quartic curve, as has been
said. It may be called a point-circle of the enveloping system.

To shew that all the foci of the plane quartic curve are thus
obtained, it will be sufficient to shew that there are four tangents of
the curve which pass through either /or J. Now a tangent through /,

of the plane curve, is the intersection with ot of a plane through
the generator UI, of 12, which contains also a point where it

touches the quartic curve on H, this being the point of 12 which
projects into the point of contact on the plane curve ; the line UI
is a chord of the quartic curve on H, meeting this curve in the two
points where it meets the cone (F), It will be enough then to shew
that, through this chord of the quartic curve on 12, there can be
drawn four planes of which each, in place of having two other
points of intersection with the curve, has a point of contact with it,

that is, contains a tangent line of the curve. Let such a plane
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through UI touch the curve in H
.,
as the tangent line of the curve

at H meets t//, and touches 11 at H^ it is a generator of fl ; as this

tangent line touches the cone (F) at H^ a tangent plane of (F) can

be drawn through it, which, as containing the generator of £l con-

stituted by this tangent line, is also a tangent plane of fl. Thus
the points such as H arise from common tangent planes of the cone
{V) and the quadric O, which are four in number. They have

already been considered ; and we see that the foci already found are

all that exist. There are (Vol. iii, p. 69) four generating lines of 11,

of either system, which touch the quartic curve on H. A plane

through one of these eight lines, which touches one of the quadric

cones containing the curve, will contain another of the lines ; and
will touch n. The sixteen foci are the projections of the inter-

sections of these eight generators. Incidentally we see that to a

general cubic curve in a plane there can be drawn four tangents

from any point of the curve, forming a pencil related to the four

from any other point.

The equation of the general tangent plane of the cone (F), as for

a conic, may be taken in the form 6'^P + 26^Q + 22 = 0, where

P = 0, 22 = are two arbitrary tangent planes, and Q = is the

plane containing the two generators along which these touch the

cone. In particular, we may take, for P = 0, R = 0, two tangent

planes of (F) which also touch D,. There will then be two values of

6, beside ^ = and 6 = cc , for which the tangent plane of the cone

also touches 11. If one of these be 6i, and the corresponding plane

be T = 0, we have an identity of the form Oi'P + ^d,Q + R=p'T,
where p is a constant. If, in this identity, we suppose the coordi-

nates to be those of a point on the cone (F), on which Q = (RPp^

we infer 6iP^ + R^ = pT^, an equation true for points of (F), in

which each of P = 0, 22 = 0, T = represents a plane touching both

the cone (F) and the quadric fl.

If we suppose the (|ua(lric i2 referred to four points of which one is the

point from which the figure is projected on to the plane tjj, taken as (0, 0, 0, 1),

another is the point (0, 0, 1, 0), and the two others are the intersections of

the generators at the former point with the generators at tlie latter, we may
suppose the equation to be x'^+y'^- 2zt = 0. Now, we easily verify the identity

{xz' - .j'2)2 4- (yz' - y'z)'^ 4- 2zz' (xx' + yif - zt' - z't) = z"^ [x"^ + y"'- - 2z't') + z"~ (.r^ + y~- 2zt) ;

wherefore, if 7" = 0, T"= be the equations of the tangent planes at two
points of the quadric, {.v

,
y', z , t') and (.r", y" , z" , t"), we may suppose, at an

intersection of the tangent planes with the quadric, tliat T'/T"= {I)y/{D"f,

where
(Dy=[{xz' - x'zf+ iyz-y'zYMz^z'K

Thus (cf. Vol. II, p. 184), we can infer from what is proved above that the

distances of any point of the quartic cnrve in the plane w, from three of its foin

lying on the same principal circle, are connected hy a linear equation.

Construction of the plane quartic curve given four foci
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lying on a circle. If the Absolute points, /, J, and also four

points, be prescribed, the six points lying on a conic (circle), two of

the plane quartic curves, with double points at / and J, can be

found, having the four points as foci, to pass through a further

given point. And these cut one another at right angles at this

point ; that is, the tangents of the curves at this point meet the line

IJ in points harmonically conjugate in regard to / and J. That a

finite number of such curves is to be expected appears by counting

constants : That a plane curve should have a given point as double

point re([uires three linear conditions for the coefficients in its

equation ; that the quartic should have a given focus, or should

touch two given lines, requires two conditions, and in the present

case there is a reduction because the four foci are not independent

points. The number of prescribed conditions for a quartic curve

through a given point is thus 6 + 7 + 1, or fourteen; while the

number of available coefficients in the equation of a plane curve of

order n, or \n{n + 2), is also fourteen when m = 4.

Let P, Q, R, S denote the given foci, and the given point, all

in the plane -acr. Take an arbitrary point U, not in this plane ct,

and let ft be a quadric containing the lines UI, UJ (other than

the two planes lUJ, ct). Let the lines UP, UQ, UR, US, UO meet
this quadric respectively in the points P', Q', R', S', 0'. The sec-

tion of n by the plane P
,
Q', R' projects from U, on to ct, into

the circle PQR, which, by hypothesis, contains S ; thus the plane

P'Q'R' contains S'. The plane P'Q'R'S' is to be a principal plane,

in our previous notation. Let its pole, in regard to H, be V. The
tangent planes of ft atP', Q', R', S' pass through F; it is possible

to describe a quadric cone, with vertex at V, to touch these four

planes, and have the line VO' for generator. In fact, two such cones

can be described, and their tangent planes along VO' are harmonic
conjugates in regard to the two tangent planes drawn to ft from
VO' (Vol. II, p. 25). Either of these cones meets ft in such a quartic

curve as we have considered ; and the tangent line of this curve at

O' lies on the tangent plane of the cone at 0', which contains the

line O'V, being the intersection of this plane with the tangent

plane of ft at 0' ; also, the two tangent planes of the quadric ft,

which can be drawn through O'V, contain the two generators of ft

at 0'. There is thus, on the tangent plane of ft at O' , a harmonic
pencil consisting of the two generators of ft at 0', and the two
tangent lines of the two quartic curves on ft obtained by the two
cones (F) ; for we have seen that the tangent planes to ft from O'V
are harmonic in regard to the two tangent planes of these cones

along O'V. If now the curves on ft are projected into two quartic

curves on sr, this pencil becomes that formed by the tangents at 0,
of two plane quartics through 0, and the lines 01, OJ.
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We have thus constructed two cjuartic curves in sr, as desired.

Conversely, consider any cjuartic curve, in the plane ct, that may be
possible, with / and J as double points, having the same four given

foci, and passing through 0. Taking U as before, and the quadric H,
we can shew that this curve arises by the construction we have
made. Let the given points P, Q, R, S, give, as before, the
points P', Q\ R\ S', 0', of O ; project the quartic curve supposed,

from [/, on to the quadric. The curve on H, so obtained, will meet
each of the lines f//, UJ in two points other than U ; it will touch
the two generators of ft which intersect inP', and also the pairs of

generators at Q', R', S'; and it will pass through 0'. As this curve

lies on ft it will meet the tangent plane at P' only on the generators

at P' ; thus, as it touches each of these, its intersections with this

plane count for four in number; and similarly at Q', R',, S'. The
curve is thus of the fourth order, and does not pass through U ; it

meets every generator of ft in two points. Thus it lies on another

quadric, beside ft ; and therefore lies on a quadric cone, say (JV).

A tangent line of the curve must thus lie in a tangent plane of

this cone {W). In particular, the generators of ft at P' must
touch {W), and equally those at Q', R\ S'. We may thus conclude

that (W) may be taken to be the same as (F), and thus recover

the preceding construction.

Inversion of the curve into itself. We have explained, in

Chapter i (above, p. 12), the process of inversion, in regard to the

quadric ft ; whereby, being given a point L, and its polar plane, X,

in regard to ft, we pass from any point, P, to the point P', of the

line LP, such that P, P' are harmonic conjugates in regard to L
and the point (LP, X). To a quadric cone there arises, as its in-

verse, another quadric cone, intersecting the plane X in the same
conic, with vertex the inverse of the vertex of the first cone.

Consider then the curve, on ft, which lies on the cone (F). The
curve which is the inverse of this, in regard to L, is the locus of the

second intersections, with ft, of the lines joining L to the points of

the first curve ; and this inverse curve lies also on a quadric cone,

{V'\ obtained by inversion from (F). The tangent planes, and
generators, of these two cones, meet on the polar plane, X, of L, in

regard to ft ; and their vertices, V and F', are harmonic inverses in

regard to L and X. By projection from a point, t/, of ft, the curves

(ft, F) and (ft, F') become two quartic curves in ot, both having /
and J for double points, though in general with different tangents

;

and these curves are inverses of one another in regard to the point

of •cT obtained by projection of L, that is, in regard to the circle

obtained by projection of the section (ft, X). If, in particular, L be

taken at F, the two quartic curves on ft coincide ; thus the plane

quartic inverts into itself in regard to any one of the principal circles.
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Another particular case is when L is so taken that the line UL
meets the original (]uartic on O ; then the inverse quartic on H
passes through [/, and projects into a cubic curve on tsr, having

each of / and J as a sitnple point. The original quartic curve in tn-

can thus be inverted into such a cubic curve, namely by taking the

centre of inversion on the curve itself. Conversely, the properties

of the cpiartic curve in tn- are obtainable by inverting a cubic curve

which passes through the Absolute points /, J, with respect to any

circle in its plane. And such a cubic curve is obtained by projecting

a quartic curve on fi, obtained by the intersection of this with

another quadric, from a point XJ of this curve, the points /, J being

the intersections of the generators at V with the plane, -nr, on which

we project.

Ex. 1. We mav consider what are the properties of a cubic

curve, in a plane ot, passing through two given Absolute points,

/, J, of this plane, which arise as particular cases of those obtained

above for a quartic curve having /, J for double points. There will

be four families of circles (conies thi'ough / and J), each touching

the cubic curve in two points. The circles of one family will have

their centres on a parabola, and will all cut a fixed circle at right

angles. The four parabolas will have a common focus, the inter-

section of the tangent lines of the cubic curve at / and J ; they

will also have a common axis, at right angles (in regard to I and J)

to the tangent line of the cubic curve at its third intersection with

the line IJ. The four intersections of a parabola with its associated

principal circle are foci of the cubic curve.

Ex. 2. To obtain a formulation by equations, we may take as

points of reference for coordinates <r, y, z, t :, first, the centre of

projection U, on H, as point (0, 0, 0, 1) ; by hypothesis this point

lies on the cone (F); then, the points where the cone (F) is again

met by the generators of H at U, as point&(l, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0, 0);

and Ifist, as point (0, 0, 1, 0), the intersection of the generators of

n at these two points. The equation of H is then capable of the

form xy — zt = 0; and the cone (F) may be regarded as the envelope,

for varying 0, of a plane with the equation

6-{x-\-y + az) + ^6 {Ix + my) + Px + rri-y -\- pz + t = 0,

the plane lx + my = being that which joins the point (0, 0, 1, 0)

to the generator of the cone (F) which passes through (0, 0, 0, 1).

The coefficients /-, tn- are chosen so that the cone contains the

points (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0). By eliminating t, between the equa-

tion of the cone and xy — zt —0., we thus find, for the equation of

the cubic curve,

xy (x +y + zD) + z' (Px + Qy + Rz) = 0,

where P = p + al'-, Q = p + crrn", R — pa, D = a + (I — tn)'-. This curve
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touches x = and y = Q on z = 0, and contains the point x -{-y = 0,

z = 0. One family of enveloping circles is given, with varying ^, by

xy + xz{^-\- If +yz (</> + mf + z" {^""ar + p) = 0;

the centres of these circles lie on the parabola

x^ +y^ + {l- m) (- z)^ = 0,

and they cut at right angles the circle given by

xy + xz<ni -\-yza (1 — w) — z^ {aim + p) = 0,

where n = l/{l — m).

If, instead of p, cr, /, ?/«, we regard P, Q, R, D as given, we find,

for o",

(cr'-aD+P + QY = 4 (PQ - RD),

and the equations above given then determine p, l\ m% and Im.

Ex. 3. The cubic curve just considered arises by taking the

centre of projection, U, to lie on the quartic curve on £1. Another
particular case, for the plane curve obtained by projection from U,
arises by taking U on one of the principal sections, say, on the

polar plane of V, so that V is on the tangent plane at U, of the

quadric. In this case the plane quartic curve in ot has four foci

lying on a line ; the conic in sr, which is in general the locus of

centres of a family of enveloping circles, is in this case a line

coinciding with the circle to which these enveloping circles are

orthogonal. Taking

L = lx + my + nz^ C = l^+ mrj, Lr = IrX + m^y+ UrZ, Cr = lr^ + mrrjy

for r = 1, 2, where ^, ?; as well as /, m, ti, ly, m^, n^, are constants,

such a quartic curve is given by

(C,xy - zL,Y = {Cxy - zL) {C.xy - zL^,

and is the envelope of circles

0' (Cxy - zL) + 9.6 {C,xy - zL,) + C.xy - zL, = 0,

whose centres lie on the line 2 (x^ +yT]) — ^ = 0.

Ex. 4. If the centre of projection, U, of the quartic curve on H,
be taken at one of the four points of a principal section which, in

general, project into foci of the plane quartic, namely at a point of

contact with O of a tangent plane of the cone (F), so that the cone

(F) touches the tangent plane at U, of the quadric, another par-

ticular case is obtained; then, the intersections of the cone (F),

with the generators of H at C/, coincide in pairs, in two points

which lie on the generator of contact of (F) with the tangent plane

of n at U. The cjjuartic curve in ot then has, at each of / and J, a

double point with coincident tangents, namely a cusp ; and, of one

set of four foci of the curve lying on a circle in general, one focus
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distippears, and the other three lie on a line. The quartic curve is

then the curve known as a Cartesian. Its equation can be found

from that in Ex. 3 by supposing L = 0, nu = 0, n^ = 1, so that 0.2=

and L. = ;:;. The Limai^on, and, thence, the Cardioid, are special cases.

Angles of intersection of enveloping circles of the plane
quartic which belong to different families. Returning now
to the general case, we prove that, if we take two families of en-

veloping circles of the quartic curve in tsr, the angles which a varying

circle of one of these families makes with two fixed circles of the

other family, have a constant sum or difference (Jessop, Quarterly

Journal of Math. ^ xxiii, 1889, p. 375). The angles are measured in

regard to the points /, J (as in Vol. ii, p. 167).

The angle, between two circles obtained as projection of two
plane sections of the quadric fl, depending on the relation of the

tangents of these sections, at one of their points of intersection, to

the generators of fl at this point, is equal to the angle between the

planes of the sections, measured in regard to the quadric (Vol. ii,

p. 193) ; it is therefore equal to the interval between the poles of

the planes of the section, measured by the quadric. The result to

be obtained is therefore this : If we take upon the conic f, which is

the polar reciprocal of the cone (F), a variable point, P, and take

upon the conic t^j, which is the polar reciprocal of the cone (Fj),

two fixed points, A, B, the sum, or difference, of the intervals PA,
PB, measured in regard to the quadric H, is independent of P. As
the conies v, v^, v^, v^ are such a system as the focal conies of a

system of confocal quadrics, this result has already been proved,

Vol. Ill, p. 96. We return to this point of view below.

The proposition is however a descriptive one. Suppose that we
have four planes, a, /9, 7, 8, which we take in order ; take the

four lines of intersection of consecutive pairs of these, say (a, /3),

(/3, 7), (7, 8), {8, a). Consider the intersections of these four lines

with a given quadric, say, respectively, P, P'
; Q, Q'; R, R'\ S, S'.

It may happen that four of these points, one on each line, lie on a
plane ; say P, Q, R, S lie on a plane, 0. It is then also the case that

the other four points, P', Q', R\ S', lie on a plane, say
(f)

; for, since

the eight points lie on the three quadrics consisting of, (a) the

given quadric, (b) the degenerate quadric consisting of the plane-

pair (a, 7), (c) the degenerate quadric consisting of the plane-pair

(yS, 8), and these three quadrics are evidently such that the third

does not contain the complete intersection of the first two, it follows

(Vol. HI, pp. 148, 154) that the quadric consisting of the plane

and the plane P'Q'R\ which contains seven of the eight points,

likewise contains the eighth point »S", which we suppose not to lie

on the plane 6.

This being understood, the descriptive theorem above referred to

7—2
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is that, if (F]) be a quadric cone passing through the curve of in-

tersection of a quadric fl and a quadric cone (F), and a, y be any
two tangent planes of the cone (F), while /3, S are any two tangent
planes of the cone (Fj), and we consider, as here, the four lines of

intersection of the pair of planes a, 7, each with both the planes

/3, 8, then the eight points, in which these meet the quadric H, lie,

in two sets of four, upon two planes, say 6 and <^. The lines of

contact with the cone (F), of the two planes a, 7, lie on a plane,

say e ; likewise the lines of contact of /3, B with (Fj) lie on a plane,

say ^; the planes 6, cf> intersect in the line of intersection of e and ^,

and are harmonic in regard to these. In order to make this pro-

position clear we may give at once a very simple proof with the
symbols : Denoting by a = the equation of the plane a, and so on,

the equation of the cone (F) may be supposed to be a7 — e- = 0;
the equation of the cone (Fj) may similarly be supposed to be
^B — ^^ = 0. Wherefore the equation of the quadric H, which passes

through the curve of intersection of these two cones, may be sup-

posed to be a7 — e^ — m^ (^8 — ^^) = 0, where m is a proper constant

;

this is the same as 07 — m^/38 = (e — r«^)(e-}-m^). This equation

shews that a point of fl which is on the line (a, /3) lies on one of

the two planes e — m!^=0, e + m^=0, the same being true of points

of n on any of the lines (y8, 7), (7, 8), {S, a). This proves the

statement made.
Now consider the relation of this descriptive proposition with

the metrical theorem above given for the angles of intersection of

enveloping circles, of different families, of the plane quartic curve.

Let a, yS, 7, 8 be four planes such that the four lines (a, /3), (/3, 7),

(7, 8), {8, a) meet the quadric £2 in, respectively, P, P' ; Q, Q';

Ry R' ; S, S', with the property that P, Q, R, S lie on a plane, 0,

and P', Q , R\ S' lie on a plane, (^ ; let the angle between the

planes a, ^, measured in regard to the cjuadric, that is in regard to

the tangent planes of the quadric drawn from the line (a, /3), be de-

noted by [a, /S] ; as has been remarked, this is the same as the

angle between the tangent lines at a point of intersection of the

circles into which the sections by a, /S project, measured in regard

to / and J. We can then shew that [a, /S] -I- [7, S] is equal to

[/S, 7] + [S, a]. It is to be understood that the statement is cast

in this form in deference to traditional metrical geometry ; the

symbol [a, /3] is ambiguous in sign, and by additive multiples of tt,

unless more particularly defined ; the geometrical theorem, which

is quite free from ambiguity, is one in regard to the symbols, once

before called cross-ratios, such as are defined in Vol. 11, p. 166, arising

from the pairs of planes. See Ex. 4 below. This being borne in

mind, the proof of the equation follows at once from the remark

that, if X, yLt, V be three planes meeting in a point, 0, of the quadric.
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fl, the tliree an<ijles [/x, z^], [i\ \], [X., /a] are together equal to tt, or

one of tlK}se angles, properly taken, is equal to the sum of the other

two ; this is only the statement that if the lines of intersection of

the three planes, with the tangent plane at O, be represented in

terms of the generators, i, j, at this point, by i + //, i + mj, i + nj^

then (//?/?) {njl) (l/7n) = l. Using this remark, and considering the

two points, P, R, where the plane 6 meets the lines (a,/8) and (7, S),

we ha\e

TT = [0, a] + [a, /3] + [^, ei TT = [6, 7] + [7, S] + [S, 6],

and hence

[a, ^] + [7, 8] = Svr - [^, «] - [6, 13] - [6, 7] - [6, S],

where we have replaced [/3, 6*] by [d, /3], and [S, 6^] by [d, 8]. The
same symmetrical form arises for [/3, 7] 4- [a, 8].

£.r. 1. For circles in a plane there follows, from what has been

said, that, if four circles, a, /3, 7, 8, be such that a, 13 meet in P, P' ;

while 0, 7 meet in Q, Q'
; 7, 8 meet in R, R' and S, a meet in »S, 5",

and, if P, Q, .B, jS lie on a circle, then also P', Q', /?', 6" lie on a

circle (Vol. 11, p. 72).

£.r. 2. Also that, in this case, the two opposite angles [a, /3],

[7, S] have the same sum as the two opposite angles [/3, 7], [a, h\
Conversely, this theorem of angles is sufficient to ensure that the

points P, Q, /?, iS lie on a circle.

This simple theorem of metrical geometry may well be regarded

as fundamental. In Todhunter-Leathem, Spherical Trigonometry^

1901, p. 132, there is quoted from Lexell, Acta PetropoUtana^

1782, the theorem "If, on a sphere, the corners of a spherical

(juadrilateral lie on a small circle, the sums of its pairs of opposite

angles are equal." See also MT. Orr, Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, xvi,

1897, p. 95.

Ej\ 3. Also it is true that, if the sum of the angles of intersec-

tion of the pairs of three circles be tt, the circles meet in a point.

The condition that the sum of three angles, a, yS, 7, should be tt,

is the vanishing of the determinantal discriminant of the form

o'^ + 1/^ + z- + ^ijz cos a -1- 2^.^' cos /3 + ^^cy cos 7.

It is easy to prove that the angle, in regard to the quadric

a^ + y- + ^- + 1^ = 0, between two planes, of equations

a^x + b^y + CrZ + d,t — (/* = 1, 2),

has, for cosine, o-jo/o-icr.,, where o-ja = a^a^ + ... + d^d^ and

o-^^ = a/ + ... + dr^.

Using this result for every two of three planes, the signs attached

to cTi, (To, 0-3 being the same throughout, it is easy to deduce that

the point of intersection of the three planes lies on the quadric.
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E.r. 4, Supposing that the planes above denoted by a, 7, yS,

8, 0,
(f)

have, respectively, the equations t = 0, ,y = 0, ^r = 0, < = 0,

1^ = 0, 77 = 0, where there will be two identities, say

£c + i/ + z + t + ^ + 7] = 0, b.r + ai/ + dz -{- ct + g^ +fr} = 0,

the equation of the quadric, H, will be of the form

Pa:i/ + Qzt + R^Tj = 0.
'

Let the roots of the quadratic equation in X,

P-i (X - a) {X-b) + Q-' (X - c) (\-d) + R-' (X -/) (X - g) = 0,

be denoted by Xj, Xg, and define twelve quantities flj, 61, ..., g-, by
the equations

Par = a — \r-, Phr= b — \r, Qc,. = c — X,., Qdr = d — \ri

for r = 1, 2. Speaking of .r = 0, ?/ = as opposite planes, and of

z=0, t=0 as opposite planes, and of ^=0, 7^ = as opposite planes,

there will, among the twenty points of intersectioTi of three of

these six planes, be eight points through which no two opposite

planes pass; these are the points previously denoted by P, Q, ...,

R', S'. The equations of the generators of the quadric at any one
of these eight points can be written down at once ; for instance, at

the point .r = 0, ^ = 0, |^ = 0, these generators are given by

.Tar' = zc{-^ = ifi~\ a-ar^ = zcr' = ^/^^ ;

and at the point a* = 0, ^; = 0, 77 = by similar equations, obtained

by writing r]g~'^ and r)g{'' respectively for ^fr' and ^J'f' ; and so

for all.

Further, considering first, for example, the two planes .?'=0, s=0,
the tangent planes of the quadric through their line of intersection

are given, by what we have just said, by xa^'^ = zci~^, xa^^ — zc^'^.

Thus the angle, co, between the planes ^ = 0, :s = 0, measured in

regard to the quadric, is given by f-'" = a^itf^jcicf^. In general, if

we define angles, a, /9, 7, S, ^, ^, by means of

e^'"^ = a^ao-\ e-^^ = bj)f\ e'^'y = c^c^^ e^'^ = d^d2-\

then any two of the six planes, .r = 0, 2/ = 0, ...,77 = 0, other than

two opposite planes, make with one another an angle, relatively to

the quadric, given by the difference of the two corresponding angles

chosen from a, ..., ^. This is the general form of the theorem, for

the angles between enveloping circles of different families of the

plane quartic curve, from which we started.

Ex. 5. In Ex. 4, denoting P-^ + Q-' + R-' by A,

also P-' ab + Q' cd + R-'fg by C,

and P-' {a + b) + Q-^c + d) + R-' (/+ g) by B,

and {B-- - ^AC) A'' by H,
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prove that tlie condition that a plane, whose equation is written

Ir + my + nz+pt + u^ + z^rj = 0, should touch the quadric H is

H {P-Hm + q-'np + R-'uv) + U,U. = 0,

where [/,. = a,l + /;,.?« + r,.» + drp ^fr^t'+ gr'^' (^ = 1^ 2).

E.r. 6. The preceding results in regard to the angles between

planes lead to results as to the intervals between points, as has been

indicated. We indicate some of these, referring, for a less summary
account, to a note, Camh. Phil. Proc, xx, 1920, pp. 122-130.

Let two quadrics, V, W, intersect in plane curves ; they thus

touch one another in two points. It is possible then to find another

quadric, C7, touching V at all the points of a plane section, and
also touching W at all the points of a plane section ; the planes of

conta,ct necessarily pass through the points of contact of V and W,
and are harmonic in regard to the planes in which V and W inter-

sect. Two such quadrics, f/, having, we may sav, 7-ing contact with

V and TF, can be drawn through an arbitrary point.

Prove that, if AT be any tangent to the quadric V, drawn from
any point A, and touching V in T, the interval AT, measured in

regard to the quadric U, depends only on A. Deduce that, if A, B,

C, D be four points such that the four joins AB, BC, CD, DA all

touch F, the sum of the intervals AB, BC, CD, DA, measured in

regard to the quadric U, and suitably interpreted, is zero.

Next, let K be any quadric, other than U, which likewise has

ring contact with both V and W. Then pi'ove that, if from any
point, P, of the quadric K, tangents PX, PY be drawn respectively

to V and W, touching these in X and Y, the sum, or difference, of

the intervals PX, PY, measured in regard to U, is independent of

the position of P upon K.
This result includes many others (cf. Vol. ii, p. 211, Ex. 8;

Vol. Ill, p. 96, Ex. 2).

Ed\ 7. If n^ = b — c, V- = a — c, 20- = a — b, the four lines, joining

each of the points of coordinates {iv cosh a, 0, u sinh a, 1),

(7£'cosh7, 0, « sinh 7, 1), to both the points (i»cos^, ?< sin /3, 0, 1),

(f cos 6, w sin 8, 0, 1), touch the two enveloping cones, of the

quadric jl^ (a — p)~^ -\-y- (b — p)~^ + z^(c — p)~^ = f; whose vertices

have the tangential equation P- {b — p)~^ + Q^{c — p)~^ = 0, where

Psinh ^ (a— 7) = /re cosh ^(a + 7) + /msinh^(a 4-7)— /'cosh^(a— 7),

Q sin ^{B-B) = lv cos l(B+B) + musm ^{j3+8)-p cosh(^-B).

Hr. 8. From the section of a quadric with a cone of order n, liaving- an
r-ple generator, obtain a plane curve of order 2w - r, with one r-ple point,

and two (?« - r)-ple points, 1, J. This curve has 2(« - r) (n + r- 1) foci, lying
on a circle, and is its own inverse in regard to this. (In particular, the in-

variant of a plane cubic curve is thus clear.)
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A PARTICULAR FIGURE IN SPACE OF
FOUR DIMENSIONS

We consider now a figure, in space of four dimensions, which is

remarkable in that the numbers of the elements which it contains,

and the mutual relations of these elements, when properly inter-

preted, are the same as arise for the figure of the twenty-seven lines

of a cubic surface. The figure contains twenty-seven points, cor-

responding to the twenty-seven lines of the cubic surface. In space

of four dimensions, four independent points determine a space of

three dimensions ; for such a space we shall, in this chapter, use

the word solid^ so that the figure will contain a certain number of

points, lines, planes and solids. The twenty-seven points of the

figure lie, in sixes, in seventy-two solids, corresponding to the rows

of the thirty-six double-sixes of lines of the cubic surface ; every

one of these rows is in fact determined by four non-intersecting

lines lying therein (Vol. iii, p. 166). The figure contains two
hundred and sixteen lines, each joining two points of the figure;

these correspond to two lines of the cubic surface which do not

intersect one another (ibid.). In a similar way, three lines of the

cubic surface of which no two intersect correspond to a plane of

the figure ; there are 720 such planes. With the notation employed
in Vol. II, p. 212, the elements being points, lines, planes and solids,

the structure of the figure is represented by the symbol

27 ( .
, 16, 80, 16) 216 (2, .

, 10, 5) 720 (3, 3,
.

, 2) 72 (6, 15, 20,
. )

;

this means, for example, that sixteen lines, eighty planes and six-

teen solids pass through every one of the twenty-seven points ; and
that every one of the two hundred and sixteen lines contains two
points, and lies in ten planes and in five solids ; and so on. It

should be said that the existence of the figure does not depend on
the Propositions of Incidence alone, but requires also the truth of

Pappus' Theorem.
In order to simplify the description, the points are represented

by the same letters as are used for the lines of a cubic surface,

^/-i, a.2, ... «K? fh, 6.,, ... 6,i, t'la, ('23, — The solids are denoted by
capitals, 0, P123, -P'las? ^\ -^12? ^tc, where, in P123, P'103, the order

of the three suffixes is indifferent, but P^.,, with two suffixes, is to

be distinguished from Pgi- Each of the numbers occurring in the
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suffixes is one of the six, 1, 2, ... (). The relation of the points and
the seventy-two solids is, in fact, that represented by the symbols

(r/,, rt.2, . . . flf,j), (one case); P^^a («i, a^^ a^, c^, Cg^, C45), (twenty cases);

O' {h,, /»,, . . . b,.\ (one case); P\^ {b„ 62, 63, c^, Cg,, ^,5), (twenty cases);

P,2 (a,, 61, 623, 6-24, a^, C2b), (fifteen cases);

P.31 (tta, 62, ^'13, ^"14, Ci5, Cis), (fifteen cases);

these evidently correspond to the rows of the double-sixes of lines

for a cubic surface (Vol. iii, p. 161). It will be unnecessary to have
a notation for all the lines of the figure ; but the six lines containing

the pairs of points (aj, h^), (ao, 6.2), ... {<h, b,-) will be denoted,

respectively, by Hi, n._,, . . . ««. A set of five points which do not lie in

a solid will be described as a simplex ; it will be found that there

are two hundred and sixteen simplexes in the figure. And, for

clearness, it may be stated that a simplex corresponds to five non-

intersecting lines of the cubic suiface which have two transversals ;

five non-intersecting lines of the cubic surfece which have only one
connnon transversal are represented in the figure by five points

belonging to the same solid.

The case here considered, for its interest in connexion with the lines of a

cubic surface, may serve as an introduction to a wide literature. In a re-

markable paper, ''Circles, Spheres and Linear Complexes," Trans. Camb.
Phil. Soc, XVI, 189H, pp. 181-188, Mr J. H. Grace, having in mind chains of

theorems given by Clifford {Math. Papers', 1882, pp. .51, .52), considers theorems
in regard to spheres passing in sixes through points. Dr W. Burnside (Proc.

Cnnih. Phil. Soc, xv, 1J)()!), pp. Tl-T-"') remarks that, if the space of the spheres

be inverted fnmi a point not lying therein, theorems are thence deducible for

points lying on a sphere in Euclidean spa(;e of four dimensions; he remarks,
however, tliat the condition of lying on a sphere, or quadric, is not necessary

for the figure ; and proves the theorems to which we presently proceed.

Professor P. H. Sdioute, " On the relation between the vertices of a definite

six-dimensioiuil polytope and the lines of a cubic surface," B. Ac. of Sc. of
Am.sterilai)i, 24 Sep. IDIO, pp. ;l7-5--38;}, gives, after Mr E. L. Elte, the co-

ordinates of the twenty-seven vertices of a regular figure lying on a sphere

in Euclidean space of six dimensions. Such a figure is capable of a group of

rotations. For relations with the tlieory of groups see Burnside, ''Groups of

rational linear substitutions of finite order, etc.," Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, x,

1911, pp. ;300-:308 (and, ihid., xi, 1912, pp. 29.5-299). For the group of the

lines of a cubic surface, see also Burnside, Theory ofGronj).s (Cambridge, 1911,

Second Ed.), pp. 48-5-488; and Proc. lioi/. Soc', lxxvii (190(5), p. 182. Also
Jordan, Traitc de.s Sul>.s'tifufiou.s (1870), pp. ;31()-319 ; Burkhardt, Math. Annul.,

xxxviii (1891), p. 18.5, and xli (1893), p. 320, where the group is represented

by linear equations, derived from the theory of hyperelliptic functions. Also

L. E. Dickson, Linear Groups (1901), Chap. xiv.

We proceed now to shew how the figure can be constructed. We
shall require two lemmas which, for clearness, may be given first

:

(I) In four dimensions, let r/j, a,, ... a,-, be six given points lying

in a solid, which we denote by O. Through every three of these
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points let another definite solid pass ; this other solid, throagh

«i, «>, flg, for example, will be denoted by P123. If we consider

four of the six given points there will then be such a solid through
every three of these points, beside ; consider, for instance, the

solids, Paju? -P314? Pi-at P\2zt passing through the threes of the four

points ^1, flo? cht ^4 ; these determine, by their intersection, a fifth

point, not lying in 0. This we denote by fgg, or c^s, the suffixes 5, 6
being those not arising in the construction. And so in general.

The five points, a^^a-j, a^, a^, c,6, constitute a simplex; the solids of

this simplex, each containing four of these points, are, respectively,

''2349 -P3145 -P124? -P123 and 0. In all, there are twenty solids such as

P]03, and fifteen points such as Cg ; these points, which do not lie

in 0, belong to simplexes whose other vertices are in O. The solid

P123 will be used, not only in the construction of (•,«, but also, when
we consider the points a^.a.2^ O3, «5, in the construction of ^64 ; and,

similarly, in the construction of (45. Thus P^^^ contains the six

points rtj, fta? «3 9 C56, C64, Qg. If we now consider five of the six given

points, say «!, flg, ag, «4, «,,, then, of the five simplexes arising by
considering the fours of these five points, there are four simplexes

each having f/q as one vertex, the completing vertices being, re-

spectively, f62, Cgg, C64, Cg,. These completing vertices themselves

determine a solid. It can be shewn that this solid contains the

point a,. Denoting this solid by Pjg (not the same as Pgi), and

using a similar notation in general, it can be shewn that the five

solids P12, Py^,Pii, Pi5, PiH have a line in common, which therefore

passes through a^. This line we denote by n^. These five solids are

those which arise by considering the fives from Oj, agi •••5 «6 which,

in turn, do not inchide (12, «3, a^, flj, «,;; just as Pjg arose from the

five other than rtg.

To prove this result, notice that every one of the simplexes used,

in obtaining the points Crs here involved, has one vertex at aj, and

has four solids, including 0, passing through rii. Take an arbitrary

solid not passing through «i, say t/, and let sr be the plane in

which this meets the solid 0. The five lines joining aj, respectively,

to a.^, tta, ... ^65 which are lines of 0, meet the solid U in points,

lying in the plane ot ; let these points be called, respectively, B.^^

... J?6. The solid P^r^, containing «,, a.^, «3, meets the solid U in a

plane, say tffgs, which passes through B., and B^. Thus, in the solid

C7, we have a plane, ct, and, therein, five points B.,, ... B^; and

through the join of every two of these points is drawn a plane,

lying in U, that through B., and P3 being ct.>3. The point of inter-

section of the planes CTos, •5734, 1ST42, which arise from the points B.2,

P3, P4, may appropriately be named Cg; for it lies in the solids

-Pm?-Pi34» A429 which contain a^ and Cjg, and is thus the point where

the line of intersection of these solids, joining rtj to Cj,;, meets the
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solid C7. Hy c'on.si(lerin<^ every three of the four points 5o, B.^^ B^, B,,

and the three planes, ct^-s, through the joins of these three points, we
obtain four points, such as Cgg, namely Cgo, Cgg, C^j, C^^. It has been

shewn above (p. 18) that these four points lie in a plane, which

will then be in the solid U. We denote this plane by Ilg. These
four points are on the lines joining a^ to ^2, c«3, ^64, Qs, respectively;

thus, the solid containing r,;.,, ... c^r, also contains aj, as we desired

to prove, this being the solid containing a^ and the plane Ilg. We
denote this solid by Pj^. It has, however, also been shewn above

(p. 29) that the five planes. Ha, 11:,, ... Tig, obtained by considering

every four of the five points B,,, i?3, ... jB,,, meet in a point, in the

solid v. Wherefore, the five solids Pjg, Pjs, ... Pjg meet in a line,

passing through tfj, as we also desired to prove. This is the line

we denoted bv n^.

(II) The second lennna we require deals with the relations of the

solids Pj2, P]3, ... Pi,j, which intersect in a line, ??i, passing through

the point rtj, and the solids P21, P23, ... Pog, which, similarly, inter-

sect in a line, lu-t passing through the point a.2. We build up the

result we require from the beginning. Suppose we have two lines,

w, //', in space of four dimensions, and three solids passing through
each of these; namely, the solids P, Q, R passing through the line ?i,

and the solids P', Q', R' passing through the line n. The solids P,

P' meet in a plane, say a ; similarly, Q, Q' meet in a plane, yS, and
P, R' in a plane, 7. Let A be the point of intersection of the planes

/S, 7, or the point common to the solids Q, Q', P, P'; similarly,

let B be (7, a), or (P, P', P, P'), and C be (a, /8), or (P, P', Q, QO-
Through the plane ABC can be drawn a range (x ^, a pencil) of

solids ; if ^ be the intersection with the line n of one of these

solids, and H' the intersection of the same solid with /?', the range
of various positions of H on n is clearly related to that of the

resulting positions of H' on n'. In particular, let the solid P,

through n, meet the line ;/ in t/', and the solid P', through /?',

meet the line n in C/, so that t/, C/' are the intersections of the

plane a respectively with n and n ; similarly, let the plane /3 meet
n and n' in F and V\ respectively, and the plane 7 meet 71 and //

in W and fF', respectively. The line C7C7', in the plane a, meets
the line BC, which lies in this plane ; thus U and U' are in a par-

ticular solid containing the plane ABC, that, namely, containing

the plane of the lines TJU., BC, and the point A. So V, V are in

a solid containing the plane ABC, as are W and W. Wherefore,
for any position of H, and its corresponding point H., the range

[7, F, W, H is related to the range U',V',W\H'.
Now let (S be a fourth solid through the line ti, meeting the line

n' in T', and S' a fourth solid through the line ??', meeting the

line n in T, and let 8 be the plane (S, S') ; also let A' be the point
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(a, 8), or (P, P', S, S')\ and, similarly, B' be the point (/3, S), or

(Q, Q', S, S'), and C tlie point (7, 8), 'or (R, R , S, S'). As, then,

we considered the points A, B, C, arising by taking the solids P, Q,
R with the solids P', Q', R\ so we can consider the points A^ B\ C,
arising by taking the solids S, Q, R with the solids *S", Q', R' ; thus

we can infer that if a solid through A, B\ C meet the line n in ff,

and the line n in H\ the range V, W, T, H is related to the range
V\ W, T', H . For these points //, H' to be the same as those

previously so denoted, since we had U, V, W, H related to U\ V,
W\ H\ it is necessary, as a condition for the solids S, S', that

U, V, W, T should be*^ related to U\ V\ W, T'. Conversely, sup-

pose this is so ; let H be taken arbitrarily on n ; then a point, H\
can be taken on n' so that the range U\ V, W\ T\ H' is related

to U, V, W, T, H ; and these points H, H' will be such that the

five points A, B, C, H, H' lie in a solid, and also the five points

A, B', C, H, H' lie in a solid. Therefore, similarly, the five

points S, C, A\ H, H' lie in a solid, and so do C, A', B\ H, H'.

Thus we have proved that, if solids P, Q, R, S, through the line n,

respectively, meet the line n' in U', V , W, J", and solids P', Q',

R', S', through the line n, meet n in a related range U, V, W, T ;

if, further, a, ^, 7, 8 be the planes (P, P'), (Q, Q'), (R, R), (S, S'),

respectively, and, respectively. A, B, C, A\ B', C be the points

(yS, 7), (7, a), (a, /3), (a, 8), (/3, 8), (7, 8) ; and if H, H' be any two
points, respectively, on n, ?/, such that the range U, F, W, T, H is

related to the range U\ V\ W', T\ //'; then each of the four sets

of five points (^, B, C, H, H), (A, B', C, H, H), (B, C\ A', H, H'\
(C, A', B\ H, H) lies in a solid.

We now make application of the results of these lemmas. Take,

for the lines «, /«' of lenniia II, the lines previously denoted, in

lemma I, bv >h and Ho. Take, for the solids P, Q, R, S, respectively,

those denoted by P13, Pu, Pjs, Pi^; and, for the solids P', Q', R', S\
respectively, those denoted by P23, P04, P.,,, Pa^. Then, for example,

the solids P13, P23, respectively, contain the points («!, C30, ("34, C35, ^3^)

and (ao? Cg,, C34, C35, ran). Thus we have the respective intersections

(-^141 •* 151 -'24 9 -^25 ) "^5 9 ( * 15 9 -^13 9 •* 25 9 * 23)~^5:)9 (* 13 9 * 14 9 •* 23 9 * 24 )^ <"34 9

(-* 13 9 Pie 9 •* 23 9 P.-e) ~^:iK9 (-* 14 9 "'^lU 9 » 24 9 "* 26 )
~ Qli 9 ('^15 9 •*^16 9 "* 25 9 * ai^^Gti'

Therefore the points which, in lemma II, were called A, B, C and
A', B', C\ are, respectively, (-45, C53, C34 and 0^^, ^4^, c^^. These points

A, B, C, however, lie in the solid P,.2h, which meets the lines «i and

n.2, respectively, in the points a^ and a., ; and these points A, B\ C,
or 6-45, r4fi, Cgy, lie in the solid P,.v,, which meets the lines n^ and /^,,

respectively, in the same points a, and a.,. Thus, by lemma II, we
see that the solids P13, P14, P,5, Pj« meet the line n., in a range

which is related to that in which the line n^ is met by the solids
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-P.>:ii Pi4-, P-ir,', P-M- And in these related ranges a^ and r/j are cor-

responding points.

But we can also infer that, if any other solid be drawn through
A^ B, C, or r4n, r^, C34, meeting Wj, Mo? respectively, in the points h^

and 60, then b.,^ h^ will also be corresponding points of these two
related ranges, respectively. Let such a solid be denoted by P'laj.

Further, we can infer that the five points b^, b.,^ A^ B\ C, that is,

/>], /'21 ^'45* (Udi ('mil lie on a solid, say P'las? also, that the five points

/>,, 6.J, B, C, A\ or ^1, bo, tv,;,, Css, C;,fi, lie on a solid, say P'^; and
that the five points ftj, 60, C, ^', 5', or 6], 639 ^"34? ^36? ^46, lie on a
solid, say Pj^s- Fully to justify the notation, however, it must be
proved that the order of the suffixes here used is indifferent. Con-
sider, for example, P'l^e, containing 6j, 6„, (34, ('45, c^-f. Let the point

in which this solid meets the line w^, whose definition is analogous

to that of /?! and Wo, be denoted by 6«. Taking together the lines

'«!, ??B, there are, through the former, the solids P12, P^, Pu, Pjg

;

and, through the latter, the solids Pgo, P^g, P,j4, P^g; also we have
the intersections represented by

(.* 131 '^U? * (i3i -^64^^^C34» (-^14? -''^15? •* 64 5 -* ti5}^^^45 9 (-^13 9 -* 15? -'^es 1 t^Sh}'^ ^'53-

Thus, as before, we can define b^ directly from 61, and then obtain

^2 by a solid which, with parity of notation, would be denoted by
P'i62. This is then the same as P'las. And so on.

We have thus justified the propriety of all the symbols obtainable,

by change of the suffixes, from

-* Iffl yhl ff'll (f-il ''569 ^64 9 ^45/5 -» 12 V^'l? Oi, TaSl '"249 ^2B5 ^2fi^9

^ 123 V^l!> "2 5 "3? ^86 5 ^"64? Qs)-

Finally, we prove that the six points 6j, b^, ... bg lie in a solid.

For this, consider, for instance, the five points h^, c^^, c^3-, c^^, c^g,

which lie in the solid Pj^. With every four of these we can form a

simplex, whose completing vertices lie, by lemma I, in a solid which

contains the point b^. The simplexes in question, with the solids

containing the sets of four vertices of these, are, in fact,

"H ^'fi3^ ^64 9 <^65 Oj, 6'g.j, <^'(i4, ^65

P P' p' P' p . p p' p' p' p .

» 265 * 1235 •* 1245 * 1255 -* Ifi ^ -* 3»i5 -* 1235 -* 134 5 "* 1355 -» 1« •>

^1 5 ''62 5 ''eS 5 ^65 "1 5
'^ 62 5 '^'63 5 ^M

P P' P' p' P • P P' P' P' P-* 46 5 » 1245 * 1345 * 145 5 "* IS 5 » 565 * 125 5 * 1355 '^ 145 5 * 165

where the completing vertices, not written, are. respectively, b.,-, 63,

/>4, 65. Thus it appears that the five points 61, 635 ^35 ^45 ^5 lie in a

solid. By a similar argument it appears that ^j, 60, 63, 64 and b^ lie

in a solid. This is then the same as before. We can then complete

the symbols used, by writing, also, (61, b^, ... b^).
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The statement of the structure of the figure, which has been
given, can now be justified. The 27 points of the figure are those

which have been named. The 216 lines of the figure consist of the

joins of the pairs of the six points lying in each of the 72 solids

which have been obtained ; this would give 72 . 15 lines ; but each

line lies in five of the solids, so that there are 72 . 3, or 216 lines.

In fact, the notation has involved that the line ??i, joining the

points «i and b^, lies in the five solids P,.,, ... P^. That any other

line also lies in five of the solids may be verified; for instance, the

line joining the points b^ and b^ lies in the solids 0', P'123, P'm? •••

P'i26i "1"? again, the line joining the points a^ and c^ lies in the

solids P]2:i, P124, P134? -P15, -Pic- The 720 planes of the figure are,

similarly, those defined by three points lying in the same solid of

the figure. But it uill be seen, on examination, that every such

plane lies in two of the solids, so that there are 72 . 20 -r- 2, or 720
such planes. For example, the plane defined by «!, a.^, a.^ lies in

the solids Py^i and P'123 ; or again, the plane defined by aj, c^, c^^

lies in P123 and also in Pjg. The other numbers of the structure

symbol can also be justified. For instance, that a line lies in ten

planes : the line joining a^ and 61 lies in the ten planes containing

O'l^ bi, Crsj where r, s are any two of the numbers 2, 3, ... 6. Or,

again, the line joining a^ and a^ is in the planes joining these two
points to a-i, ^4, a,, a,,, r,-,-, where i^ j are any two of the numbers

3, 4, 5, 6.

That a point lies in sixteen solids arises from 72 . 6 -^ 27 = 16 ;

that a point lies in 80 planes similarly arises from 720 . 3 -=- 27 = 80 ;

and that there are sixteen lines through a point can be similarly

shewn, the point a^, for example, lying in the lines joining this

point to ^2 5 «ji ••• «6? ^n Crsi where r, s are any two of the numbers

2, ... 6.

It is also of interest to consider the possible simplexes, of which

there are 216. Of these, 40 exist with any one of the points as one

vertex, 10 exist with two of the points, joined by a line of the

figure, as two vertices, 3 exist with three of the points, lying in a

plane of the figure, as three vertices, and 1 exists with any four of

the points, lying in a solid of the figure, as four vertices. In fact,

taking any four of the points which lie in one of the 72 solids,

there will, through every three of these points, be another solid

;

and the four solids so obtained give, by their intersection, the fifth

vertex of the simplex. Taking three of the points of a solid, there

are three other points in this solid of which each may make a fourth

vertex of a simplex, taken with the first three ; the three completing

vertices of the three simplexes so obtained lie in the other solid

which contains the first three points. Or, the number is obtained

by remarking that each of the 216 simplexes has ten sets of three
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vertices, while there are in all 720 planes in the figure ; since

216.10-720 = 3.

Again, each of the simplexes has ten edges, while there are 216
lines in the figure. Thus there are 216 . 10 -1-216, or ten, simplexes

with two vertices common. Also, the 216 simplexes give 216 . 5

points, while there are 27 points in the figure ; thus there are

216 . 5 -i- 27, or 4-0, simplexes with vertex at any point of the figure.

There is in fact a correspondence between the simplexes and the lines

of the figure. For example, the simplex a,, «2» %» «4» Cm cor-

responds to the line joining the points /;.,, 6,,, the correspondence

consisting in the fact that no one of the ten lines joining 6g, b^ to

the vertices of the simplex is a line of the figure.

The figure, we see, depends on the assignment of 4 points to

determine the solid O, requiring 16 constants ; then on two other

points therein, requiring 6 more ; then on another constant to

determine each of the 20 solids such as P123 ; and then, finally, on
another constant to determine b^. In all upon 16-1-6-1-21, or 43,
constants.

Ed'. 1. The points A, B, C, D lie in one plane, ct, in space of
four dimensions, and the points A\ B', C, D' in another plane,
-57'; these planes intersect in the point O. The condition that the
range (or pencil) of four solids, joining the plane vr' to ^, B, C, D,
respectively, should be related to the range of four solids joining
the plane ct to A', B', C, D', respectively, is that the range (flat

pencil) of lines joining to A, B, C, D should be related to the
range of lines joining to A\ B', C, D .

E.v. 2. Consider four general planes, 1, 2, 3, 4, in space of four
dimensions. Let the points of intersection of the plane 4 with the
planes 1, 2, 3 be denoted, respectively, by A, B, C, the points of
intersection of the planes (2, 3), (3, 1), (1, 2) being, respectively,

A', B', C Thus, in terms of the six points, the planes 1, 2, 3, 4
are, respectively, {A, B', C), (B, C, A'), (C, A', B\ {A, B, C). It

is a known fact (Vol. i, p. 92; below, pp. 118, 120) that all hues
meeting the four given planes meet another plane. Prove, in fact,

that, if A, B, C, A', B\ C be symbols for the six points, subject to

A + B^C^A' + B' + C'=0,

then all lines meeting the four given planes meet also the plane
which contains the four points whose symbols are A-\-B' + C,
B-^C' + A\C^-A' + B\A + B^C.

It can be shewn that the unique line which can be drawn, from
the point xA + ijB -^ zC, to meet the first three planes, contains
the point

x-'{A+B' + C')+y-'{B-\-C' + A') + z-'{C + A'+B').
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III throofold spaco, ijiven two urbitrary lines and two arbitrary planes, let

the lines meet tlie first platie in H. (', and meet tlie second plane in H\ (".

lA't H'(' meet the first plane in A, and HC meet the second plane in A'. It

can be proved that the points xA -{-i/H + !:C, .r~^A' + ff~^ H' + :~^ C are on a.

transversiil otthe two iriven lines.

E,v. '3. The figure dual to that considered in the text is of con-

siderable interest. This will consist of seventy-two points and
twentv-seven solids. Starting with a point O, and six solids, <ji, a,,

... «s, passing through this, everv three of these solids meet in a

line. On each of these lines is taken a point, such as Pj.vj ; there

are twenty such points. The four points P....^. P.;,,, ^,.4, P,.,.< deter-

mine a solid, Csfi ; and so on. The four solids c^^, („..., («;, c^^ meet in

a point lying in the solid «i, namely the point P^^. The five points

P12, Pis, Pu, P15, Pi,; lie in a plane, which is in the solid «i. This

plane is n^. If Ny, denote the connnon point of the planes //j, n«

(cf. Ex. 1, above), the two flat pencils of lines A',o (Pvj-. •••-.PieX

^laC-Pjn ••! P-v) J^^'P related to one another. And so on.

E.r. 4. If in Ex. 3, the point 0, and the assumed twenty points

such as Pjos, lie on a quadric threefold of the fourfold space, then

all the derived points, 72 — i21 =51, in number, lie on this quadric.

Bv projection, of the sections of this quadric threefold by the twenty-

seven solids which arise, from a point of this quadric. on to an
arbitrarv solid, we derive a figure consisting of 27 spheres meeting

in sixes in 72 points. AVe may initiate the figure with six arbitrarv

spheres having a connnon point ; every three of these have then

another common point. This is the point of view of Mr Grace"'s

paper referred to {he. cit., p. 182).
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A FIGURE OF FIFTEEN LINES AND POINTS, IN SPACE
OF FOITR DIMENSIONS; AND ASSOCIATED LOCI

The figure of fifteen lines and points. Let «, ^, c, d be four

lines of <reneral position, in space of four dimensions. Any two of

these will then define a threefold space. For a threefold space we
shall here use the name solid. There will then be six such solids,

say,[^], or[.^f/J; [/?], or [/;, rf] ; [C], or [r, r/] ; [^'], or [6, 6-]; [B'l
or [c, rt]; [C], or [«, I)]. Conversely, if six such soHds be given, of

which no three have a plane in conunon, they define four lines, each
the intersection of three of these solids, namely a as the intersection

of [^],[fi'J, [C'J, h as the intersection of [B\ [C], [A'], c from [C],

[A'\ [B'\ and d from [A\ [B\ [C]. The three lines b, c, d have a
common transversal, which we denote by a'; this is the line common
to the solids \A'\ [Z?], [C]. Similarly, let h\ c\ d' denote, respec-

tively, the common transversals of c, a, d; of a, b^d; and of a, b, c.

There are, then, twelve points of intersection of the eight lines

now obtained, which we denote as follows:

A = (//, ^0, B = (c\ a), C = {a', b); A' = {b, r'), B' = (c, a'), C = (a, b'\

p = (a, d'\ Q = (b, d'), R = (c, d'); P' = (n,d), Q' = (b\d), R' = (c, d).

The point A, as containing a point of the line f, is in the solid

[6, (•]; as containing a point of the line /V, which lies wholly in the

solid [rt, d\ this point A is also in the solid [a, d\ Similarly, the

point A' is in both the solids [6, c] and [«, <^/]; and each of the

points P, P' is in both these solids [/;, c], [a, d\ Denote the plane
common to these solids by \. The line's AA' and PP\ both lying

in this plane, have a connnon point; denote this point by L. By
similar reasoning, the plane, say /x, common to the solids [c, a] and
[6,c/], contains both the lines BB' and QQ'; let the point of inter-

section of these lines be called M. Finally, the plane, say v, common
to the solids [«,/*] and [c, c?], contains the lines CC and RR ; let N
be the connnon point of these lines.

We can now prove that the three points L, M, iV are in line,

namely, in the line which is common to the three solids [«, a'], \b, b'\

[c, 6"']. For, consider the point L: this point lies on the line PP\
joining a point of the line a to a point of the line a'; thus L lies

in the solid [«,«']; again, L is on the line AA'
,
joining a point of

the line b to a point of the line b\ so that L is in the solid \b, 6'];

the line AA\ however, equally joins a point of the line c to a

B. G. IV. 8
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point of the line r', so that L is also in the solid [c, c'\ Thus L is

in the three solids [a, a'\ [b, b'\ [c, c\ By similar reasoning M
and N are also in these three solids. Thus L, M, N are in a line.

This line we denote by e. See the diagram given as frontispiece to

the V^olume. But further, the point L, as it lies on the line PP\
joining a point of the line ^ to a point of the line d', lies also in

the solid [d,d']; and, similarly, M and N are also in this solid.

Wherefore, the four solids [a, a'], [6, 6'], [c, c'], [d, d'] meet in a

line ; and, as was previously remarked (Vol, i, p. 92), the proof of

this depends on the Propositions of Incidence only. We denote

the lines AA'L, BB'M, CC'N, respectively, by /, m, n, and the

lines PP'L, QQM^ RR'N, respectively, by p, q, r. The figure now
contains fifteen points and fifteen lines, three points lying on each

line, and three lines passing through each point. In each case,

taking any one of the lines, and the six lines, other than this,

which pass, in couples, through the three points lying on this line,

the eight remaining lines consist of four non-intersecting lines and

of the four transversals, each meeting three of these lines ; the

figure is entirely symmetrical. We shall speak of the set, a, by c,

d, e^ of five lines, as being associated ; any four of these may be

regarded as primary and the fifth determined from them, as e was

determined from a, b, c, d. But equally, e is determinable from

a, b', c', d', just as e was determined from

a, b, c, d, and the five lines a', b\ c', d , e

are also associated. In all, the figure con-

tains 15.2-^5, or six, sets of associated

lines, every line of the fifteen being com-
mon to two of these sets. As is easily

seen, these sets are given by the adjoined

scheme, which mav be read either in rows

or columns.

This scheme suggests another notation for the lines, which will

be found to be very useful. Namely, the line of which the symbol

here occurs in the r-th row and the s-th column may be denoted

either by r.v or by sr. For instance, the line e is then 12 or 21,

and p is 56 or 65. In this notation, tzoo lines of the fifteen inter-

sect ij", and only if, their duad symbols have no mniiber in common,

as may be verified easily. Thus the three lines which meet in any

point have duad symbols which, together, employ all the six num-
bers 1, 2, ..., 6; for instance, the three lines 12, 34, 56 meet in a

point. Such a set of three duads was called by Sylvester a syn-

theme; the fifteen points of the figure correspond to the fifteen

synthemes which are possible. As another illustration of the nota-

tion, no two of the three lines 23, 31, 12 intersect, but each is met

by all the three lines 56, 64, 45; thus these six lines are generators

I II III IV V VI

I
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of a quadric surface, and lie in a solid. There are, then, ten such

solids, each corresponding to one of the ways of dividing the six

numbei's into two triads; for instance, the solid we have considered

corresponds to the triads 123, 456, and may be denoted, appropri-

ately, by either of these triads; and so for the other solids. These

ten solids are, in fact, as is seen at once, the ten previously denoted

by [/>>, c], ..., [«, ^], ..., [^, «], ..., each defined by a pair of the five

associated lines a, 6, c, d, e; each contains, likewise, one pair from

every set of five associated lines. We shall call these solids the ten

singular solids. Each of the fifteen lines lies in four of these solids;

for instance the line 12 lies in the four solids 123 (or 456), 124 (or

356), 125 (or 346), 126 (or 345). Further, through any one of the

fifteen points where three of the lines intersect, there pass six of

the singular solids, two of these intersecting in the plane of any
two of these three lines. For instance, through the point 12.34.56
there pass the solids 134 (or 256) and 156 (or 234), beside the

four which meet in the line 12; the former two solids contain both

the lines 34, 56, but not the line 12.

Proof of the incidences with the help of the symbols.
If desired, the incidences of the figure may be proved very briefly

by use of symbols. If the symbols of the points A, B, C, A\ B\ C"

be represented by the same letters, these symbols, since the six

points are in space of four dimensions, must be connected by a

syzygy, which, by proper choice of the symbols, may be supposed

to he A -k- B + C -It A' + B' + C — 0. Thereafter, no further multi-

plication of these symbols by an algebraic symbol is legitimate,

save by one the same for all (cf. Vol. i, p. 71). We suppose the

six symbols not to be connected by any further syzygy, the six

points not being in a space of three dimensions. The symbols of

the points P, Q, i2, which lie, respectively, on the lines BC, CA\
AB', are then each expressible linearly by the symbols of the two
points on whose join it lies, in such forms as P — mB + nC. The
points P, Q, R are, however, in line, and their symbols are con-

nected by a syzygy; by the expressions for P, Q, R^ this becomes a

syzygy for the six symbols A^ B, .... C, which must then agree

with the fundamental syzygy for these. Hence, by absorption of

proper algebraic multipliers in the symbols P, Q, R, we have, as is

easily seen, the results

P + B + C =0, Q + C+A' = 0, R + A + B' = 0.

By a similar argument, the symbols for the points P', Q', R' may
be taken so that

P' + B'+C = 0, Q' + C' + A=0, R'+A'+B = 0.

These, however, lead to P + P = A + A\ expressing that there is a

point of the line PP' which is also a point of the line AA'. The

8—2
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symbol, L, of this point, may then be taken so that L + A + A' = 0.

The points of intersection of BB' and QQ', and of CC and
BR', are similarly established, with symbols M and N such that

M + B + B' =0 and N + C + C = 0. These equations, however,

in virtue of the fundamental syzygy, lead to L +M +N = ; this

proves that the points L, M, N lie on a line, e.

If, instead of the six points A, B, ..., C, we introduce other six

points, F, G, ..., H\ with respective symbols

F=l(B + C-A\ G^^{C-\-A-B), H = ^{A+B-C),
F' = i{B' + C'-A'), G' = \{C' +A'-B'), H' = 1{A' + B' - C),

so that F + G +H +F' + G' +H' = 0, then it is seen at once that

the symbols of the original fifteen points of the figure are the

fifteen sums of twos of the six symbols F, G, ..., H'. This is equi-

valent to saying that, if, in one of the fifteen possible ways, the

six points F, G, ..., H' be divided into three pairs, and the joins

of the points of the pairs be taken, then the common transversal

of the three joins is one of the fifteen lines of the figure, and the

points where the transversal meets the joins are three of the original

fifteen points of the figure. Or again, any one of the original

fifteen points, say F + F', is the intersection, of the join of the

two points F and F', with the solid defined by the four remaining

points, G, H, G ', H'. The three lines of the figure through F + F'

are the transversals, drawn in this solid (G, H, G\ H'), to meet one

of the three pairs of opposite joins of these four points, G, Hy
G., H'. This shews that the six points F, G, ... are entirely sym-

metrical in regard to the figure of fifteen points and lines, and,

though they do not belong to it, may be used to construct the

figure. Essentially, only one such figure exists (Vol. i, p. 152).

The figure of six general points in space of four dimensions was investi-

gated by Mr H. W. Richmond, Quart. J. of Math, xxxi, 1900, pp. 125—160;
Math. Annal. liii, 1900, pp. 161—176. To the present writer the figure of

fifteen points and lines was independently suggested, as arising from four

lines, by the problem of a double-six of lines {Roy. Soc. Proc. lxxxiv, 1911,

p. 599; Proc. (Jamb. Phil. Soc. xx, 1920, p. 133). The locus of the third

order, associated with the figure, to which reference will be made below, was

considered by Segre {Atti.. Torino, xxn, 1887, p- 547, and Memorie... Torino,

XXXIX, 1889, pp. 3— 48). It has been remarked above (p. 36) that spheres

and circles in threefold space may be regarded as derived from points and
lines in fourfold space. Thus the theory of the figure of fifteen lines, in

fourfold space, may be stated in terms of circles in threefold space. From
this point of view an ample introduction, wliicli includes the two immber
notation for the lines, and the symmetrical equation for the cubic locus

studied by Segre, is given by Stephanos, Compt. Rend, xciii, 1881, p. 634

(and p. 578). For liim, five associated lines have tlieir (ten) coordinates

linearly connected (p. 120, below). It is sliewn below (Chap, vii) that the

original fifteen lines of the figure may be regarded as arising by transforma-

tion from the fifteen joining lines of six points in space offive dimensions.
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Ea\ 1. Any two of five associated lines determine a solid; this

meets each of the three other lines in a point. Prove that these

three points are in line.

E.t\ 2. Any six points, in space of four dimensions, taken in

order, form a skew hexagon (say AB'CA'BC')\ of this hexagon
there will be two sets each of three alternate sides (BC\ CA' , AB'
and B'C^ C'A, A'B); and there will be three diagonals (AA', BB',

CC). Prove that the two transversals, each of one set of alternate

sides, form, with the three diagonals, a set of five associated lines.

Ex. 3. In space of four dimensions, the three lines which are

the transversals, of one set of alternate sides, of the other set of

alternate sides, and of the diagonals, of a skew hexagon, lie in a

solid. If we take the two hexagons AB'CA'BC and AB'BA'CC, of

which the latter is obtained from the former by the interchange of

B and C, the three transversals so obtained, from one of these

hexagons, all meet the three transversals so obtained from the other

hexagon, and the two solids are the same. (Cf. Ex. 13, p. 144,

below.)

E.r. 4. Referring to the notation used above, let \, /x, v denote,

as before, respectively, the planes LAA'PP, MBB'QQ', NCCRR.
Then the point of intersection of the planes ^u., v is the point of

symbol F — F' (or A' + B + C) ; and so on. Thus the plane A,

contains the points G — G' and H — H' . Further, the solid (X,, e)^

defined by the plane \ and the line e meeting this plane, is the

solid defined by the four points G, H^ G',H'; and so on. Now, in

space of four dimensions, given a point, 0, and a solid, 11, we can
define a transformation, a harmonic inversion., from a point, P, to

a point P', by taking the point, M, where OP meets D, and then

taking the point, P', on the line OP, which is the harmonic con-

jugate of P in regard to and M. Shew that, if this transforma-

tion be employed, with as the point (^, v), or F — F\ and 11 as

the solid (X, e), then the points i^, F' are interchanged, but each

of the points G, H, G', H' is unaltered. The figure of fifteen points

and lines is thus unaltered, in its aggregate, by this harmonic
inversion. In fact, the four lines BQ_, B'Q', CR\ C'R meet in the

point (/i, v)\ and the four points which are the harmonic conju-

gates of the point (/a, v) in regard, respectively, to the pairs B, Q;
B\ Q'; C, R , C, R, all lie in the solid (X, e).

The plane X is the intersection of the solids [6, c\, [a, d\; as has

been remarked. Cf. Ex. 21, p. 148, below.

Ex. 5. In space of four dimensions, the dual of a line is a plane.

Consider, briefly, the dual of what precedes, arising when we begin

with four arbitrary planes, of general position, say a, ,S, 7, 8.

Every two of these planes have a point in common; let the six

points so obtained be denoted as follows:
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A'=(^,j), B'=(7,a), C'=(a,^);

being in space of four dimensions, these six points will not be in-

dependent. Conversely, if the six points be supposed to be given,

arbitrarily, the four planes are determined, each by three of these,

as follows :

a = iA,B\C), ^ = iB,C\A'),y=(C,A',B'\S = (A,B,C).

The dual of the meeting of two lines in a point is the lying of two
planes in a solid, or the meeting of these two planes in a line

(instead of a point merely). Thus any three of the planes are met,

each in a line, by another plane. In fact, each of the four planes

a' = (A\B,C), I3'
= (B\C,A), y' = {C\A,B\ 8' = {A',B',C')

meets three of the given planes in a line. For instance, the plane

S' meets a in the line BC, meets ^ in C'A\ and meets 7 in A'B';

and so on. As the dual of what is proved above, the four points

(a, a'), (/S, yS'), (7, 7')? (^? ^') lie in a plane; we may also prove this

anew, by a method not the dual of that used above. Recall first,

in space of three dimensions, that, if three lines be given, of which
no two intersect, and, from a variable point, P, of one of these

lines, the transversal be drawn to the other two lines, and thereon

the point, Q, be taken, which is harmonically separated from P by
the two lines, then the locus of Q is a fourth line. In space of four

dimensions, if two planes, ^, rj, be given, intersecting in a point 0,

and H be any point upon a line, /, which does not meet ^ nor r/,

the two solids (^, H), (?/, H) meet in a plane, passing through 0;
this plane, as lying in the solid (^, H), meets ^ in a line; and,

likewise, meets r; in a line. Thus lines can be drawn, through the

point H, meeting the planes ^, 7^; let such a line meet ^ and ?;,

respectively, in X and F, and let K be the harmonic conjugate of

H in regard to X and Y. Then the locus of K^ as H varies on /,

is a plane passing through O. This we see by projecting the figure,

from 0, on to any threefold space. With this in mind, consider,

in the figure described above, the three lines AA\ BB', CC\ and
the common transversal of these, say /, meeting AA\ BB', CC,
respectively, in L, M, N. Let L\ on AA', be the harmonic conju-

gate of L in regard to A and A'; similarly, let M', N', respectively

on BB' and CC', be the harmonic conjugates of M and N. Then,
it follows from what has been said that the plane L'M'N' contains

the point common to the two planes ABC and A'B'C; and, for

the same reason, that this plane contains the point conniion to the

two planes ABC and AB'C'x and so on. Thus the four points

(a, a'), (/8, /3'), (7, 7 ), (S, S') all lie in the plane LM'N', which is

thus the plane associated zvith the planes a. ^S, 7, S; or associated

with the planes a, /8', 7', 8',
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If we use the symbols A, B, ... for the points A, B, ..., choos-

ing them so that the necessary sy/.ygy for these six symbols is

A + B + C + A' + B' + C = 0, we see, for instance, that the symbol
of the point (8, 8') is A+B+C (or its equivalent. A' + B''+C').

Thus the theorem we have proved is that the four points whose
symbols are

A+B +C\ B + C'-\-A\ C + A' + B', A+B + C
lie in one plane; as follows also because these four symbols have a

vanishing sum. The second and third of these symbols have, for

sum, A — A', which is equally the sum of the first and fourth

symbols; the symbols of L, M, N are, respectively, A +A', B + B\
C + C. Thus the symbols of L', M.\ N' are, respectively, A—A\
B — B', C—C; and each of these points is the intersection of two
of the six joins of the four points (a, a), (/3, /3'), (7, 7), (8, 8').

Ex. 6. We have considered a process of harmonic inversion, in

space of four dimensions, in which a given point and a given solid

were fundamental; we have also considered a process of harmonic
inversion in which two given planes were fundamental. Suppose
now that we are given a fixed line, I, and a fixed plane, ot, not

intersecting the line /. The plane joining / to any point, P, meets

the plane •sr in a point. Thus a line, say p, can be drawn from any
point P to meet the given line / and also the given plane -bt;

thereon the point, Q, can be taken which is the harmonic conjugate

of P in regard to the points where p meets I and ts. This defines

a transformation from P to Q (or conversely).

If X^ F, Z be points of the plane w, and T, TJ be points of the

line Z, it can easily be shewn that, with coordinates relative to these

five points, the transformation is expressed by the equations

x = ,v, y =3/, 2;' = -s, t' = — t, u' = — u.

This transformation is evidently the combination of two such as

are considered in Ex. 4, each defined with reference to a fixed

point and a fixed solid.

In Ex. 5, the planes 8, 8' correspond to one another by such a
transformation as that considered here, in which the fixed elements

are the line I and the plane L'M'N' (as do the planes a, a', etc.).

Similarly, in the original figure of the text, the lines d, d' corre-

spond to one another by such a transformation, of which the fixed

elements are the line e, and the plane which meets in a line the

three planes \, yu., v (i.e. the planes LAA'PP', etc.; see Ex. 4);

and the lines a, a correspond in the same transformation, as do
b, h' and c, c . The plane meeting, in a line, each of X, ytt, v^ is the

plane defined bv the three points A — A', B — B', C — C (or by the

three points F-F',G-G',H- H'). Cf. Ex. 21, p. 148, below.

Ejt. 1. The figure of fifteen points and fifteen lines can be
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separated (in fact in ten ways) into two parts, of which one part

consists of two triads of points together with the nine lines joining

the points of one triad to the points of the other triad, and the

other part consists of two triads of Hnes together with nine points

in which the hnes of one triad intersect the Hnes of the other

triad. Of the lines and points named, no one is common to the

two parts, but the two parts together exhaust the whole figure.

The nine lines of the first part can be arranged in three sets, of

three each, such that the transversal line of a set is one line of a
triad of lines of the second part, and the set forms, with the other

two lines of this triad, an associated system of five lines. The other

triad of the second part is similarly obtainable from another ar-

rangement of the nine lines of the first part.

E.r. 8. An illustration of the transformation considered in Ex. 6
is as follows:—Let A, A\ B, B', C, C be six points of a rational

quartic curve in space of four dimensions; let L, M, N be the

points where the chords AA\ BB\ CC\ of this curve, are met by
their common transversal, /; let L\ M\ N' be, respectively, the

harmonic conjugates of L, M, N in regard to A, A'; to B, B' ; and
to C, C; and denote the plane L'M'N' by •nr. By applying the

transformation of Ex. 6, with / and -sr as fundamental elements,

the given quartic curve gives rise to another quartic curve having,

likewise, AA\ BB\ CC as chords. Prove that any plane, contain-

ing one of these chords, which meets one of the two curves, also

meets the other curve (the second point of meeting not correspond-

ing to the first, however, bv the transformation in question).

{Proc. Camh. Phil Soc. xxi, 1923, p. 684.)

The associated line of a set of five is met by all planes
meeting the first four lines. ^Ve return now to our original

point of view, in which we suppose four non-intersecting lines of

general position to be given, say a, 6, c, d, and prove that all

planes which meet a, b, c, d also meet the associated line, e. It

will appear that thei'e are oo "^ such planes. It will also appear
that, of such planes, there are two which pass through an arbi-

trary point, O, of general position. For some positions of these

two planes coincide; the locus of such points is of great import-

ance. For some positions of the number of these planes is

infinite; for instance when O is on the associated line e. The
proof does not follow from the Propositions of Incidence alone,

but requires Pappus' theorem.

It will add to clearness to interpolate here some remarks in regard to a
construct occurring in space of four dimensions, which ue shall call a quadric,

point-cone ; and in regard to an associated conception, that of a quadric line-

cone. In space of three dimensions the dual of a conic, considered as the
envelope of its tangent lines, which lie in a plane, is the quadric cone, or
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conical slieet, considered as consisting of its fj^eneratinji: lines, which pass

throug-li its vertex. In space of four dimensions, lyinj^ in a particular solid

in this space, we may have an ordinary (juadric surface. This may be con-

sidered to consist of its two sets of •^eneratinif lines, of which any line of

either set meets all the lines of the other set. The dual conception, in the

space of four dimensions, will he that of two sets of planes, all passing

throug-h a point, say V, of which any plane of either set meets every plane

of the other set in a line, passing through V, while two planes of the same
set meet only in V. For the original figure, of a quadric surface lying in a

solid of the fourfold space, there pass, througli every general line in this

solid, two planes each containing two lines of tlie quadric surface; this line

also contains two points at each of whicli two of these four generators meet.

Tluis, in tlie dual figure, an arbitrary plane through V contains two lines,

passing through V, each of which is the intersection of a plane of one set

with a plane of the other set; and there are two solids containing this plane,

each of wliich contains two of the four planes so arising. It is the aggregate

of points lying in these two sets of planes which we call a quadric point-cone,

the point T being tlie certe.r. In tlie original case, of the quadric surface,

two generating lines which intersect determine a point of the surface, and a

tangent plane; so, in the case of the point-cone, two generating planes which
meet in a line lie in a solid, called the tangent solid of the point-cone, the line

of intersection of the planes being the line of conUict of this tangent solid

with the point-cone. There are oo '^ tangent solids, each passing, with its line

of contact, through the vertex. It is clear that tlie generating planes of the

point-cone meet an arbitrary solid in the generating lines of a quadric surface

lying in that solid. Conversely, a point-cone is generated by the planes

which join the generating lines of a quadric surface to a point, not lying in

the solid in which the quadric surface lies.

We may equally consider the dual, in space of four dimensions, of the

tangent lines of a conic. This will consist of co ^ planes passing through a

line, say /, two of these planes lying in an arbitrary solid which contains the

ling /. It is the aggregate of the points of these planes which we call a

quadric line-cone, I being the axis. A solid through the axis may contain

only one generating plane of the quadric line-cone ; the solid is theiv said to

touch the line-cone, at every point of this plane; of such tangent-.solids there

are x '. The lines of section of the generating planes of the line-coue, with

an arbitrary solid, are the generating lines of a quadric conical sheet, lying

in this solid, whose vertex is on the axis of the line-cone. Conversely, a line-

cone consists of the planes joining a line to the points of a conic whose plane

does not meet the line.

The general homogeneous quadratic function, of tlie five coordinates which
are appropriate for space of four dimensions, can be written, in infinitely

many ways, as a sum of squares of at most five independent linear functions

of the coordinates (cf. Vol. iir, p. 1.5). When this sum consists of only four

squares it represents a point-cone, when equated to zero ; the line-cone is

obtained when the number of these squares is three ; if the number is two
the line-cone degenerates into two solids meeting in a plane.

Any solid, passing through the vertex of a quadric point-cone, meets this

in a conical sheet. The sidid meets the two generating planes of the point-

cone wliich lie in any tangent solid, each in a line, these two lines being
generating lines of the conical sheet. If the solid contain the line of inter-

section of tiie two generating planes, then its plane of intersection with the
tangent solid, which touches the point-cone at the points of this line, is the

tangent plane of the conical sheet at the points of this line. This is clear by
remarking that the tangent solid of the point-cone is that containing the
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vertex and a tangent plane of the quadric surface in which the point-cone

meets an arbitrary solid. Similarly if a solid be drawn through the axis of a

line-cone, this meets the line-cone in two planes which coincide when the

solid is a tangent solid. Further^ the tangent solids of a point-cone which
pass through any point, not lying on the cone, are the tangent solids of a line-

cone, whose axis joins the point to the vertex of the point-cone.

Resuming our discussion, let, as before, a, ft, c, d be four non-

intersecting lines, in space of four dimensions, of which the trans-

versals of threes are a', b\ c', d'; and let e be the associated line,

common to the four solids [a, a], [b, 6'], [c, c'], [<^, d']. Let E be

any point of the line e ; then, as d' is the transversal of a, 6, c, the

plane Ed' meets these lines ; and this plane meets the line 6?, be-

cause e is in the solid [d, d']. Thus, by similar reasoning, any one

of the four planes Ea\ Eb\ Ec', Ed' meets, in a line through E,

every one of the four planes Ea, Eby Ec, Ed. Therefore, these

planes meet an arbitrary solid in two sets of four lines, belonging,

respectively, to the two sets of generators of a quadric surface.

Thence, through E can be drawn an infinity of planes each meet-

ing all the lines a, b, c, d, these being the planes, of one set, of a

quadric point-cone, of vertex E ; as well as an infinity of planes

each meeting all the lines a', b\ c\ d' . Conversely, as a line meet-

ing three generators of the same system of a quadric surface,

equally meets all the generators of that system, it follows that a

plane which meets e and meets any three of the lines «, 6, c, d^

likewise meets the fourth. We have seen, however, that the five

lines a, b, c, d, e are symmetrical ; thus any plane meeting a, 6, c, d
also meets e. The argument, as assuming the last quoted property

of a quadric surface, depends on Pappus'' theorem.

Next, let O be any point of general position. If any point, P4,

be taken on the line d, a plane can be drawn through and P4 to

meet the lines r/, 6, this being the plane through OT^ which con-

tains the transversal of the three lines OPj. a, b. If this transversal

meet «, b in Pj and P2, respectively, this plane can also be described

as the plane through and P, which meets b and d ; for the line

P2P4 is the transversal of the three lines OPj, 6, d. Consider the

line in which the solid \a, 6] is met by the plane Od ; as P4 varies

on <i, the lines OP4 and P^P.^ meet in a point of this line. Thus
the ranges (Pj), (P4) are related. We can similarly construct a

plane through O and P^ which shall meet the lines c and d ; if this

plane meet d in P4', the ranges (P,), (P4') are related, as Pj varies

on a. Thus the ranges (P4), (P4'), on f/, are related. There are,

therefore, in general, two positions of Pj, on «, for which P4 and
P4' coincide. When this is so, there is a plane through and Pj

which meets 6, c and d. There are then, in general, two planes

through which meet «, 6, f, d. But these may coincide for par-
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ticular positions of O. Or, if three planes can be drawn through
to meet «, h^i\d, then an infinite number of such planes is possible,

and a plane drawn through O to meet three of a, 6, c, d necessarily

meets the fourth. We have seen that this is the case when is on
the line e ; thus, also, an infinite number of planes meeting a, h, c,

f/, e passes through any point of any one of these five lines.

The two planes through a general position of O which meet
fl, 6, c, f/, also meet e, as we have proved ; let them meet ^ in C7

and T. Then, as we have seen, considering the point-cone of vertex

t7, containing the planes through U which meet «, b, c, d, and
those which meet a', b', c', d', there will be, through OU, a plane

meeting «', b', c\ d'. A plane meeting «', b\ c , d' can, similarly, be

drawn through OT. These are then the two planes which, by a

similar argument, can be drawn through to meet a\ b\ c\ d'

.

The six systems of planes. There are six systems of planes,

those of any system being the planes which meet the five lines of

one of the six associated systems of lines. A plane of a system is

determined, as the argument shews, by its intersections with two
of the five associated lines ; thus the aggregate of the planes of

each system is x -. Through a general point, O, can be drawn two
planes of each system ; taking two of the systems, if «, /S be the

planes of one of these through this point, and a', ^' be the planes

of the other system, there are two points, T, C7, upon the line

common to the two associated systems of lines, from which the

planes are defined, such that OT is the line of intersection of the

plane a with one of a', yS', say with /3', while, similarly, the planes

y8, a' meet in the line OU. We shall denote the systems of planes

by the numbers 1, 2, ..., 6, these being the same as those marking
the systems of associated lines, in the scheme given above (p. 114),

It follows that, if be such that the planes a, /3, of one system,

drawn through O, coincide with one another, then the planes,

a', yS', of any other system, drawn through O, likewise coincide. In

this case the planes of the various systems which pass through O
are six in number, one of each system. One of these planes, say

that meeting the lines a, 6, c, d, e, will be met in five lines, passing

through 0, by the other five planes, these lines passing to the

points where a, b, c, d, e meet this plane. But, two planes meeting
in a line define a solid ; and another plane, which meets each of

these in a line, lies in this solid. Thus, for such a position of as

now contemplated, the six planes through O lie in a solid. It will

be found immediately that there are x ^ such positions of O, of

which four lie on an arbitrary line ; we shall be much concerned

with the locus so determined.

The various systems of planes are also of importance in con-

nexion with the singular solids which have been described. Each
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of these solids can be generated by planes of any one of the six

systems, these forming an axial pencil of planes whose axis is one

of the six lines lying in the solid. More precisely, taking the

singular solid previously denoted by 123, or 456, this is generated

by planes of the system 1, all passing through the line 23 ; also by
planes of system 2, all passing through the line 31 ; and so on

;

and, finally, by planes of the system 6, all passing through the

line 45. For instance, if a plane in the solid be drawn through

the line 23, this plane, beside meeting the other five lines which lie

in this solid, meets the remaining lines, of the original fifteen lines,

which meet the line 23 ; the plane thus meets the lines 12, 13, 56,

64, 45 and 14, 15, 16; as it meets, therefore, the lines 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, it is a plane of system 1. This argument is of general

character. It follows also, from this, that the planes joining any

point, 0, of the singular solid, to the six lines lying in the solid,

are of the six systems, respectively ; it will be found that every

point of the singular solid is such that the two planes of any
system, drawn through this point, coincide with one another.

The planes of the figure deduced with the help of the
symbols. The results in regard to the planes can also be obtained

with great simplicity by use of the symbols. Thereby, too, we can

define with greater precision the locus of points, O, through which

only one plane of each system can be drawn.

A plane meeting the lines a, 6, r, not containing any one of

these lines, can evidently be defined by three points, one on each of

the lines, with symbols, respectively, of the forms

yB + zC\ zC + xA', a-A + 77B'.

For this plane to meet the line d, there must be a syzygy

\ {yB + zC) +IX izC + xA')-\-v {xA + 'nB') + p{B' + C) +o-(C'4-^) = 0,

connecting these three points with the two points, P', Q', of the

line d. As this must be equivalent to the fundamental relation

between A, B, ..., C, it is easily seen that v = y. Thus, any

general plane meeting a, b, c, d must contain three points, re-

spectively on a, b, c, of symbols yB+zC, zC + xA', xA+yB'.
Conversely, the plane of these points contains the point whose
symbol is

X {yB + zC) + y {zC + xA') + z {xA + yB'\

or, save for sign, yzP' + zxQ^ + xyR' ; and this is a point of the

line d. This plane also contains the point whose symbol is

{yB + zC) + {zC + xA') + {xA + yB'\

or, save for sign, xL +yM + zN ; and this is a point of the line c.

In virtue of L + M + iV = 0, this point depends only on the ratio

of any two differences of x, j/, ,•:;.
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Now let be any general point. We can suppose it to have a
symbol

O = 1^ 4 77^ + ^C + ^'A' + rj'B' + K'C\

where, in virtue of the fundamental syzygy, only the ratios of the

differences of ^, ?;, ^, ^, ?/ ,
^' are determinate. That this point

should lie on the plane containing the three points yB + zC,
zC + ocA\ j'A + 2/B' requires an identity, in regard to A, B, C,

A\ B\ C, of the form

= X {yB + zC') + ^l{zC-\xA')^-v {.vA + yB') + pS,

where S denotes the sum of A, B, ..., C. Using this to express

^i r), ..., ^', we can deduce the three equations

.»• (^' - D + .«/ (r - D + ^ ir - ^) = 0,

('7-O(V-D+cr-(^-f)(r-a-(l+^)-M^-V)(r-'7) = 0,

where a denotes {z — x)l{y — z). The first two of these equations

determine two sets of ratios of x, «/, z when ^, 77, . .
. ,

^' are given

;

that is, they determine the two planes meeting the lines a, h, c, d, e

which pass through O. These planes meet the line e in the two
points (tJL — M, (tJL — M, where a^ , o-g are the two roots of the

third equation. We easily find, also, that

('7-n('?'-D=(^-r)(r-i)/^i^.=(^-v)(r-W(i+^o(i+^.);

when the two points of the line e are given, these are two conditions

for which will be of interest below.

When the point lies on the line ^, so that ^'— ^=0 = r}—r)= ^'—
^,

the first equation is satisfied identically ; the second equation has

then the solution ,r = ^+6,y = 'r] + 6, z = ^ + 6, where 6 is arbi-

trary. Thus an infinite number of planes meeting a, b, c, d, e can

be drawn through a point of e, as was seen. This is also so when
is on any one of a, b, c, d.

The equation of an associated quartic locus. If we put

/?, q, r, p', q\ r', respectively, for rj - ^\ ^- f , f
- v\ v' - ^5 T - ^^

^' — 77, it is easy to see that the third (quadratic) equation, above,

gives equal roots for a provided

{pp'P + {qq)K{rr')^ = 0;

this is then the condition for points from which the two planes

of any system coincide with one another ; and may be regarded as

the equation of the locus of such points. The equation, when
rationalised, is evidently of the fourth order, and there are four

such points upon an arbitrary line.

We may with advantage reach this result in another way, de-
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fining O by means of one of the planes through it which meet the

lines a, b, c, d, e, and the position of O in this plane. This is done

by writing the symbol of the point in the form

\ {yB + zC) + ya (^C 4- JcA!) + v {xA + yB').

The other plane, through the point 0, which meets a, 6, c, cZ, ^, can

then be shewn to be that containing the points ?/i5 + z-fi' -,
^\C + x-^A

^

iViA + yiB', where

a:, = (ix- v){fiz-vy)-\ y^ =(v-\)(vx-Xz)-\ z, ={X-fj,)(\y- fxx)-\

The conditions that this other plane should coincide with the first

plane, which are xjx = y^jy = zjz, reduce to one condition, and
lead, effectively, to

\ = j'{t-x)-\ fi=y(t-y)-\ v = z{t-z)-\

where t is arbitrary. These values express that the point O lies on

a conic in the plane of the points yB + zC\ zC +xA', xA +yB\ of

which the points are given by varying t. This conic is, in fact,

that passing through the points in which the plane is met by the

lines g, <i, a, b, c ; for these points are given, respectively, by the

values 0, x, x, y, z of t, as is easily seen. If the symbol of the

general point of this conic be written ^A +7]B+ ^C+^'A' + r}'B'+ ^'C\

we see that, with x' = t — x, y' = t — y, z' — t — z, we have

^ = l/yz', r] = l/zx\ ^=l/xy', ^' = lly'z, rj' ^l/zx, ^'=l/x'y.

These values satisfy the irrational equation above given for the

locus of the point 0. Conversely, they lead to the equations

1 _ ^-1 ^ = 2qr (pp — qq — rr')-\ 1 - y-^ t = 2rp {qq — rr' — pp')~\

1 — z~^ t = ^pq {rr' —pp — qq')~^-

Thus the locus is of the kind called rational^ being in (1, 1)

birational correspondence with the points of a threefold space, in

which X, «/, z, t are coordinates. Through any point of the locus

there pass six conies lying on the locus, each conic lying in a plane

of one of the six systems, and meeting the five associated lines

of that system ; in the representation here given, one of these

conies corresponds to a definite set of values for the ratios of

X, «/, z, the various points of the conic corresponding to different

values of t. It will appear incidentally below that such parameters,

replacing x^ y/, z, t, can be taken for each of the six conies. It is

easy to shew that the four points, in which the locus is met by any

line lying in the plane of one of the conies, consist of the two points

in which the line meets the conic, each taken doubly. Thus all the

conies, and the fifteen fundamental lines also, may be spoken of as

being double upon the locus. We shall denote the locus by S.
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Ea\ It is easy to represent the points of the six conies that

pass through any point, O, of this locus ; incidentally there arises

thus a proof that the six points, on one of these conies, con-

stituted by O and the points where the conic is met by the

associated lines, form a range related to that of the corresponding-

points on any other conic, if the points be taken in proper order.

A geometrical proof of this is given below. More precisely, taking

the scheme given above (p. 114), of the six sets of five associated

lines, let each entry be supposed, now, to mean the point where

the line, given by that entry, meets the proper plane of the six

drawn through O ; and imagine the point O supplied as the diagonal

element of every row of this scheme. Then the points of the six

planes through O form related ranges, upon their respective conies,

when taken in the order given by this scheme. This can be shewn
by choosing a proper parameter for each of the six conies, and
shewing that the six points in question arise, on all the conies, for

the same values of the parameter. See, also, p. 131, below.

To put the results in concise form, let a, b, c be three parameters,

and use a, 6', c', respectively, for 1 — a, 1—6, \ — c. Also, use the

symbols P, Q, R, P', Q', R', respectively, for Ajhc, Bjca, C/ab',

A'/b'c, B'/ca, C'/ab, where A, B, C, A', B', C are the symbols
previously used for the six fundamental points. We have seen that

any point of the locus 2 is given by a symbol Ajyz + ... + C'jx'y,

where x = t — x^ y = t — y^ z =t — z\ in particular, suppose that

O arises for the values a, 6, c, 1 , of .r, j/, z, t, respectively. If, in

the symbol Ajyz + . . . + C'jx'y, say H, we replace x\ «/, z by a, 6, c,

respectively, the points upon the conic, through 0, which meets
the lines e, d, a, b, c, are given by varying t in the symbol

{t - a)-' a (Q + R') + {t - b)-^ b' (R 4- P') + (t- c)-^ c' (P + Q'X

as we have seen ; the six points consisting of and the points

upon the lines e, d, a, 6, c arise for the values ^ = 1, 0, x , a, 6, c,

respectively. If, in the general symbol 12, we replace x, y, z, t,

respectively, by t — a, t — b, t — c, t — \, another conic is given by
varying t in the symbol thence arising, which is

{t-a)-'a{q' + R) + {t-b)-'b{R' + P) + {t-c)-'c{P' + q)-

this conic meets the line e, goes through the point O, and meets

the lines d', a\ b\ c'. These occur, respectively, also for the values

^ = 1, 0, X , a, 6, c. Again, if, in the same general symbol 12, we
replace x, y, z, t, respectively, by a(t — a)~^, b{t — 6)~S c {t — c)~',

(t — 1)~\ the symbol thence arising, namely

(t - a)-' (P + P') + {t- 6)-i
{Q + Q') + {t- c)-' {R + R%

gives another conic as t varies ; this meets the lines d, d', goes

through the point 0, and meets the lines /, w, n, these occurring
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for the same respective values, ^ = 1, 0, x , a, 6, c. And if, in the

same general symbol, we replace J:', ^/, z^ t, respectively, by t, 6, c, 1,

the symbol thence arising,

P + P' + {1 - f)-' a {Q + R')+ t-' aiQ' +R),

likewise represents the points of a conic as t varies ; this conic

meets the lines a, a, /, goes through the point 0, and meets the

lines r, q, for the same respective values, 1, 0, x , «, 6, c of ^.

Similarly if, in the same general symbol, we replace a^, ?/, z, t,

respectively, by a, t, c, 1, the symbol thence arising,

<-i b{R'-\-P) + Q + Q' + {l- f)-' b' (R + P),

represents the points of a conic, meeting the lines 6, b\ m, r,

passing through the point 0, and meeting the line p, for the same

respective values of t. Finally, if, in the same general symbol, we

replace x, «/, z, t, respectively, by a, b, t, 1, there is a conic, of

points given by

( 1 - t)-' c' (P + Q) + t-' c(P + Q) + R + R\

which meets the lines c, c , n, g, p, and goes through the point 0,

for the same respective values of f.

The tangent solid of the quartic locus 1. When a locus,

in space of four dimensions, is given by a single equation, in

coordinates X, Y, Z, T, U, say F(X, F, Z, T, U) = 0, it is easy to

prove that the lines drawn through a point (X^, Fo> ^o? ^o? t/o), of

this locus, which meet the locus in two coincident points here,

generate a solid, called the tangent solid, whose equation is DF^ = 0,

where D denotes the operator XdldX^, + ... + Ud/dlJ^,, and F,, is F,

with Xo,... substituted for X, The lines through this point

which meet the locus in three coincident points here, lie on a

conical sheet, obtainable as the intersection of the tangent solid

with the (x'') quadric given by D"Fo = 0; while the lines, through

this point, meeting the locus in four coincident points here, are the

six which are the intersection of this conical sheet with D^Fg = 0.

When, as in what precedes, we use coordinates ^, t), ..., ^', six in

number, of which only the differences are effective, the operator

D, it can be seen, is replaced by |3/3^„ + . . . + K'^K- Hence it

may be directly computed, by forming the rational equation for S

from [(77 — ^') (7;' — 0]^ + . . . = 0, that the tangent solid of the

locus i, at the point O, or Ajbc + . . . + C'ja'b, has the equation

bc'^ + ca'rj + ab'^— b'c^' — car]' — a'b^' = 0.

This equation, however, is easily obtained otherwise, by first

proving that any line, in the plane of any one of the six conies

of S passing through 0, discussed above, meets the locus in two

coincident points at each of its two intersections with the conic,
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and thence inferring that the tangent soHd of the locus, at any
})oint of one of these conies, contains the plane of this conic. For,

the general solid, through the plane containing the three points

l)B +rC', cC ->r (tA', tiA + bB', has the equation

b{t-c)^ + c(t-a)v+<i{i-^)^-c(t-b)^'-a{t-c)r)'-b{t-a)!;'=0,

in which t is arbitrary, as is quite clear. The value oft for which this

passes through the point O is / = 1 ; and the equation then agrees

with the above. It is verified at once, moreover, that the tangent

solid, as given by this ecjuation, contains the six conies passing

through the point ; it is the solid in which the six planes of

these conies were proved to lie. In passing, it may be remarked
that the tangent solid contains the tangent lines of these conies at

the point O, these being the lines through this point which meet
the locus S in four coincident points there ; these six lines lie on a

quadric cone ; it will be proved that the six planes touch a quadric

cone.

Ed'. If we put u = bc\ V = ca', zo = ab', u' = — 6'c, v' = — c'a,

7c' = — a'b, the equation of the tangent solid is given by

u^+ VT) + zc^+ 7('^' + v't] + zv'i^' = 0,

with the two identities

?< 4- 1' + zv + XI + V + zo' = 0, uvzc + iiv'zc' = 0.

Conversely, the point of contact depends on the values a, 6, c

expressed by

« = - (v + za)/{u' -\- «), b=—{zv'+ u)l(v' + v), c = — (u + v)/{zo' + ?^).

The equations of the singular solids. The tangent solid at

a general point of the locus 2, which, as we have seen, is capable

of the equation 1/ (t — z) ^ + ... — {t — a:') i/^' — 0, or

+ tv(^'-^)+ti/{^'-^) + tz{^'-r)) = 0,

meets the locus 2 in a {|uartic surface. There are, however, ten

tangent solids for which this quartic surface reduces to a repeated

quadric surface ; these are in fact the ten singular solids discussed

above. They arise for the respective values of x, ?/, z, t given by

(0, 7/, z, 0),

'

(.r, 0, z, 0), (.r, //, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1, 0),

(0,1,1,1), (1,0,1,1), (1,1,0,1),
(.r, 0, 0, t), (0, ,y, 0, 0, (0, 0, z, t),

and have the respective ecjuations

v-?=o, r-i=o, r-'7=o.
B. G. IV. 9
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For instance, the solid represented by the equation ?; — ^' = meets

the locus 2 in the repeated quadric surface given by

[(?-r)(r-D-(^-'7')(r-^)?=o,
as follows from the irrational equation of the locus. But the

equation is capable of other irrational forms ; for example, two of

these are

[(i-r)(^-n]^+[(^-'/')(r-r)]*+[(?-n(^-V)]*=o,

[(^+^+^-r-v-n(r-^)]*+[(^-n(r-^)]*
+[(r-^)(i-V)]*=o,

as may be verified by the parametric forms which have been given

for the general point of the locus. These shew that the ten

particular solids do each meet the locus in a repeated quadric

surface.

That these particular solids agree with the singular solids as

previously defined, may then be verified by shewing that these

quadric surfaces contain the lines, of the original fifteen, which are

characteristic of the singular solids. It appears that the solids,

arranged as above (p. 129), are in fact the singular solids given

by the respective notations

124, or 356, 125, or 364, 126, or 345, 123, or 456
234, or 156 235, or 146 236, or 145

134, or 256 135, or 246 136, or 245.

Beside the six lines, from the original fifteen, characteristic of any

one of the singular solids, there are, upon the quadric surface

lying in this solid, infinitely many other lines, which, therefore,

also lie upon the locus 2. The fifteen original lines are distin-

guished from these by the fact that thev are double lines of the

locus ; every line drawn through a point of one of the fifteen lines

has two of its four intersections with 2 coincident at this point.

The intersections of a tangent solid of 2 with the fifteen

fundamental lines. We consider the tangent solid of the locus

2 at a point 0, and the fifteen points in which this solid is met
by the fifteen fundamental lines, denoting the intersection with

the line 12 by (12), and so on. W'e thus have, in all, sixteen

points in the tangent solid. We also have sixteen planes in the

tangent solid, constituted by the six planes, of the diverse systems,

which pass through 0, and the ten planes of intersection of the

singular solids with the tangent solid. Each of the six planes, in

the tangent solid, through O, contains six of the points, namely
and five points on the associated lines which meet this plane.

Each of the ten planes, in which the tangent solid is met by the

singular solids, likewise contains the six points lying on the lines
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which charac'tei'ise the singular solid. And six of the planes pass

throui^h everv one of the sixteen points. This has been seen for

the point O. For the point (12), for example, these six planes are

the intersections of the tangent solid with the singular solids 1523,

1J24, 125, 126, all of which contain the line 12, together with the

two planes, of systems 1 and 2, which lie in the tangent solid,

through O ; for these two planes meet the line 12 in the same
point, which must lie in the tangent solid at 0. But it can be

shewn further that the six points, on any one of the sixteen planes,

lie on a conic, and that the six planes, through any one of the

sixteen points, touch a quadric cone ; and also, that the ranges of

six points on the conies, and the sets of six tangent planes of the

cones, are thirty-two related sets, if the elements be taken in proper

order. With the indices 1, 2, ..., 6, this order can be specified by

a symbolical rule which is of great simplicity.

13efore indicating the proof of these statements we make two
remarks: (1) If two triads of points upon a conic be considered,

each with its three joining lines, the six joins touch another conic;

and, among the tangents of this other conic, these joins are a set

related each to its opposite point on its own triad, the points being

regarded as belonging to a range of the original conic (Vol. ii,

p. 29, Ex. 7) ; (2) The line which joins any two of the sixteen

points of the tangent solid, is also the intersection of two of the

sixteen planes lying in this solid. For instance, consider the line

joining the points (12), (13). This lies in the plane of system 1

through 0, and also lies in the plane (123), in which the solid 123

(or 456) meets the tangent solid. Or, again, consider the line

joining the points (12), (34), This lies in both the singular solids

125 (or 346) and 126 (or 345), and, therefore, in the planes, (125)

and (126), in which these solids meet the tangent solid.

The proof of the statements made depends on the following

circumstance : let the six points, in one of the sixteen planes, be

divided into two triads, in any one of the ten possible ways; then,

among the ten remaining points, which do not lie in this plane,

there is one which is such that the six planes through this point

contain the six joining lines of the points of the two triads. To
prove this, take,"first, the six points (23), (31), (12), (56), (64), (45),

lying in the plane (123), arising from the singular solid 123 (or

456). These six points lie on a conic because the six lines in the

singular solid lie on a quadric surface. The join of (31) and (12)

lies on the plane of system 1 through O ; and so on. Thus the

six planes, of the systems 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, through 0, touch a

quadric cone; and further, as tangent planes of this cone, they

are related, in this order, respectively to the points of the conic,

in the order taken. Take, next, the same six points, but arranged

9—2
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as the two triads (31), (12), (56) and (64), (45), (23). The six

joins of these then He on the six planes passing through the point

(14). For instance, the join of (12), (56) Hes on the solid 124
(or 356), which contains the line 14, as well as the lines 12 and 56 ;

in the same way, the join of (56) and (31) lies on the solid 314
(or 256), which contains the line 14, as well as the lines 56 and 31 ;

and likewise, the join of (31), (12) lies on the plane of system 1

through 0, which also contains the point (14), The other triad

may be similarly considered. Then, first, we have the result that,

the six points (31), (12), (56), (64), (45), (23), in the range of

points of the conic on which they lie, are related, respectively, to

the six planes, through the point (14), obtained in order by, the

solids 124, 314, the plane of system 1 through 0, the solids 145,

146, and the plane of system 4 through 0, these planes being con-

sidered in the series of tangent planes of the quadric cone which

they touch. But, second, rearranging the points, and using the

result found before, we see that the planes through 0, of systems

1, 2,..., 6 are, respectively, related to the six planes (4), (124),

(134), (1), (145), (146), through the point (14). And we notice

that the notations for these latter six planes are obtainable by a

symbolical multiplication, of the symbol 14, respectively with

1, 2, ..., 6. Now consider, finally, the points in the plane of

system 1 through 0, taken in the two triads O, (12), (13) and (14),

(15), (16). We shew that the joins of these triads lie on the six

planes through the point (23). In fact, the three joins (12), (13)

;

(13), 0; O, (12) lie, respectively, on the solid 123, the plane 3
through 0, and the plane 2 through O; while the three joins

(15), (16); (16), (14); (14), (15) lie, respectively, on the solids

234, 235, 236. Assuming that it has been proved as above, that

the six planes through (23), so arising, touch a quadric cone, and
are related, respectively, as planes of this cone, to the planes

through of systems 1,2, ..., 6 (these being the numbers obtained

by symbolical multiplication, with 23, of the notations for the six

planes), it follows that the points O, (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), of

plane 1 through 0, lie on a conic, and are related to the planes

through 0, respectively, in the order taken.

We can thus take the six points of any one of the sixteen planes,

as also the six planes through any one of the sixteen points, in

such an order that they are associated, respectively, with the

numbers 1, 2, ..., 6. The association is obtained, in the former

case, by symbolical multiplication of the symbol of the plane,

respectively, with 1, 2, . .
.

, 6 ; and, in the latter case, of the symbol
of the point. Thus, for example, the number 1 is associated with

the point (12) lying in the plane 2 through O, and is associated

with the point (23) of the plane (123), in which the tangent solid
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is met bv tlie sinoular solid 123 (or 456'); or again, the number 1

is associated with the plane 3 through 0, regarded as a plane

through the point (13), and is associated with the plane (134),

through the point (34). This association enables us to make the

sixteen points (as also the sixteen planes) correspond in pairs, in

any one of fifteen ways. For instance, take the two numbers 1, 2.

From any point, we may pass, with the number 1, to a particular

plane through this point ; and then, with the number ^, we may
pass from this plane to a particular one of the six points which it

contains. The second point is evidently obtained from the first point

by symbolical multiplication with the numbers 1 and 2, in either

order ; for instance, if the first point be (45), the second is (36).

What has been said suggests the arrangement of the sixteen

points in such a scheme as that adjoined
(14), (15), (16), (23)

(24), (25), (26), (31)

(34), (35), (36), (12)

(56), (64), (45),

This is typical of ten such schemes, of which
the other nine are obtainable from this by
interchange of any one of the numbers 1, 2, 3
with anv one of 4, 5, 6. If, in this scheme,

we take any element in the last row, or in

the last column, other than O, the other six elements in the same
row and column, as this chosen, are the points lying in one of the

six planes through 0. But, the points, given by the elements of

the scheme, which are in the same row and column as any of the

other ten elements, are those in one of the ten planes arising from

the singular solids. Further, considering the elements of the scheme

as consisting of the four tetrads which are in the four rows, the

points given by any two of these tetrads are at once seen to be

Moebius tetrads, inscribed to one another (Vol. i, pp. 61, 91).

For instance, taking the first and second rows, the point (14) lies

in the plane of the points (25), (26), (31), since these four points

are in the singular solid 256 (or 314) ; similarly, the point (25)

lies in the same plane with (14), (16), (23), these four points being

in the singular solid 146 (or 235). The same relation holds for

the four tetrads given by the columns of the scheme. Moreover,

there is a quadric surface in regard to which the four tetrads given

by the four rows are all self-polar; and, taking the four lines

joining elements in the same column, in the first two rows of the

scheme, and, likewise, the four lines joining elements in the same

column, in the last two rows, these eight lines have two common
transversals, which are generators of this quadric. By taking the

four rows in two pairs, in this way, three sets each of two gene-

rators are obtained. These are all of the same system, of generators

of the quadric, and the two of any set are harmonic conjugates in

regard to those of either of the other two sets (cf. Vol. iii, pp. 68,

138, 143).
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The intersections ofa tangent solid of 2 with the planes of
the six systems. In space of four dimensions, a plane meets a solid

in a line. Thus the x - planes of any one of the six systems,

which have been considered, give rise to x ^ lines in the tangent

solid of 2 at a particular point, 0. As these planes all meet three

lines, not lying in the tangent solid, whose transversal does not lie

in this solid (and this in various ways), we infer that the x '^ lines,

obtained in the tangent solid, belong to (at least one) tetrahedral

complex of lines in this solid (p. 32, above). Through any general

point of the tangent solid there pass, we have seen, two planes of

any one of the six systems, giving rise to two lines of the system

considered. We may expect, therefore, that the lines of this

system belong also to a linear (as well as to a tetrahedral) complex.

This we now prove, in a direct way, which also shews that the six

linear complexes so arising are mutually conjugate or apolar

(cf. p. 42, above). General results in regard to quadratic con-

gruences of lines are given below (Chap, vii) ; the sixteen points

and planes we have considered, in what precedes, then arise as

singular points and planes. The proof we now give is, in part,

algebraic ; another direct proof, of a synthetic kind, arises below

(p. 155), from a dual point of view.

Consider any particular line, of the second system^ obtained by
the intersection of the tangent solid with the plane of the second

system containing the three points tjB' + ^C, ^C + ^A^ ^A' + 7]B.

We first prove that any line of the first system which meets this

line, also meets another determinate line of the second system.

Through any point, say P, of the given line of the second system,

there pass, we have remarked, two lines of the first system ; we are

to prove that both these meet another line of the second system,

whose determination is independent of the position of P upon the

first line. The plane of the second system, (^, t;, ^), referred to,

meets the line e^ or 12, in a particular point, say T; through this

point there pass x ^ other planes of the second system, meeting the

tangent solid, at 0, in the generating lines, of one system, of a
quadric surface, as we have seen. Through T there pass, also,

X ^ planes of the first system, giving rise to the other system of

generators of the quadric surface spoken of; one of these passes

through P ; it meets all lines of the second system which lie on
planes through T, There is through P another line of the first

system ; this line, in fact, is not on a plane of the first system

passing through T, and does not lie on the quadric surface, in the

tangent solid at 0, obtained by planes through T. This line meets

this quadric surface in another point, say P'. Through P' there

passes a generator of the cjuadric surface, lying on a plane of the

second system through T ; this is of the same system as the gene-
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rator, (|^, 7;, ^), on which P lies. We shew that this second

generator, through P\ depends only on f, 17, f, and not on the

position of P upon the generator (^, ?;, ^). This second generator

is then met bv both the lines, obtained by planes of the first

system, through all points, P, of the generator (|^, 77, f ).

For, the point connnon to the plane defined by the points

r)B' + ^C, ^C + ^A, ^A' + 7;B, and the plane, of the first system,

defined by the points ijB + zC, zC + ,vA\ xA + yB\ is the point

whose symbol is

.r-'

I

{vB' 4- ^C) + y-' V i^C + ^A) + :s-^^{^A' + rjB),

its coordinates, relative to A, B, C, A\ B', C\ being

y-'v^, -~'^v, •*'~'l^^, -~'^f, ^r-'^v, y~'v^-^

the condition that this point lies on the tangent solid at 0, whose
equation is bc'X + ... = b'cX' + . .

.
, where a =\ — a, etc., is

^~^(i'x {hz — cy) + yf^h'y {ex — az) + ^~'^c'z (ay — bx) = 0.

This assumes that the two planes do- not meet in a line ; that is,

do not meet the line e in the same point ; for which the con-

dition is

Hy-r^) + vi^-'r) + ^(x-y) = 0.

In order to prove what we have stated it is thus necessary and
sufficient to prove that, if these two conditions are satisfied by one

set of values of ^, rj, ^, then they are satisfied by another set of

values, which depend on ^, 77, ^ only, and are independent oix,y,z.

Such another set, fi, 77,, ^j, is, in fact, given, in terms of the former

set, by

r: (^ - D = «' {¥ - ^b'\ 77, (^- ^) = b' i^a' - ^c),

For the former condition is equivalent, with proper values of \, fi,

to the three

^~^a' = \ + /j,ax~\ 77"^ // = X 4- yu.%~S ^~^ c = \ + ficz~\

leading to 7)~^b' — ^~^c = [x {bi/~^ — cz~^), etc. Thus, what we wish

to verify as to fi, 771, ^1 satisfying the first condition, is clear, this

being that the sum of three such quantities as

X (bz - cy) (77-^ - r^) (v-'f^' - ^-'c')-'

vanishes. The latter condition, for proper p, a, is equivalent to

the three equations ^ = px + o", etc. ; what we wish to verify for

this is thus the obvious fact that the sum of ^1 (77 — ^), 77^ (^— ^)

a'lf^ ^\{^~V) vanishes.

It can now be further verified that, if we form the same functions

of ?ii Vi-> Ki tliat ^1, 771, ^1 are of ^, 77, ^, we shall obtain the
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quantities ^, rj, f, save for a common factor. These are then

obtained from ^i, rj^, ^i just as ^j, rj^, ^i are obtained from |, ?;, ^.

Whence, considering, first, only those lines in the tangent solid

at 0, that lie upon planes of the second system which pass through

a particular point of the line e, these being the generators, of one

system, of a particular quadric surface, we have shewn that all

lines, obtained by intersection of the tangent solid with planes of

the first kind, meet this quadric surface on generators which are

pairs of an involution of these generators, or, are themselves gene-

rators of this quadric, of the opposite system. From this it follows

that these lines of the first kind belong to a linear complex of lines,

in the tangent solid at (Vol. in, p. 67). By parity of reasoning,

considering now all the lines, in the tangent solid, obtained by

planes of the second kind, these will also belong to a linear com-

plex. But further, as we have shewn that all lines of the first

linear complex, which meet any particular line of the second linear

complex, likewise meet another line of the second linear complex,

it follows that the pair of associated lines of the second complex

are polar lines of one another in regard to the first complex. Thus
either complex consists of pairs of lines which are polar lines of

one another in regard to the other complex. Whence it follows

that the two complexes are apolar, or conjugate (Vol. iii, p. 65.

Above, p. 42). A similar argument applies to any two of the six

systems of lines in the tangent solid. The fact that any two of

the linear complexes are conjugate involves the fact, remarked

above (p. 133), that we can associate together two of the sixteen

points of the tangent solid, in one of fifteen ways ; the converse is

also true.

Ea^. 1. Taking any two points, P, Q, given, relatively to

A, B, ..., C, respectively by

P = X,A + ...+ Z/C, and Q = X,A + . . . + Z:C\
and putting

S, = z/z (X, - X/) + za;{Y,- F/) + a.y (Z, - Z/),

U, = X (F/ - ZO + 3/ (Z/ -X,)+z {x; - Y,\

with a corresponding meaning for S^, t/g, prove that the planes of

the first kind, joining three points i/B + zC\ zC -\- xA', xA + yB\
which meet the line joining the two points P, Q, are given by the

values of x, y^ z which satisfy the equation SJJ^ — S.JJ^ = 0. Re-
garded as representing a locus in the plane (.r, y, z), this equation

represents a cubic curve passing through the four points (1, 0, 0),

(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1). When the two points P, Q are both
in the tangent solid at O, this point being given, as before, by the

coordinates {bc')~^, {ca)~\ etc., the equations Si + Ui = 0, S., + t/2 =
are both satisfied by (x, y, z) = (a, b, c), and the cubic curve con-
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tains the fifth point (a, h, c). When the two points P, Q, not

necessarily lying in the tangent solid at 0, are in a plane of the

second kind, being, respectively,

p, {r)B' + ^C) + q, (rC + ^A) + r, {^A' + r^B), and p, {-qR+ ^C) + etc.,

the cubic locus breaks into two, becoming

[^ui/z + rfvzx + i^xvxy] [x (t? - f) + 3/ (^- |) + s (| - 7;)] = 0,

where u = q^r.^ — q.^r^, v = ?\p.i — r.^pi^ etc. If the two points satisfy

both conditions, being on a line of the second kind in the tangent
solid at 0, the ratios of u, v, re are the same as of a (tjc — ^6'),

h{^a~^c'), c(^f)—i]a'). Both the ratios of ^u, ijv, ^zv, and the

ratios of r}— ^, ^ — ^, ^ — Vi ^i'^ unaltered by replacing f , 77, ^ by

^n Vii ?n where ^1 (7; — ^) = a' (rjc — ^b'), etc., as above.

Ex. 2. If f, 77, ^, ^', rj', ^' be the coordinates of any point

relatively to^, fi, C, ..., then independent coordinates, for a point

in the tangent solid at 0, may be taken to be X, F, Z, T, where

T = {c — a) {ab'^— a'b^') — (a — b) (car] — cat/),

and X = ^— ^', Y = r] — rj', Z = ^ — ^'. The tetrad of reference

for these coordinates consists of the four points where the tangent
solid is met by the four lines 34, 35, 36, 12 (or /, niy n, e). If

then the line coordinates of any line in the tangent solid be defined

by writing its equations in the forms

I'T + mZ - uY = 0, I'X + VI Y+ nZ= 0,

and we put

P = X {b — c) +y (c — a) + z(a — b),

Q = ijza (b — c) + zxb {c — a)-\- xyc {a — 6),

it can be shewn that the plane of the first system, containing the

points yB + zC\ zC+ xA', xA +yB\ meets the tangent solid at

in the line whose coordinates, /, m, «,/', m', n\ are, respectively,

a (b — c) xQ, b' {c — a)yQ, c {a — b) zQ, yzP, zxP, xyP.

These coordinates satisfy the equation

l/a' + m/b' + njc — I'a (b — c) — m'b (c — a) — n'c (a — b) = 0,

expressing that the line belongs to a linear complex, beside the

equations U' + mm + nn = 0, U'/a + mm'jb' + nnjc = 0, correspond-

ing to a tetrahedral complex.

Similarly, a plane of the second kind, joining the points 2/1^' + zfi,

ZiC + x^A, XiA' +yiB, if

Pi — ^'1 (^ — (') + etc., and Qi =yiZia (b — c) + etc.,

gives a line whose coordinates are

a{b-c)XiQi, b{c-a)yiQi, c{a-b)z^Q,, yiZ^P^, z.x^P,, x^y^P^.
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These satisfy the equation

Ija + mjb + njc — I'd (b — c) — nib' (c — a) — n'c (a — b)= 0,

beside //' + etc. = and U'/a -f etc. = 0. Evidently the two linear

complexes thus obtained are conjugate to one another.

E.r. 3. With X, Y, Z, T as in Ex. 2, the points of the quadric

surface, in the tangent solid at 0, obtained by planes of the second

kind drawn through the point ^ (A + A') + 7j {B+ B) + ^ (C + C),
are expressible, in terms of the ratios of three parameters, ,r, ^/, ^,

in the forms

X = {y-z){qv-Rfi\ Y={z-x){R\-Pv\ Z={x-y){Pti-Q\\

T = \{b - c) QR + fji (c - a) RP + V (a - b) PQ,
where

P = bc'ij — b'cz, Q = ca'z — c'ax, R = ab'x — a'by.

The plane sections of this quadric surface correspond to conies,

in a plane {x,y, z)^ which pass through the two points (1, 1, 1),

(a~^a', b~^b', c~^c'). The generators of the quadric surface, on the

planes of the second kind, correspond to the lines in this plane

which pass through the second of these points. The planes of the

first and second kinds, defined, respectively, by

(yB+zC, zC+xA', xA+yB') and (vB'+^C, ^C'+ ^A, ^A'+ rjB),

meet on the tangent solid at if

,r~i I — a~^ a', y~^ rj = b~^ b', z~^ ^= c~^ c .

Ex. 4. If, instead of X, F, Z, T in Ex. 2, we use X, = X/a\
Fi = F/6', Zi = Z/c, Tj = T/a'b'c', prove that the intersection of the

locus X with the tangent solid at has the equation P^ +Q-+R- =

where P = a{b-c)X, [- a T,/a + (c - a)Z,-{a -b) F,],

with similar values for Q and R. This equation represents a quartic

surface. It has sixteen double points, namelv at 0, and at the

f)oints where the tangent solid is met by the fifteen fundamental
ines. These double points lie, in sets of six, in sixteen planes, each

of which touches the surface at all the points of a conic. The lines

in which the tangent solid is met by the planes of any one of the

six systems, belonging both to a quadratic (tetrahedral) complex,

and to a linear complex, are said to form a quadratic congrueuce.

As any line in one of these planes meets the locus S in only two
points, each a pair of coincident points, the lines of the quadratic

congruence are double tangents of the (juartic surface. As the two
planes of any system, which pass through a point of the locus S,

coincide with one another, the points of the quartic surface are
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those points, in the tangent solid at 0, for which the two lines of

the quadratic congruence, generally possible through any point,

coincide with one another. Any tangent plane of the ((uartic

surface meets it in a plane quartic curve, to which six tangent

lines can be drawn from the (double) point of contact of the plane.

These are the six bitangents t)f the quartic surface which are possible

through any point of it, arising from the six planes of the various

systems through any point of S. See, also, p. 142, below.

The quartic surface is generally called Kummers quaHic surface.

We return to the consideration of it below (Chap, vii), from the

point of view of space of five dimensions ; and it will be proved that

anv quadratic congruence of lines lies in forty tetrahedral complexes.

Ex. 5. A set of six linear complexes of lines, in space of three

dimensions, of which every two are conjugate, can be constructed

from six arbitrary points, of which no four lie in a plane. It has

been said (Vol. iii, p. 68, Ex. 26) that, if five points, A, B, C, D, E,

be taken, in threefold space, in a particular order, there is a polar

system in which each of these points has, for its polar plane, the

plane through this point which contains the two contiguous points ;

so that the five sides of the pentagon are lines of the associated

linear complex. In this polar system, the polar line of the joining

line of two alternate points of this pentagon, for example of the

join AD, is the transversal, drawn from the intermediate point, E,
to the two sides of the pentagon, AB and CD, which are contiguous

to the side, BC, opposite to E. Hence, if A, P, Q, B, C, D be any
six points of the threefold space, and two polar systems be deter-

mined, respectively by the two ordered pentagons A, P, Q, B, C
and A,Q,P,B,D (wherein the four points A, P, Q, B are the same,

but P, Q occur in reverse orders), then these polar systems, or the

associated linear complexes, are conjugate to one another. For, the

line AP, which is self-polar in the first system, has, for polar in the

second system, the transversal drawn from Q to PB and AD ; while

this transversal, drawn from Q in the plane PQB, is likewise self-

polar in the first system. Namely, the linear complex, associated

with the first polar system, contains two lines which are polars of

one another in the second polar system. This is a sufficient con-

dition for the two associated linear complexes to be conjugate

(cf. p. 42, above, Ex. 1).

These preliminaries being clear, take, in the threefold space, six

points. A, B, C, P, Q, R. We can then define six polar systems

respectively by the ordered pentagons

B, R, Q,C,A; C, P, R,A,B; A, Q, P, B, C

;

B,Q,R,C,P; C,R,P,A,Q; A, P, Q, B, R ;

these we denote, respectively, by a, /3, 7 and a', /3', 7', and prove
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that every two of them are conjugate. For this it is sufficient to

prove that the four pairs, (d, 7), (/3', 7), (a, a') and (a, /3'), are con-

jugate. But, 13, 7 are determined, respectively, by the two pentagons

A, B, C, P, R and A, C, B, P, Q; $' and 7' are determined by the

two pentagons R, P, A, Q, C and R, A, P,Q, B ; a and a are deter-

mined by the two pentagons B, R, Q, C, A and B, Q, R,C,P; while

the two systems a, /3' are determined, respectively, by the two
pentagons R, Q, C, A, B and R, C, Q, A, P. In every case there are

four common points to the two pentagons, of which two come in

reverse orders. This proves the statement, by what is said above.

Recurring to the scheme given above (p. 133), it will be found

that we may take, for A, B, C, a set of three points in one of the

rows of this scheme, then, for P, a point of another row, in the

same column as A ; for Q, a point of another row, in the same
column as B ; and for R, the point of the remaining row which is

in the same column as C.

Ex. 6. In the preceding Example, if the planes BPC, CQA, ARB
meet in D, and, referred to A, B, C, D, the points P, Q, R be, re-

spectively, {0,qy,t\,k\), ipoyO, r^, 1^2), (Pi^qz^^^h), and we take

^n ^2 9 ^3 SO that

q^ndi =p.2ks-p,ik\, r,p^9o = qzh-qiK P2qA = rih-r2k\,

prove that the six linear complexes considered have the respective

equations

l-ej' = 0, m-e,m' = 0, n-e,n' = 0,

and k\ dr'L + 7\M-q,N = 0, - rj. + k,0,-'M + p^N =-0,

q,L-p,M+k,d,-'N = 0,

where L = 1+6J', M = m -f- O.^m', N = n+ d^n'.

It is easy to see that any two of these are conjugate.

Without loss of generality, we may replace the coordinates,

a:, «/, z, t, of a point, respectively, by Lv, my, nz, t. Thereby, for

^1) ^29 ^3» we obtain, respectively, ?n7i0Jl, nld^jm, ImOJn. Thus we
can choose /, m, n so that ^1, 6-2, 63 have any assigned numerical

values.

Ex. 7. Prove that, in the figure of fifteen lines, which we have
considered, in space of four dimensions, there are sixty pairs of

non-intersecting lines, and forty-five pairs of intersecting lines. Also,

that there are eighty triads of non-intersecting lines, namely sixty

triads with symbols such as 12, 13, 14, and twenty triads with

symbols such as 23, 31, 12. These eighty triads correspond to the

eighty tetrads of points represented by such schemes as that given

above (p. 133).

Ex. 8. Prove that if, in the tangent solid of the locus S at the

point 0, we take coordinates given by X = 't] — ^\ ^ = ?"?»
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Z = '^ - 77', T = be (^ - ^') + ca {V - v) + (ih (^- t'),' for which the

points of reference are the intersections of the tangent sohd with
the Hnes 14, 15, 16, 23 (or «, 6, c^d')^ then the line coordinates,

of the line in which the plane {yB + zC\ zC + .vA\ orA + yB') meets
the tangent solid, are

{b-c)UV'W\ {c-a)VW'U', (a-b)WU'V',
-a'U'VW, -b'V'WU, -c'W'UV,

where U = y — z, etc., and U' = yc — zh^ etc. These satisfy the

equations
//' 4- nmi' + nn' = 0, 11'/a + mm jb' -f nn jc = 0,

and the equation

1+ m + n — a (b — c) I'/a — b{c— a) m'jb' — c (a — b) n jc = 0.

The corresponding results may be obtained when the coordinates

and T = b'c (^ - I') + c'a (77-77') + a'b' (f - t')

are taken, for which the reference points are the intersections of

the tangent solid with the lines 24, 25, 26, 31 (or a\ b', c\ d). Or
when the coordinates

X = crj— b^' + c't)' — b'^, Y = a^ — c^' + a'^' — c'^, etc.,

are taken, for which the reference points are the intersections of the

tangent solid with the lines 56, 64, 45 (or p, g, r), and the point O.

See the following Example.
E.v. 9. Take a set of four tetrads of points, in space of three

dimensions, of which every two are mutually inscribed, consisting of

the tetrad of reference and three tetrads (0,tv, — 6,.,«y), (— (VjO,«r,6y),

{br, —cir, 0, 6v), («r? Ki ^r, 0), for r= 1, 2, 3, where «;.as-f6,.6s+ 6v<:"s=0.

Such a set is given by the rows of the scheme above (p. 133). Let

Q = a-^a~2.a.^yz + b^b^b^zx + c^c^Cyvy, and Pj — a^x + b^y + c^z. Con-
sider any one of the x - lines given, for varying x,y^ 2, by the line

coordinates

'^'Q» yO., ^'Q, a'2(hy-^Pi^ b.AzxP^, c^Cs.ryP,-,

these are such that

U'la^a-i = mm'/bob-i = nn'/coC-i,

and (/— /') «! + (m — m') b^ + (// — n') i\ = 0.

The line can be joined to the points of any one of the four tetrads,

so forming four axial pencils each of four planes. Pi'ove that these

four axial pencils are related to one another.

If .r, ?/, z be regarded as coordinates in a plane, the line coordi-
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nates, equated to zero, represent cubic curves with five points in

connnon. This is a general result (cf. Chap, vii, below).

Eoc. 10. Consider any solid, IT, passing through the line p, in the

figure of fifteen lines, in space of four dimensions, considered above.

The eight lines, of the fifteen fundamental lines, which do not meet

the line e, namely a,b,c,d,a\b',c\d', will meet this solid in points

which we may denote by (a), (b), The plane of the three points

(a), (b), (<:•)? in this solid, will meet the line e ; this is a plane of the

first system, and meets the line d, in (d). Similarly, the points

(a), {b'), (c'), (d') are in a plane of the second system. Again, the

points (6), (r), (d'), («'), lying, respectively, on the lines 15, 16, 23, 24,

are in the singular solid 234 (or 156), and are in the plane in which

this solid meets n. Similarly for {c),{a),(d'),{b') and {a),{b),{d'),{c').

Thus the two tetrads of points, (rt), (6), (r), {d') and («'), {b'), (c), (d),

form a pair of mutually inscribed Moebius te;trads.

Using, as before, coordinates |, ?/, ... ,
^' referred to A, B, ..., C,

put X = v-^', Y=^-^', Z=^-v',
p r=b^ + cri -\- aX— c^' — a?/ — b^',

T=bc(^-^') + ca{v-v') + ab(^-^').

The equation tP — T = 0, for varying t, is the general solid con-

taining the points bB+ cC, cC + aA', aA + bB'; the solids ^==0,
F = 0, Z = contain, respectively, the lines 6, c, d', a' ; c, a, d\ b' ;

a, 6, f/ , c . It is easy to verify such identities as

a [P + {c -a)Z-{a-b)Y] = T- (« - 6) (a - c) (^ - |')

;

thus the locus S, in the space of four dimensions, has the equation

(see the irrational form, p. 130; also pp. 138, 158)

[« (6 - c) X[P- cr'r + (r - a) Z - {a - b) F]]^ + etc. = 0.

If, herein, we replace T by P, the equation represents the Kummer
surface, in which the locus 2 is n)et by the tangent solid at the

point (a, 6,c), the equation of this tangent solid being T* —P = 0. The
reference points for the coordinates X, F, Z, P are (rt), (6), (c), {d').

Any solid containing the line c may be represented by T = 0. The
surface in which the locus S is met by this solid, 11, in terms of the

coordinates X, F, Z, P, is therefore given by putting, in this equation

for S, zero in place of T. The surface then arising is one studied

by Pll'icker {Geoinetrk dcs Raumes, 1868, pp. 163 fl'.), under the

name of the Meridian Surface. It is the locus of the conies touched
by the lines of a quadratic complex which meet an arbitrary line

;

and is the envelope of the cones generated by lines of this complex
which meet this line. It will be seen (Chap, vii, below) that the

lines of a quadratic coniplex which belong to a linear complex (or,

in particular, meet a line), belong to a tetrahedral complex (to

foi'ty such). Thus Pliicker''s meridian surface may be regarded as
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generated from the tetraliedral complex WIA = mm'jB= nn IC,\\\\GY(i

^ + 5 + C = 0, by lines meeting the particular line (/, ?/«, //, /', rn, n') ;

its equation is then of the form

\Av (I't + mz - ny)\^ + etc. = 0,

as we easily verify, and of many other forms. The surface is of the

fourth order, and rational (Vol. in, p. 102, Ex. 9), as is, in fact,

every (]uartic surface in threefold space which has a double line.

If, in this e(:[uation, we take /?, q, r so that /' = qr, in' = rp, n = pq ;

put ,r = pX, )j — qY, z = rZ, t = P ; and also take a, 6, c so that

a{Bnq — Cmr) = Amn, b = a — ii/r, c = a + ni/q,

it is easily seen that this form reduces to that obtained above.

The surface has the eight points (a\ {b), ... for double points;

these lie in pairs, (a) and (a), (b) and (6'), etc., upon four lines,

lying on the surface, which meet the line e ; and there is a corre-

sponding dual theorem. The complete investigation need not be
given here. (Cf., for example, the writer's Multipli/ Periodic Func-
tions, 1907, p. 159.)

Determine the equations of the congruences of lines in which
the solid IT is met by the planes of the systems 3, 4, 5, 6. The
mericiian surface is evidently the locus of points from which the

two lines, of any one of these congruences, are coincident; namely,

is thefocal surface of the congruence. (C'f. Chap, vii, below.)

Ex. 1 1 . Six arbitrary lines of general position, in space of four

dimensions, are met by five planes. These form an associated

system of planes (as defined above, p. 118).

For, taking four of the lines, a, b, c, d, as in the preceding work,

consider the planes joining three points, yB -\- zC\ zC + xA\
xA -VyB'^ (which therefore meet a, b, c, d), which are also such as

to meet two other arbitrary lines. The condition for such a line

to meet a further arbitrary line, we have seen (Ex. 1, p. 136,

above), is that {x, ?/, z), regarded as coordinates in a plane, should

be the coordinates of a point of a cubic curve passing through four

given points. Two plane cubic curves have nine common points.

There are, then, five other sets of values of {x, y^ z), and, there-

fore, five planes, which meet two arbitrary lines in addition to

meeting the four independent lines a, b, c, d. And, as any cubic

curve, which passes through eight of the nine intersections, passes

through the ninth (Vol. in, p. 156, Ex. 6), four of these planes

determine the fifth. (Cf. Segre, Rend. d. Palermo, ii, 1888,

pp. 45—5!2.)

As is indicated in Ex. 1, p. 136 above, the theorem has excep-

tions when the six given lines are not of general positions.

Ex. 12. Given four arbitrary planes, in space of four dimensions,

these are met, bv a solid, in four lines. These four lines will lie on
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a (|uadric surface, in the solid, if this sohd is any soHd passing

througli a certain fifth plane, (issociated with the given four. Let
the four given planes be a, /8, 7, S ; and the four planes each meet-
ing three of these in a line be a', ^\ 7', 8', the common associated

plane of these two sets being e. Then the solid, drawn through
the plane e, meets a', ..., 8' in four generators of the same quadric

surface, of the opposite system. These meet the four generators in

the planes a, ..., 8, respectively, at the points (a, a'), ..., (8, 8'),

which are on the plane e, on the conic in which the plane e meets

the quadric surface. Thus the first four generators, as lines of

their system of generators, are related with the second four gene-

rators, as lines of their system.

Dually, if a, 6, c, d be four general lines, and «', b\ c\ d' .the

transversals of threes of these, and be a point such that the

planes Oa, 06, Oc, Od belong to a quadric point-cone (and, there-

fore, on a certain line, e), of which the planes Oa\ Ob', Oc', Od' are

planes of the other system, then the first four planes meet any
plane, through O, which meets a, b, c, d, in a flat pencil of lines

which is related to the pencil in which the second four planes meet
any plane, through 0, which meets a', b', c, d'.

Ex. 13. Let three points. A, B, C, in space of four dimensions,

be joined, by lines, each to one of three other points, A\ B , C.
In this way there arise six triads of joining lines, according to the

order in which the points A\ B', C are taken. An arbitrary solid,

by its intersections with the lines of a triad, determines a plane.

It may be shewn that the six planes so arising meet in a point,

and touch a quadric cone.

The triads of joining lines may also be described as the two sets of

alternate sides, and the set of diagonals, of the hexagon ABCABC,
together with the three other similar triads from the hexagon
ABBA CC (which is obtained from the former hexagon by the

interchange of B and C).

Let the given points be of symbols A, B, C, etc. ; and let f, r), ^,

etc. be coordinates relative to these points ; the equation of the

solid may be written

The points in which this solid meets the joins of A, B, C, respec-

tively, to B', C,A, for example, are aA + bJB', bB + t\C' , cC + a^A'.

The plane of these points passes through the point, say O, whose
symbol is aA + bB -\- cC + a^A' + b^B' + c^C ; as, similarly, do all

the six planes in question. Next, consider the points, taken in

order, whose symbols are

bB + a,A', aA + b,B', cC + a,A', bB + b,B , aA + a,A', cC + b^B'.

These form a hexagon of which the diagonals meet in the point
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a^A' — hiB': thus any side of the hexagon is met, not only by the
two contiguous sides, but also by the opposite side. Wherefore,
the six sides of this hexagon are generators of a quadric surface.

The solid in which this surface lies may be defined by three alter-

nate vertices of the hexagon, together with the point of intersection

of the diagonals, and this space is identical with the solid by which
the six planes are constructed. The planes joining to the sides

of this hexagon are, in fact, these six planes, which, therefore,

touch a quadric cone, as stated.

If the six given points be in a fivefold space, and the six planes

be similarly defined by a fourfold, with equation

these six planes lie upon the quadric a~^^^+ ... = «i~'"^'^+ ..., and
pass through the point where this is touched by the given fourfold.

Eo'. 14. The theorem, for fourfold space, proved in the preceding
Example, includes the result, given above, that the six planes, of
the various systems, which can be drawn through a point of the
quartic locus 2, touch a quadric cone ; as is easy to see. Now let

an arbitrary plane, nr, be drawn in one of the singular solids, say

123 (or 456). Through the two points where this plane meets a
pair of lines, of one of the two triads of non-intersecting lines

lying in this singular solid, say the two lines 12, 13, there can be
drawn a definite plane of one of the six systems, in this case of
system 1. As only a single tangent solid of the locus S contains

the plane cr, because this lies in the singular solid, we infer that
the six planes obtained as described, meet in a point and touch a
quadric cone.

Ea: 15. We may relate the points of three planes, in space of
four dimensions, by taking four arbitrary points in one of these

planes, and making correspond to these, respectively, four points

in each of the other two planes (Vol. i, p. 148). Then we may
consider the aggregate of planes containing three corresponding
points, one in each plane. A particular case is that when the three

sets of four corresponding points are on four lines, each meeting
the three planes. On the first plane, a, let the four points be C/, F,
W, K; on the second plane, a', let the points corresponding thereto

be U', F', W, K ; on the third plane, a", let the corresponding
points be U", V", W'\ K"—so that C/, XJ\ U" are in line, as also

F, F', F"; l\\ W\ W" and K, K\ K . Each three of these four

lines has a transversal. It can be shewn, liH, H', H" be any three

corresponding points respectively lying in the related planes or, a', a",

that the plane HH'H ' meets the four transversals so arising.

We may identify the four lines, UU'U'\ etc., which meet the

three given planes, respectively with the lines a, b,c,d of the figure

B. G. IV. 10
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discussed above, in the text; then the points [/, F, W, K, and the

general point, H, of the plane «, may be taken to have symbols,

respectively,

yB+;:C', zC+,vA', .vA + ijB', yz{B' + C) + zi'{C' +A) + xy{A' ^B)

and \x {yB + zC) + ^juy (zC + xA') + vz {xA +yB');

the points U, V, W, K arise from the last point, H, for the par-

ticular values (\, /x, v) = {l, 0, 0); (0, 1, 0); (0, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 1).

The point, H', in the plane a', may then be taken to be, similarly,

of symbol \x' (y'B + z'C) + etc., where X, fi, v are the same as for

H\ and the point, H'\ in the plane a", may be represented by

Xx" {y" B-{- z'C) -\-iiic. The general point of the plane HH'H"
has, then, a symbol

^(vB'+fiC) + 7] (XC + vA) 4- l^itiA + \B\

where ^, ?;, ^ are of the respective forms ^ — pyz-\-py'z -{ p"y"z'\

7] = pzx + p'z'x' + etc., and X=pxy + etc. The ratios of jo, p', p"

identify any individual point of this plane; in particular we obtain

the points of intersection of tliis plane with the four transversals,

spoken of, by choosing jt),y;',j9" so that, for these four lines, respec-

tively,(^, 77,0 = (1,0,0); (0,1,0); (0,0,1); (1,1,1).

Ex. 16. With the notation of the text, the common point of

the two planes of the first kind, containing, respectively, the points

yB -\- zC\ zC + xA', xA+yB' and y^B+z^C, ZiC + x^A', etc., is

^' "^^ (yB + zC) + -Il^l^^ (.c + xA') +—^^ (xA +yB').
yzi -y,z '^ zx,- z^x xy, - x^y

The point of intersection of the former plane with the plane of the

second system containing the points ; P, or 'qB' + ^C; Q, or ^C + ^A ;

R, or ^A' + rjB, provided these two planes do not meet in a line, is

{yKY'A + {z^r^B + (.r,?)-'C + {r^z)-^A' + [i^xY^B' + {^y)-'C\

which is x^^^P -\-y~^'r]Q_ + z~^t,R. The other plane of the first

system through this point is that given by x\ y\ z\ where

x'{v- ='»'(«/? -^'/X /(^-|)=Z/(^^-0' etc.;

these are such that

xlx - 6xrj^+(f), y/y = 0y^^ + </>, z/z' = 6z^7] + <^,

where 6, (p are symmetrical quantities.

Ex. 17. Three planes, a, ^, 7, of the first three systems, respec-

tively, are given by the triads of points

(i/B+zC, zC+ xA', xA + yB'), (y^C+z^B', ZyA + x^C\ x\B+ y^A'\

{y.^A +Z2A', Z2B + x.,B\ x\C+y.,C');

prove that the conditions for the pairs of planes (a, /S), (a, 7), (/8, 7)
to meet in lines are, respectively.
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.x\~-' {}j
- z) +etc. = 0, .r- (/y, - ,::,) + etc. = 0, x.r' {'h

- s:.) + etc. = 0,

and that these ecj nations are not consistent, in general. Cf. Ex. 2'3.

jE.r. 18. With coordinates, ^, ?;, ..., ^', referred to the six points

A, B, ..., C, as in the text, prove that the equation

(^-r')(V-D + <^-H?-r)(r-r)-(i + ^)-Hr-v)(r-^)=o
represents the quadric point-cone, (h-avvn from the point aL — M,
of the line r, whose planes are those of the first and second kinds,

meeting, respectively, the lines a, b, c, d and a\ b', c\ d'. Prove,
also, that every tangent solid of this cone is a tangent solid of the
locus S.

Ex. 19. Consider the rational quartic curve, in space of four
dimensions, whose points have coordinates, {a',;t/,z,t.,u\ of the
forms ($^, 0^, d'\ t), 1) ; the equations of a plane meeting this curve
in three points, a so-called trisecant plane, are of the forms

Ax+By^ Cz + Dt = 0, Ay + Bz + Ct + Du = 0.

If L, M be any two points of the space, the trisecant planes of the
curve, which pass through the point aL — M, lie upon a quadric
point-cone, whose equation is of the form U + ^crV + a'W = 0.

Determine the other system of planes of this cone ; and shew that

the cone becomes a line-cone for three values of a.

Prove that the trisecant planes of the quartic curve which meet
a line are projected, from an arbitrary point of the curve, by the

tangent solids of a quadric point-cone. Deduce, for a cubic curve
in space of three dimensions, that, if three tetrads of points be
taken on the curve, the twelve planes, each containing three points

of one tetrad, all touch a quadric surface; further, that the two
tangent planes of this quadric surface, drawn from an arbitrary

chord of the cubic curve, determine a further tetrad of tangent
planes of this quadric surface (of which these are two); and also

(as was remarked to the writer by Mr Vaidyanathaswamy), that

there are three chords of the cubic curve which are generators of

the quadric surface. (Cf. Vol. in, Ex. 8, p. 135; and p. 120,

above.

)

Ex. 20. The tangent solid of the locus S, whose equation, with co-

ordinates referred to the points A,B,...C', was u^+ ... +u'^'+ . . . =0,
-subject to it + V + . . . + w = 0, uviv + uv'io' = 0, may be referred to

the symmetrical points F, G, ..., previously used (p. 116 above).

For this, let the symbol

^A+...+ ^'C, or ^{G + H)+rj(H + F)+...+ ^ (F' + G%
be written xF {-...+ z'H', so that x = 7] + ^, ... > z = ^' + y. The
equation of the tangent solid,

«f + ... = 0, or u (y + z — x) + . . . + u' (j/ + z — x') + ... =0,

10—2
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becomes f/.r + . . . + WTV = 0, with tc = V + W, ..., iv' = U' +V'.
The conditions for the coefficients then become

U+V + ... + W'^0,
(V + W){W + U){U + V) + (V + W ){W' + V'){IJ' + V) = 0.

For any p, q, r, however, we have

ip + g + rf = p' + g''' + 9^
-i- 3 (g + r)(r + p)(p + g).

Thus, the second condition for the tangent soHd, the tangential

equation of the locus 2, becomes

where U + ... + W' = 0.

It may be proved, further, that the ten singular solids have

equations Ux^ ... -\-W'z =0^ where three of (7, F, ..., W are 1,

and three are — 1.

Ex. 21. It has been shewn (p. 117 above) that the figure of

fifteen points and fifteen lines, with the associated planes and
solids, is changed into itself by fifteen involutory transformations.

There exists also a quadric (x ^), in regard to which the figure is

its own polar reciprocal. In particular, the polar solid of the

point F — F\ in regard to this quadric, is the solid defined by the

points G, H^ G', H '. Thus, the fifteen points such as F — F' are

the complete intersection of the polar solids, in regard to this

quadric, of the six points F, G, ...,H', any four of these solids

intersecting in one of these fifteen points; also, the plane of the

points F — F\ G — G', H — H' is the polar plane, in regard to this

quadric, of the line, e, containing the points F + F', G + G', H + H'y
the polar solids of the points of this line all containing this plane.

With coordinates x, i/, ..., referred to F, G, ..., as above, the

equation of this quadric is

{x + i/ + z-h x'+i/' + z'f -6(x'^ + i/^ + z- + .i''2 + 3/'2 + z'^) = ;

or, if 3X denote 2x+2x' — ^ — i/' — z — z'., with similar forms for

3F, 3Z, the equation is also

(x - x'f + («/ -yj +{z- zj + Z^ + F^ + Z' = 0,

which is explicitly a function only of the differences of the co-

ordinates. The condition that a solid, expressed by

Ux+...-]-W'z' = 0,

should touch this quadric is

C72 + V' +W + U'' + F'2 +W = 0,

subject to U+... + W' = 0. In terms of coordinates^, rj, ...,

referred to A, B, ..., if^ = »;-^', g = ^ - ^\ r = ^ - rj'
,
j)' = rj' - ^^

etc., and 3P = g + g' — 7' — r\ etc., the equation is

(p-p'T + (q- g'r + (r - r'y- + P' + Q' + R" = 0.
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Ex. 22. The reciprocity of the preceding Example is a par-

ticular case of a theorem already many times referred to (cf. Vol. ii,

p. 218; Veronese, Math. Annul xix, 1882, p. 161). The twenty-

one points, consisting of the six F, G, etc., and the fifteen F — F\
F — G\ etc., may be regarded as consisting of two .nmplexes, each

of five points, which are in perspective with one another from a

centre, (which is also one of the twenty-one points), together with

the ten points, lying in a solid, in which joining lines, of correspond-

ing pairs of points of the two simplexes, intersect one another.

These twenty-one points may be obtained either, by projection of

the intersections of seven fourfolds, lying in a space of five dimen-

sions which contains the fourfold space of the given figure ; or, as

the intersections, with this fourfold space, of the joins of seven

points of this fivefold space. Taking the latter point of view, the

fourteen linearly independent (x ^) quadrics, which can be drawn
through the seven points of the fivefold space, meet the fourfold

space of the given figure in fourteen (x ^) quadrics. These are all

outpolar to the quadric in regard to which the specified polarity

has place, and determine this quadric. (Cf. p. 10, above, Ex. 1.)

E.r. 23. Take any point O, of general position, not lying on the

locus S. Through this point there pass fifteen planes, each joining

the point to one of the fifteen lines of the figure. There also pass

through this point two planes of each of the six systems, which we

may denote, respectively, by (1, 1'), (2, 2'), ..., (6, 6')- Each of

the two planes of the first system meets one of the planes of the

second system in a line, intersecting the line 12; we can choose the

notation so that the planes 1, 2' meet in a line, and also the planes

1', 2 meet in a line. And, then, so that the planes 1, 3' meet in a

line, and also the planes 1', 3. Then we can prove that the planes

2, 3' meet in a line, and also 2', 3. For, if it were the planes 2, 3

which meet in a line, the planes 1', 2, 3 would be in a solid; and,

then, the lines 23, 31, 12, each of which meets a pair of these

planes, would be in this solid; this would thus be the singular

solid 123 (or 456). But this solid contains the point O; and a

general point does not lie in any of the ten singular solids. Thus

it is not the planes 2, 3, but the*^ planes 2, 3', and, therefore, also,

the planes 2', 3, which meet in a line. This argument being

repeated, we can infer that, with proper notation, no two of the

six planes 1, 2, ..., 6 meet in a line, and no two of the six planes

r, 2', ..., 6'; but the plane r (for r= 1, 2, ..., 6) meets in a line

every one of the planes 1', 2', ..., 6' other than r. Now, let the

symbols 1, 2, ... denote, not the planes through the point O, but

the conies in which these planes meet the locus 2. Then, for

instance, the conies 1, 2' have a point in common, where the line

of intersection of the planes 1, 2' meets the line 12. We have.
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therefore, twenty-seven loci on the locus S, the fifteen lines and
the twelve conies; and we easily see that, upon each of these

twenty-seven loci, there are five points, through each of which two
other of the twenty-seven pass. For instance, on the line 12 there

are, first, the three points through which pass, respectively, the

three pairs of lines (34, 56), (35, 64), (36, 45), and there are the
two points through which pass, respectively, the two pairs of

conies (1, 2') and (1', 2). Or again, on the conic 1' there are the
five points in which this is met by the lines 12, 13, ..., 16; and
through these there pass, respectively, also the conies 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

The total number of such intersections of three of the twenty-
seven loci is, therefore, forty-five.

Now, let n be an arbitrary solid, not containing 0. Allow the
planes, through 0, containing the twenty-seven loci, to meet this

solid. We obtain twenty-seven lines in 11, meeting in threes in

forty-five points. Transferring the notation to these lines, the
lines 1, 2', in the solid IT, meet in a point, as do the lines 1', 2;
and the join of these points is the line 12. Also, two lines in IT,

denoted by pq and r*, meet if the symbols jo, q, r, s are all different,

but not otherwise. The figure in the solid II is, in fact, the dual
of that of the twenty-seven lines of a cubic surface, explained in

Vol. Ill, p. 160. And, as in that case, it may be shewn that there

are thirty-six ways of choosing a set of twelve of the lines, in

the solid 11, to play the parts here played by 1, 1', ..., 6, 6', the
other fifteen being then constructed from these. If we consider, in

the solid 11, beside the lines, the planes in which this solid is met
by the tangent solids, of the locus %, which pass through O, we
shall easily see that these are an aggregate dual to that of the
points of a cubic surface. Three tangent solids of the locus 2 pass

through an arbitrary plane of the fourfold space ; in particular,

three through a plane which contains 0. Thus, in IT, three planes
of the aggregate pass through an arbitrary line.

We may deal with the matter algebraically. If the point be
uA + ... +a'A' + ..., so that {a.,b,c,a',b',c') are its coordinates

referred to A, B, ..., C, the tangent solid of the locus S, whose
equation is i/(t — z) ^+ ... ={t - i/)z^' + ... (p. 128, above), con-
tains the point provided t = S/P, where

S = yz (a —a) + zx (b' — b) + xy {c — <),

P = X {b' - c) +y {c -a)-\-z{a' - b).

This relation connecting x, ^/, z^ t may be regarded as representing
a (juadric surface in a space {x, ?/, ^, t). To every point of this

quadric surface corresponds a tangent solid, of the locus S, passing
through O ; and, therefore, also, a plane of the cubic aggregate in

the solid II. By means of this equation, the coefficients of |^, ?;, ...,
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in the equation of the tangent solid of S, take the forms y{S — zP),
z{S — .rP), When equated to zero, these represent cubic curves,

in the plane (.r, «/, ^), with six connnon points. (Cf. \ ol. iii, p. 189.)
More geonietricallv, we may shew tliat the planes, of the aggre-

gate in n, are the dual of the points of a cubic surface, by shewing
that they meet three fixed planes in corresponding points of three

related plane systems (cf. Vol. in, p. 185; and Ex. 15, above).

That this is so follows from the figure in the space of four dimen-
sions, because a variable plane of one system meets thi*ee fixed

planes of another system in such related plane systems (cf. Ex. 16,
above) ; while a tangent solid of the locus 2, at a point of such
a plane, contains this plane.

The dual of the figure which has been considered. We
have already referred briefly to the dual of the figure, here con-

sidered, which arises when we begin with four planes, instead of

four lines (Ex. 5, p. 117, above). There will be fifteen planes, and
six systems of lines, each line meeting five associated planes. In-

stead of the aggregate of the tangent solids of the quartic locus S,
each containing planes of all the six systems, meeting in its point

of contact, there will be a locus of points, which we shall denote
by S; this will be expressible by an equation ^v^— ^'v^\ where

^ + V + ^= ^ +v' + ^\ there being three points of the locus upon
an arbitrary line. The six systems of lines will lie entirely upon
this cubic locus S, a line of each system passing through every

ordinary point of the locus. The locus S will have ten double
points, corresponding to the singular solids, such that any line

through one of these points meets the locus only in one further

point. All the points of any one of the fifteen planes will be points

of the locus. As is indicated in Ex. 20 above, the equation of the

locus S can be written in symmetrical form by taking coordinates

X, F, ... such that ^=Y+Z, v^Z+X, ^=X+Y, ^'= -{Y'+Z'),

v' = - (Z' + X'\ t' = - {X' + Y'). These lead to

X + Y + Z + X'+Y'-\-Z' = 0,

and the equation is

X' + Y-' -\- Z' + X'' + Y'' + Z'' = 0.

A plane lying entirely on the locus is then represented by J\C 4- Jt '= 0,

Y + Y' = 0, which involve Z + Z' = 0; and there are fifteen such

planes, each corresponding to a mode of dividing the six coordi-

nates into three pairs. The double points of the locus are those

given by Jt'^ = F^= ... = Z% and are the points of which three of

the coordinates X, Y, ... are + 1, and three of them — 1. To state

the equations of a system of five planes of which no two meet in a

line, let the coordinates be denoted in order by 1, 2, ..., 6; let

such an equation as X+Y=0 be denoted by 12. There are six
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ways of forming a system of five synthemes, such as 12. 34. 56, so

that these five synthemes contain, in their aggregate, all the fifteen

duads such as 12 (cf. Vol. ii, p. 221). Such a system of synthemes

gives such a system of five planes. When such a system of five

planes is obtained, the solids which join an arbitrary point of one

such plane, to three others of the planes, meet in a line intersecting

four of the planes ; this line, therefore, lies entirely on the locus

;

and it meets the fifth plane.

But, the locus 6* is obtained in a natural way by considering,

in space of three dimensions, all the quadric surfaces which pass

through five arbitrary points of general position. If coordinates,

in this threefold space, be a.\ y-, z, t\ and the five given points,

which we denote by A, B, C, D, E, be, respectively, (1,0,0,0),

(0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,6), (0,0,0,1), (1,1,1,1), then six degenerate

quadric surfaces through these five points are |^ = 0, r/ = 0, ... etc.,

where

^ = i/{t-z), i] = z{t-x), t;=.v{t-y\

These are subject to ^ + "J? + ^= ^' + V + ?'» ^^^d may be interpreted

as coordinates in space of four dimensions. They are also subject

to ^v^— ^'v'^\ ^r'd represent a cubic (oo *) locus, S, in the four-

fold space. Between the general points of this locus, and the

points of the threefold space, there is thus set up a correspondence,

the reverse equations being

t-^.v=(v'-m^-n t-'y=(^'-mv-v), t-'^=i^'-vm-n
In general, any quadric surface through the points A, B, ...,£,

with equation of the form A^ + Br) + C^ = A'^' + B'rj' + C'^', corre-

sponds to the section of the locus 5 by a solid ; this is a cubic

surface. Thus, the quartic curve of intersection, of two such
(juadric surfaces, corresponds to the cubic curve in which the locus

S is met by a plane. The three points, beside the five points

A, B, ..., E, in which three such quadric surfaces meet, correspond
to the three intersections of the locus S with a line, of which two
determine the third.

Though the results obtainable can only be the dual of those

already obtained for the locus S, it is instructive to follow out the
correspondence. Of this we give some indications :—There are,

through the five fundamental points A, B, C, D, E, of the space of

three dimensions, x ^ cubic curves, one such curve passing through
a point of a plane taken to contain two of the five points. Each
of these cubic curves lies on three linearly independent quadric

surfaces, which are, then, among those through the five funda-
mental points ; thus, each of these curves corresponds to a line

lying on the locus S, of the fourfold space ; and, of lines of this
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system, there is one passing through every general point of S.

Again, taking an arbitrary line through one of the pmnts A,B ...,

S there arelhree linearly independent quadric surfaces, contaui-

ing this line, passing through the other four ponits
;
these quadnc

surfaces con'espond'to solids in the fourfold space, and they have

in common only the arbitrary line first taken. Ihus the lines x

in acTcn-egate, through one of A, B, ..., E, correspond to a system

of Ihfes tyini on the locus S; and, of these, one passes through

each gene^-arpoint of ^. We thus obtain six systenis of lines lying

on S Further, upon any quadric surface through A B
,

t..

there are two cubic curves passing through these five points (Vol. ii ,

p 129); and there are two Hues of the quadric surface through

Ly one of these five points. Thus, two of the lines of any system

of the locus 5, lie in an arbitrary solid of the fourfold space-just

as there are two planes of either system in the dual ^g^r^ coii-

sidered above, which pass through an arbitrary point. But theie

are particular solids, in the fourfold space, each containing x of

the lines of S, of each of two systems. For, the degenerate quadric

surface, which consists of the plane ABC and a plane through the

line BE. contains lines through D and E; and the quadncs of this

description are linearly dependent from two of them. Ihey corre-

spond^ therefore, to a set of solids, in the fourfold space, having a

plane in common. Each of these solids contains x Mines, of each

^f two systems, on the locus 5, of which any ine of one systeni

meets ev^ry line of the other; this will be so if the solid meets 5

in a cubic surface degenerating into a quadric surface and a plane.

We thus reach ten planes, lying wholly on the locus S each corre-

sponding to the aggregate of a plane containing three of the

points Xb, ...,E taken with the line joining the othei two of

these five points. Again, a quadric cone with vertex, say, at A,

containing the othei^four points B C, D, E, contains xMine

throu-h A, and also contains x ^ cubic curves passing thiough the

five pmnts; and anv one of these lines has an intersection, not at

the fundamental points, with any of these curves ;
these cones are

linearly dependent from two of them. We thus reach five othe

planes; lying wholly on the locus S in the fourfold space each

t^e^oldi^g to the aggregate of the joins, of one of the five

fundamental points, to the other four. There are then fifteen

planes on S. Moreover, these fifteen planes, each taken twice ovei,

consist of sets of five planes all met by the lines of one system on S

For, the condition that a plane, in fourfold space, should be met

by a line, is that the two should He in a solid; such solid corre.

sponds to a quadric surface, in the threefold space passing through

the five fundamental points; and, first, through a cubic curve

which contains these points can be drawn a quadric cone with
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vertex at any one of them ; while, next, through any Hne drawn
through the fundamental point A can be passed such a cone, with
vertex at A, to contain the other four points, beside four degene-
rate quadrics, such as that consisting of the plane BCD and the
plane defined by AE and this line. Consider, now, the joining line

of two of the five fundamental points, in the threefold space.

Through this line, and the other three of the five points, there
pass four linearly independent quadric surfaces ; the corresponding
solids in the fourfold space have a point in common. Moreover,
three of these quadric surfaces, it is easily seen, have one further

point in common, not one of the fundamental points. Thus, the
point of the fourfold space, on the locus S, is such that an arbi-

trary line, through it, meets S in one further point. We thus
reach ten double points of the locus S^ each corresponding to the

join of two of the five fundamental points A^ S, ..,, E. We can
then proceed to prove that each of the fifteen planes lying on S
contains four of the double points ; that every solid through one
of these planes contains an infinite number of lines, of each of two
systems of S^ has already appeared. In fact, the aggregate of a
plane through three of the points A, B, ..., in the threefold space,

with the line joining the other two, contains this last line and the

joins of the three points; while the joins of one of the points

A, B, ..., to the others, are four in number. The corresponding
dual property, for the figure studied above, was that a line, say e^

lay in four singular solids, [«,«'], [h,b'], [r, r'], [f/, <^/'], each point
of this line e being the vertex of a quadric point-cone whose
planes belonged to two of the six fundamental systems of planes.

These singular solids, moreover, could be, respectively, generated,

we saw, by axial pencils of planes, of axis (\ of the four other
systems of planes. In the present figure in fourfold space, for the
locus S, each of the four double points, in one of the fifteen planes

of aS, is the centre of a flat pencil of lines, lying in this plane

;

these are lines of S of systems different from one another, and
different from the two systems remarked as lying in any solid con-

taining the plane. Again, as we likewise see from the dual figure,

through each of the ten double points of the locus S, there pass

six planes lying on Sy from among the fifteen ; and each of these

planes is the seat of a flat pencil of lines, these belonging to the
six systems on S, respectively, the double point being the vertex of

all these pencils.

Now, let be an arbitrary general point of the locus S ; we
suppose it to correspond to a point («, 6, r, 1) of the threefold

space. Take, in the fourfold space, a solid, 11, upon which we
project, from as centre of projection. Every line lying on S
gives rise, by intersection of 11 with the plane joining to this
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line, to a line on 11. We thus have six systems of such lines.

Every line through meets S in two further points ; through

each of these there passes a single line of any specified one of the

six systems of lines of S. Thus, of any one of the six systems of

lines in TI, there are two lines which pass through an arbitrary

point of n. In fact, as we know from the dual figure, the lines, of

any system, in 11, belong to a quadratic congruence, being connnon

to a linear complex and a quadratic complex. We give now a proof,

independent of the preceding (p. 135, above), that all the lines of

one of these systems, in 11, which meet a definite line of another

system, equally meet a second line of this system ; from this it

follows, as before, that every two of the linear complexes are con-

jugate (or apolar). For this we prove, by consideration of the

figure in the threefold space, the following theorem :—Let a line,

say e, of the locus S, in the fourfold space, be joined to by a

plane, meeting S, further, in a conic, e. From every point of e,

and from every point of e, let the unique line of another system,

upon S, be drawn ; this other system we denote by (a). Then
there is a second line, e\ of iS, of the same system as ^, which is

met by all the lines (a) drawn through the points of e ; and the

conic, e', in which the plane Oe' further meets S, is likewise met by

all the lines, of the system («), which can be drawn from the points

of the conic e. To see this, let the line c, of iS, be that correspond-

ing to a line, /, drawn through the point E, in the threefold space

of the points A, B, ..., E. The solids which contain the plane Oe

correspond to quadric surfaces in the threefold space, these passing,

not only through the five points ^, fi, ..., E, but also through the

point (a, b,c, 1), and through the line /. Any two of these quadric

surfaces meet in a cubic curve, which contains the four points A, B,

C, D, and the point (a,b,c, 1), and has the line / for chord. This

cubic curve, which we denote by 0, corresponds then to the conic e.

We may now suppose that the lines (rt), of the solid S, which meet

the line e, correspond to the lines, in the threefold space, which

pass through A and lie in the plane Al (which contains E); and

that the lines (a), which meet the conic e, correspond to the gene-

rating lines of the quadric cone, of vertex A, which contains the

curve 6. What we desire to prove is, then, that there is, upon this

cone, another cubic curve, say 6%—likewise containing the points

A, JB, C, D and the point (a, 6, c, 1)—such that the chord, Z', of

this cubic curve 0', which can be drawn through E, lies in the

plane Al. For this, consider the (juadric cones, with vertex at the

point (a,b,c,l), which contain the points A, B, C, D. Any one of

these meets the first cone in a cubic curve containing the five

desired points. If the line / meet the curve 6 in P and Q, a single

cone, of vertex (a, i, f, 1), can be drawn to contain A, B^ C, D and
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any specified point, P\ of AP ; the intersection, Q', of this cone,

with AQ is then definite. Thus the ranges, (P'), (Q'), upon the
lines AP^ AQ, are related ; and the lines P'Q' touch a conic in the
plane APQ (or Al), of which EPQ is one tangent line; for the
curve 6 lies upon one of the cones of vertex (a, 6, c, 1). Thus, we
can draw through E, in the plane Al, a single line, EP^Q^, which
is a common chord, first, of the cone which projects the curve 6
from A (of which AP, AQ are two generators), and, second, of
another cone, vertex (a, b, c, 1), passing through A, B, C, D. There-
by we find the line /', and the curve 6', desired.

The two further points in which the locus S is met by an
arbitrary line through O evidently correspond to the two remain-
ing intersections of three quadric surfaces drawn, in the threefold

space, through the six points consisting of A, B, ..., E and the

point (a,b,c,l). If these two remaining intersections, of which
one determines the other, coincide, it is easy to see that their

point of coincidence is the vertex of a quadric cone containing the

first six points. The locus of the vertex of such a quadric cone,

containing six given points, may be proved to be a quartic surface

(see the Examples below). This we shall call a Weddle surface.

This surface then corresponds to the points of the locus S which,

when joined to 0, are coincident intersections of S with lines from
0. Writing a = he

, ^ = ea, y = ab', a! = b'c, /S' = c'a, y = ah, where
a =\ —a, b' =1 —h, c =\—c, we easily see, by substitution of

f + Xa, 7J + X/3, etc. for the coordinates in the equation of S, that

the points of S concerned lie on the quadric represented by

This, which we may call the polar quadric of the point 0, or

(a, 0, 7, a, /3', 7'), in regard to S, has the same tangent solid at O
as the locus S ; and the sextic surface in which it meets S has a
double point at O. By projection from O, it gives rise to a quartic

Surface in the solid IT. This quartic surface, which we may denote
here by K, can at once be seen, from the properties of the locus S,

to be Kummer's quartic surface, with sixteen double points and
sixteen tangent planes each touching it at the points of a conic.

The plane which joins O to any line of S contains also a conic

lying on S, which meets this line in two points ; these are clearly

upon the intersection of S with the polar quadric of 0. Where-
fore, every line of S projects, from 0, into a line, in the solid II,

which is a double tangent of the surface K. Further, at every

general point of the surface K, there are six tangent lines of K
which touch this surface again, these being projections of lines of

S of the six systems. The polar quadric of O, by its definition,

passes through the ten double points of S ; and contains, also, the
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six lines of /S, of the various systems, which pass through 0. This
shews the origin of the sixteen double points of the surface K,
Again, the polar quadric of meets each of the fifteen planes,

lying upon S, in a conic ; thus, by projection from O, are obtained

fifteen conies lying on the surface K, along each of which the

surface is touched by a plane. It may be proved that the tangent

solid of *S, at the point 0, gives rise to another such singular

tangent plane of K. Further, we saw that six of the planes lying

on S pass through every double point of (S ; thus, for ten of the

double points of K^ it is true that six singular tangent planes pass

through a double point. This is also true for the other six double
points of K. For, any one of the six lines of S, passing through
O, meets, we have seen, five of the planes (of an associated system)

lying on »S; and this line meets the tangent solid of S at 0. Again,
we saw that any one of the planes of S contains four of the double

points ; and that any solid through this plane also holds x ' lines,

of each of two systems, lying on S. Defining such a solid as that

which contains 0, we see that the fifteen planes of S project, from

0, into planes in D, each containing six double points of K, two
of these arising from lines of S which pass through 0. The remain-
ing singular tangent plane of K, lying in the tangent solid of S at

O, contains double points on the six lines of S which pass through 0.

In general, as has been said, there pass, through a point of the

solid IT, two lines arising as projections of lines of aS of a particular

system. But there are, in fact, sixteen points of 11 through each of

which there pass oo ^ lines of this system, forming a fiat pencil.

These are the singular points of the surface K^ as is clear from
what has been said ; and the same points equally arise, with the

same characteristic property, for each of the six systems of lines.

There are, similarly, sixteen planes, in the solid IT, each of which,

instead of containing two lines of a particular system, contains a

pencil of such lines ; and each of these planes contains, also, a

pencil of lines of every system. These six points and planes arise,

in fact, from the systems of lines of the space n. From this point

of view they are reconsidered below, in Chap. vii.

We see that the whole theory is analogous to that of the pro-

jection, from a point of a cubic surface, of the sextic curve, of this

surface, lying on the polar quadric surface of this point, taken in

regard to the cubic surface (Vol. iii, p. 200). Indeed, the present

theory includes the former, if we take a section of the present

figure by an arbitrary solid passing through O (cf. Vol. in, p. 205).

Thus, also, it appears that the plane quartic curve obtained, in

the former theory, by projection of the ' apparent contour ' of a

cubic surface, which was stated to be a general plane quartic

curve, may be obtained as a plane section of the Kummer surface
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K; a conclusion which was enunciated by Kuninier. But, further,

it also appears, comparing the former theory with the present, that

six intersections of suitable pairs of bitangents of a plane quartic

curve, which lie on a conic (Vol, iii, p. 201), may be regarded as

the polar points, of the plane of the quartic curve, in regard to six

linear complexes of lines which are mutually conjugate (p. 43,

above).

Eoc. 1. The fifteen planes of the locus S, whose equation is

^V^— ^'v'^'j subject to ^ + v + ^^ ^' + v' + ^\ are the nine ex-

pressed by such a pair of equations as ^=0, ^' = 0; and the six

expressed by such a pair of equations as ^— ^' = 0, rj — rj' = 0.

The ten double points are (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), with the nine of coordi-

nates (^, 77, ^, ^', r;', ^') in which two of ^, ?/, ^ are zero, and two of

^', Ti\ ^' are zero. If x' =\ — a\ etc., the six lines, of the various

systems, lying on S, which pass through the point (^/^', zd'', xy\
y'z,zx,x'y), are those which join this point, respectively, to the

points {z'jz, x'/x, y'ly ; y'jy, z /z, x'/x), (y, z, x ; z, x, y), {z, x', y';

y\ z\ x'\ {yz\ 0,y'; y% z\ 0), (2;', zx\ 0; 0, z'x, x\ (0, x , xy \

y', 0, x'y).

Ex. 2. The equation of the Weddle surface, the locus of the

vertex of a quadric cone, in space of three dimensions, which

contains six given points, ^, Z?, C, D, E, F, say (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0),

(0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1), (a, b,c, 1)," is obtainable from

by putting a = b(l-c), a=(l-b)c, ^ = y(t-z\ ^' = {t-y)z,
etc. It is capable of many forms. For instance,

{t — x) {y — z) {bcxt + ayz) + . . . = 0.

Or, if we put

X/a = a^' - a^, Y /b = (3r]' - /S'v, Z/f = 7^' - 7'^,

-T/abc^a(^-^') + birj-v') + ca-n,
it is capable of the form P^ + Q^ + R^ = 0, where

P = a (b -c)X[- a'T/a +{c - a) Z -(a - b) F], etc.

The surface has a double point at each of the six fundamental

points ; and contains the cubic curve which can be drawn through

these. Any chord of this curve meets the surface in two points

which are harmonic conjugates in regard to the end points of the

chord. The surface contains the fifteen joining lines of the six

fundamental points, and also contains ten other lines, each the

intersection of a plane containing three of these points with the

plane containing the other three. The coordinates of a point of

the cubic curve, through the six points, may be written, in terms

of a parameter, 6, as a (d - a)~\ b(d- b)-\ c (0 - c)-\ (6 - 1)"^
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thus the respective values ^ = 1, 0, 'Xi , a, b, c give the points D, E,

jP, a, B^ C. See, also, p. 14i^, above.

The surface is expressible by those multiply-periodic functions

of two variables which arise from the irrationality involved in the

square root of a sextic polynomial in one variable (see the writer's

Mult'iplij-Periodic Functioufi, Cambridge, 1907).

Eu\ ^. In the space of four dimensions, four independent solids

passing through the point O, or (a, /3, 7, a', /8', 7'), are X =0, F = 0,

Z = 0, T = 0, \vhere Z, F, Z, T have the values of Ex. 2. These
may be used as coordinates in the solid, IT, upon which we project

from O. Putting p = a ja, q = b'jb, r = c jc, and considering a line,

of one system, of the locus S, given, for proper values of the para-

meters X, y, z, by the equations ^' = yz~'^^, rj' = za;~^7}, ^'=.J7/~^^,

prove that this projects from into a line, of the solid 11, whose

line coordinates, relatively to X, F, Z, T, are

{b-c)U'VW, (c-a)V'WU, (a-b)W'UV,
-UV'W\ -VW'U', -WU'V\

where U—y — z, U'=yr — zq, etc. The lines of the system, ob-

tained by varying a:, y, z, thus belong to the tetrahedral complex
all' + bmm + cnn = 0, and also to the linear complex

a I + b'nt + c'n — a{b — c)l' — b{c — a)m' — c (a — b) n — 0.

Ex. 4. Shew that, with proper constant values of ^, B, C, the

relation connecting /<, x\ 10, p, in order that the quadric surface, in

threefold space, expressed by AtX + BvY + CzvZ +pT = 0, where

X, F, Z, T are the same functions of the coordinates of the space

as in Ex. 2, should be a cone, is identical with the equation, in

these coordinates, of the Weddle surface, given in Ex. 2.

Ex. 5. The equation (XX')i + {YY')^ + {ZZ'f = 0, where

X-\-Y + Z + X'+Y' + Z'=0,

is identically satisfied by writing, for X, F, Z, X', F', Z', respectively,

aa'ib— c)., bb'(c— a), cc'{a — b), abc(b-c), b'ca{c — a), c'ab{a — b),

where a =1 — a, b'=l — Z>, t'= 1 — c. The reverse equations are

^riYZ = XX' - YY - ZZ , 2bZX = YY' - ZZ' - XX',
2cXY = ZZ' -XX' - YY'.

The equation of the tangent solid of the locus, in space of four

dimensions, represented by the equation, at the point (a, b, c), is

then

bcX + caY + abZ + aX' + bY' + cZ' = 0.

If the values of the parameters a, 6, c, at any point common to

the locus and this tangent solid, be denoted by t~'^x, t~^y'> t''^z.
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these are found to satisfy the equation

{t — x) {y — z) {bcoct + ayz) + etc. = 0,

identical in form with the equation of the Weddle surface men-
tioned in Ex, 2.

The locus is identical with that before called S, which appeared

with the equation [(t/j — ^i') (r;/ — ^i)]^ + etc. = 0. (Above, p. 126.)

This was expressed by parameters, ^i , ?/i , ;Zi , in the forms ^^= {yiZ-^)~'^^

etc. Shew that there is complete agreement if (1 — a\) (1 — a) = 1,

(l-3/,)(l-6) = l,(l-.sO(l-/') = l-

Ex. 6. In space of three dimensions, a general quartic surface

with Jifteen double points is represented by the first two equations

of Ex. 5, taken with a single further relation

I'X + m'Y + n'Z + IX' -^ mY' + nZ' = 0.

By the birational transformation of Ex. 5, this is changed into the

quartic surface with five double points, which is expressed by the

equation

(t -x)(i/- z) {lyz + I'xt) + etc. = 0.

In general, this surface contains the ten joins of the five funda-

mental points, and ten other lines, each in a plane containing three

fundamental points. It becomes the Weddle surface if IV=mm =nn.
Ex. 7. The locus 6*, in space of four dimensions, given by

^7]^= ^'ri'^\ ^ + V + ^= ^' + v' + ^'i i^iay be obtained by projection

of the (qc *) locus, in space of five dimensions,—the intersection, of

two quadric line-cones,—which is represented by the equations

XX'/aa' = YY'jbb' = ZZ'/cc'.

For, putting, herein, X=a{l + Xx), X' = a' (1 + \x'), etc., the

elimination of X leads to the equation

{y-z'){z- x) (x - y) + (,y' - z) {z - x) {x' -y) = 0.

This may be described, briefly, as the condition that the pairs

•r, .r'; y-,y'\ z, z' should be in involution. A tetrahedral complex
of lines, in space of three dimensions, can be represented, in space

of five dimensions, by the intersection of two quadric line-cones.

(Cf. Segre, Atti... Torino, xxii, 1886-7, p. 556. See, also. Chap, vii,

below.

)

E,r. 8. The W eddle and Kiinimer surfaces may be obtained, as appears
from what precedes, without space of four dimensions, by consideriiijf tlie

four quadric surfaces passing tlirougli six points in space of three dimensions.

A more general theoi-y is that vvliich arises by considering any four quadrics

whatever. See the beautiful account given by Reye in three chapters of the
Geometrie der Lage (for other references see also Proc. Loud. Math. Soc. xxi,

1923, p. 121).



CHAPTER YI

A QUARTIC SURFACE IN SPACE OF FOUR
DIMENSIONS. THE CYCLIDE

A quartic surface in space of four dimensions. We have
shewn in detail, in Chapter iii, how the theory of a plane curve of
the fourth order, which has two double points, may be deduced
from that of a curve, lying in space of three dimensions, defined as

the intersection of two quadric surfaces. In a similar way, we may
take two quadrics in space of four dimensions, each represented by
the vanishing of a quadratic function of five homogeneous variables,

and consider the locus of their common points ; this will be an
aggregate of x - points, say a surface, having four points on any
general plane of the fourfold space. If, in analogy with the case

previously discussed, this surface be projected, from an arbitrary

point of one of the quadrics, on to any threefold space, there arises

a quartic surface in this space. This surface passes through a
certain conic of the threefold space, which depends only on the

centre of projection and the quadric upon which this is taken

;

this conic is a double curve for the surface obtained. As in the

other case, if this definite conic be regarded as the Absolute conic

of the threefold space, it is easily proved, from the four dimen-
sional figure, that the quartic surface, in the threefold space, can
be generated as the envelope of spheres, each touching it in two
points, the generation being possible in five different modes. The
spheres of one system have their centres on a quadric surface, and
cut a fixed sphere at right angles. Further, the five quadric sur-

faces, which are the loci of the centres of the spheres of the different

systems, are confocal, all touching the common tangent planes of

any two of them. These common tangent planes all touch the

quartic surface, at points of its double conic ; this conic, being the

Absolute conic, lies on all the spheres. If the projection be made
from a point which is common to tw^o quadrics of the fourfold

space, the locus obtained, in the space of three dimensions, is a
cubic surface, on which the Absolute conic is a simple curve. The
theory of inversion, which w^e have given previously (above, pp. 12,

96), is likewise applicable here. As inversion in a plane, in regard

to a circle, was reduced to projection in space of three dimensions,

so inversion in threefold space, in regard to a sphere, is reducible

to projection in space of four dimensions. The fact that we can

obtain, from the same quartic surface in fourfold space, either a

B. G. IV. 11
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c(uartic or a cubic surface in threefold space, becomes the fact that

a quartic surface, in threefold space, possessing a double conic, can

be inverted into a cubic surface passing through this conic. In

particular, from the theory of the lines of a cubic surface, we can

thus infer that such a quartic surface contains sixteen lines ; the

lines of the cubic surface which consist of the line lying in the

plane of the Absolute conic, and the ten others meeting this,

disappear in the inversion.

The theory from this point of view is very analogous to that we
have eiven for the case of two and three dimensions ; but the

surface of the fourth order in space of four dimensions is in fact

simpler than the curve which is the intersection of two quadric

surfaces in threefold space. The latter is a curve of which the

points are expressible, in single-valued form, only by elliptic

functions. But the surface in fourfold space is a rational surface,

whose points are in (1, 1) birational correspondence with the

points of a plane. It is thus proper to develop the theory of this

surface for itself. The theory of a quartic surface, in threefold

space, with a double conic, and the theory of a cubic surface,

arise then as consequences. This seems, in fact, the simplest

approach to the theory of the cubic surface.

The surface in question is capable of an extremely simple defini-

tion. Let a, h, c be any three non-intersecting lines of the space

of four dimensions, and T, U be two points, all of general position.

From one of these points, say T, there can be drawn x ' planes to

meet the lines «, b, c ; from U can also be drawn x ' planes to

meet a, b, c. The surface we consider is the locus of the point

common to one of the planes through T and one of the planes

through U.

Preliminary algebraic consideration of the surface. ^Ve
first shew, directly from this definition, with help of the symbols,

that the surface is the intersection of two quadric (x ^) loci, obtain

the parametric expression, and prove that the surface contains

sixteen lines. This involves some repetition of work that has pre-

ceded ; moreover the surface appears later (Chap, vii), as the

representation, in space of five dimensions, of a quadratic con-

gruence of lines. But perhaps this is not a disadvantage.

Given the lines a, 6, r, as stated, let the equations of the solids

[6, <], [f, a], [rt, i] be written, respectively, /> = 0, (/ = 0, ?- = 0; and,

denoting the line TU by <?, let the equations of the solids [«, <^],

[b,e\ [c, <'] be, respectively, P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0. We can suppose

that, identically, p + q-\-r-\-P-\-Q_-\-R = 0. The lines a, /;, c, e are

then given, respectively, by

q = r^P = 0, r=j) = Q = 0, p = q = R = 0, P = Q = R = 0.
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Thus a plane through the point JJ, to meet the lines a, b, c, may
be supposed to meet these, respectively, in points for which p, q, r,

P, Q, K are in the ratios of

(a, 0,0; 0,-7/,.-), (0,/3,0; a',0,-,^), {0,0,y',- x'', ,/,());

and here, since the plane contains U, for which P = Q = R = 0, we
can suppose .r' = .r, t/' = t/. and put y' = y. Then a = 7/ — ,:;, /3=2 — ir,

y = x—y, so that a + /3 + 7 = 0. Hence we find, for the equations

of the plane, any two of the three

-P + x{^-'q-y-'r)=^0, -q+ y (y-'r - a-'p) = 0,

the plane meeting the line c, in the point U, where p, q, r; P, Q, R
are in the ratios of (a, ^, y, 0, 0, 0). Instead of P, Q, R we may use

coordinates, p', q', r, such that

p' + P + q+r = q' + Q + r-\-p = r' + R+p + q = 0,

and, therefore, jt; + 5^ 4- 7- +y/ + <^' +;•' = 0. The equations of the

plane then become two of the three

p' + z^'^q — ))y~^ r = 0, 7' + xy'^r — zcT^p = 0,

r -\- yor^p — x^~^q = 0,

shewing, incidentally, that the plane also meets another line, say d,

given by p' =q = r = 0, pjxa = qjyiS = rjzy. The equations of the

plane shew that it lies on the quadric point-cone given by

or^pp + fi'^^qq + y'^rr = 0,

whose vertex, U, has, for coordinates j), q, r, p', q\ r', the ratios of

«, /3, 7, a, (5, 7, respectively.

Let the point T be that for which the coordinates are a',/3',7',

a', /3', 7'; a plane through this, which meets the lines a, 6, c, will be

given by equations arising from the former by putting x',y\z\

respectively, for a;, ?/, z, where ol =y' — z\ ^' = z — x\ y = x —y'.

Now, let //, denote any one of /37' — ^87, 7a' — 7
'a, a/3' — a'^,

which are at once seen to be equal to one another; put

t = a'y37 ip +p') +0'yci{q+q') + 7 'a/3 (?• + r'),

u = a(3'y' (p + p) + I3y'a {q + q) + 7a'^' (r + r'),

•which give rise to

/z- (/J +/>') + a'# + a?^ = 0, /x- (7 + g') + /S'^ + ^u = 0,

/u,2(r + r') + 7'^ +yu=0.

The equations ^ = 0, ?6 = represent solids passing, respectively,

through the points U, T; in terms of these the equation of the

quadric point-cone found above, with vertex at U, becomes

a-i (;;
_ p'y- + ^-1 (q-q'f + y^ (r _ r'Y + P/fM^-oi^y = 0.

11—2
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There is a corresponding point-cone, with vertex at T, whose

equation is found from this by putting a.\^\y\ti in place of

a, /3, 7, t, respectively. The quartic surface under consideration is

the intersection of these two point-cones ; its equations are then

given by
pp'/aa' = gq'/^^' = rr'Jjy,

and these, we see, are equivalent to

[,^* {p -pj - {at + auniaa' = [/.^ (q - q'f - {^'t + ^uf]l^^'
= [fj,^{r-rj-{y't + yuf-]lyy'.

These are equivalent, also, to what are obtained by changing the

sign of u throughout.

Thus the surface contains the four lines a, 6, c, d, given, respec-

tively, by q= ?-= p'=0, r=p=q'=0, p=q=r'=0, and p'=q'=r'= Q.

Likewise it contains the four lines, a', b\ c', f?', given, respectively,

by q' =r' =p = Q, r =p' = q = 0, p' = q = r = 0, and p = q = r=0 ,,

we easily see that these are the transversals of triads of a, b, c, d.

But the equations shew that the surface contains the sixteen lines

given by
/jr{p — p')6 = at + emi, fur (q — q')

(f)
= ^'t + e^u^

wherein each of 6,(^^^\r^e is + 1 ; the value e = 1 gives the eight

lines already named, in virtue of the identities such as

IJ? (p + p') + at + au = 0.

The equations also shew that the pentad, of five points, given by
the intersections, in fours, of the five solids whose equations are

p —p' = 0, q — q' = 0, r — 7'' = 0, t — 0, u = 0, is self-polar in regard

to all quadrics containing the quartic surface; and that all the
sixteen lines may be obtained, from any one of them, by combina-
tion of the five harmonic inversions, in which one of the solids,

and the opposite vertex of the simplex^ are taken as fundamental
elements. The solids, p — p' = 0, q — q' — 0, r — r' = 0, and the

opposite vertices, are independent of the positions of T and U
upon the line e. The four lines consisting of e and the joins of any
point, 0, of the line e, to these three vertices of the simplex, are

conjugate, in pairs, in regard to the quadric point-cone formed by
the planes drawn from to meet the lines, a, b, c.

We have said that the quartic surface is representable rationally

upon a plane. The parameters for this expression are those which
determine planes lying, respectively, upon two cpiadric point-cones

containing the surface. Taking the ratios of |^, ?;, ^, such that

^/pa~'^ = rj/q/B'^ = t/r7~^, the equations

pp'faa = qq'l^^' = r7-'/yy'
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give

p/cc^ = ... = av^+ (3'^^ + y'^v,

thereby the coordinates, p,q^ ..., r\ of a point of the surface, are

expressed by the coordinates, f, ?;, f, of a point of a plane ; the six

curves /; = 0, ...,?•' = 0, in this plane, are cubics through the five

points (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1), (1,1,1), («-'«', ,3-1/3', 7-^7').

The last two points are the intersections of a| + yS?; + 7^ = 0,

o'?/^+/3'f|^+ 7'^/;. These cubics are subject to /? + ...+''= 0.

Conversely, the theory of the quartic surface may be initiated by
considering the cubic curves, of which five are linearly independent,

passing through five arbitrary points of a plane. (Cf. Vol. in,

p. 189.)

Ea\ 1. Shew that an arbitrary plane, drawn through any line of

the quartic surface, meets the surface again in one point. As such

a plane meets a fixed plane, of general position, in a point, it

establishes a representation of the quartic surface upon a plane.

There are five lines of the quartic surface which meet the line

through which the planes are drawn. These are represented by five

fundamental points of the plane. The other ten lines of the surface

become the joins of these five fundamental points. Obtain, on the

quartic surface, the representation of a general line of the plane

;

and, also, of a general cubic curve passing through the five funda-

mental points of the plane.

Ex. 2. Any two general quadric point-cones, in fourfold space,

can be expressed by the equations

x--\-y--irz^ + t^ = 0, a-^x- -J- b-^y^ + c'^z^ + u- = 0.

Denoting {b — c)^, (c — a)^, (a — 6)2, respectively, by X, yu., v, verify

that, if we take

p =\fj,{\x+fj,y + vz), q =c{fjix—\y+v't\ r= — bfjLX-\-aky—v{abcYu,

p =X/ji(\x+/iiy— vz), q =c{iJix—\y—vt), r =— b/jiX+aXy + v(abc)'^u^

together with a = c — a, /3 = — c, 7 = «, a = c — b, = — c, 7' = 6,

so that « + /3 + 7 = a' + /3'+7' = 0, then p + q + r + p' + q' + r= 0,

and the two point-cones are expressed, respectively, by

pp'jaa.' = qq'/^/3' and pp'jOLOL = rr J'yy'.

Ex. 3. Given, in space of n dimensions, a simplex consisting of

{n+ 1) points, and the {n 4-1) primes, or spaces of {n— 1) dimen-
sions, which contain the sets of n of these points, consider the {11 -f- 1)
harmonic inversions, in each of which one of these points and the

complementary prime are the fundamental elements. Shew that an
arbitrary line, subjected to all possible combinations of these in-

versions, gives rise to a set of 2" lines. (Cf. Vol. iii, p. 80.)
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Ex. 4. We may verify directly from the equations that the

qiiartic surface, in the fourfold space, contains no other line than

the sixteen we have found. Any line can be represented by equa-

tions of the forms p^{p—p') = lit+nhu, p^iq — q') = l2t + rn2U,

Psir — 7'') = lr^t + m:,u; the substitution of the values of p—p'y

q — g', r — r found from these, in the equations of the surface,

determines all the existing lines,

Kx. 5. Prove that the two lines obtained, respectively, from the

equations

6x = at + ea«, (f)i/
= ^'t + e/3w, yfrz — <y't + eyii,

by taking e= + 1, lie in the plane expressed by

(Ox - a't)la = {4>y - /3't)/^ = (yfrz - y't)!^;

and that this plane meets, in a line, any one of the four planes

whose equations are obtained from these by changing the sign

either of one, or of all, of 6,
(f),

-v|r,—where 6^ = (f)-= yfr- — 1.

Resumption of the descriptive theory of the quartio
surface. The sixteen lines. As before, let a, b, c, e be four

lines, of which no two intersect and no three lie in a solid ; and
let T, U be any two points of e. We consider the surface which is

the locus of the intersection of a plane drawn from T to meet
a, b, c, with a plane drawn from U to meet these lines. All such

planes, we have shewn, will meet another line, d^ associated with

a, b, c, e. Let a', b\ c', d' be the transversals of the threes of the

lines a, 6, c, d, the line d' meeting a, b, c, and so on. Through any
point of a plane, which meets a, b, c\ d, there passes also a plane

which meets a, b\ c', d', and meets e in the same point as does the

former plane (p. 123, above). Thus the quartic surface may also

be defined by planes through T meeting a, b, c, taken with planes

through U meeting a', b\ c'; or vice versa -^ or by planes through
T and TJ both meeting «', b\ c'.

The planes from T meeting a, 6, c intersect an arbitrary solid in

generating lines, of one system, of a quadric surface lying in this

solid (p. 122, above); another quadric surface is obtained in this

solid by planes from U meeting «, b, c. The quartic surface under
discussion thus meets an arbitrary solid in a quartic curve, the

intersection of two quadric surfaces ; and, thei*efore, meets an
arbitrary plane in four points. We thus speak of the surface as

being a quartic, or of order four ; the order of a locus of r dimen-
sions, lying in a space of n dimensions, being the number of points

of this locus which lie in a (planar) manifold of n — ;• dimensions,

of general position, when this number is independent of this mani-

fold. A plane through T (or U), which meets a, b, r, contains,

however, not four, but an infinite number of points of the quartic

surface, these lying on a conic ; for the planes through U (or T)
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whidi meet a, b, c determine a (juadric surface in any solid contain-

ing this plane.

Every one of the eight lines «, b, r, fZ, «', b\ c\ d' lies on the

quartic surfixce, such a line being a common generator of the two
(juadric surfaces determined bv T and U, as above described, in

any solid drawn through this line. Any other line lying on the

surface must likewise be a common generator of two such quadric
surfaces ; this line must, therefore, be common to a plane through
T meeting a, b, r, and to a plane through U which either meets
a, b^ r, or meets «', b', c ; or the statement must hold with inter-

change of T and JJ . Now, a plane through T, meeting «, 6, c

(and, therefore, d\ cannot have a line in common with a plane
through C/ meeting a, 6, c, unless this line be one of «', b\ c\ d'

.

For the two planes, having a line in common, determine a solid

;

and a line which meets both the planes lies in this solid, unless it

is a line, meeting the line of intersection of the planes, not lying

in either plane. Thus the line e lies in this solid ; and, as two of

the lines «, i, r, d do not lie in the same solid with f, three of

these lines must meet the line of intersection of the two planes.

This line is, therefore, one of «', 6', c', d' . Similarly, a line lying

on the surface can be one of a, 6, c, d. There is next the possi-

bility of a line, lying on the surface, which is the intersection of a
plane, a, through T, meeting «, 6, r, c?, with a plane, /3, through C7,

meeting a', b\ c\ d' . For this case, consider a solid through the

former plane, a, and the quadric surface, lying therein, which is

determined by the planes through X] of the two systems, those

meeting «, 6, c, fZ, and those meeting «', b\ c\ d'. As this plane a

contains a generator of this quadric surface, lying on a plane

through U meeting «', b\ c\ d', the plane a also contains a
generator lying on a plane through U meeting «, b, c, d. This
second generator must then, as we have seen, be one of a, b\ c', d'.

By a similar argument the plane /3 must contain one of a, 6, c, d.

That is, the line in question is the intersection of a plane through
T containing one of a, b\ c', d' (which, therefore, meets «, 6, r, d),

with a plane through U containing one of a, Z>, c, d (which, there-

fore, meets a, b\ c\ d'). The solid determined by these two planes,

as it contains T and C7, contains the line e. The only solids

possible, containing e and also one of «', 6', c', d' and one of

a, 6, c, fZ, are the four containing, respectively, the lines (a, «', e),

(b, b\ c\ (r, t', c) and (d, d', e). Conversely if, for example, the

plane Td' meet the line d in H, and the plane Ud meet the line d'

in K\ it is at once seen that HK' is a line of the quartic surface

;

and, if TH meet d' in H\ and UK' meet d in K, that H'K is

another such. The four lines d, d', HK', H'K are the degenerate

quartic curve in which the solid (d, d',e) meets the quartic surface.
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Three other pairs of lines are similarly obtained by drawing the

transversals, from T and Z7, to a, a, to 6, b\ and to c, c . The
only remaining possibility, for a line of the quartic surface, of

being the intersection of a plane through T meeting a', h', c', d'

with a plane through U meeting a, 6, f, (/, leads to the same four

pairs of lines.

Thus, beside the original eight lines, a, 6, ..., c/', there are eight

others, two in each of the solids (a, a'), ..., (^, ^') ; and these are

all. Another geometrical derivation of the lines arises below

(p. 170). Now denote, temporarily, the two lines so obtained

which meet cZ, d' by t and t'; and, similarly, those meeting (a, a'),

(6, h'), {c, c'), respectively, by (.r, .r'), (^, ?/'), (s, s'). As the section

of the quartic surface by any solid is the curve of intersection of

two quadric surfaces, there cannot be three lines of the surface

lying in a plane, or meeting in a point. Thus, for instance, the

line a', meeting a (which meets (7), cannot meet d ; and the same
line X, meeting «, cannot meet d'. The intersection of a: with the

solid (d, d) must then be on t or t'. The six points in which a; a.'',

1/, y\ z, z' meet the solid (d, d') must, in the same way, be all on
t or t'. It will appear that there are three on each. Thus we see

that every one of the sixteen lines is met by five others.

The self-polar pentad for the quartic surface. The
quartic surface has appeared as the intersection of a quadric point-

cone of vertex T, with a quadric point-cone of vertex t/, each gene-

rated by planes through its vertex meeting either a, b, r, d or a, b',c', d'.

By an appeal to the equations of these cones, it thus appears that

the surface lies on x ^ quadrics, each a locus of x * points, of which

the equation of any one is of the form {T') + \{U) = 0. As in the

analogous cases in a plane, or in three dimensions, there are then, in

the general case considered, three other quadric point-cones contain-

ing the quartic surface ; and the vertices of the five cones form a

self-polar pentad for all the quadrics containing the quartic surface.

It is easy to specify the vertices of these other cones. Using a

preceding notation (p. 113, above), let \, yu, v denote, respectively,

the planes of the pairs of lines (/, p), {m, q), (w, ?•), of which, for

example, the first contains the points A, A\ P, P', L ; and let

X, F, Z be, respectively, the points of intersection {/x, r), (i/, X),

(\, /J,). These are the points of which, (cf. Ex. 4<, p. 117), the

symbols are F-F', G-G\ H- H\ or A' + B + C, B+C + A,

C' + A + B (y). 117, above). It can be shewn that the self-polar

pentad is formed by these points, X, Y, Z, together with T and U.

It will be noticed that X, F, Z do not depend on the positions of

T and U upon the line c. For, it was seen that the points F, Z
are in the solid [\, c] ; and that, in regard to X and this solid, the

two points Q, B, that is the points (A, d') and (r', a), are harmonic
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conjugates; as are also the points of each of the pairs {R, C),
{R' , C), (Q', B) (p. 117, above). The four pairs of points all lie on
the quartic surface, by what we have proved ; and a solid is deter-

mined bv four points. AVherefore the solid [\, e\ which contains

the four points F, Z, T, U, is the polar solid of the point X in

regard to every quadric containing the quartic surface. Similarly

for F and Z, Again, the solid containing X, F, Z, U is the polar

of T in regard to all these quadrics. For, this follows if we shew

that, for the quadric point-cone constituted by the planes drawn
to meet a, b, c, d, or a, h' , c\ d', from any point, 0, of the line e,

the polar solid of the line e is that containing X, F, Z and O ;

and, for this, it is sufficient to shew that the plane XYZ contains

three points, each of which is a harmonic conjugate of a point of

the line e, in regard to a pair of points lying on the quartic

surface. In fact, the point which is the harmonic conjugate of

the point L, in regard to the points A, A\ both of which lie on
the quartic surface, lies on the plane XYZ ; this point lies, indeed,

on the line YZ (p. 117, above); and there is a similar statement

for M and N. This discussion shews also that U is the pole of

the solid containing X, F, Z, T, The property of X, F, Z, T, U
is thus established.

It follows hence, from the harmonic property of the polar solid

of a point in regard to a quadric, that to any line of the quartic

surface there corresponds another, the harmonic inverse of the

former in regard to any vertex of the polar pentad and its opposite

solid. These two lines intersect on this solid, so that any one of

the lines meets five others. All the sixteen lines are obtainable

from any one of them by combination of the five possible in-

versions. As a line in space of four dimensions depends on six

parameters, the number of parameters necessary to specify one line

and the five points of the polar pentad is 6 -f 5 . 4, or twenty-six ;

this is the same number as that, 3.6 + 2.4, required to specify the

three lines a, h, c and the two points T, U.

Again, in any one of the solids of the polar pentad, say that

opposite to the vertex C7, there will be eight points, each an inter-

section of two lines of the quartic surface. These pairs of lines

lie in eight planes through U, which are planes of the quadric

point-cone, of vertex C7, containing the quartic surface. The plane

of the two lines which intersect in one of these eight points, say E^

of the polar solid of U, is easily seen to lie in the tangent solid,

at E, of any quadric which contains the quartic surface. Thus,

this plane is tangent, at E, to the quartic curve in which the

quartic surface meets the polar solid of U. This quartic curve lies

on the quadric surface, say &>, in which this polar solid is met by
the quadric point-cone, of vertex C7, which contains the quartic
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surface. It is known that there are four generators, of either

system, of a quadric surface in threefold space, which touch the

quartic curve in which this quadric surface is met by another
quadric surface (Vol. in, p. 69). The eight points such as E are

thus identified as the points in which generators, of the quadric

surface oj, touch the quartic curve in which the quartic surface

meets the polar solid of U. For every generator of co determines

a plane of the cone of the vertex U.
Ex. 1. It has been shewn above (p. 119) that the original figure

of fifteen points and lines is transformed into itself by the harmonic
inversion in which the line e and the plane XYZ are fundamental
elements. Thus if, as above, a line from T meet d and d',

respectively, in H and H', this line will meet the plane XYZ, and
the solid (X, F, Z, T) will contain the points H, H' ; we have
seen that two lines of the quartic surface intersect at both these

points. The same solid contains three other pairs of intersections,

on (ft, a'), (6, b'), (c, c'). Similarly for the solid {X, Y, Z, U).

Ex. 2. The plane i/, in a preceding notation, contains the points

C, C, R, R\ each of which is an intersection of a pair of lines of

the quartic surface. Prove that the solid {X, F, T, C7), that is,

the solid (v, e), also contains four intersections, each of a line, such

as HK', which meets d and d\ with a line meeting another pair

(«, a), or (6, 6'), or (r, c).

Precisely, with the symbols, the line joining the points

{z-x)-'B-{x-y)-'C' and {z,- x,)-'
B' - {x,-ij,Y'C,

meets the line joining the points

{x^-y;)-^C-{y,-z,)-'A' and {x - y)-' C - {y - z)-' A,

in a point of the solid {v., e).

Ex. 3. The fact that the sixteen lines of the quartic surface

are obtainable from any one of them by repeated harmonic in-

version, in respect to the five solids named, suggests a notation for

the lines; in terms of which, also, a particular property of the lines

can be conveniently stated. If one of the lines be denoted by 0,

and those which are derived from this by harmonic inversion in

the five solids be denoted by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively, then it is

easy to see that inversion of the line 1, in the second solid, gives

the same line as is obtained by inversion of the line 2 in the first

solid ; so that this line may be denoted by 12 or 21. There will

be ten such lines. The notation 123 would then denote, for

instance, the line obtained, by inversion in the third solid, from

the line 12 ; it is, however, easy to see that this is the line 45

;

and so on, every line for which three indices might be used being

the saine as that denoted by the two complementary indices. The
origin of the notation shews, for instance, that the lines 12, 13
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both intersect the Hne 1 ; while they do not intersect one anotlier.

But the hnes 12, 34 intersect, for example; and, in general, two
lines represented each by two numbers, when the four numbers
involved are all different. Consider now the two sets of four lines,

1, 23, 24, 25, and 2, 13, 14, 15; it is easy to see that each set

consists of the four transversals of the threes of the other set.

By using different numbers, such a pair of sets of four lines can be

formed in ten ways. Again, the two sets of four lines, 1, 2, 3, 45
and 23, 31, 12, 0, have the same character, each consisting of the

transversals of the threes of the other set ; and of such pairs of

sets there are also ten. W^e may say, then, that, from the lines of

the surface, there can be formed twenty double^burs of lines.

The conies lying on the quartio surface. The quartic

surface meets any generating plane of the quadric point-cone, of

vertex U, which contains the surface, in a conic ; as has been

remarked. This conic is on the quadric surface in which any solid,

drawn through the plane, is met by the quadric point-cone of

vertex T, which contains the quartic surface. The planes of the

former cone, of vertex U, are of two systems, two planes of different

systems meeting in a line. Thus the two conies, in two generating

planes, of the cone, of different systems, have two points in common,
where the line of intersection of their planes meets the point-cone,

with vertex at T, which determines these conies. In particular,

the conic, in such a plane through U, may consist of two lines of

the quartic surface ; then these lines will meet the conic lying in

any plane of the other system through U. The sixteen lines of

the surface, we have seen, consist of four pairs lying in four gene-

rating planes of the same system, of the cone of vertex U, and of

four other pairs lying in four generating planes of the other

system. Thus a conic of the surface, generated as here, is met by
eight lines of the surface. In particular, two lines of the surface,

lying in one generating plane of the cone of vertex U, are each

met by four other lines. Again, through any point, say 0, of the

quartic surface, can be drawn two of the generating planes of the

cone of vertex U, meeting in a line through U. These two planes

define a solid, the tangent solid at of the cone. This solid

contains the tangent plane at of the quartic surface, which is

the intersection of the tangent solids of all the quadrics containing

the surface. Thus, the tangent plane of the quartic surface at O
meets, in a line, each of the two generating planes of the cone, of

vertex U, which pass through 0. We assume, on the basis of

what has been proved, that the cjuadric point-cones containing the

quartic surface, with vertices at X, Y, Z, T, C7, play entirely sym-
metrical parts, in general. Then it follows that, through any point,

O, of the surface, there pass ten conies lying on the surface ; two
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of these, which intersect in another point beside 0, He in planes, of

different systems, of the cone of vertex U, and there are four other

such pairs. Every one of the sixteen Hues of the surface meets

five of the ten conies, one of each of the five pairs ; and each conic

is met by eight of the Hues. Further, each conic is met, besides

at 0, by the tangent plane of the surface at 0. We can fix these

relations by remarking the consequences which follow when we
project from on to an arbitrary solid :—The tangent plane of

the quartic surface at will meet this solid in a line, say t. Each
of the conies through will project into a line meeting the line t ;

and the ten lines so found will intersect in pairs. Each of these

ten lines will also be met by eight of the sixteen lines which arise

by projection of the lines of the quartic surface ; and will thus be

met by ten lines in all. A line arising by projection of one of

these sixteen lines of the quartic surface will be met by five others

of these, and will also be met by five of the lines arising by pro-

jection of the ten conies. As an arbitrary plane through meets

the quartic surface in three other points, the quartic surface will

project into a cubic surface ; and this will contain the twenty-

seven lines which have been described.

The theory of the quartic surface may be studied in further detail, for its

great interest and simplicity. In particular, the systems of curves which lie

upon the surface may be examined ; either directly, or, as in the case of
other rational surfaces, by their representation upon a plane ; it appears that

every curve is co-residual with an aggregate formed from sLv fundamental
curves. The corresponding theory of curves upon a cubic surface in threefold

space (cf. Vol. m, pp. 191 S.) maybe deduced from this theory by projection.

In this place only indications can be given, of an extensive theory. The
most important source of information, with full references to previous literature,

is Segre, Mat/i. Annul, xxiv, 1884, pp. 313-444. See also Darboux, Sur une
clfisse rernarquahle de courbes et de surfaces algehriqnes, Paris, 1873, and the
Bibliography, to 187-, appended thereto. For an introduction to the theory
of tlie co-residuatiou of curves upon the surface, reference mav be made to

C. \. H. Rao, Proc. Land. Math. .Soe. xvii, 1*)19, pp. 272-30.5.

The cubic surface in space of three dimensions ; and the
theory of inversion. Regard the quartic surface which we have
discussed as the intersection of a quadric point-cone (U), and a

particular quadric, CI. Denote the surface by F. We have just

considered the projection of F, from a point connnon to (U)
and O, upon a solid, say O ; this gave a cubic surface in 11.

Through the point 0, of O, there passes a conical sheet of lines,

lying on O and on the tangent solid of H at (p. 37, above).

Each of these lines meets the cone (U) in a further point, which is,

then, also on F. The conical sheet of lines meets n in a conic,

lying in the plane in which 11 is met by the tangent solid of O
at 0. Denote this conic by co. The cubic surface in IT, obtained

by projection of F, contains the conic w. Every one of the sixteen
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lines of V meets the tangent solid of fl, at 0, in a point, also

lying on fi, as does the line ; thus, the sixteen lines of the cubic

surface which arise by projection of the sixteen lines of V intersect

the conic <y. Other ten lines of the cubic surface, arising by pro-

jection of the conies of Y which pass through 0, meet the line of

the cubic surface, lying in the plane of 03 ; this arises, as we have

seen, from the tangent plane of F at 0.

In this derivation of the cubic surface, the centre of projection,

0, lies on the cone (U), as well as on H. We may, however, obtain,

on the quadric D, another quartic surface, say F', exactly similar

to F, but not passing through 0. Take any point, //, not lying on

n, and the polar solid of H in regard to li ; to any point, P, of

the fourfold space, make correspond the point, P', of the line HP,
which is the harmonic conjugate of P, in regard to H and the

polar solid of H. In particular, when P is on 17, the point P' is

the second intersection of the line HP with D.. Then, as in the

case of threefold space (p. 13, above), to the quadric point-cone

(C/) will correspond another quadric point-cone, say {U'), whose

generating planes meet those of (TJ) on the polar solid of H. To
the surface F will then correspond the intersection of XI with this

cone (t/'); this will be a surface, F', exactly similar to F, but not

in general containing O. If the surface F be projected from 0, on

to the solid 11, we obtain, therein, a surface of the fourth order.

This may, then, be obtained, from the cubic surface into which F
projects, by a process of inversion in this space FT, in regard to a

sphere lying in this solid (the Absolute conic being &)). The centre

of this sphere is the projection, from 0, of the point H (pp. 14,

37 ff., above). By the process of harmonic inversion, with H and
its polar solid, the sixteen lines of F, which lie upon fi, become
lines of F'; and these are projected from into lines of the

quartic surface, in 11, into which F' projects. Thus the sixteen

lines of the cubic surface, in the space FT, invert into lines. But
the other eleven lines of the cubic surface, as we see in a similar

way, do not invert into lines,

Ex. 1. A cubic surface, in the threefold space of coordinates

.r, «/, z, u, which meets the plane u = in the conic x^ + 7/^ + z" = 0,

and also in the line Ix + my -|- w^ = 0, is expressible by an equa-

tion {x^ + ;?/' + ^'") a^x + ^y + ^^) "" "</> — 0, where <^ = is a quadric

cone of vertex (0,0,0, 1). This surface arises, by projection, from
the point, in the fourfold space (.r, ?/, z, k, t), whose coordinates are

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1), of the quartic surface which is the intersection of the

{|uadric x^ + y'^ + z^ + tu = 0, and the point-cone

t {Ix -h my + nz) -f (^ = 0,

whose vertex is (0, 0, 0, 1,0).
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EiV. 2. \\'ith Ihr notation ot" tlic text, let the conic of F, lying'

in a plane through jind T whicii meets the lines n^ /;, r, d, be

called (5'); and the conic, in a })lane through OT, which meets

(t\b\c\(I\ be called (()). Throngh OU there is a plane, meeting
(i,h,(\<I., which contains a conic of V which we call (6'), and a

plane, meeting {a', b\c\(l'), containing a conic (5). The two sets

of six elements, n,h,(\(I, (5), (()), and tt',h',c\d\ (5), (()'), project

from O into a double-six of lines (cf. \ ol. in, p. 1()0). The conies

of r in planes from O to the vertex A', of the self-polar pentad,

may be called (2J3) and (14); those similarly arising for Y and Z
being, respectively, (31), (24) and (12), (JJi). The eight other

lines of r mav then be denoted bv svnd)ols (/S), (/())? foi" f' = ^-> ~-

K,v. 5i. Prove by projection in fourfold space that, by inversion

in threefold space, a line meeting the Absolute conic inverts into

anothei" line meeting this conic, and meeting the former line.

The Cyclide, or quartic surface \vith a double conic, in

threefold space. Consider now more partieularlv the character

of the surface, in the threefold space 11, \\ hich is t)l)tained by [)ro-

jecting, from the point, 0, of the (piadric II, the intersection of H
with the ijuadric point-cone ( t/), not passing through 0. Denote
the quartic surface constituting this intersection by F; and let the

surface in 11, obtained by projection of F, be called the 0/(7/Jc.

As F is met bv an arbitiarv plane, of the fourfold space, in four

points, the ("yclide is met by an arbitrary line of the threefold

space in four points, and is a ipiartic surface. The lines of the

conical sheet, in which il is met by its tangent solid at 0, each

meet the cone {V) in two points. Thus the Cyclide has the conic,

w, in which this conii-al sheet meets II, as a double conic. Every
line King on F, since it meets the tangent solid at (>, and lies

itself on 1}, meets the conical sheet ; thus the Cyclide has sixteen

lines, which all meet the conic co.

The poles, in regard to ii, of the tangent solids of the cone (?7),

are an aggregate of x - points ; they lie in the solid which is the

polar of the vertex, Lh of the cone {V), in regard to 1); they

describe a (piadric surface in this polar solid. This we denote by

Q{U). A tangent solid of the cone {U) touches this cone along a

line; this line meets 12 in two points. The tangent solid of {U)
contains the tangent plane of F at each of these two points. The
section of H, by this tangent solid of (t/), projects from into a

(piadric surface in 11, containing the conic ro ; or, as we shall sav,

into a .\/)/urt\ the conic (o being regardeil as Absiilute conic of the

space II. The irntrc of this sphere, being the projection of the

pole, in regaril to Ci, of the tangent solid of (U), lies on the

(juadric sui-face in {V) which is the projection of the (]uadric Q{U),
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(p. 37, above). This sphere, then, touches tlie CveHde in two
points. The section of li bv the polar solid of the vertex U, of the

poiiit-eone, also projects into a sphere, in Yl. This sphere, which
depends oidv on If and 0, is cut at right ani;"les by the sphere

arisini;' from the chosen tani^ent solid of (t/), because this tangent
solid and the polar solid of U are conjugate in regard to H (p. 40,

above). Thus it appears that the C'yclide is touched, in two points,

bv an aggregate of spheres, each defined as having its centre t)n a

certain fixed (piadric surface, in the space II, and cutting at right

angles a certain fixed sphere of this space. Or, we may regard the

matter in a slightly different way: Any plane, in the fourfold

space, meets the quadric D, in a conic. Thus the section of 11, by
a plane, projects from 0, on to the solid 11, into a conic having
two points of intersection with the Absolute conic, &), that is, into

a c'nclc. ^^^len the plane, not passing through 0, meets Ct in two
lines, these become, on pi-ojection, two lines meeting the conic w.

If the })lane be a generating plane of the cone (U), so cimsisting

wholly of points of this cone, this plane meets the quartic surface

r in a conic, projecting from into a circle lying on the Cyclide.

Through such a generating plane, of the cone (t/), there passes an
inh'nitv of tangent solids of ( (7), each containing another genei'ating

plane, of the opposite svstem. 'I'hus, bv what is said above, through

the circle on the Cyclide, just obtained, there passes an infinity of

spheres, each meeting the Cyclide in another circle. Any such

sphere will touch the Cyclide at the two intersections of the two
circles which lie upon the sphere. As the tangent solids of (t/)

which pass through a plane have their poles, taken in i-egard to 12,

upon the polar line of this plane in regard to 11, it follows that

the spheres, passing through a particular circle which lies on the

Cyclide, have their centres on a line. This is then a generator of

the quadric surface, in 11, obtained by projection of the quadric

surface Q{U). A special case arises when the particular circle

consists of two lines lying on the Cyclide.

Kit: 1. In the fourfold space, we may take coordinates, (,r, //, ^•r,

?/, f), for which the point is (0,0,0,0, 1), the tangent solid of Cl

at being u = 0, choosing a:, i/, z so that the conical sheet of lines

of n at O is given by u = 0, af^ + y"^ + z- = 0. Then the equation of

fi is of the form — ut + .r- + ?/- + z- 4- 52«P + du- = 0, where P is a
homogeneous linear form in ,r, y/, ,•:;. If the point U be (0, 0, 0, 1,0),

the ecpiatiou of the cone (C/) is t- + 2fQ+V=0, where Q, V are

homogeneous in ^i\ij,z, respectively linear and quadratic. The
elimination of t between these ecpiations gives the equation of the

projection of their intersection, upon the solid / = ; this solid is

here taken to contain the point U. If, in the eliminant, we put
.V + In, // + itiH, z + iiu, respectively, for u', v/, z, and choose I, ///, n
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properly, the equation of the projection takes the form

(w^ + «/' + z-y + u-w = 0,

where W is a homogeneous quadratic form in x^ ?/, z and ii. This

equation, however, can be written {x- + i/^ + z^ + \u^y + u^M = 0,

where M=W —^\ (x^ + y^ + ^") — ^^^^^- By taking, for \, a root of

a certain quintic equation, the equation M = represents a quadric

cone; thus, for such \, we can supposeM =XY — Z\ where X, F, Z
are homogeneous hnear forms in x, ?/, z and u. Then the equation

of the Cyelide becomes CD + u^XY = 0, where C, D are of the

forms x^ + i/^ + z^ +\ii~ ± nZ. This is satisfied hy C = 0, X = 0, and
by C = 0, F = 0. The equation C = represents a sphere, and
Z = is any plane through the vertex of the cone 31 = 0, of which

X = 0, F = are tangent planes. There are, therefore, x -' such

spheres.

Ex. 2. The Cyclide can be generated as the locus of a circle

which is the intersection of a varying sphere passing through a

fixed circle of the surface, with a corresponding varying sphere

passing through another fixed circle of the surface.

Ex. 3. The Cyclide, we have seen, is the envelope of a varying

sphere, with centre at a varying point, say H, of a fixed quadric

surface, Q\ the sphere cutting at right angles a fixed sphere, S. The
varying sphere touches the Cyclide in two points. These two
points of contact are, in fact, the limiting points of the system of

coaxial spheres defined by the fixed sphere S, and the tangent

plane, at H, of the quadric Q' (cf. Vol. iii, p. 74). The Cyclide is

thus the locus of the limiting points, so defined by the fixed sphere S
and the varying tangent plane of the quadric surface Q'. To prove

this, consider the figure in the space of four dimensions. Let L, L'

be the two points where a generator of the cone (U) meets H ;

take the polar plane, in regard to O, of this line LL'. This plane

lies on the polar solid, in regard to H, of every point of the line.

In particular, it lies in the principal solid which is the polar of the

vertex U. The plane touches the quadric surface Q ( U). The plane

meets 11 in a conic, which we denote by X ; this conic is, therefore,

on the section of fl by tlie polar solid of U. As the plane is in the

tangent solid of fl at L, the conic A, is on the conical sheet of lines

of Q through L. When we project, from O, this conical sheet

becomes a quadric cone, in 11, whose vertex is the projection of L.

This cone contains the conic which is the projection of X ; and also,

as in preceding cases, contains the conic to. The cone, therefore,

contains the section of a principal sphere, S, by a tangent plane of

the quadric surface, Q', (arising by projection of Q{U)), and con-

tains €0. The vertex of this cone, the projection of L, is, therefore,

a limiting point of the coaxial system of spheres defined by the
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principal sphere, and the tangent plane. By definition, L is on the
quartic surface F, and projects into one of the points of contact of
tlie Cyclide with the sphere obtained from the section of H by the
tangent solid, along LL', of the cone ([/).

If, in the threefold space, the quadric surface Q' and the sphere S
be, respectively,

rt-i.r2 + /;-i?/2 + c-H'' + d-H^ = 0,

.r- + i/^ + z" + ^.rt + 9,gyt + 9,hzt + U"" = 0,

the Cyclide is

4>f' [a (o! +fty + b{i/ + gt)- •\-c{z + htf] + d{x''-\- if ^ z" - Wf = 0.

Ex. 4. The planes of the circles, in which the Cyclide is met
by the enveloping spheres, are tangent planes of one of five quadric
cones. These are often called the cones of Kximmer.
The five generations of the Cyclide, with confocal

quadric surfaces. The Cyclide has, at any point of its double
curve, C(), two tangent planes, one touching each sheet. We prove,
now, that all these planes touch the quadric surface, Q', of the solid

n, which is obtained by projection, from O, of the quadric Q{U).
We may call this quadric surface a principal qtiadric of IT ; and call

the sphere S^ obtained by projection of the section of H by the
polar solid of the vertex t7, a principal sphere. Every generating
line, of the conical sheet of lines of 12 at 0, meets the point-cone
(C/) in two points, say K and K' . The locus of the point K is the
curve, in the tangent solid of fl at 0, which is the intersection of
the conical sheet of lines of Vl at 0, with the quadric surface in

which the cone ( U) meets the tangent solid of O at 0. This curve
is of the fourth order. Consider the tangent solid of H at the point
K. This solid passes through 0, and meets the tangent solid of O
at O in a plane, which touches the conical sheet of lines through O
(p. 38, above). This plane, therefore, contains a tangent line of the

conic w. The point K lies on the surface F. The tangent plane
of F at this point,—being the intersection of the tangent solid of

(C7) at this point with the tangent solid of fl at this point,—pro-

jects, from 0, into a tangent plane of the Cyclide. This plane is

the intersection of IT with the solid, through 0, containing the

tangent plane of F at ^ ; this solid is no other than the tangent
solid of 12 at K. Thus, the tangent plane of F, at K, projects into

a tangent plane, of the Cyclide, at the point where OK meets the

conic w. The other tangent plane of the Cyclide, at this point,

arises, in a similar way, from K'.

Next consider the line KU. It lies on the cone (C7), and is the

intersection of two generating planes of this cone. Its polar plane,

in regard to 12, is, by definition, a tangent plane of the quadric

B. O.IV. 12
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surface Q{U). This plane also lies in the tangent solid of fl at K,
because the line KU contains the point K. Thus the plane, into

which the tangent plane of F, at K, projects, is also a tangent

plane of the principal quadric Q', of II. The point of contact is

the projection of the point, of the quadric surface Q{U), which

is the pole, in regard to O, of the tangent solid of the cone (U)
along KU.

It is thus shewn that the tangent plane of F, at K, projects into

a tangent plane, of the Cyclide, at a point of the conic co, this plane

also touching the quadric Q'.

In the general case, there are, beside the cone (U), four other

quadric point-cones containing the surface F; to each cone corre-

sponds a jwincipal solid, the polar of its vertex in regard to O,

containing the other four vertices. The sections of O by these

principal solids project into five principal spheres in the solid II.

To each cone will also correspond a quadric surface, such as Q{U),
lying in the corresponding principal solid, this being the polar, in

regard to O, of the aggregate of the tangent solids of the cone

;

the quadric surfaces, so arising, project into principal quadric

surfaces in H, such as Q' . From the conjugate relation of the

vertices of the cones in the fourfold space, it is clear that, in the

solid n, the centres of four of the principal spheres form a self-

polar tetrad for the remaining sphere, and for the corresponding-

principal quadric surface; also, the join of any two of these centres

is at right angles (in regard to the conic co, as Absolute conic) to

the plane containing the other three ; while, further, any two of

the principal spheres cut at right angles (p. 40, above). Likewise,

by what we have just proved, the five principal quadrics belong to

a confocal system, being all touched by the tangent planes of the

Cyclide at the points of the conic to. This conic is then one of the

four focal conies of these confocal quadric surfaces (cf. Vol. iii,

p. 92). The Cyclide is the envelope of a sphere, with its centre on

any one of the principal quadric surfaces, described to meet the

corresponding principal sphere at right angles.

Ex. 1. A confocal system of quadric surfaces, in space of three

dimensions, has four focal conies. Thus, by what has been shewn,

the tangent solids of H, at the points such as K, should meet the

solid n in planes containing, not only the tangent lines of the

conic 6), but also the tangent lines of three other conies. Recipro-

cating in regard to H, this statement is, that the joins of an

arbitrary point, P, to the points K, lie on the planes of four

quadric line-cones (see above, p. 121). In fact, K describes a

quartic curve in the tangent solid of II at O, and, thus, lies on
four quadric conical sheets in this solid. If V be the vertex of one

of these, the line PK evidently lies in the plane VPK, which
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describes a line-cone with VP as axis. This proves the statement

in its reciprocal form.

Ex. 2. Let C/, T be the vertices of two cjuadric point-cones

(C7) and (T), which contain the surface F. If a generating line,

C/P, of (C/), be such that the tangent solid of {U\ along C/P,

touches n, the plane UTP meets the polar plane of the line Tt/,

in regard to H, upon a certain conic. The same conic is obtained

from the cone {T) by a similar definition. Denote this conic

by 7-
.

The angle between two enveloping spheres of the Cyclide, of

different systems, arising, say, from tangent solids of the cones

([/) and (T), respectively, is equal to the interval between these

two tangent solids, measured in regard to O (p. 39, above) ; or,

equal to the interval between the poles of these solids, in regard

to n. Let these solids touch {U) and (T) along the lines UK
and TL, respectively ; and let the planes UTK and TUL meet the

polar plane of the line C/T, in regard to £1, in the points K' and
Z/', respectivelv. The angle in question, between the corresponding

enveloping spheres of the Cyclide, is equal to the interval K'L.,

measured in regard to the conic 7. (Cf. Jessop, Quartic Surfaces,

1916, p. 106.)

Ex. 3. It has been seen that the Cyclide may be regarded as the

inverse of a cubic surface containing the conic (o ; and, conversely,

that such a cubic surface is obtained by inversion of the Cyclide

when the centre of inversion lies thereon. By taking the vertex of

the harmonic inversion, in the space of four dimensions, in regard

to n, to be at the vertex, U, of one of the point-cones, we see that

the Cyclide inverts into itself when the centre of inversion is the

centre of any one of the five principal spheres. When the centre

of inversion is arbitrary, a Cyclide inverts into another Cyclide.

Ex. 4. For a quartic curve, in threefold space, which is the

intersection of a quadric surface with a quadric cone, there are four

points of the curve of which the tangent line is a generator of the

cone ; these are the points of the curve lying on the polar plane of

the vertex of the cone, taken in regard to the quadric surface.

By supposing the curve to be that considered above (p. 177), the

intersection of (U) with the conical sheet of lines of fi through O,

we see that there are four points K which coincide with the

associated points, K'. These will lie on the plane which is the

intersection of the polar solids of in regard to all quadrics con-

taining the quartic surface F. The tangent solids of D, at the

four points K will meet in the polar line of this plane, in regard

to n ; and this line passes through 0. Any such tangent solid

contains the tangent plane of F at the corresponding point K.

Thus, on projection, we see that there are four points of the conic

12—2
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o) at which the two tangent planes of the Cyclide coincide with

one another ; and that the four tangent planes at these points

have a point common.
Taking, again, the plane which is the intersection of the polar

solids of in regard to all the quadrics containing F, we may con-

sider the locus of the polar lines of this plane, in regard to these

quadrics. This is a cubic cone, with as vertex. Hence, for the

Cyclide, we can infer a cubic curve containing the following nine

points :—the five points obtained from the vertices of the cones

such as ( C/), these being the centres of the principal spheres ; the

three intersections of the opposite pairs of joining lines, of the

four points of the conic w at which the tangent planes of the

Cyclide coincide ; and the point of intersection of the tangent

planes of the Cyclide at these four points (Segre, Math. Annal.

XXIV, 1884, p. 330).

Further, considering the intersection, with F, of the polar solids

of 0, in regard to the quadrics containing F, and the intersection

of such a solid with fi, we can prove, for the Cyclide, that there

are oo ^ quadric surfaces, each touching the Cyclide along a quartic

curve, all passing through the four specified points of the conic w,

there being one of these quartic curves through any point of the

Cyclide. Each of these curves is the intersection of the Cyclide

with a quadric surface passing through to, say with a sphere

;

these spheres have a common centre, the point at which the tangent

planes of the Cyclide, at the four specified points of to, co-intersect

{he. cit. p. 337).

For the Cyclide expressed by

(^2 -h ?/2 -I- z-y + (rt.r^ + hif -I- cz") P + 9. {fx +g-i/ + hz) P + dt' = 0,

the tangent planes coincide at any one of the four points (p, q, r, 0),

where p^ = h — c, q^ = c — a, 7-^ = a — b; and the tangent planes at

these four points intersect in (0, 0, 0, 1).

Confocal Cyclides. An enveloping sphere of the Cyclide was
obtained by projecting the section, of 12, by a solid which touches

one of the point-cones (U). Of such solids, however, there is an
infinity (x ^) which also touch fl ; and the locus of the points of

contact of these solids with H is an important curve. We denote
this curve by q. Consider, in the principal solid which is the polar

of the vertex U in regard to O, the quadric surface in which this

polar solid meets D. ; this (piadric surface we denote by [O] ; and,

also, the quadric surface in which this solid meets the cone (U),

denoting this quadric surface by [U]. The quadric surface Q(t/),

in this solid, is the polar reciprocal of [U] in regard to [fl]. A
tangent solid of fl w'hich touches the cone ( U), as it passes through

the point U, must touch H at a point of the quadric surface [D],
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and must also touch the cjuadric surface [C7]. This tangent solid

thus meets the principal solid, which is the polar of the point C/,

in regard to H, in a common tangent plane of the quadric surfaces

[n], \U\ The curve q is the locus of the points of contact, of

these common tangent planes, with [H] ; it is a quartic curve,

being the intersection of [H] with Q {U). When we project from 0,

on to the solid 17, the ([uadric surface [ft] becomes a principal

sphere, and the quadric surfece Q(U) becomes a principal quadric

surface, Q'. Thus the curve q projects into the intersection of these.

Such a curve, obtained by projection of q, of which there are five

in general, may be called ^ focal curve of the Cyclide. The section

of n, by a tangent solid of the cone {U) which touches fl, is a
conical sheet of lines, of which the generators meet the generators

of the conical sheet of lines of fl through (p. 38, above) ; thus,

the projection from O, on to the solid II, of this section, is a

quadric cone passing through the conic w ; the vertex of this cone
is a point of the quartic focal curve, q, obtained by projection of q.

Such a cone, when w is regarded as the Absolute conic, is often

called a point-sphere. The focal curve q' can then be said to be the

locus of the vertices of point-spheres whose section with the Cyclide

consists of two circles (which touch one another).

It can be shewn that if, upon a sphere, of a threefold space 11,

that is, a quadric surface passing through a given conic, w, of this

space, there be given a quartic curve, q', the intersection of the

sphere with another quadric surface; and, also in this solid IT,

there be given a point, H'; then, three Cyclides can be constructed,

containing the point H\ all having the curve q as focal curve.

Further, that the tangent planes of any two of these Cyclides, at

any point common to both, are at right angles ; that is, that these

tangent planes meet the plane of the conic (o in lines which are

conjugate to one another in regard to this conic. It can then be

shewn, further, that only these three Cyclides are possible under

the given conditions. The corresponding result for curves in a

plane is proved above, p. 95. For, in a fourfold space containing

the solid II, take a point, O, not itself in II ; consider the conical

sheet of lines joining O to the given conic w. A quadric, 11, can

be described containing this conical sheet, this being any quadric

whose section, by the solid which is defined by and the plane

of ft), consists of this conical sheet. Next, consider the quadric

point-cone which is the aggregate of the lines joining to the

points of the given sphere in 11. This will meet the quadric D, in

a quartic surface ; part of this, however, is the quadric surface

constituted by the conical sheet Ow ; the remaining part of the

intersection is then another quadric surface. Thus, assuming that

a quadric surjace, in fourfold space, necessarily lies in a solid, we
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can regard the given sphere, in TT, as the projection, from 0, of

the section of fl by a soHd ; denote this solid by 0. The curve

q', on the given sphere in II, is the projection from of a curve,

say q, lying in the section, with fl, of the solid <I> ; this section is

a quadric surface, and the curve g, like g', is a quartic curve.

Let the pole, in regard to H, of the solid <!>, be the point U,
supposed not to lie on H ; also, let the line OH' meet fi again in

the point H. The polar plane, in regard to 12, of the line UH,
will lie in the solid <t>, which is the polar solid of U ; denote this

polar plane of UH by rj. We know that, in the solid ^, there can

be drawn, through the curve q, three quadric surfaces to touch the

plane rj (Vol. iii, p. 120); the polar reciprocals of these quadric

surfaces, in regard to fl, are three quadric point-cones, with vertex

at U ; these cones touch the tangent solids of fl at the points of

the curve q (which lies on fl), and contain the line UH. The
intersection of fl, with any one of these three point-cones, projects

from 0, on to II, into a Cyclide having the given curve q' as focal

curve, and passing through H'. This proves the existence of three

such Cyclides.

We next prove that any two of these cut at right angles (in

regard to to, as Absolute conic), at their common point H':—The
plane rj, polar of the line UH in regard to fl, is the intersection of

the solid ^ with the tangent solid of fl at H. Thus the plane 7/

contains the conic, in which the solid <l> is intersected by the

conical sheet of lines of fl which pass through H ; this conic is

also on the quadric surface (fl, <I>), upon which the curve q lies

;

denote this conic by h. It is known that the three points of contact

with the plane r], of quadric surfaces, in the solid <t>, which contain

the curve q and touch i], form a self-polar triad in regard to the

conic section of rj with any quadric surface, in <I>, containing q ;

these three points of contact are thus a self-polar triad in regard

to the conic h. which is the intersection of the quadric surface

(fl, <I>) with the tangent solid of fl at H. The polar solids, in

regard to fl, of these three points of contact, are the tangent
solids, at H, of the three point-cones, of vertex U, above draAvn

through the line UH ; the polar planes, in regard to fl, of the

lines of the conical sheet, of lines of fl through H, are the tangent
planes of this same conical sheet. Thus, reciprocating in regard

to fl, the tangent planes at the point H, of the three surfaces in

which fl is met by the three point-cones above drawn through UHy
are conjugate in pairs in regard to the conical sheet of lines of fl

through H. On projecting from 0, since every line of fl through
H meets a line of fl through 0, we obtain three Cyclides through
the point H\ of which every two have their tangent planes, at H\
at right angles in regard to the conic «, regarded as Absolute
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conic. By a similar argument every two of these surfaces cut at

right angles at every one of their common points.

And, as in the corresponding case of a quartic curve in a plane,

it was proved (p. 95, above), that there were only two such curves,

so it can be shewn here that there are only three Cyclides subject

to the given conditions.

Ex. 1. Let the Cyelide be the projection of the intersection of

the quadric ft given by x^ +y^ + z^-^-t^ -\-v?=0^ with a quadric

given by ajc^ + hy' + cz'^ + dP-\-ev? =:0. Then the coordinates, .rj,

«/,, jSi, ^1, ^^I, of a point of 12 whereat the tangent solid touches the

point-cone ( t7), of vertex (0, 0, 0, 0, 1 ), containing the intersection

of these quadrics, are such that

(a - e)-^ .ri^ + {b- e)-' y^- + (c - e)'^ z^^ + (rf - e)-^ t^ = 0.

Thus the curve q, and the focal curve, q\ obtained by projecting

this, depend only on the differences of a, b, r, d, e. A system of

Cyclides with common focal curves are then those given by the

projection of the intersection of

x^+y''+z^+t^+u^=0, (a+\)-Kv^+{b+\)-'y'+...+(e+X)-hc-= 0,

where X, is arbitrary. The condition that two such Cyclides, given

by the values, Xj, \o, of X, should cut at right angles at the

common point, (^ri , ?/i , . .
.
, Wj), is (p. 39, above) that the tangent

solids (a + Xi)~^ uTa\ + ... = 0, (a + Xg)"^ '^'•^1 + . . . = should be con-

jugate in regard to H. This condition is

(a + X,)-^ (a + Xg)-! a?!^ + . . . = 0;

it is a consequence of the two equations

(a + \)-^ .rj- -H . . . = 0, (a + Xo)-^ x,' +...=0.

The condition that a Cyclide, of the confocal system obtained,

should pass through an arbitrary point, is a cubic equation for X.

Ex. 2. Through any point, H, of the quartic surface, F, defined

as the intersection of the quadric H, and another quadric, £1', a

line may be drawn which is the polar, in regard to H, of the

tangent plane of F at H. This line is the locus of the poles, in

regard to H, of the tangent solids, at H, of all the quadrics (say

^n -i- fl' = 0) which contain F. The line lies in the tangent solid

of n at H ; and is the polar line, in regard to the conical sheet of

lines of H through H, of the tangent plane of F at Hy this plane,

and the conical sheet, being both in the tangent solid of H at H.
By projection of F, from a point 0, of fl, into a Cyclide of the

solid n, this line becomes the normal of the Cyclide at the point

arising from H-., namely, the line which is conjugate to the tangent
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plane of the Cyclide with respect to the Absolute conic w. If H
be (.^0,3/0, Zq, to, Uq), and O be ^^ + ... + m^ = 0, while D,' is

ax^ + . . . + eu^ = 0,

the general point of the line in question is (^, rj, ^, r, u), where

^ = (a+ 6) .Vo, ...,v = (e + 6)uo, the being variable. The line, as

we see by taking polars in regard to H, touches all the quadrics

which are the polar reciprocals, in regard to H, of the quadrics

\n + n' = 0; that is, it touches all the quadrics

(a + \)-^x' +... + {€ + \)-' u^ = 0;

except two of these, upon which it lies entirely. These two are

those for which \ satisfies the equation

(a + \y^x;- + . . . + (f? + \)-^ui = 0,

which is a quadratic in virtue of

x^-\- ... + Uo' = 0, aa'o^ + . . . + euo^ = 0.

The tangent solid of fl at H touches every one of these polar

reciprocal quadrics, at points of this line. In particular, however,

when X has one of the five values —a, ..., —e, the line meets the

corresponding locus, now become a quadric surface, only once ; in

the point in which the line meets the principal solid in which this

quadric surface lies.

The aggregate of all the points of all such lines, when (.To , ?/o, . .
.
, Mq)

becomes, in turn, all points of the surface F, is a ruled locus of x *

points. By substitution of a,\^ = (a + X)~^^, etc., in the equations

.^o' + . . . + u^^ = 0, ax,; + . . . + eu,y- = 0, or bv the geometrical property

of the lines, we see that the equation of this ruled locus can be

formed as the discriminant, in regard to X, of the equation

(a + X)-i^- + ...+{e + \)-'v- = 0;

so that the locus is of the twelfth order. Thus, on projection, we
infer that twelve normals of a Cyclide pass through an arbitrary

point. The line of the x ^ ruled locus, through a point, (x^,, ..., U(),

on the curve in which the surface V meets the quadric

lies entirely on this quadric, as already remarked. In particular,

for X = X , the lines of this locus which meet F in the curve given

by Xa^+ ... + Uq- = 0, axn^ + . . . + en,,- = 0, «-.?'„- + . . . + e-u,,- = 0, lie

entirely on the quadric O ; such lines form a surface, lying on fi,

of order 2.12 — 2.4, or sixteen. The lines of this surface are

obtainable, also, by remarking, first, that, in the tangent plane of
F at any point P, there are two lines lying on H, the intersection

of this tangent plane with the conical sheet of lines of D. through P ;
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and noticing, then, that, when P is on the cm've whose equations

have been given, the tangent plane of V touches this conical sheet

along a line of points, with coordinates {a -V^C) x^^ ..., {e-\-X)u<^.

Thus, the tangent plane of F, at any point of this curve, is also a

tangent plane, at another point, of the surface in which H is met
by any one of the (juadrics {a + X)~'^x'' + ... + (t^ + X)~^i^ = 0. For,

this tangent plane of F lies in the tangent solid of ft at every point

of the line whose points have coordinates (a+ X)a'o, ..., (e + \)uo'-,

and lies in the tangent solid of the quadric

(a + \)-\v^ +...+(€ + Xy^u" = 0,

because this, being the tangent solid of fl at the point (.^o, ...,Wo)

of the curve, touches the line at this point. The curve in question,

(a'o" + . . . + Uq- = 0, ax,,^ + . . . + euo^ = 0, a^x'o^ + . . . + e^Uo^ = 0),

lies also on the polar reciprocal of the quadric ^^4- ... +m- = 0, in

regard to the quadric ax'^ + ... +eu'^ = 0. On projection, the focal

curves of the Cyelide appear as lying doubly on the developable

surface formed by the tangent planes of the Cyclide at points of

the conic o), these planes touching the confocal Cyclides.

We may, however, go further. Of the oo ^ lines, forming the

surface of order sixteen, spoken of, lying on fl, there are sixteen

lines which lie on F. For the line of points of coordinates

(a + \)xo, ..., {e +\)uo,

will lie on ax^ + ... + eu- = 0, if, beside the three equations for

(j^o, ..., Uq), we also have a^a.'o'+ ... +e^u,{^ = 0. The four equations

have sixteen solutions ; if we denote the quintic polynomial, in t,

whose roots are «, h, c, d, e byf{t), the four equations are satisfied

by .t'o"./*' {a)=y^^f' (b) = ... —u^f (e). The curve, of order eight,

for which Xf + ... =0, ax'^ + ... =0, a^x^^ + ... =0, is expressed, in

terms of a parameter 6, by

X = {6 + «)* [/' (a)] - ^ . . ., u ={d + e)i [f (e)] " *

;

the points of any one of the sixteen lines of the surface F are

given by x = (X + a) [f (a)] ~ ^, . .
.
, u= {X + e) [f (e)] ~ i, for vary-

ing values of X. Jieref (x) denotes df/dx.

More generally, in space of n dimensions, in which Xi, ...,Xni-i

are the coordinates, we may consider the surface given by the

(n- 2) equations, a^^Xi^ + . . . -f- a^n+i^%i+i= ^i for r = 0, 1, . . ., (n -3).

Upon this there is a curve, of order 2""^ and genus 2""^ {n — 3) + 1,

given by these equations together with

a,^'-'x,'+...+al-\x\+, = 0,

of which the points have coordinates of the forms
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where J'{t) is the polynomial having «!,..., a^+i for roots. This
leads to the consideration of 2'^ lines of the surface, each consisting

of points of coordinates such as .Tg = (A- + ««) [,/" (a«)J
~ ^. For the

case ?i = 3, cf Vol. in, p. 92. The case w = 5 arises in Chap, vii

below.

Ex. S. It is not a difficult matter to obtain the Ihies of ctirva-

ture upon a CycUde. We do this by a method which is, in part,

applicable to any surface. The question is, however, of special

interest here because, as will be seen in Chap, vii (below, p. 231),

these lines are in correspondence with the inflexional lines of a
Kummer surface.

At any point of a surface, in space of three dimensions, two lines

can be drawn, in the tangent plane at this point, which meet the

surface in three coincident points there. These are the inflexional

directions. If the point be (xq, . . .), and the surface hef{x, . . .) = 0,

the lines are found by combining the tangent plane with the polar

quadric of the point, given by D'-f = 0, where D is the operator

xd/dX(,+ ..., and ^0 the value ofy at (xq, ...). If any sphere be
drawn to touch the surface at the point, its inflexional directions

give two other lines lying in the tangent plane of the surface.

The directions of the lines of curvature of the surface, at the

point, are along the two lines, in the tangent plane, which are the

double rays of the involution determined by the two pairs of in-

flexional directions which we have spoken of. In fact, the curve of

intersection of the sphere with the surface has a double point at

the point of contact, whose tangent lines lie in the tangent plane,

and form a pair of the involution in question ; there are two such

spheres for which the curve of intersection has a cusp at the point

;

the two cuspidal tangents are the directions of the lines of curva-

ture.

We prove these statements by regarding the surface under con-

sideration, in the threefold space, II, as obtained by projection,

upon n, of the intersection of a quadric (x ^), H, lying in a space

of four dimensions, which contains 11, with another (x ^) locus, D,',

lying in this fourfold space. We shall speak of 12' also as a

quadric, so that the direct application is to the Cyclide. The
centre of projection, O, is on fi ; the point of the surface (11, H'),

which we consider, is denoted by P, and its coordinates by (x^,

?yo, :So, <o? ^^o); the tangent solids of fl and 12' at P are denoted by T
and T'. We take solids, 6T + T', passing through the tangent

plane, (T, T'), of the surface (12, 12'), at the point P. These solids

intersect f2 in surfaces which project, from 0, into spheres in the

space n, the Absolute conic being the intersection of II with the

conical sheet of lines of H through 0. There are two lines through

P, the intersection of the plane (T, T') with the cone (T, 12), in
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which the sob'd 6T+T' meets the conical sheet of lines of fl

through P ; these lines meet the conical sheet of lines of fl through

0, and project into the generators, or inflexional lines, of the

sphere into which the surface (dT + T', fl) projects, at the point

which is the projection of P. These two lines lie in the plane

{T,T'), and are independent of 8. The solid dT + T' meets the

surface {H, Q') in a curve ; fl' being a quadric, this curve, lying on

the quadric dfl + II', lies on the conical sheet {OT + T\ dfl + fl'),

the solid OT+T' being the tangent solid of ^fi + H'; the curve

may be given as the intersection of this conical sheet, (6T + T',

6i^ + fl'), with the quadric O. Thus, the curve has a double point

at P, whose tangent lines are the two in which T meets the conical

sheet ; that is, these tangent lines are the two lines in which the

quadric dfl +0,' is met by the plane (T, T'). For different values

of 6 these form an involution of pairs of lines in this plane, inter-

secting at P. They project, from 0, into the tangent lines of the

curve in which the surface, obtained by the projection of (0,0'),

is met by a sphere touching this surface at the projection of P.

For the particular value of 6 for which the solid BT + T' contains

the point 0, this sphere is replaced by the tangent plane of the

surface obtained by projection of (O, O), and the tangent lines

become the inflexional directions of this surface. For the value

^ = X , we have the two lines, first considered, in which the plane

(T,T') meets O, which project into the common generators of all

the spheres. For five particular values of 6, the quadric Ofl + O'
becomes a cone, and we have, on projection, the tangent lines of a

pair of conies of the Cyclide, through the point into which P
projects.

There are, also, two values of 6 for which the tangent plane

(T, T') meets ^O + O' in two coincident lines, namely, the plane

(T, OT + T') touches the conical sheet {OT + T', (90 + O'). For, we
know that the tangent planes of this cone are the intersections, of

6T+T', with the tangent solids of ^O + O' at points of this

conical sheet (p. 38, above). Thus, for the plane (T,dT + T') to

touch the conical sheet, it must be identical with a plane (K,

6T + T'), where K is the tangent solid of ^O + O' at a point,

(^j, 3/1, ...), of this conical sheet. Now, if 0,O' be, respectively,

x^-\- . . . -f- m" = 0, ax" + . . . + ai^ = 0, the condition, that the planes

[(a + 6) xx^ -f . . . = 0, {a + 0)xxo+ ...=0],

[{a + 6) xXi^ + . . . = 0, xxq + . . . = 0]

should be identical, is the existence of equations of the form
{a + 6) Xy = p {a-\-y\r) Xq, for each coordinate, for proper values of

y\r and p; or, if X2 = x-^ — px^^ etc., that (a + d)x2 = p (^Jr — 6) Xq, etc.,

or, say («+ d)x2=<rXo. The condition that (x^, ...), and hence also
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{.v.,') •••)» should lie on the conical sheet, requiring

(a + 6) A'o^'a + . . . = 0, {a-k- 6)xi+ ... ==0,

is satisfied if x^ {a + 6)~^ 4- . . . = 0, in virtue of x^ + -... = 0. As we
also have aXo-+ ... =0, this equation for is only a quadratic;

denote its roots by \ and /x. Then the curve, in which the surface

(n, n') is met by" either of the two solids \T+T\ fiT + T', has a
cusp at P. The two cuspidal tangents give, on projection, the

cuspidal tangents of two curves in which the Cyclide is met by two
spheres. These we define as the directions of the lines of curvature.

The surface (fl, DJ), \if{t) be the quintic polynomial whose roots

are a,h, ...,e, has the coordinates of its points {x,y, ...) represented

by equations x'^ = {a-\- d) (a + 0)//' (a), ...,u'' = {e + 6){e -\- <j>)/f'{e) ;

the values of 0,
<f>

appropriate to the point {x, i/, ...) are the roots

of the quadratic equation x^ (a + 6)~^ + ... + u^{e + d)~^ = 0. If we
pass, along the curve of the surface for which 6 is constant, from
{x, y, . . .) to (x + dx, y + dy, . . .), we have dx = \xd^ {a + 0)~S etc.

;

namely, the tangent line of this curve is the line from (*', ?/, ...) to

the point (a7(a + ^)~i, y{b + (fi)~^, ...). This tangent line is then,

by what we have proved above, the cuspidal tangent of the inter-

section of (O, n') with the solid cfyT + T, where T, T' are the

tangent solids of Q and Df at the point considered. Thus, the

curve along which 6 is constant has its tangent line along a direction

of curvature, at every point, but the oscidating solid (and consequent

sphere) has a parameter which varies from point to point of this

curve.

This result, after what is proved above, is in accord with a

theorem, associated with the name of Dupin, that if, in space of

three dimensions, three surfaces be such that every two of them cut

at right angles, in regard to the Absolute conic, at all their common
points, then, at a point common to all the surfaces, the tangent line

of the common curve of any two of these surfaces, is the tangent

line of a line of curvature on each. In particular, a Cyclide is inter-

sected in a line of curvature by any one of the five principal spheres.

Ex. 4. It was remarked that the line joining a point, {x,y, ...),

of the surface F, or (O, H'), to a point of coordinates (« 4- '^) x,

(b + yjr)y, ..., becomes, on projection, a normal of the Cyclide. This
line is, evidently, on projection, at right angles to the line, con-

sidered in Ex. 3, joining (.r, t/, ...) to the point of coordinates

(a + yfr)~^x, {f> + yjr)'^ y, Consider two points {x^ y, ...),

(x + dx, y -\- dy, ...), of F, on the curve given, for constant 0, by
the equation {a + 0)~^x- + ... + {e + 0)~^u} = 0, these points corre-

sponding to values
(f), ^ + d(p, of the second parameter, <^, deter-

mining points of F, as in Ex. 3. Corresponding to the first point,

take the point of coordinates (a + <f))x, (b + (f))y, ...; this is, in
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fact, the pole, in regard to H, of the tangent solid of <^n + O' at

the point (.r, ?/, ...), and projects into the centre of the sphere into

which the surface (H, c^T + T') projects. Corresponding to the

second point, take the point of coordinates {a + -v/r) {x + dx),

{h + \/r) {y + dy)^ . .
,

, where -v|r = </>
- ^ d<^. Since c/Lr = \ xd(f> {a + </>)"',

we have

(a + (f)- ^d(f>) {x + dx) = {a + - | f/</)) [1 + |(a + </>)"'#] ^

= (« + <f))x — ^d<jidx.

Thus, on projection, we have the result often expressed by saying

that the normals, at two consecutive points of a line of curvature,

intersect one another. These normals, that is, form a developable

surface, whose cuspidal edge (Vol. iii, pp. 131, 132), or edge of
regression, is the locus of the centres of the osculating spheres.

Ex. 5. By considering when the two cuspidal directions obtained

in Ex. 3 can coincide, prove that the lines of the surface V lie on
the quartic locus, obtained as the discriminant, in regard to 6, of

the quadratic equation {a + d)~^x^-\- ... = 0, whose equation is

{pA + ^3)^

=

40^{pA + a),
where

£lr = a^x^ + . . . + e^ii', pi = «+...+ f, p.2 = ab + ac + . . . + de.

Ex. 6. By inversion of a surface in threefold space, a line of

curvature is changed into a line of curvature of the inverse surface.

Ex. 7. Consider, in threefold space, whose Absolute conic is w,

a curve, y, lying upon a surface of this space. The tangent lines of

this curve <y meet the plane of the Absolute conic in points, T,

describing a curve, t, of this plane. The normals of the surface, at

points of the curve 7, that is, the lines conjugate to the tangent

planes in regard to the Absolute conic, meet the Absolute plane in

points, N, describing a curve, v, of this plane. If, for every point

of the curve 7, the tangent line of the curve v, at the point N,
passes through the corresponding point, T, of the curve t, then the

curve 7 is a line of curvature of the surface. The condition may
be expressed briefly by saying that the curve defined by the normals

is a curve of pursuit of the curve defined by the tangents.

Ex. 8. Two surfaces, in threefold space, are such as to cut at

right angles at every point of their curve of intersection, which is

known to be a line of curvature on one of the surfaces. Considering,

in the Absolute plane, the curve enveloped by the tangent planes

of one of the surfaces, at the points of their common curve, and the

like curve enveloped by the tangent planes of the other surface, at

the points of this curve, shew that these curves are polar reciprocals

of one another in regard to the Absolute conic.

Ex. 9. If a line of curvature of a surface, in threefold space, be
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a plane curve, prove that the tangent plane of the surface at points

of the curve is at a constant inclination to the plane of the curve

(with respect to the Absolute conic). Deduce this by proving that,

if the normals of a plane curve, defined as lines conjugate to the

tangent lines with respect to an Absolute conic of the plane, all

meet in a point, then the curve is the locus of a point which is at

a constant interval from the point of intersection of the normals,

the interval being defined by the Absolute conic (as in Vol. ii,

pp. 168 ff.).

Ej:. 10. If the tangent plane of a surface, in threefold space, at

a point {x,y, z, t), be expressed by IX + mY 4- nZ + pT = 0, an

inflexional line of the surface satisfies the differential equation

dcvdl + dydm -f dzdn + dtdp = 0.

If Z, 7«, n, r, rn', n' be the line coordinates of the normal of the sur-

face, a line of curvature satisfies the differential equation

dldV + dindm + dndn = 0.

More generally, while the lines of a ruled surface, in space of three

dimensions, are represented, in space of five dimensions, by the

points of a curve lying on the fundamental quadric O (p. 40, above),

the lines of a developable surface, or the tangents of a curve, in the

threefold space, are represented by a curve on fl of which all the

tangent lines also lie on CI.

The matters discussed in these Examples arise again below, in

Chap, VII (p. 232). For a further generalisation see Darboux,
Theorie . . .des Surfaces, Livre vii, p. 485, § 840.

In reg^ard to some particular cases. The Dupin Cyclide.
In considering the quartic surface, in the space of four dimensions,

as the intersection of two quadrics, we have generally assumed that

the two quadrics are general, so that there are five quadric point-

cones passing through the surface, whose vertices form a self-polar

pentad for the quadrics. In this case the equations of the two
quadrics can be supposed to be of the forms, x" + . . . -f- ?<- = 0, and
ax^ -\- ... + eii? = 0, in which no two of the coefficients a, 6, ...,e are

equal. And we have given the centre of projection, by which we
pass to the Cyclide, a quite general position. In this Volume we
do not enter into the discussion of the possibilities which can arise

in less general cases; Segre (Math. An?ial. xxiv, p. 440) enumerates
more than seventy. We make, however, some remarks, with the

aim of indicating the nature of the special cases ; and, in particular,

on account of its historical and intrinsic interest, we shew how
Dupin's Cyclide can be obtained,

(a) It may happen that, through a surface, in fourfold space,

which is defined by the intersection of two quadi'ics, which are cones,
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there passes no cjuadric which is not a cone. In other words, if

C7 = (), F=0 he the given (juadric cones, it may happen that the

discriniinantal determinant, of five rows and colunnis, of the quadric

U +W = 0, vanishes for all values of X. To illustrate this possi-

bility, suppose U = if + z^ + u^ - tu^ V = yz — xu, each of which, as

depending on four linear functions of the coordinates only, belongs

to a cone. We then have

^ + XF = //•- 4- Xy/,"2 + z- + u(u — t — Xa)

;

for every value of X, this likewise depends on four linear functions

of the coordinates oilly, and also belongs to a cone.

The projection of the surface (U, V), in this case, from the point

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1), gives, in the space (*', t/, z, t), the surface whose equa-

tion is z/z^ + z"x' + oc-y"- — xyzt = 0. This is Steiner''s qumiic surface

(Vol. Ill, p. 222) ; its properties can then be deduced by considering

the surface {U, V). The cones t7 = 0, F= have a connnon tangent

solid at every point of the line joining their vertices, and the pro-

jection is made, on to this solid, from a point on one of the cones.

The Steiner surface may also be obtained by projecting the

Veronese surface, in space of five dimensions (p. 52, above), by
means of planes passing through a line which does not meet this

surface.

(ft) When, beside cones, there is at least one general quadric

containing the surface, say C/ = 0, the discriminant of [/ -H \V, not

vanishing identically in regard to X, vanishes for, at most, five

values of X. There are then other quadrics which are not cones,

beside JJ — 0, containing the surface. Let F = be such a quadric.

Then, two cases are possible. Either, there is not a point, common
to the quadrics t/ = 0, F= 0, at which these have the same, definite,

tangent solid ; or there is such a point, or several such. We sketch

now, incompletely, a proof that, in the former of these cases, the

equations of C/ = 0, F = can be supposed to be of the respective

forms x^ -\-
y"^

-V . . . + li^ = 0, ax'^ + hy- + ...-\- eu^ = 0, in which no two

of the coefficients a, 6, . .
.
, ^ are equal. This will then be the general

case considered above. In fact, under the hypothesis made, there

will be at least one point, not lying on t/ = 0, nor on F = 0, for

which the five ratios, respectively of dU/dx, dU/dy, ..., dU/du to

dV/dx, dV/dy, ..., dV/du, are equal. If we change the notation so

that this point becomes (0,0,0,0, 1), and its polar solid, in regard

to either (7 = 0, F = 0, which is the same for both, becomes n = 0,

then the equations of the two quadrics take the forms u^ +
(f>
= 0,

eu^ + ^|r = 0, where 0, yjr are quadratic forms in x, y, z, t only. The
quadric surfaces, <^ = 0, i/r = 0, regarded as lying in the solid u = 0,

will not have a common point at which their tangent planes co-

incide; for then, the solid joining this plane to the point (0,0,0,0,1)
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would be a cormiion tangent solid of the two original quadrics, at

a common point. And the discriminant of X<^ + yjr is not identically

zero. We can therefore apply a similar argument to ^ = 0, -^/r = 0,

reducing them to the respective forms t^ + ^ = 0, dt- + rj = 0, where

^, T) are quadratic forms in x, ?/, z, only. And so on. Thereby U, V
are reduced, respectively, to forms .r^+...+M% ax'^ + ... -\- ei(?.

Herein, however, we cannot have, for example, d = e ; since, then,

the quadrics U = 0, V = would have the common tangent solid,

t -\- iu = 0, at the common point (0, 0, 0, 1, i).

(c) Suppose now that C7 = 0, V = have a common point, which
we may take to be (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and, thereat, a definite common
tangent solid, which we may take to be ^ = 0. Their equations are

then capable of the forms ut + cf) = 0, ut + \^ = 0, where ^, -yfr are

quadratic forms in x, ?/, z, t, only. The surface of intersection of

the quadrics thus lies on <^ — -v/r = 0. This is, then, either a point-

cone whose vertex is (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), or a line-cone whose axis passes

through this point, or a pair of solids, or a single repeated solid.

In all these cases, the projection of the quartic surface (U, F),

from this point, upon any solid, is a quadric surface, of a general

or particular kind. Thus the Cyclide arising by projection of the

surface (t/, V) from a general point, say, of C/ = 0, is one which is

the inverse, in the solid upon which we project, of a quadric

surface, of general or of particular kind. It is clear that there are

many cases.

{d) In what has preceded, we have spoken of projecting the

quartic surface of fourfold space, into a Cyclide, from a centre of

projection lying on a particular quadric which contains the surface;

and have used this quadric to define inversion in the space of the

Cyclide. In general, as a single quadric of the form U -fW =
passes through an arbitrary point of the fourfold space, this is

equivalent to defining the Cyclide as arising by projection from an

arbitrary point of the space. If we do this, however, special cases

may arise. For instance, it may happen that the quadric, of the

family t/ + XF = 0, which passes through the centre of projection,

is a cone. Then it is easy to see that the surface of the fourth

order, obtained by projection, in place of having a double conic of

general kind, has two double lines, which may coincide. Or, again,

it may happen, when the surface in the fourfold space lies on a

line-cone, that the tangent solid, at the centre of projection, of

the quadric, of the family, which passes through this point, is a

tangent solid of this line-cone. In this case, while there may exist

a double conic for the quartic surface obtained by projection, it

will be such that the tangent planes of this surface coincide at

every point of this conic. The double conic then becomes a

cuspidal conic.
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{(") For historical and intrinsic reasons, sonic account may be
given of the case in which the quartic surface, in fourfold space,

Hes on one, and, more particularly, on two quadric line-cones.

The former arises when the surface is given by two equations of
tile forms x^ -\- y- -y ... + u- = 0, ax^ + hy'^ + eii? = ; the latter arises

when, further, a = 6, the second line-cone containing the surface

then being a (z^ + 1") + (a — c) u- = 0. The latter surface projects

into what has been called Diipins Cyclide (Dupin, Applications de

gcomitne ct de rnechanlqiu\ 1822, p. 200). This surface is in point

correspondence with the To7'e (or Anchor Ring); and either can
be inverted into the other, or into a quadric cone of revolution.

Beautiful stereoscopic diagrams of forms of Dupin's Cyclide are

given in Maxwell's Scientific Papers, Vol, ii, p. 158.

Consider first the case Avlien the quartic surface in fourfold space

lies upon only one quadric line-cone. This cone, then, arises in

place of two of the five point-cones existing in the general case.

The axis of the line-cone meets a general quadric of the family,

say the quadric O, in two points, say M and N. On projection

from a point, 0, of 17, these become two double points of the

resulting Cyclide. A tangent solid of the line-cone, which touches

this at all points of a plane, meets H in a quadric surface ; on
projection, we have a sphere touching the Cyclide in the points of

a circle, passing through the two double points. The centres of

such spheres lie on a conic ; this is the projection of the conic

which is the polar reciprocal of the line-cone, in regard to fl ; the

plane of this conic is the projection of the polar plane, in regard

to n, of the axis of the line-cone. The two conical sheets, of lines

lying upon fl, passing through M and N, respectively, intersect in

a conic, lying in the polar plane of the axis of the line-cone ; this

plane is in the polar solid, in regard to H, of every point of this

axis. Thus, on projection, there is a .circle, lying in the plane

which bisects, at right angles, the line joining the two double

points of the Cyclide. Every sphere passing through this circle

has its centre on this joining line, and the Cyclide inverts into

itself in regard to this sphere. In particular, there is one such

sphere which reduces, beside the Absolute plane, to a plane ; so

that there is a plane in regard to which the Cyclide is symmetrical.

It is possible to find points, H, not lying on H, such that the

points, M', A'^', in which the lines HM, HN meet O again, lie on
the tangent solid of O at the point 0. For, let HO meet fl again

in 0' ; if M' be a point on the tangent solid at 0, the line OM'
lies on H; the plane, HMO, meeting fl in the line OM', meets O
in another line ; thus, MO' is on D., or 0' lies on the tangent solid

at M ; and conversely. Similarly, if iV' be on the tangent solid

at O, the point 0' lies on the tangent solid at A'^. Take, then,

B. G.IV. 13
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for 0', any point of the conic, on O, which is common to the

tangent solids at M and N ; for i/, take any point of the line 00'

.

This point, H^ can be used for the centre of the harmonic in-

version, in the fourfold space, which gives rise to inversion, in

regard to a sphere, in the threefold space upon which we project.

Thereby it is shewn that the Cyelide, obtained by projection of

the quartic surface which is the intersection of D. with the quadric

line-cone having MN for axis, can be inverted, in the threefold

space, into a Cyclide having two double points on the Absolute

conic, the centre of inversion being any point of a certain circle.

It is a simpler remark that a point H, not on H, can be taken

on the line OM ; so that the Cyclide can also be inverted into a

quadric cone.

Ex. 1. Consider the quartic surface given by the equations
^,2 _|.^2 _j. _

-I-
^2 _ Q^ ^^,2 j^jjyi j^ ^^^ _|_ ^,,,^2 _ Q . Jeuote the former

quadric by H ; let 0, of coordinates {x\, y^, ... Mq), be any point

of n. Also, let A, B, C, D, respectively, denote a — e, b — e, c — e,

d — e, and A', B', C , E', respectively, denote a — d, b — d, c — d,

e — d, so that E' + D = 0. The quartic surface thus lies on the

two point-cones

Ax' +Bi/+ ... +Dt^ = 0, A\v^ + By + . . . + E'u^ = 0.

We have, identically,

{A.T' + Bif + Cz' + Dt'') {Ax,' -h By,' + Cz,' -h Dt,')

- {Axx, + Byy, -{ Czz, + Dtt^f

equal to

[/' {BCf -t- / {AD)^Y+\m' {CA)^ + m {BD)^f + [n' (AB)^ + n {CD)^]%

where I = tx, — t^/c, V = yz, — y^z., etc. Let this last be denoted
by t/. We thus infer that, when (a", ^, ... ^J^s on the quartic

surface, we have

Axx, -f Byy^ -\- Czz, -f- Dtt^ = (- C/)i

If V denote what U becomes when, for A^ B, C, D, are put,

respectively, A\ B\ C, E\ and, for I, w, w, are put, respectively,

uXq — UoX, uy, — Uoy, 'uZo — UqZ, we similarly have, on the quartic
surface,

A'xxo + B'yyo + C'zz, + E'uu, = (- V)K

Thus, if T denote xx, +yyo + -^-o + K + huq, we have, on the quartic
surface,

{d-e)T = (-U)^-(-V)K
In this equation, r = 0, /' = 0, / = 0, etc., uXo-UoX = 0, etc., all

represent solids passing through the point O. Thus this equation
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is, eff'ectivelv, an irrational form of the equation of the general

CycHde which is obtained by projecting the quartic surface from

the point O.

Ex. 2. For the case when the quartic surface is given by a

general quadric, H, and a Ihie-cone, we may proceed as in Ex. 1.

We mav also proceed as follows : Let ^ = be the tangent solid of

the cpiadric ft at the point from which the projection, to the space

of three dimensions, is to be made ; this point we now denote

by U. Let it = be the polar solid of U in regard to the line-

cone ; this solid contains the axis of the cone. Let the point in

which t = meets the axis of the line-cone be Z, and let ,^ = be

the polar solid of Z in regard to H ; thus 2 = is undefined when
< = contains the axis of the line-cone. The solid s; = contains

the point U ; and contains the polar plane, in regard to H, of the

axis of the line-cone. We define two other solids, x=0, .y = 0,

as follows : Consider the plane m = 0, 2; = 0; this meets the quadric

n in a conic ; in this plane take the pole of the line w = ^r = ^ = 0,

in regard to this conic, say the point T ; pairs of lines drawn
from T, conjugate in regard to this conic, meet the line u = z = t =
in pairs of points in involution. The line-cone meets the plane

w = 0, z = in two lines intersecting in the point in which the axis

of the cone, which lies in u = 0, meets this plane ; let this point be

(.Po, ^o» 0? 1? ^)- ^Ve can then choose x = 0, 3/ = 0, vanishing at C/,

.so that the solids x — Xot = 0, ^ - j/ot = contain the axis of the

cone, and meet the plane z = 0, u = in two lines harmonic in

regard to the lines in which the line-cone meets this plane ; while,

at the same time, the three lines, of the plane 2; = 0, m = 0, given

by X = 0, ij = 0, t — 0, are a self-polar triad in regard to the conic

in which this plane meets ft.

With this choice of coordinates we may suppose the equations

of ft, and of the line-cone, to be, respectively,

x"" + if -f- z- - r-t' - 2tu = 0, a- (x - x^t)- -\-h'^{y- y^tf - 11^ = 0,

where a, 6, r are certain constants. By elimination of u we have

the equation of the Cyclide,

(^•2 +y'^ + z''- rH'f = 4<t^ [a- (x - x^tf 4- b' {y - ?/oO']-

This represents a surface, symmetrical in regard to z = 0, which is

the envelope of the sphere

{x - ta cos 6f -i- 0/ - tbs\n Of+ z^= fi [{xq - a cos 6)^ + O/o - ^ sin Of + r^ -V - .Vo^] >

the centre of this sphere is (a cos 6, 6 sin 0, 0, 1), lying on a certain

conic ; and the sphere passes through the points

K, yc ± (r^ - •i'o^ -.^0')^ !]•

13—2
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The surface inverts into itself, in regard to the sphere,

whatever h may be.

If we take Xj, Xa? ^3 as the roots of /"(X) = 0, where

y(x) = (a^ - x)-^ «-^o' + (^^' - >")"' %o' - ^•' - \
and put, to define |i, I2, |^3» h'>

3

k=i
3 3

A: = l &= !

together with ^ = |^i + ^2 + ^3 + ^4^ we find

a' (^ - .Voif + 6% - 3/0O' - w^ = I Xr/' (Xk) ^k',
k=l

^2 + _,,2 + ^2 _ ^2^2 _ 2^,, = ;22 + I X^y '

(^^) ^^2 + (^,.^2 + ^^2 _ ^2) ^^2^

wherey (X) denotes the derivative ofy(X).

E.V. 3. The equations when the quartic surface, in the fourfold

space, is given by the intersection of tzvo line-cones may be obtained

as a particular case of Ex. 2. Two of the roots of f(\) = will,

in fact, become equal to b-, if ?/o=0 and a\Vo" = (r- + b-) {a- — b^).

In general, if a^, b^, r% r^ — x^^ — y^ are positive real quantities

{a^ > b^), the roots ofy(X) = are in the intervals of — oo , 0, 6% a^.

Suppose the two particular conditions satisfied ; introduce fju instead

of r, given by jm^ = f- -f- 6", and put c^ =a^ — br. With C = (/jl- — c")^,

A = (fi^ — r/2)a, the reduction to the general formulation is given by
putting

bOX= a^ix — fi^ct — cu, bACT= acx — ^cH - ytu, bAU= y.cx+ a {b^— ^^)t- au,

which lead to

{ax - ficty + by - «•- = 6^y + X^- A^T%
b-'z' - {ex - fiaty + {u - bHf = b^ [z- + C'T"~ - U'l

and hence

x^ + 7/' + z'' + {b-' - fi?) f- - 2tu = 1/ + z^ + X^ + ¥T •' - IJ\

The quartic surface in fourfold space is thus the intersection of
two line-cones. The Cyclide obtained by projection has, therefore,

four double points ; its equation is capable, among others, of the
forms

[^2 +^2 _^ _^2 ^ (^,2 _ ^2) ^2]2 = 4^2 |-(^^^ _ ^^^^2 ^ J2^2j^

[^2 ^ ^2 _,_ ^2 _ Qp + ^2^ ^2J2
^ 4^2 |-(^_^, _ ^^^^2 _ J2.,2j^
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A particular irrational form (noticed hyK\m\me\\ Berlin. Monatsher.,

1863), which may be found as in Ex. 1, is

bH + [{n.r - fjicty- + %2]^ - [{ex - fxatf - Ifz'f = 0.

The polar reciprocals of the line-cones, with respect to the general

quadric, O, containing the surface, which is found above, expressed

by five squares, are given by C/ = 0, z = 0, a~"a;'^ + b~''i/^ = t^, and

by ^ = 0, 3/ = 0, c-^x"^ — b-'-z"- = t\ On projection, to the space

(.r, ij, z, t), we have two conies, in the planes z = 0,i/ = 0^ so related

that their common tangent planes touch the Absolute conic ^ = 0,

.V- + t/- + z- = 0. Reciprocally, this is the statement that, in the

fourfold space, the two line-cones meet the solid ^ = in two

(|uadric cones (given by a\v^ + 6^z/^ — ii^ — 0, c^v"- — b'^z'^ — u? = 0) whose

common curve is on fl, as well as on t = 0. If we denote the

irrational form, noticed, by ^ -I- {qr)^ — {sv)^ = 0, the Absolute

conic is given by p = 0, qr — sv = 0\ the double points are given

hy q = r =p^ — sv = Q and s = v = p^ — qr = 0, that is by

axg — fiet^ = i/a = uzq ± b {fj?
— aP)^ #„ =

and CTi — fjuati = z^^ey^ ±b (c^ — /x^y ^i = 0,

for which c-^^V' - 6"'V = V, ar^x^^ + b-^-y^^ = ti\ The Cyclide is

obtainable as the envelope of spheres

{x - ta cos df + {y-tb sin Of + z^

= f" [{t^-^x, - a cos ey + ¥ sin- 6 + ^o~' ^o'],

which have their centres on the conic s; = 0, ar'^x- -f-
6~^«/^ = P' and

pass through the first pair of double points. It is likewise

obtainable as the envelope of spheres, with centres on the conic

y = 0, c~-x'^ — b~-z^ = t^, passing through the second pair of double

points. Any sphere of the former system touches any sphere of

the latter system. It is clear, in fact, in the fourfold space, that,

at a common point of the two line-cones defining the surface, the

tangent solid of fl is met in the same plane by the tangent solids

of both the line-cones. Thus, for the Cyclide, taking two spheres

of either system, the Cyclide can be generated as the envelope of a

sphere, with centre on a certain conic, which touches two fixed

spheres ; or, again, as the envelope of one of the four systems of

spheres which touch three given spheres,—a simple result of in-

version from a common point of the three spheres. Further, the

circles in which the Cyclide is touched by the enveloping spheres

of the two systems, are easily seen to be lines of curvature (p. 186,

above). Dupin's Cyclide may, indeed, be defined by this property

of having two systems of lines of curvature which are circles.

Also, we notice, any normal of the Cyclide meets the two conies
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(a--^2 + 6-y -f = 0,z = 0), {c-Kv"" - b'^-z^ - f = 0, ?/ = 0) ; and
conversely. This Cyclide is the only surface, in threefold space,

of which the normals meet two curves ; if the surface be a wave-

front this is an optical theorem (Maxwell, Papers, ii, p. 144, 1867).

In the case of the general Cyclide, we have defined a line, in the

fourfold space (p. 183, above), which, on projection, becomes the

normal ; in the present case this is the line whose points, for

varying -yfr^ have coordinates

\/r.r — /jiact, (yfr — c^)i/, (yfr — a^) z, {^|r - a^) t -j- ii,

(\jr — c^ — /jl)u + /jLC (ad' — fict),

where (.r, ?/, z, t, ?/), arising for -v|^ = x , is the foot of the normal.

Ex, 4. Prove that the Dupin Cyclide is obtainable by rational-

ising the equation

where ^jr:^, yjr^, -v/^s are the three roots of the equation C(\^)= 0,

in which

C (i/r) = yjr-Kv'- + {f - C^)"^?/' + (yjr - a?)-^z'' - P ;

the equation of the Cyclide so obtained, one factor of the complete

result of rationalisation, appears in the form

[x'^+y^-\-Z''-\-t' (c-^-l-rt^-yLl-)]-

= M"^ [{act— ixxy -f .r^ (a^ -t- c-— /j,-)+ cO-'if -f-&^\
This result is obtained by Maxwell from optical considerations.

It can be shewn that, if w denote the interval, measured in regard

to the quadric surface C {Q) = 0, between two points of a line which

touches the two confocal quadric surfaces C(p) = 0, C(g') = 0, then

where %'' = ^diS - &){e - a'){e - f^^O - q\ or, say, ©- = F (^),
and "^t^ — F (yfrjc). When p = c\ q = a^, which corresponds to a line

meeting the two focal conies, as in Ex. 3, this gives

exp. (2ze') = U (6^ + ^ic^JiO^ - yp-k^);
k=i

and if, herein, we suppose 6 to increase indefinitely, putting

6^w = yu,, this will be found to lead to Maxwell's result quoted.

(Cf., also, Darboux, Theorie . . .des Surfaces, Livre iv, pp. 297, 308;

and a note, Proc. Canih. Phil. Soc, xx, 1921, p. 129.)

Ex. 5. It was shewn (p. 193) that, in the fourfold space, two
given points of the general quadric H, can be projected into two
other points of H lying on the tangent solid at a given point, O,

of fi. It was seen that the centre of such projection is any point

^w
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(not on H), of the conical sheet joining to the conic in which
the polar plane, of the joining line of the two given points, meets
n. Such a projection changes a line-cone into a line-cone; thus a
quartic surface, in the fourfold space, given by the intersection,

lying on II, of two cjuadric line-cones, is changed, by such projec-

tion, into a (juartic surface given by two such line-cones, of which,

however, two double points lie on the tangent solid of 11 at 0.

Such a quartic surface projects, from 0, on to any solid, into a

Tore^ or Anchor Ring. When this is proved, it will follow that the

Dupin Cyclide can be inverted into a Tore. The necessary centre

of inv'ersion, in the threefold space, is any point of either of two
circles ; one of these circles is the intersection of the cones (or

point-spheres) which join a pair of the double points of the Dupin
Cyclide to the Absolute conic.

Suppose, in fact, that 11 contains the intersection of one quadric

line-cone, whose axis meets fl in two points, A and B, with another

quadric line-cone, whose axis meets Cl in C and D, Thus CDA is

a plane of the line-cone (CD); it can be seen easily that the tangent
solid of fl at A is likewise a tangent solid of the line-cone (CD),

touching it along the plane CDA. Thus, the polar plane of the

line AB, in regard to f), passes through the line CD. Now suppose

that A and B are in the tangent solid of fl at a point O, so that

the polar plane of the line AB is the plane OCD. Then, project-

ing from 0, one of the two focal conies of the resulting Cyclide

degenerates into the line which is the projection of CD. The other

focal conic, the projection of the polar reciprocal, in regard to H,
of the line-cone (CD), becomes a circle. For, this requires that the

polar reciprocal of this line-cone has two points, lying on fi, which

are on the tangent solid at ; or, that there ai'e two tangent

planes of this line-cone which touch fl and pass through 0; by
what has been said, these are the tangent planes of H at ^ and B.

The proof can, then, be completed easily; and it can be shewn,

further, that the tangent planes of the Tore, at either of the two
double points which lie on the Absolute conic, coincide. Each of

these points is itself a coincidence of two of the four points of the

Absolute conic, generally existing (p. 180), at which the tangent

planes of the Cyclide are the same.

If, in the equations of Ex. 3, we suppose c = (a = 6), the double

points of the Cyclide are given by ti = Zi = x^^ -\-yi = 0, and

'^0 = ^0 = ^'o ± (yti' - «')^ ^0 = 0,

and the equation of the surface becomes

[x"" + y" ^y^- (/i^ - a^) f^^ = Wa^ (.r- -f y%
To obtain such a surface by inversion of the original, we are to
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take the centre of inversion at any point of the circle of intersec-

tion of the cones

[ca; - fjuaty -\-[ci/ ±b {c' - ix'f tf + c'^z' = 0,

which lies in «/ = 0, Similarly, taking the other pair of double

points, a centre of inversion may be taken at any point of the

circle z = 0, (ax — /xcty -f «^«/^ + b^ (/"'" — a^) f^ = 0.

By taking the inversion from the point ex = (fia + bC cos 6) t,

cy = hC sin 6t^ where C = {ix- — c^)^, it is found that the Tore ob-

tained is given by the equation

[|2 ^ ^2 ^ ^2 ^ Jl^t2Y = j,^2 (^^-2 ^ ^2) ^2^

where

7/i2 = k'c'C-' (bfx + aC cos d)-% 4/2^ = - A'm-b-% = {a' - fi') 7n'b~\

and k^ is arbitrary. If

o- = ^ck^bC, p" = fk^^Kx^^ + Si^ +y% p=/ia + bC cos 0,

q — fib + aC cos 6,

the actual formulae are

Xi = X — tc~^p, z-^ = z— tc~^ bC sin 0, ri = p^y,

^=p2(^^ cos ^-1-^1 sin ^)+cr^, ^=/32(a;isin^-;2iCOS^)-|-o-^aC5'"~'sin^.

The double points of the Tore are given by (0, 0, + ii2, 1) and

(1, ±i,0,0).

The inversion of a Dupin Cyclide into a Tore is given by

Darboux {Siir une classe remarquable de courbes et de surjaces

algebriques, Paris, 1873, p. 242), with reference to Mannheim
{Noiiv. Ann. de Math.., 1860, p. 67). Darboux operates in three-

fold space, with spheres, saying {he. eit., p. 164): Comme on na
pas d'espaee a quatre dimensions, les niHhodes de pi'ojection ne

s''etendent pas a la geometrie de Tespace.

Ex. 6. The locus of the pole, for inversion, transforming any

two spheres into spheres which are equal, consists of two spheres

coaxial with the first, with centres at their centres of similitude.

The locus of the pole, for inversion, transforming three spheres,

with direeted radii, into three spheres of equal and like radii, is the

circle common to the two point-spheres whose centres are the in-

tersections of the orthogonal circle and axis of similitude of the

three original spheres (Darboux, he. eit., pp. 243, 244). With
different signs for the three original radii, different axes of simili-

tude arise.

Ex. 7. Determine the character of the curve of intersection of

the enveloping cones, to a quadric in fourfold space, drawn from

three arbitrary points.
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Prove that, in threefold space, the envelope of a sphere touching

three given spheres, Sy = 0, S'a = 0, S^ = 0, is

where, for example, /u,o;, = is the condition of contact of the two
latter spheres.

Ea\ 8. With the notation of Ex. 3, putting p^ for (X^+ Y^+Z')-\
the equations

aCa^=p^(fibX-cAZ) t-+ficCt, aCz=p- {cAX-\-phZ) f'-bACt,

with y = p'-Yt', transfojni the Dupin Cyclide into the cone of

revolution

{X - ^ct/cby +¥' = b-'-A' (z - ^fit/CAy.

Ex. 9. The Dupin Cyclide may be regarded as the envelope of

its tangent planes, and its equation expressed tangentially. If we
express tangentially one of the enveloping spheres, whose centre is

on a focal conic, the equation of a tangent plane being written

x^-'ryr] -\- z^+tr = 0, and find the envelope of this sphere as its

centre moves, we find, for the two focal conies, the equations

{a^ — ctay 4- ¥7ji^
— (t + /ACt))" = 0, (cf — aoyy — ¥^^ — (r + /zo))'- = 0,

where or = ^ + rf -{- ^-. The enveloping spheres, whose centres are

at the points of the focal conies which lie on ^ = 0, give four double

tangent planes, whose equations are

c.r — fiat ±bz=0, ax — fict ± ibij = 0.

In the fourfold space, we may consider the aggregate of the tangent

planes of the quartic surface of intersection of the two quadric

line-cones : Considering an arbitrary tangent solid of each of these

line-cones, with the plane along which it touches the line-cone,

these two planes have a common point ; the intersection of the

tangent solids is the tangent plane of the quartic surface at this

point. After projection, this becomes the statement that any
enveloping sphere, of one of the two systems, touches any sphere

of the other system. The tangent solids, of the two line-cones,

respectively given by

{ax— pici)ito%d -\-by^\wQ—u=^^ (cx—fiat)coi^(f) — ibzsm<f)—(u — bH)=0,

meet in a plane lying on the solid x^ +yr) + z^ +tT == 0, where

^=aco^d—ccos(f), 7]=:bsind, ^=ibsm(f>, t=— /la(ccos^— acos<^)— 6'^,

which, with &>- = p -f rj' + ^-, lead to (o = c cos 6 — a cos (/>. These
satisfy the two equations given above. There are two tangent
solids of either line-cone which pass through the centre of pro-

jection ; these give the four double tangent planes.

Dually, in the fourfold space, we may consider the surface, in the
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solid t = 0, which is the locus of the intersection of this solid with
the line joining the two points

(a cos 6, b sin ^, 0, 1, /jlc cos 6 — ij?-\- 6^),

(r cos <^, 0, — ib sin ^, 1, ^a cos ^ - yu,^)

;

these are points of those conies which are the polar reciprocals of

the line-cones, in regard to the quadric

.r^ + «/2 + 2- + (6^ _ fx'')
^2 _ ^tii = 0.

This is the line which, on projection, becomes the normal of the

Cyclide ; it meets ^ = in the point (^, 77, ^, 0, — t).

Ex. 10. Prove that the Dupin Cyclide is the projection of a
quartic surface, in the fourfold space, for which the coordinates of

a point are, respectively, the five

fx (a cos 6 — c cos
(f))
— If cos 6 cos 0, 6 sin ^ (yu, — a cos ^),

ib sin <^{ix — c cos ^), c cos ^ — « cos <^, b^ {/j, — a cos <^).

The first four of these give the coordinates of a point of the

Cyclide. The equations of the surface are obtainable by elimi-

nating 6 and (p.

Prove, also, that the tangent planes of the Cyclide, at any point,

{,ro^7/Q,Zo,0), of its double conic, are expressed by

further, that the Cyclide is touched, in two points, by every tangent
plane of the cone

(/Lt.r — acty + {/jl- — c^)i/ + (/A^ — «^) z^ = 0,

the curve of contact, as this plane varies, lying on a sphere. Also,

that the tangential equation of the Cyclide is capable of the form

[ya-2 p + (ij,^
- f2)-i r]- + {(J? - a^)-' ^' - 2ac ^T + Mr-f

where M = fx^i/j,'' - a')(fi- - c% T = {ac^ + /jiT)/M. Determine all

the lines lying upon the Dupin Cyclide.



CHAPTER VII

RELATIONS IN SPACE OF FIVE DIMENSIONS.
KUMMER'S SURFACE

Klein's figure in three dimensions, related to a figure in

five dimensions. We have studied in some detail, in Chap, v, a

figure, in space of four dimensions, containing fifteen lines meeting,

in threes, in fifteen points ; for convenience we may describe this

here as Segre's figure (cf. Stephanos, Compt. Rend., xciii, 1881,

p. 634; quoted by Segre). AVe shall shew now that these fifteen

lines are in correspondence with the joining lines of six points in

space of five dimensions. The transformation utilises formulae

arising in the representation of the points, and linear complexes of

lines, in space of three dimensions, by use of space of five dimensions;

for clearness sake we begin by referring again to this representation.

Let l,m,?i,r, m',n' be the coordinates of a line, in space of three

dimensions, and put .r — l—l\ y = m — m', z = n — n\ u = I + /',

V = m + m, w = n + n. We have seen (p. 46, above) that the lines

through a point, (|^, t], ^, t), of the threefold space, are represented,

in the fivefold space in which {x, y, z, u, v, ze) are coordinates, by
the points of a plane whose three equations are (n, v, zc) = D (x, y, z),

where D, written in explicit form, consists of the elements, of the

matrix M given by

M=/r^ + ^^~-v'-^% ^(^V-^r) , 2(rf + 77T) y
( ^(^V + ^r) , T^ + ^^-^^-p, ^iv^-^r) 1

each element divided by p + 77^ + ^- + r". For brevity, the elements

of the rows of the matrixM will be denoted, respectively, by l^,mi,n^;

4, W2, n^
; 4, Vis, ??3, and p + ?;' + ^'^ + t- by a. In the threefold space,

the equations ,r = 0, ti = 0, ... denote six linear complexes, of which
every two are conjugate ; in the fivefold space these equations define

a hexad, self-polar in regard to the quadric, 11, whose equation is

u^ •^v'^ + w^ = x^+y^ + z^. The plane, in the fivefold space, repre-

senting the lines through a point of the threefold space, is a plane,

of one system, lying on the quadric H ; and there are planes of 11

of a second system, each representing the lines of a 'plane of the

threefold space. For each two of the six linear complexes, or the

associated polar systems, of the threefold space, there are two lines

which are polars of one another for both systems ; if Pbe any point
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of the threefold space, and, on the transversal drawn from P to

these two common polar lines, P' be the point which is the harmonic
conjugate of P, in regard to the polar lines, then P' is the pole, in

either focal system, of the polar plane of P in the other focal system

(cf. Vol. Ill, p. 65). In the representation in space of five dimensions,

to a point and its polar plane, in regard to the focal system for

which the associated linear complex is u = 0, there correspond two
planes of the quadric H, which meet in a line of the fourfold w = 0;

these are harmonic inverses of one another, in regard to the fourfold

u = and its pole in regard to Cl (p. 42, above). Thus, the repre-

sentation, in the fivefold space, of the two points P, P', spoken of,

is by two planes of 11 of the same system, either obtainable from

the other by the succession of two such harmonic inversions. When
we have six linear complexes of which every two are conjugate,

there will be fifteen such involutory transformations as that from

P to P'; by these, every point of the threefold space gives rise to

fifteen others. Likewise, every plane similarly gives rise to fifteen

other planes. In the fivefold space there correspond sets of sixteen

planes of ft, of the same system, arising from one of these planes

;

the linear complexes being ;r = 0, m = 0, ..., as above, any point of

one of the fifteen derived planes is obtainable, from a point of the

primary plane, by change of the sign of tzco of the coordinates of

the point ; thus, also, any one of the sixteen planes can be regarded

as primary. In the threefold space, there is a figure of sixteen

points and sixteen planes, arising by taking an arbitrary point and
the fifteen derived points, and then the polar planes of all the points

in regard to all the six conjugate focal systems. Only sixteen planes

arise in this way ; each plane contains six of the points, the poles

of this plane in the various polar systems ; and through each point

there pass its six polar planes. The thirty-two planes of the quadric

ft, in the fivefold space, which correspond to this figure, are all

derivable from one plane of ft, by combination of the six processes

of harmonic inversion, in which one of the points of the funda-

mental hexad, and its polar plane in regard to ft, are fundamental.

Further, the six lines in which an arbitrary plane of ft meets the

primary fourfolds, jc = 0, ii = 0, ..., touch a conic of this plane. For,

in the notation above suggested, these six lines are given, respec-

tively, by

a: = 0, «/ = 0, s = 0, l^x + ni^^/ + n^z = 0, ..., IsJ: + m^^y + n3Z = ;

and they touch the conic in which the plane is met by the cone

(IJ-Js^)^ + {^'hmini^y)^ + {nyn^n.^z)^ = 0.

This conic equally lies on the cone
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The fact, in the threefold space, which corresponds to this is that,
in the figure of sixteen points and planes, the six poles in any plane
lie on a conic, and the six planes through any point touch a quadric
cone.

Ex. 1. The reverse of the formulae given above, for passing from
any point, (|^, 7;, ^, t), of the threefold space, to a plane,

of li, are, if jy, </, r,p\ q\ r\ respectively, denote

W3 + /*2, Wi + 4, /a + ''^i , rn-i - 7I2, Wi - 4, 4 - mj
,

which do not contain li^m^, ris, these following

:

T-^^ = q/r' = rlq'; t-'t} = r/p' =plr' ; t-'^ = p/q' = q/p .

If = pp\ = qq\ = rr\ n^^ = a, 4^= yg, m,^ = 7, then

p = (a + e)^ + a^, q = (0 + d)^ + /3^, r=(y + 6)^ + jh,

Ex. 2. In the threefold space, the polar plane,

of the point (^, 77, ^, t), in regard to the quadric surface

contains the three points (t, - 1, t;, - f), ( ^, r, - ^, - 77), (- 7?, |, r, - 0,
of which every two are conjugate to one another in regard to the
quadric surface. When the coordinates of the first of these three

points are put for ^, 7;, ^, r, in the matrix M, above, the matrix is

unaltered, save for a change of sign of every element in the second
and third rows of the matrix. Thus, the plane, in the fivefold space,

representing this point, (t> — ^, rj, — ^), is obtained, from the plane
representing the point (^, r). ^, t), by two harmonic inversions in

succession, in the fourfolds v=0, w = 0, each associated with its

pole in regard to fl. Similarly, the second and third, of the three

points named, correspond, respectively, to the pairs of harmonic
inversions (re, u) and (n, v). The same plane, ^X + ... +tT = 0,

contains also the three points (t, ^, — 77, — |), (— f, t, ^, — ?;),

(77, — ^, T, — ^) ; these are, similarly, a self-polar triad in regard to

the quadric surface X^ + ... +T^ = 0, and correspond, respectively,

to pairs of harmonic inversions, in the fivefold space, in the pairs

of fourfolds (?/, z), (z, x), (x, y).

If we take new coordinates {X\ F', Z', T'), given by

{x\ y ', z', T') = / r , - r, V , -i\ {X, F, Z, T),
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the coordinates, {X' , Y\ Z'), of the six points of the plane T' = 0,

are (1,0,0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (A,/.,, 4), {ffh,m.„ms), {n^,th,n^),

respectively. These points lie on the conic

l^tii^nJX' + 1^ m^ th /F ' + 4 7^3 7^3 /Z ' = 0,

of which the general point is given by

X'=l,m,u,e, Y'=hm,n,(l-e), Z'^km,n^e{d -\),

namely, for the respective values ^ = 1, 0, x, — yui^, — i/X, —X^i,

where A, = Z0//3, /* = m2lm.3, v = n.^jn-i. The six points are also given

by iH,jH, kH, Hi, Hj, Hl\ where H = i^+Jv + Ic^+ r, the symbols

i, J, k being such that i- = — \,jk = — kj = i, etc. (Vol. iii, p. 138.)

EoT. 3. Shew that the fifteen points, in the threefold space, can

be constructed from the six points iH, jH, kH, iHi, jHj, kHk, the

notation being as in Ex. 2. These are the six points A, B, C, P, Q, R
of Ex. 5, p. 139, above. Determine the coordinates of all the points

relatively to the four iH, jH, kH, H.
Ex. 4. In the fivefold space, let the poles, in regard to H, of the

six primary fourfolds, x = 0, ..., w = 0, be divided into three pairs.

The joins of the points of a pair meet the quadric O in two points,

which represent the pair of common polar lines of the two corre-

sponding polar systems of the threefold space. It can be shewn

that the three pairs of polar lines so obtained are the pairs of

opposite joins of four points of the threefold space ; for instance,

the tangent fourfolds of D. at the two points (1,0,0; ±1,0,0)
contain the other two pairs of points similarly arising.

Ex. 5. The formulae suggest the consideration, in the threefold

space, of ten quadric surfaces. One of these is expressed by

P + T + r' + T^ = 0;

the other nine are obtained by equating to zero the respective

elements, /j, mj, 7^1, etc., of the matrix M. These quadric surfaces

arise geometrically because the polar plane of a point, P, in regard

to any one of these quadrics, is obtained by first passing from P to

a point, P , by means of one of the fifteen involutory transforma-

tions explained above, as arising from a pair of the focal systems,

and then taking the polar plane of P' in a third focal system. Or,

because the generators, of either system, of any one of these quadric

surfaces, consist of the lines common to three of the six fundamental

linear complexes, the other system of generators being the lines

common to the other three complexes. This is clear, either, directly,

from the equations of the quadric surfaces, or, from the representa-

tion of a point of the threefold space by a plane of li in the fivefold

space. For instance, from the three equations of such a plane

an = liX + vi^y + n^z, etc.,

any point of the quadric in^ = 0, or I?;
— ^r = 0, corresponds to a
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plane of i\ which contains a point for which w = 0, .i' = 0, z = 0.

These last three equations, however, represent a plane, in the five-

fold space, which meets 11 in a conic. The points of the conic thus

represent one system of generators of the quadric m^ = 0. We shall

associate the vertices .}•, //, z, ?*, v, w of the fundamental hexad in

the fivefold space, that is, the points for which these coordinates

have, respectively, the values (1, 0,0; 0, 0, 0), ..., (0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1),

with the respective numbers 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3. Then, for instance, the

plane u = .i' = z = 0, containing the points ?/, v, w, is associated with

the triad 235. This plane contains the points of D, lying on the

joins, of pairs of points of the hexad, given by 23, 25, 35 ; and
these points represent three pairs of generators, of the quadric

surface ?/?i
= 0, each of which is a pair of common polar lines for

a pair of the six polar systems. The other system of generators, of

the quadric surface /«i = 0, is represented by the conic of D, which
is the polar of the former, lying in the plane i/ = v = w = ; this

conic, or the plane in which it lies, is then associated with the triad

164. The quadric surface may then be represented by 235, or 164;
and this notation suggests six pairs of generators belonging to the

quadric surface. The ten

quadrics corresponding to 234(156), 235(164), 236(145)

the elements of the matrix 314(256), 315(264), 316(245)

ilf, and to o- = 0, will then, 124(356), 125(364), 126(345)

respectively, have the nota- . . . 123(456)
tion of the annexed scheme,

as is easily seen in the same way. Now, it is clear that, in the five-

fold space, there can be drawn, through the line joining any two
of the six fundamental points, four planes, each containing one

other of these six points (and, thus, the lines joining this to the

two first points). T'here are, therefore, fifteen sets, each of four of

the ten quadric surfaces in the threefold space, such that these four

quadrics have two generators in common. Any one of these sets of

four quadric surfaces consists of those whose symbols, in the annexed

scheme, lie in the same row and column with any one, other than

123 (456), of the sixteen elements of the scheme. For instance, the

quadric surfaces so obtainable from the fourth element of the first

row all contain the two generators represented by 23 ; that is, the

generators given by the intersections, with 11, of the line joining

the points v, w, in the figure in fivefold space.

We may, thus, from the given scheme, obtain another scheme,

of four rows and columns, with no entry for the fourth element of

the fourth row, by putting, in any place, the symbol for the two
generators common to the four quadric surfaces arising, in the way
explained, by starting from this place. This new scheme agrees

in notation with one given earlier (p. 133, above).
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It may be proved that the two generators common to a set of

four quadric surfaces are polar lines, each of the other, in regard to

each of the six remaining quadric surfaces. Also, the squares of

the quadratic functions which, equated to zero, give such a set of

four quadric surfaces, are connected by a linear equation. We may
also remark that any quadric surface, whatever, may be expressed

as a linear function of the ten quadric surfaces ; and that every

two of these ten are both outpolar and inpolar to one another

(cf. Vol. II, p. 149).

The six linear complexes, coujugate iu pairs, were studied by F. Klein,

Math. Annal. ii. (1870), p. 198, who remarks the sets of four quadric surfaces

having two common generators {Ges. Math. Abhandl. i. (1921), p. 63). See
also Hudson, Kumnier's Qtiartic Surface, 1905, p. 40, etc.

A transformation of Segre's figure, in space of four
dimensions, to a figure in five dimensions. The represen-

tation, in space of five dimensions, of the figure of six linear

complexes in a threefold space, has suggested a notation for the

fifteen pairs of common polar lines, of two complexes, for the ten

quadric surfaces, and for the fifteen sets of six joins of a tetrad of

points (each associated with such a symbol as 12 . 34 . 56). This

notation agrees with that previously employed (p. 114, above) for

the fifteen lines, for the ten singular solids, and for the fifteen

points, arising in Segre''s figure. As we saw, the figure of six

linear complexes arises in any tangent solid of the locus S, dis-

cussed in connexion with Segre's figure. We now describe an

independent transformation, which, though analogous, is different

in essence from the above.

We consider any threefold space, with coordinates |, t), ^, r.

Therein, as we have seen, we can associate, with any point (|^, ?;, ^, t),

fifteen others ; the coordinates of these are derivable from |, ?;, ^, t

by two processes: (1), the change of the signs of two of the

coordinates ; (2), the interchange of two of the coordinates accom-

panied by the interchange of the other two. These processes may
be applied to the coordinates of any one of the aggi'egate of sixteen

points, and will give the cooi'dinates of the other fifteen, and
only these. We thus have a linear group in four (homogeneous)

variables. And we have sets of sixteen points of which each set is

determined by any one of its points ; or, as we may say, we have

an involiitinn of sets of sixteen points in the threefold space. We
now shew that we can determine a set of five functions, all homo-
geneous polynomials of the same dimension in ^, ??, t, r, with the

two properties ; (1), that the ratios of these polynomials are the

same for all the points of a set of the involution ; (2), that these

ratios are the same only for sixteen points belonging to the same

set of the involution. Then we regard these five functions as

I
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homogeneous coordinates in a space of fonr dimensions. Thereby
we obtain a correspondence, which is uniquely reversible, between
points of this fourfold space, and the sets of the involution in the

threefold space. But, tiie ratios of the five functions, being de-

pendent upon the three ratios of ^, 7;, ^, t, will be connected by an
algebraic relation, which may be taken in a rational form. The
correspondence will thus be one between the points of an x ^ locus,

in the fourfold space, and the unrestricted sets of the involution in

the threefold space. For the five functions in question we take

the squares of five elements of the matrix M, above (p. 203)

;

namely, recalling the notation used before, /j = t^ + ^^ — 77- - ^^^

/?., = 2(7;^— t|), etc., we take the five functions /f, rn.^, n.f, n.^^ m./.

These are easily seen to be unaltered, in their ratios, by passing

from any point to any other point of the same set of the invo-

lution. The same would not be true of the unsquared functions,

/i, //^,, etc.; for instance the ratio /j/wo is changed in sign by the

substitution which replaces ^, 77, ^, t, respectively, by r, ^, 77, ^.

As the ratios of the five chosen functions are unaltered in passing

from one point to another of the same set, it follows that when
these ratios are given, the ratios of ^, 77, ^, t are capable of at

least the sixteen values which correspond to the points of such a

set of the involution. If we shew algebraically that the ratios of

^, 7;, ^, T are capable of only sixteen values, it will follow that

these are those of a set of the involution. Thence will follow the

second, characteristic, property of the ratios of the five chosen

functions ; namely, that they are unaltered onl?/ for the points of

such a set. Now, the expressions of the ratios of f, 77, ^, r, in

terms of the five squares Zj-, Wg-, n.f, Ho^, m-^, are to be found from
the ecjuations, previously remarked (p. 205),

T-i I = (ni -f- /3)/(/o - nh\ T-I77 = (4 + rt^)l{m^ - n.^,

T"^?=0"3+''2)/(«i-4).

by putting, beside W3 = (w?3^)^, ^2 = (''h^)^,

n, = (- h^ + mi + mif~, l, = (- h' + mi + 7^^^^,

h = (- li + mi -h nif, m, = (- li + ni + yiif-

the ratios t~^^, t~^v-, 't~^^ "^ay thus appear to be capable of 2\ or

thirty-two, values, when the ratios of the five squares are given.

But the signs are, in fact, not independent ; for the product

27^3/12 .rills . 4^1 is expressible by the five squares, in the form

2mini (mi + 7ii) + {mi + ni) {mini + mini - lia%

where cr^ = — li + mi + ni -I- ni + mi\ as is easily verified.

The representative character of the ratios of the five functions

B. G. IV. 14
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is thus established. To obtain the relation connecting them we
introduce the precise notation

Z = (T^ + 77^ - r^
- p)% X' = (t^ + ^-^ - p - v%

then it can be verified at once that

X + X' + Y+Y' + Z + Z'=0, and (XX')^ + (YY')^ + {ZZ'f = 0.

The latter is the equation which may be written l-^cr = m.2)h — ^s^'a

;

it represents the co ^ locus, in the space of four dimensions, of which
the points are in reversible correspondence with the sets of the

involution in the threefold space. By elimination of Z' between
these two equations, we have the relation connecting the five chosen

functions X^ X', F, Y\ Z only.

We may express the matter by speaking of the immriants of a linear group,
of finite order, in four homogeneous variables. The reader may consult

Burnside, Theory of Groups of Finite Order (2nd Edit., Cambridge, 1911),

p. 359, where, liowever, the variables are not homogeneous. Also, the

present writer's Multiply-Ptriodic Function.^ (Cambridge, 1907), p. 281. In
this, in line 5, the second i\" should be M; and, in line 22, the words "there
being" should read "there not being."

The locus expressed by these equations is none other than the

locus S previously discussed (pp. 126, 159, above). If we put

U=Y + Z+X', V = Z + X+Y',
w = x+Y + z', r = -(x + r + z),

these corresponding, respectively, to the squares 7«i^, w^^, — 4^, — 4-,

this locus has fifteen double lines, in each of which there vanish

four of the ten functions X, Y, Z, A", F', Z', U, F, W, T. The
fifteen sets of four of these are those in the same
row and column with the elements, respectively, \

^ >
'^ >

^

other than Z', of the adjoined scheme. On com-
I

W, X , Y •

parison with a scheme previously given (p. 133, ' T , Y', X' •

above), we thus have a notation, by two numbers,
|

. . • Z'

for each of the fifteen lines; and also a notation,

by three numbers, for each of the ten solids expressed by the

equations A' = 0, . .
.

, T = 0.

In general, as has been said, to a point of the locus 1, now
found, there corresponds a set of sixteen points of the threefold

space (^, ?7, ^, t). But the fifteen lines of S are exceptional. Each
of these corresponds to the points common to four quadric surfaces,

of which three are linearly independent; but these four are, in each

case, such that they have two lines in common. Thus each of the

fifteen lines of the fourfold space corresponds to tico lines of the

threefold space. However, as we have seen above (p. 207), when ^e
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represent the lines of the threefold space (|^, ?/, ^, t) by the points of a
(juadric fi, in fivefold space, the representation of the two lines, com-
mon to one of the sets of four quadric surfaces, is by two particular

points of ri; namely, the two intersections of O with the join of two
of the points of the fundamental hexad, self-polar in regard to O.

Thus, by passing, through the threefold space, from the four-

fold space to the space of five dimensions, ev^ery one of the fifteen

lines of the Segre figure corresponds to the join of two of the six

fundamental points of the fivefold space.

But there is more. The fifteen lines of the Segre figure contain
six sets each of five associated lines, (each line being used twice),

(p. 114, above). Such a set is that whose notation is il, i2, /3, i4,

lo, iQ (with omission of i'l). Wherefore, by the number notation
we have used for the points of the hexad, in fivefold space, we see

that a set of five associated lines, of Segre's figure, is represented

bv the joins of one point of the hexad to the other five points.

AH the associated sets are thus accounted for.

Relation ofthe transformation to the theory of Kummer's
surface. \V^e may also apply the transformation by which we
have passed from the locus Z, in the space (A', F, Z, A', F', Z'),

to the space (f, rj, ^, r), to another locus. We saw that the locus

S intersects any one of its tangent solids in a Kummer's quartic

surface (p. 138, above), having a double point at the point of

contact of the tangent solid, and also a double point at each of

the fifteen points where the tangent solid is met by the double

lines of 2. The equation of the tangent solid involves the coordi-

nates A, F, . . . linearly, and, in the transformation, each of these

is a quartic function of the coordinates ^, 77, ^, t. Thus the

Kunnner's surface corresponds to a quartic surface in the space

(1^9 V-> ^? '^)- Upon this quartic surface there is an involution of

sets of sixteen points, each set corresponding to one of the ordinary

points of the Kummer surface in the tangent solid of %. As for

the double points of the Kummer surface, fifteen of them give

rise each to two ordinary points of the new surface ; for we have

seen that each of the double lines of S gives rise to two lines of

the space (^, 77, ^, t). But, as will be shewn at once, the remaining

double point of the Kunniier surface, the point of contact of the

tangent solid with S, gives rise to sixteen points of the new quartic

surface, each of which is a double point. In fact, the new surface is

also a Kummer surface. This will appear naturally below (p. 215),

from another point of view. And, this being so, interesting con-

sequences arise by identifying the space (^, 7;, ^, r) with the tangent

solid of S. For clearness, however, it should be remarked that the

two facts, that four of the singular solids in the Segre figure pass

through any one of the fifteen lines, and that four of the ten

14—2
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fundamental quadric surfaces, suitably chosen, in the threefold

space, have two generators in common, are geometrically distinct.

This may be obscured by the adoption of the same number notation

for the singular solids and for the quadric surfaces, convenient as

this is. If we identify the threefold space (^, ry, ^, t) with a
particular tangent solid of the locus %, the fifteen sets of six lines,

such as 12 . 34 . 5Q, which are the joins of four points of the space

(^? Vi ^? '')> ^^ill be lines which we have not considered in our

discussion of Segre"'s figure in Chapter v.

To see that the point of contact of the- tangent solid with 2 gives rise

to double points of the surface in the space {^, rj, ^, r), under the trans-

formation discussed^ suppose^ more generally, that (^j, 02^ ^zs 04? ^ '^^^ fi^®

polynomials, of the same order, in |, r^, (, t, which, as regards their ratios,

are invariants of a group of substitutions for these (homogeneous) variables

l> V} C) 'j put, respectively, A', }", Z, T, U for these polynomials. There
will exist a rational homogeneous equation F{X, Y, Z, T, U)= 0, which is

an identity in ^, rj, (, t. This equation represents a locus in the fourfold

space (A', Y, Z, T, U), of which the tangent solid at any point may be repre-

sented by
X (dFldXX +...+ U (dF/d U)o= 0.

The intersection of this solid with the locus corresponds to a surface, in the

space (I, T], C, r), whose equation is obtained from this by putting (pi, cf)2, ... , (p,

respectively, for X, Y, ..., U. The conditions for this surface to have a
double point at one of the points, say (^q? Voj Coj tq)? which correspond to the

point of contact of the tangent solid with the locus F=Q, are of the form

wherein for ^ are to be put, in turn, ^, r), f, t. These four conditions arise,

however, by differentiating the identity in ^, r^, (, t, expressed by F=0, and
then putting ^g, rj^, etc., for |, j?, etc.

Kummer's quartic surface as the locus of singular points

of a quadratic complex of lines. A quadratic complex of

lines, in threefold space, is an aggregate (x ^), represented by a

single quadratic relation connecting the line coordinates. The
lines of such a complex which pass through an arbitrary point are

the generators of a quadric cone ; those which lie in an arbitrary

plane are the tangents of a conic (Vol. iii, p. 99). But the quadric

cone of lines through a point may break up, for suitable positions

of the point, into two planes, the lines through the point then

forming two flat pencils in these planes. The points, called singular

points of the compkw, for which this is so, are the points of a

Kummer quartic surface. It was from this point of view that

the surface was discussed by Kummer {Berlin. Monatsher.., 1864,

pp. 246, 495; 1865, p. 288 ; Berlin. Abhandl, 1866, p. 1). Similarly,

there is a quartic envelope of planes, wherein the rays of the

quadratic complex constitute two flat pencils ; but it will appear

that this consists of the tangent planes of the former surface. For
special forms of the quadratic complex, the locus of singular points
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niav degenerate ; for instance, in the case of the tetrahedral com-
plex, the locus breaks up into the four fundamental planes, and
the envelope into the four fundamental points. Properties arising

in the special cases may, however, suggest more general theorems.

For instance, we know (Vol. i, p. 30) that any line meets four

planes in a range which is related to that of the four planes joining

the line to the four points of intersection of threes of the planes

;

it will be found that any line meets the general Kummer surface

in a range of four points related to that of the four tangent planes

wliich pass through the line.

We suppose the quadratic complex to be represented by a

quadratic relation connecting the coordinates of a point in five-

fold space ; that is, by the intersection of an (x ^) quadric of this

space with the fundamental quadric, H, which represents the

necessary relation connecting the line coordinates. Further, we
suppose the quadratic complex to be so general that the two
quadrics can be represented by squares of the same six linear

functions of the coordinates. For the fundamental quadric, fl,

and for that, H', giving the quadratic complex, we may then
suppose the equations to be, respectively,

a\- + x^- + ... + .rg- = 0, k^x{- -f- Icoxi + . . . -f- li;^.!'^ = 0.

The lines of the quadratic complex which pass through an arbi-

trary point of the threefold space, are represented, in the fivefold

space, by the conic in which a certain plane, lying on the quadric

II, meets the quadric O'. Similarly, the lines of the quadratic

complex which lie in an arbitrary plane, are represented by points,

of a conic on fl', lying in a plane entirely on H, this plane being
of the opposite system to the former. With a very slight change
from the notation used immediately above (p. 203), we may, as

before, (p. 46, above) represent a plane lying entirely on 12 by
three equations

where l^--\-m^^- -\-n^' = l, etc. The difference of notation is im-

material in equations in which Zj, ?«i, etc. enter homogeneously.

Then, the conic in which this plane meets the quadric Vl' corre-

sponds to the equation

A', .ri'- + 'k.^x.^+Tc-iX^- — ki (Zj x^+ m^ x.2+ ihx^'^— k^ {I2X1 -f- m^x^.+ ihx^'^

-k^{l^ x^-irm.iX^-\-n.iX.if=0.

The left side of this breaks up into two linear factors provided

Ti , ^^2 9 ^z can be found to satisfy the three equations

— k^x^ 4- kJi p + kj^ g + kJs r= 0,

— k.2X2 + k^niip + k^m.^q + k^m^r = 0,

— k^x^ -\- k\7ii p + ksHo q + kgn.^ ;• = 0,
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where /;, q^ r denote, respectively, the three linear forms

/i.Tj + m^x.2 + thx^^ etc.

In virtue of the three such identities as .^i
= l^p + l^q + l^r, which

follow from the definition of p, q, r, these three equations are the

same as

{U)l, p + (15)l, q + {l6)h r = 0,

(24) m^p + (25) m^q + (26) rfisr = 0,

(34) n, p + (35) n, q + (36) 7*, r = 0,

where {rs) is put for A,v — Ag. The condition for the consistence of

the three equations is, therefore,

(14) Zi, (24) mi, (34) wi =0.

(15)4, (25) m^, {2>5)n,

(16)4, (26)r/i3, (36)7i3

In evaluating this determinant, we denote the product (r4)(*5)(^6),

where r, *, t are the numbers 1, 2, 3, in some order, simply by rst.

The expansion is, then, first,

123./im2«3 — 132.ZiW3??2 + 312.4wi3/«i - ^l^.l.^mi'h

+ 231.Z3Wi;<o-321./3W,7?i;

herein we substitute, from the properties of the orthogonal deter-

minant {lirrtzih),

krn^ih = m-i (4»2 + ewj), l^vi^n-i = % {l^m^ - en.^),

4"'l^'2 = '^2 (A"'3 + CM^)? 4'''2'*1 = ^)h {k^h ~ €"'2)?

where e is + 1 according as the determinant {l^m.^n^) is + 1. Then
the expansion is

(123 - 213 - 321) 4mo»3 + (- 132 + 312 + 231) 4W3W2

+ e (312. ^3^ + 213. «3- + 231 . ni + 321 . m.^\

wherein the coefficients of 4^2^*3 and lim^no are easily verified to be
equal, but of opposite sign. Thus, with the omission of a common
factor e, after replacing nion-i — m^n.^ by e4? the whole is

321 .mi + 213 . n.^ + 231 . ni + 312 . m.^ + (1 23 - 213 - 321 ) 4^.

Now consider the coefficients 321, 213, etc., occurring here. Each
is a product of three differences of the quantities A'j, A'g, ..., A,'b,

and all these enter once into each coefficient. Thus, the ratios of

these coefficients are unaltered if we replace Aj, /r.,, ..., A'g each by
the same arbitrary linear function of itself, say A,, by

{pkr + q)J(mk-r + n).

In particular, we may replace A^, A'b, Arg, respectively, by 1, 0, x ;

let the values of Aj, A.,, k^ then arising be named, respectively.
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a^ b, (\ After this, put a', h\ c' for 1 — a, 1 — 6, 1 — c, respectively,

and ^, ?;, ^, ^', ?/, ^' for l)c\ ca , ah\ b'c, c'a, ah ; so that

and the reverse equations are

Then the expression found becomes

The vanishing of this expression is the condition that the plane,

(/], ?/?i, ...), lying upon H, whether it be of the first or second kind

of planes of H, should meet H' in two lines.

We may interpret this result in two ways, in four dimensions or

in three ; either by regarding the ratios of the squares of /j, vi.^, %,
w/g, n.2 as coordinates in fourfold space, as above ; or, by regarding

the plane of fl as representing a point, (^, 77, ^, t), or a plane,

{u^ V, 10, p), of threefold space.

In the former way, writing, as before, X, F, Z, X', Y',W,T,
respectively, for m.?-,n.^, — l-^^,n^,m.^, — l^, —

l-i-, the equation be-

comes
- aW +bX + cY + bcT-caY'- abX' = 0.

This, however (p. 159, above), is the equation of the tangent

solid of the locus expressed by {XY'f + {X'Y)\ + {WTf = 0, at a

point determined by the values of a,b,c; and this locus is no
other than the locus, %, otherwise expressed by

(XX')- + (FF')i + {ZZ')^^ = 0.

(Cf. the scheme given above, p. 210.) So that we have verified the

statement made (p. 211), that the transformation from the four-

fold to the threefold space, changes the section of S into a Kummer
surface. The values of the parameters a, 6, c, in terms of the co-

ordinates, at the point of contact of the tangent solid, which are

given in general (p. 159, above) by

-2aX'Y' = WT - XY' - A 'F, 2bTX' = XY' - WT - A'F,

^cTY' =XY -XY'- WT,

are easily found to he a — — fxv, 6 = - v\, c = — Xfj,, where

Thus we see that the coefficients, in the equation for the quadratic

complex, A'4, A',, k^, k\, h\, k^, if regarded as parameters of points of

a conic, lead to a range related to any one of the sixteen ranges

previously considered. (Cf. p. 127, above, and Ex. 2, p. 206,

above.)
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In the latter way, replacing ^, t), ^, r by x, y, z, t, and putting

l^- = (^t- + lV" — «/'- — Z')-, etc., the equation found represents a quartic

surface in ^, y, z, t. On expansion this is of the form

+^{v'-^')xyzt+ i'{x'-^y'+z'+t')=0.

The four ratios of the coefficients in this equation are functions of

only three, and can be expressed in terms of the ratios of four

quantities, p,q,7',s, so that the equation becomes

x'+y' + z' + t'+U {t\v^ +y^z-) + V ir-y'' + z^oc")

+ W {Pz^ + x-y-) - %Mxyzt = 0,

with

U = (s^ + p"--q-.- r^)/(qr _ sp), V = (s'' + q^-r^ - p')l{rp - sq\

W = {s^ + 7-2 -p''-
f)l{pq - sr\

and

M = {pqrsf [n {s + e^p + e^q-\- e^€.r)'\l{qr - sp){rp - sq){pq - sr),

the product indicated by the symbol 11 being for the four factors

in which ej = + 1, en = + 1. To see this, remark that the ratios of

p, q, r, ,9 are determined when the ratios are determined of the four

P,=p-q-r + s, Q, = -p + q -?' + s, R, = -p-q + r + s;

S, =p + q +r + s;

let these be determined so that

QR/PS = vl(v-n RP/QS =m-n PQIRS = ^/{^-n-^

then the coefficients U, F, W are rightly expressed. But these

equations, it may be verified, lead to

s-^u(s+e,p+e,q+e,e,R)={nKv-rmv-nK^-m^-n%
of which the left side is ^56S~^pqrs ; thus the coefficient M is also

expressible as stated.

But the equation, with coefficients expressed in terms of ^, q, r, ,s*,

represents a surface which can easily be seen to have a double

point at the point for which x,y, z, t have the ratios of p^, q^, f^, s-;

and, therefore, also, at the fifteen other points obtainable from

this by, (i), change of sign of two of p^, q^, r^, (ii), interchange of

two of these accompanied by interchange of s^ with the remaining

one.

The history of tliis equation (first found by Rosenhain, or Gopel, 18-i(j,

1847, in algebraical investigation of thetJi functions of two variables, arising

from the study of the irrationality involved in the square root of a sextic

polynomial) is very interesting, as shewing how gradual the synthesis of a

simple conception may be. The reader may compare the writer's Ahef-s

Theorem (Cambridge, 181)7), pp. -Ifn and 338—340.
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There is, we have seen (cf. }). 46, above), a precisely identical

relation in u, v,iC\p, representing the quartic envelope of singular

planes of the quadratic complex. It may be verified by direct

algebra that this consists of the tangent planes of the quartic

locus ; but a geometrical proof occurs below (p. 222). It is easy to

see at once that, through any point, {.v\y',z', t'), of the locus, there

pas.s six planes of the envelope. For instance, that the plane

a:t' — ijz + zi/' — tr =
is a plane of the envelope, follows, if the equation of the envelope

is satisfied by {u,v,xi\p) = {t\ — z\y\ — x')\ and this is true, be-

cause the equation of the locus is satisfied by {x,ij, z, t)= {x\y\ z\ t').

This plane is the focal plane of {x\y\z\ t') in the linear complex
whose equation is /'-i-/ = 0. The same argument applies to the

focal planes in the complexes /' — Z = 0, ni + m = (), n' ± n = 0.

When the envelope has been shewn to consist of the tangent planes

of the locus, it will thus follow that the six focal planes of any
point of the locus are tangent planes of the locus ; dually, the six

foci of any tangent plane of the locus are points of the locus.

Ex. 1, If, instead of x-^^a\2, ..., other coordinates, x^'^x-i,...^ be
taken in the fivefold space, such, however, that H is expressed by
the same form, Xi'^ + x^'- + . . . = 0, the equations of a definite plane,

on n, U'4 = /ia'i -\-m-^x.2 + n^x^, etc., may become

iXi = //.I'l' + nii'x./ + >h'xs\ etc.

The point, (x\y\z\t'\ of threefold space, determined by such

equations as x jt' = {11^ +1^)1(1^ — m^), will not be the same as

(a;, y, z, t), determined by x/t = (rii + l^l{l2 — ?»i), etc. Prove, in

particular, that, if Xo^x^, x-/ =x.;^, the other coordinates being

unaltered, then x' = y + z, y^ = — t — x, z' = t — x, t' = y — z.

Ex. 2. A particular case of the above equation arises when the

pairs of coefficients (A'l, k^), (A*.,, A,',), (A'g, A'^), interpreted as para-

meters of points of a range, are those belonging to an involution.

Then, as is easy to see, we have f— t7'=0, and the equation of the

Kummer surface, in x,y,z, t, is without the term in .ryzt. We can,

correspondingly, suppose * = 0, and the sixteen double points con-

sist of four such sets as

(0, ;-i, -q^.ph, (-;-5, 0, p^, qh, (qK -pK 0, r^), (/A ^*, r^, 0).

The surface then meets each of the planes x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, f =
in two conies, which intersect in four double points lying in this

plane. This surface is the Tetrahedroid, or, essentially, it is the

Wave Surface, of Fresnel.

Of the sixteen double tangent planes of this surface, each
touching it along a conic, there are four through each of the four

fundamental points, (1, 0, 0, 0), ..., (0, 0, 0, 1). Those through the
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last point, for example, contain the four common tangent lines of

the two conies in which the surface is met by the fundamental plane

^ = 0. The eight points of contact, with these two conies, of these

four common tangents, lie, with the four conies in the double

tangent planes through (0, 0, 0, 1), upon a quadric surface, in

regard to which the four fundamental points are a self-polar tetrad.

The four double tangent planes through (0, 0, 0, 1) meet, in pairs,

in six lines ; each of these lines contains two of the sixteen double

points of the surface, harmonic conjugates of one another in regard

to the plane ^ = 0, and the point (0, 0, 0, 1). The six double points

of each of these planes are, then, evidently, in involution on the

conic which contains them. Cf. pp. 127, 131.

In fact, as the equation we have given at once shews, the equation

of the surface may be formed from that of a general quadric touch-

ing the four planes .r = 0, ?/ = 0, ;s = 0, ^ = 0, bv replacing, therein,

a\ y, z, t, respectively, by :v\ y", z^, t\ The four quadric surfaces,

such as that described, each containing twelve of the double points,

are obtained, by the same substitution, from the polar planes of

the four fundamental points in regard to this quadric surface.

The quadratic complex, of which this particular quartic surface

is the singular surface, may be taken to be that corresponding to

the equations, in the fivefold space, a\^+ ... +ijv = 0, and

this follows from what is said as to the involution, if we recall the

forms of the coefficients, in the Kummer surface, in terms of

A'l, ..., A'fi. The equation k\ (.ly — .r^-) + . . . = 0, it is easily seen,

is that for the complex of lines, in the threefold space, which meet
two quadric surfaces in two harmonically conjugate pairs of points.

Kummer' s surface in the geometry of space of five

dimensions. It has been seen that Rummer's quartic surface is

the locus of points for which the cone of lines of a quadratic com-
plex breaks up into two planes. If we represent the lines by points

of a quadric, O, in fivefold space, and the cjuadratic complex ])y

the points common to O and a further quadric, H', the representa-

tion of Rummer's surface is by an aggregate of planes lying on fl,

whose conic intersection with H' breaks up into two lines ; as we
have already seen. We may follow the theory through from this

point of view, without explicit reference to the lines in threefold

space. Thereby we obtain a clearer view of some of the results.

But we also, then, make an interesting comparison with the theory

of the locus, r, the intersection of two quadrics in fanifbid space,

studied in the preceding chapter.

^Ve denote the coordinates in the fivefold space by .r, ?/, z, it, t', xc.
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AVe suppose the e(iuations of Xl, H', respectively, to be

.r^ + ... + xd'- = 0, k\.r" + ...+ A'^w^ = 0.

We may also denote by H" the ({uadric whose equation is

k\\r- + . . . + ks-ro- = 0.

If a plane, a, lying entirely on O, meet O' in a conic which breaks

up into two lilies, it is convenient to have a notation, and a name,

for the point of intersection of these two lines. It represents what,

in the line theory in the threefold space, is called a singular line of

the quadratic complex. We shall denote the point by P, and call

it the yocus of the plane a, in regard to 11'. It is shewn that P lies

on n", as well as on O and f2'; and, further, in consequence, that

the tangent fourfold of H', at P, touches H, at a point, Q, lying

on the plane a. If (^Vo,i/o, ••., Wo) be the coordinates of P, the line

PQ is the locus of points whose coordinates are of the forms

(A,-! + 0-) .j'o, . .
. ,

(A-6 + 0-) rco,

for different values of a. This line is then, in part, the generalisa-

tion of a line considered, for two quadrics in threefold space (Vol. iii,

p. 92) and, for two quadrics in fourfold space (p. 183, above). This

line is of great importance here, and we may call it the focal line

of the plane a. If the plane a be of the first kind, of planes lying

on n, we shew that the plane of fl of the second kind, drawn

through the focal line, is likewise a singidur plane, meeting O' in

two lines. This will be seen to give the result, in the threefold

space, that the envelope of the singular planes of the quadratic

complex, in the threefold space, is the locus of the singular points.

The intersections of such focal lines with the fundamental fourfolds

Jl—0, ..., re = 0, suggest the consideration of six quadratic con-

griiences, associated with the Kummer surface, in a very natural

way. Further, it is shewn that the plane, a, which meets H' in two

lines, equally meets every quadric of equation k^x'^ + ... + k^zo- =
in two lines, if kj be any (fractional) linear function of Av, inde-

pendent of r ; and that the focal line is the locus of the foci of the

plane in regard to these quadrics.

We shall speak of a fourfold, of the fivefold space, as a prinu\

suggesting this, in general, as a name for an {n— l)-fold planar

space of a fundamental /i-fold space, (for which the word form has

been used).

Consider a plane, a, lying on fi, usually meeting DJ in a proper

conic. Let be any point of this plane ; thus O lies on H, but is

supposed, at first, not to lie on fl'. Let T be the tangent prime of

n at the point 0, and IT be the polar prime of O in regard to H'.

The prime T meets H in a point-cone, of vertex 0, which contains

a as one of its planes; this cone meets the solid (T, H) in a quadric
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surface, which we denote by co. The line in which the plane a meets
the prime IT is one generator of the quadric surface (o ; this line

we may denote by /. The solid (T, II) contains another quadric

surface, in which this solid is met by the quadric CI' ; this quadric

surface we denote by oo'.

The line / is the polar line of in regard to the conic (a, 11')

;

and meets 11' in the two points of contact, with this conic, of the

two tangent lines drawn from 0. But, if the plane a meets H' in

two lines, these two points of contact coincide. Conversely, if

does not lie on fl', the intersections of / with fl' can only coincide

when a meets H' in two lines. The quartic curve of intersection of

the two quadric surfaces, co and &>', of the threefold space (T, 11),

is touched, we know (Vol. iii, p. 69), by four generators of co, of

either system of generators (a simple proof of this is by remarking
that, on a quadric (x ^), in fivefold space, the tangent primes of

the quadric, at the points of a plane section, meet any other plane

in the tangent lines of a conic ; this has four tangents common with

the conic section of the quadric with this other plane). Therefore,

the necessary and sufficient condition that the conic (a, fl') should

be two lines, is that the generator /, or (a, II), of the quadric surface

CO, should be one of these four particular generators. Thus we see

that, through a point, 0, of H, not lying on O', there can be drawn
four planes, of either of the two systems of planes of fl, to meet O'

in two lines. This is the representative of the fact, for a quadratic

complex of lines in threefold space, that the locus of the singular

points is of the fourth order, and the envelope of the singular

planes is of the fourth class.

As was suggested, denote the intersection of the two lines of ft',

in such a plane, a, by P, and call it the focus of this plane in

regard to ft'. The tangent prime of ft' at P contains these lines,

and contains the plane a, which lies on ft. This prime meets ft in

an (x ') quadric, lying in a fourfold space ; such a quadric, it is

easily proved, cannot contain a plane, unless the quadric be a point-

cone with vertex on the plane. Thus the tangent prime of ft' at P
meets ft in a point-cone, with vertex on the plane, a, of ft. There-
fore, this tangent prime touches ft, at this vertex ; we denote this

vertex by Q. Conversely, if the tangent prime of ft', at a point P,
which lies both on ft and ft', touch ft at a point Q, there can be
drawn, through the line PQ, a single plane, lying on ft, of either

system of planes of ft, to meet ft' in two lines intersecting at P.

For, the line QP, lying in the tangent prime of ft at Q, meets ft,

there, in two coincident points, and meets ft also at P ; this line,

therefore, lies on ft. Thus thei'e can be drawn, through this line,

a definite plane of ft of either system. Such a plane, being in tlie

tangent prime of ft at Q, that is, in the tangent prime of ft' at P,
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meets VI' in two lines which meet at P. It may be remarked too,

considering tlie polar primes, in regard to H\ of the x - points of

the plane a, that, among these will be the tangent prime of Vt' at P.
This contains the plane a, touching H at Q. The x - polar primes,

by their intersection with or, thus give only x ^ lines, the lines of
the plane passing through P. As suggested, we may call the line

PQ, the focal line of the plane a ; it lies on H, and on the tangent
prime of H' at P; but does not lie in fl', in general.

\Vith the notation explained above, the point P being (,r'o, . . ., tc\)^

the condition that the tangent prime of fl' at P, or

A-i.r.ro+ ... + ArBzeWo = 0,

should touch n, is l:-^^x^-+ ... + A'g-rc'o^ = 0, the point of contact, Q,
being (Avr,,, ..., k^xc^). Thus P lies on a surface common to the

three quadrics 11, O', H"; and the general point of the focal line

PQ has coordinates (A'l + a) Xq^ . .
. ,

{k^^ + a) zCq.

The tangent lines of a Kummer surface at a point. We
have seen that in general there are four planes of fi, of either

system, passing through a point of 11, which meet O' in two lines.

We have also seen that such a plane, a, contains a focal line,

through which there passes a plane of O, of the other system,

which also meets H' in two lines. We consider, now, the four

singular planes of D., of either system, passing through a general

point of this focal line ; we shew that these consist of the plane, a,

spoken of, in which the line is the focal line, this counting doubly,

together with two other planes. Let the point of the focal line be
called S. We take the tangent prime, T, of O, at the point 6*, and
the polar prime, 11, of 6", in regard to 12'. The tangent prime con-

tains the plane a, and, therefore, contains the focus, P, of the plane ;

the tangent prime of ft' at P is the tangent prime of ft at a point,

Q, of the focal line, and also contains the plane a. Thus the polar

prime of S, in regard to ft', likewise contains P. Next, we take the

two quadric surfaces in which, respectively, ft and ft' meet the solid

intersection of T and IT. These two surfaces have a common tangent
plane at P. For, to express briefly by the symbols what can also

be expressed in words, if the point S be of coordinates

(^•i + cr) ^0, . . .
, (^6 + C7-) ZCo,

where P is (.ro, ..., rc'o), the two primes T, 11 are, respectively,

(Ji^xxQ) + cr {xx^) =
and (A:i^r.rn) + a{'k^xXq) = 0,

and the tangent prime of ft at P is (xx^) = 0, where (xXq) denotes

.r.ro-f- ... + iCxOoi etc. ; thus, the tangent plane of the former, co, of
the two (juadric surfaces, at P, is given by

(cr.ro) = 0, {l\xXo) = 0, {ki\vxo) = 0.
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xVgain, the tangent prime of O' at P is (Avn^'o) = ; the tangent
plane, at P, of the latter, w',' of the two quadric surfaces, is, there-

fore, given by the same three ec^uations. This common tangent

plane is that of the surface of intersection of the three quadrics

n, fl', n", and is independent of the position of S on the focal line

(the values or = 0, o- = x not being considered). It is, however,

easily proved that, when two quadric surfaces, in threefold space,

touch one another, the generating lines, of a particular system, of

one of these surfaces, which meet the common curve in two coin-

cident points, consist of the generator of this system, through the

point of contact, counting doubly, together with two other gene-

rators. This proves what was said, for it was seen that the plane a

gives a generator of the quadric w. It was also seen that the plane,

/3, of n, of the other system from a, which passes through the focal

line, meets Df in two lines ; the argument shews that this also

counts doubly, among the four planes of this system which can be

drawn through any general point of the focal line.

If we recur to the quadratic complex of lines, in the threefold

space, the points of the focal line, PQ, represent lines, in the three-

fold space, each of which has two coincident intersections with the

singular (Kummer) surface, at the same point, this being the point

represented by the plane a ; that is, the points of the line PQ_

represent the tangent lines of the singular surface at a point.

These lie in the tangent plane of this surface at this point, which

is represented by the plane j3 through the focal line, in the fivefold

space. As this, we have seen, is a singular plane, counting doubly,

we see that, in the threefold space, any tangent plane, of the surface

loJiich is the locus of singular points, is a plane of the aggregate of
singular planes ; as was stated. The point P, of the focal line,

whereat the tangent prime of H' is equally a tangent prime of fl,

is the point of intersection of the two lines in which the plane a

meets 12', and also of the two lines in which the plane j3 meets H .

Thus, in the threefold space, one of the tangent lines, at any point

of the locus of singular points, is the intersection of the two planes

into which the quadric cone of complex lines, through the point of

contact, breaks up ; and this tangent line also contains the two
points through one of which passes every complex line in the

tangent plane.

The inflexional directions at a point of the Kummer
surface. It can be proved from the present point of view (and

another proof occurs below) that, in the fivefold space, there are

two points of the focal line, PQ, such that, of the four singular

planes through the point, three coincide with the plane a. These

two points represent the two inflexional tangents, in the threefold

space of the quadratic complex of lines, at the point of the Kunnner
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surface. It is interesting to prove this from the present point of

view because, as will be seen (p. !231, below), we are then able to

put the inflexional curves of the Kuninier surface into correspondence

with the lines of curvature of a Cyclide. We assume that, when,
in threefold space, the curve of intersection of two quadric surfaces,

which touch, has a cusp at the point of contact, then, of the

generators, of one system, of one of these surfaces, which meet
the other surface in two coincident points, three are coincident in

the generator of that system which passes through the cusp. The
reader may examine the case of the surfaces

tz = .r- -i/, tz = {a + l)x^ + (b~l)i/'' + z {h' + my),

of which the common curve has a cusp at (0, 0, 0, 1) if a or b be

zero, ^Ve require then, by what has been said, that the curve of

intersection of the two quadric surfaces (T, 11, 11) and (T, IT, O'),

lying in the solid (T, H), in the fivefold space, should have a cusp

at P, or (.ro, ija, ..., rc^), where T, 11 are defined from a point,

iS, of the line PQ. Let C/, U\ U" denote the tangent primes,

respectively of the quadrics O,, O', D,", at the point P. Then the

tangent prime, T, is aU + U', and the polar prime, 11, is aU' + U".
The quadric cone, in the solid (T, R), with vertex at P, which
contains the curve of intersection (T, IT, fl, ft'), spoken of, may
be given by T, IT and crfl + 11', this being the intersection of 11

with the point-cone (aU + U', afl + fl'). The two tangent lines

of the curve, at P, are the intersections of this cone with U.

These coincide if the plane (U, U', U") touches the cone. This

will be so if a point, {x\y\ ...), exists on the cone, such that the

tangent prime of ctVl + ft', at this point, contains P. Namely, with

(Atj + (t) XqX + . . . = 0, A,'i (A,*! + 0-) Xf^x + . . . = 0, (A,'i + cr) x'^ + . . . = 0,

we must have (Z^i + o-) x'Xf^ + . . . = 0. The equations are satisfied by
taking {k-^ + cr) .r' = a'o, . .

. ,
(Ag + o-) w' = zCq, provided a be one of

the roots of the equation {k^ + o-)~^ .^0""+ ... + (A'g + <j)~^ xv^ = 0. In

virtue of a^o^ + ... = 0, k^x^- + ... = 0, k^-x^- + ... =0, this is a

quadratic equation. If its roots be \ and /i, the two points of

the focal line satisfying the conditions are those of coordinates

(A'l + \) .ro , . .
. ,

( A-g + \) rc^o and (/ti + /it) d'o , . .
. , ( ^'g + /^) ^o

.

The associated quadratic congruences. There are also,

upon the focal line, six points of great importance, namely those

where the line meets the fundamental primes given by .r = 0, . .
.

,

10 = 0. Consider, in particular, that point for which zi) = 0, whose
coordinates are {K\ — k^) Xq, . .

. ,
(A'g — A,^) t'o? 0. This point we may

denote by Qg. A plane, lying on ft, which meets ft' in two lines,

will likewise meet the quadric {k\ + 6)x^ + ... + (k^ + 6) w- = 0, or,

say, ^ft + ft', in tw^o lines ; and conversely. And the tangent

prime of ft, at the point of the focal line whose coordinates are
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(A'l + ^).r'o, ... , (Afi 4- 6) rc\,, will be the tangent prime of the quadric

6D. + D.' at the point P, or (.ro, . .
.
, tC'o). In particular, for 6 = — k^^

the quadric H' — A-gO is a point-cone, passing through the inter-

section of n and fl' ; this cone we may denote by K. The tangent

prime of O at Q^ is the tangent prime of the cone K at the point P,
and, therefore, at all the points of the line joining P to the vertex

of this cone. To obtain the planes of fl meeting H' in two lines,

which pass through Q^, we consider the solid intersection of the

tangent prime of H at Q^, that is, the tangent prime of the point-

cone K at P, with the polar prime of Qy in regard to this cone

;

this polar prime also contains the line joining P to the vertex of

the cone K. Then we consider the quadric surfaces which are the

intersections of this solid with fl, and with the cone K. The
latter of these quadric surfaces, say &>', consists, however, of two
planes. For, the intersection of a quadric point-cone with a prime,

n, passing through its vertex, is a quadric point-cone in this

prime, and the intersection of IT with a tangent prime of the

former cone touches the latter cone (p. 121, above). AVherefore,

the quadric surface eo' is the intersection of a point-cone, lying in

the fourfold space IT, with a tangent solid of this. The inter-

section, we kno\\', consists of two planes, both containing the line

joining P to the vertex of this cone. But, the generators of one
system, of a quadric &>, in the threefold space, which meet the

intersection of this with a pair of planes, &>', in two coincident

points, consist of the two generators of co at the two points wheie
this is met by the line of intersection of the two planes ; and each

of these counts doublv. Thus we see, for the figure in the space

of five dimensions, that the planes of D, of the first system, meeting
n' in two lines, which can be drawn through Qg, consist of the

plane a, containing the line Q^P, counting doubly, together with

another plane also counting doubly. It is clear, however, what
this other plane is. For, if the line joining P to the vertex of the

cone K meet H again in the point P', of coordinates {a\, ...,

t'o, — zCq), the point P' is equally on the cone K, on the tangent

prime of H at Qg (which touches the cone at all points of PP) ;

and P' is also on the polar prime of Q^ in regard to this cone.

The quadric surface w thus passes through P', as do the two planes

constituting the quadric &)'. Thus, the second singular plane, of

the first kind, through Qg, is the playe of fl, of this kind, which
passes through the line QgP'. And, there is a plane of the second

kind through each of QgP and Q,&P\ which is likewise a singular

plane counting doubly.

In general, an arbitrary plane, lying on XI, meets the surface

expressed by the three equations

ic = 0, .r^ + . . . 4- c'2 = 0, {h - A-g)-i X' +...+ (A-5 - A-«)-> v"- = 0,
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in two points. This surtace, however, has the property that the

tangent prime of O, at any point of this surface, touches the

cone K, whose ecpiation is (A', — A'g) a^- + ... + (Av, — f^s)
'^~ = 0. Thus,

the tangent primes of il, at the two points where the plane meets

this surface, both of which contain this plane of 11, are two
tangent primes of the cone K ; they are, therefore, the two tangent

primes of K which can be drawn from the solid joining the given

plane to the vertex of K. Take the case when, as above, the

plane of fl considered is a plane, a, which meets the cone K in two

lines ; then, as may be proved, the plane is such that the two

tangent primes of the cone through the plane are coincident. We
thus infer that the plane a meets the surface in two coincident

points.

In the threefold space of the quadratic complex of lines we thus

have the following results : Among the tangents at any general

point of the singular (Kummer) surface, there are six which touch

this surface again (these are the tangent lines from this point to

the quartic curve in which the tangent plane cuts the surface).

Each of these bitangents, beside belonging to the fundamental

quadratic complex, belongs to one of six linear complexes, these

complexes being such that any two are conjugate (or apolar).

Of the lines of the quadratic congruence given by the quadratic

complex and one of the linear complexes, there pass two through

an arbitrary point ; but each of the bitangents spoken of consists

of two coincident lines. The singular surface thus appears as the

Jbcal surface, or caustic surface, of each of six quadratic congru-

ences (cf. for instance, Darboux, Theor'ie . . .des Surfaces, 2'"*^ Partie,

Livre tv). The natural form for the equation of the Kummer
surface when regarded as the focal surface of a quadratic

congruence is that given above, Ex. 4, p. 138, Chap. v. The
theory, in the space of five dimensions, applies equally to both

systems of planes of H ; so that there are also results in the three-

fold space which are the dual of those we have stated.

The common singular points and planes of the six con-

gruences. In the fivefold space, the surface given by

ic = 0, .r^ + . . . + t'^ = 0, (^-1 - ^^:,)-' ^2 + . . . + (^*5 - h)~' -v" =

is the intersection of two (x ^) quadrics of the fourfold space zo = 0.

This surface has been studied in Chap. vi. It appeared that it

contains sixteen lines. Through each of these lines, which lies on H,

there passes a plane of fl, of each of two systems. It follows, from

what is said above, that each of these two planes lies in infinitely

many tangent primes of the cone which we denoted by K ; this

also appears from a previous remark (p. 48, above), that the two

planes of D, through the line are the intersection of fl with the

B.G.IV. 16
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polar solid of the line in regard to H ; the two planes, therefore,

lie on the tangent primes of fl at all the points of the line, and
these primes are all tangent primes of the cone K. Thus, there

are sixteen planes of the first system of Vl, each of which is a

singular plane of special character, having the property of con-

taining, not two but, an infinite number of points of the surface

given by

w = 0, .i-'- + . . . + t;- = 0, (A,'i
- hy^ a^ + . . . + (A.-g - k^)-^ v^ = 0.

For greater clearness we may give the equations of these planes.

Denote hyj'{t) the sextic polynomial whose roots are t = k\^...,ks,

and byj^ the value, for x= k^, of the differential coefficient df/dt,

etc. We use the fact that, for any value of X, the sum,

(k, + \yif, + ... + {k, + xr/f„

vanishes, for r = 0, 1, ..., 4; it is so, in particular, for X = — Arg.

Denote one of the two square roots ofy^., that is, of df{kr)/dk,., by
g-,,. When X, /x vary, the point whose coordinates are

gr' (k, + \) (k, + fi),..., g-i-' (ke + X) (ke + fi)

describes a plane. This plane meets the prime w = in the line

which joins the two points

[s\-' (^-1 - ^•6)^ . . • ,
^5-' (^-5 - hf, 0], [g\~' {k, - h), . .

. , gr {h - k;), 0].

This line lies on the quadric (k^ — A'g)"^ X' + ... +(k^ — k^)'^ v^ = 0.

The plane itself lies on the quadric il. The tangent primes of H,
at the points of the line where the plane meets zc = 0, are the

tangent primes of the cone K, or (ki — A^g) ,r- + ... + (A'g — k^) v^ = 0,

at the points of the line joining the two points

[gr ih - k,), . .
. , gr' (k, - Ae), 0], [gr\ • .

. , gr\ o].

The line joining these two points lies on O and on the cone,

so that it lies on fl and 12' ; in fact it lies also on fl", the coordi-

nates of every point of the line satisfying the equation

k{\v' + ...+k''v^ = 0.

By taking all possible combinations of the ambiguous signs in

g\i ..., ^B, the plane given by the points

Igr' (^-1 + ^) (^'i + /^), • --^gr' ih + X) (A-« + fi)]

becomes, in turn, thirty-two different planes, sixteen of one system

of planes of O, and sixteen of the other. If we denote by (pgf)

the product (A"^ — A,.) (Av — A'^) (A'^ — A;^), the equations of the plane

can be shewn to be the three

(123) gr„x„, = (23w) g.a; + {Slm)g,i/ + {V2m)g,z,

where rn = 4, 5, 6 and .v,^ = w, v, vo. The ratios of the coefficients of
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the coordinates in these equations are such as are iniaffected by
any, the same, fractional linear transformation of k\, h,, ..., k^.

In the threefold space of the quadratic complex of lines, for any
one of the six quadratic congruences which have been referred to,

there are, therefore, sixteen points (and sixteen planes) through
which there pass (in which there lie), not two lines but, a pencil of

lines, of the congruence ; and these sixteen elements are the same
for all the six congruences. These points and planes are the double
elements of a Kummer surftice. (Cf. Hudson, Kumincr\s Quartic

Surface, p. 59.)

The confocal quadrics. It appears from what has been said

(p. 214, above) that a plane of 12, which meets Qf in two lines,

equally meets in two lines any quadric with the equation

K^x- + , . . + KqIv"- = 0, where Kr = {ak,. + b)/{ckr + d).

When c — 0, this is the same as Kr = d~-b + d~^akf.; when c is not
zero, it is the same as Kr = A + B {k^ + d)~^, where d = c^^d, and
A, B are independent of the suffix /•. It will, therefore, be suffi-

cient to consider quadrics of the form

(k\ + e)-^x'' + . . . + (A-6 + ey^w'' = o.

Of such quadrics there are four which pass through an arbitrary

general point of fl; conversely, four arbitrary values of deter-

mine a set of thirty-two points of ft. There are also four planes

of n, through a general point of fl, which meet 12' in a pair of

lines. We may easily see that these two facts are coiniected.

For, consider a plane of 12, say of the second system, which
meets O' in a pair of lines. Let {xQ,y^, ..-,^0) be the focus of this

plane, in regard to H'. The quadric

(^1 + o-)-^r2 Jr ...+{k, + o-)-i IV'' =

contains the point of coordinates {k^-\- (t)xq, ..., (^« -h o-) zi'o = 0,

lying on the focal line of the plane. "The tangent prime of this

quadric, at this point, is the tangent prime of 12 at the point

(.I'o, ...,ie'o), and, thus, contains the plane considered. The quadric,

therefore, touches every line of the plane through the point of

coordinates {k^ -f- o") a^o, . . ., (^6 + o") J^o • Now, let {x\ . . ., w) be any
point of the plane, and {k-^ + (rY'^x"' -\- ... ^{k^ + ay^w'^^O be a

quadric through this point. Then, the line, joining {x\ ...,w') to

the point of coordinates {k-^ + o-).ro, ..., (A,'e4- a) zv^,, lies entirely on
this quadric. Through this line, lying in a plane of 12 of the

second system, can be drawn a plane of (2 of the first system ; and,

this plane, containing one line of the quadric (k^ + a-)~^x^ + etc. = 0,

contains another line of this quadric. Therefore, as has been seen,

and will be proved again immediately, this plane is one of the

planes of 12, of the first system, passing through (x', ..., w'), which

1.5—2
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cut n' in two lines. Whence we see that the four singular planes,

of the first system, which can be drawn through the point (x', . . ., w%
meet the focal line, of any singular plane, of the second system,

drawn through (.r', . .
.
, w'), in four points of coordinates

where a-p has the four values belonging to the quadrics,

(l\ + a)-^ x"- + etc. = 0,

which can be drawn through (.r', ...^lo). This result includes also

the fact, incidentally referred to above (p. 213), that, in the three-

fold space, the points, in which a general line meets the Kummer
surface, constitute a range which is related to the pencil of four

tangent planes of the surface passing through the line. (Cf. also

p. 240, below.)

But the quartic equation for ^,

{k, + 6)-' .r'2 + . . . 4- {h + 0)-' w'"- = 0,

giving the four quadrics of the system which pass through the

point (^', ..., iv')-, reduces to a quadratic when {x\ ..., w') is a point,

P, or (iTo? •'•> ^^0)9 for which, beside x^ + etc. = 0, we have

kiXi^ + etc. = and k^x^' + etc. = 0.

And, more generally, when, with such values of {xq^ ...,^0)9 the

point (.r, . .
.
, w') is such that x ={\-\- <t) x^, ...^ w' = {k^ + a) zv^

,

the quartic equation reduces to

{e - af [(h + 0)-' ^0' + ... + (^-6 + 6>)-^ Jt'o^] = 0,

as we see by writing (k\ + o-)'- (Aj + 6)~^ in the form

k,-0 + 2a-+(d- ay (A-i + e)-\ etc.

The four roots of the quartic equation thus consist of the root cr,

repeated, together with the roots of the quadratic

(k, + 0)-^ ^0- + . . . + (^*6 + e)-' ze'o^ = 0.

If the roots of this quadratic, which are independent of cr, be
denoted by X and yu,, it follows that the two quadrics,

(k^ + \)-' x^ + etc. = and {k^ + fx,)-' x^ + etc. = 0,

contain the line PQ, joining (x^, ..., xVo) and (k\Xo, ...,-ksWo), com-
pletely; and, further, that the other two, of the four quadrics,

(k^ + 6)~^x^+ ... =0, which pass through any point, 6", of coordi-

nates {ki+ (r)xo,...i (ke + 0-) re^o? lyi"g on this line PQ, coincide with

one another, both being the quadric (A'l + cr)-i .r- -|- etc. = 0. The
tangent prime of this quadric, at this point S, is the tangent prime
of li at P, as remarked above; and this shews, from what has been
said, that the plane, a, of the quadric fl, of the first (or second)
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system, which passes through the Hue PS^ uieets the cjuach-ic

(^i + a)~^ of- + etc. = iu two Hues, these iutersectiug at S. Thus
S is the focus of the plane iu regard to this quadric, just as P is

its focus in regard to H'. There are, however, two particular
points of the line PS for which three of the quadrics,

{h, + d)-^ a- + etc. = 0,

passing through the point, coincide with one another; namely,
those for which a = \ or a- = fx. For each of these two points, of
the four planes of O through the point which meet H', and, there-
fore, any of the quadrics (^j + d)~^ x- + etc. = 0, in two lines, there
are three which coincide with one another. (Cf. Vol. iii, p. 92

;

and p. 185, Chap, vi, above.)

Singular planes through a more particular point. In the
preceding we consider planes of H, meeting a quadric,

(^^1 + d)-' x" + etc. = 0,

in two lines, which are drawn from a point of O. Consider now,
briefly, planes of 12 meeting H' in two lines, which are drawn from
a point, O, which lies on O' as well as on Q. This we excluded
above. In this case, any plane of O, drawn through O, meets Q' in

a conic passing through ; if this conic break up into two lines,

one of these must pass through O. Such a line lies on O.^ and on
D', and on the tangent primes of Q and O' at O. Conversely, the
solid which is the intersection of the tangent primes of O. and of

OJ at 0, is met, by Q and Q', in two conical sheets of lines, with
vertex at 0. These have, in general, four lines in common, through
O. Through any one of these four lines there passes a definite

plane of Q, of the first system, (as also one of the second system);

this plane meets Q,' in another line, beside this one, intersecting

this, say, in the point P\ this is the focus, in regard to Q', of the

plane of these two lines. We thus have, as before, four singular

planes, of one system of planes of Q, passing through 0.

But, it may happen that the plane, a, of the first system, through
one of the four generators common to the two conical sheets,

contains another of these four generators. Then the plane of these

two generators, which are lines of Q' meeting in O, lies in the

tangent prime of D' at 0. This prime, then, containing a plane of

Q, is a tangent prime of ^, at some point, say P', of the plane.

Then is the focus of the plane, iu regard to O.', and P coincides

with 0. The plane then counts doubly among the four singular

planes which can be drawn from 0, as passing through two of the

four generators. Through the line 0P\ lying on Q, can be drawn
a plane, /3, of the second system of planes of O; this plane is on
the tangent prime of H at P', which is the tangent prime of H'
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at 0. Thus the plane /8 meets ft' in two lines which intersect at

O; and these, lying on H and O', are the other two generators, of

the four originally proved to pass through O, beside the two which

lie in the plane a. Through each of these lines, in the plane /3,

can be drawn a single plane, of

the first system of planes of H

;

say these are Oj and Og- I" the

same way, through each of the

two lines lying in the plane a,

can be drawn a singular plane,

of the second system of planes

of O ; say these are /Sj and ySj-

Thus we see that if, of the four

lines originally drawn through

0, two lie in a plane of the first

system, counting doubly among the four singular planes of that

system which pass through 0, then the other two of these lines lie

in a plane of the second system passing through 0.

In this figure, the line OP' meets H' in two coincident points

at 0. But it may happen that OP' lies entirely on H'. Then it is

one of the two lines of H' through lying in the plane a; in

which case, the plane of the second system of O, say /6i, drawn
through this line, coincides with the plane y8. But, also, OP' is

then one of the two lines of O' through O lying in the plane /3,

and the plane of the first system, say Oj, drawn through this line,

coincides with the plane a. In this case, the four singular planes

of the first system, passing through 0, consist of the plane a,

counting three times, together with the plane a..; and, similarly,

the four singular planes of the second system, passing through 0,

consist of the plane /S, counting three times, together with the

plane /So. In general, the solid, which is the intersection of the

tangent primes of fl and ft' at 0, was met by ft in a conical

sheet. In this particular case, this conical sheet consists of the two
planes a, ^ ; and the line of intersection, OP', of these planes, is

on the conical sheet of lines of ft', through O, Avhich lie in this

solid.

The Inflexional (or Asymptotic) curves of the Kummer
Surface. We have considered, in the fivefold space, the surface of

points (.r,,, . .
. , rc„), for which ^o' + • • • + ^o^ = 0» ^'i''''o^ + . . . + A.'bZC'o'^ = 0,

A:i\ro^+ ... + A'e^rc'o^^ 0. The points of this surface maybe repre-

sented, in terms of two parameters, X and /x, by the equations

.^0 = {Ti, + X)* (^-^ + /x)V[/'(^-i)]^, etc., where/(0 = {t- h) ...(t- h).
The parameters belonging to (tq, ..., zCq) are the two roots of the

equation (k, + 6)'^ a:o^+ ... + (k^ + 6)-^ ii\^ = 0. Through the point

(.r-o, ..., rc\,) there passes a line of which any point has coordinates
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(A"i + or).r„, ..., (A-„ + o-)rc'o, this line lying entirely on the two
quadrics (Aj + \)-^r'^ + etc. = 0, (Aj + /i)-i> + etc. = 0. The two
points of this line, for which cr = X, cr = yu., have been shewn to

represent inflexional tangents of the Kunnner surface (p. 223). For
clearness, we call this line the focal line through (.^'o, ..., w^.
Consider now the curve, of points (.ro, ..., iv^)^ of the surface given
by x\^+ ...= 0, k^Xo' 4- . . . = 0, A-f-ro" + . . . = 0, for which fx is con-

stant ; draw the focal lines through the points of this curve ; and,
upon the line drawn through the point (A.) of this curve, take the
points of coordinates (Aj + A.).}'o, ... , {Tx^-\-\)iVq. Similarly, upon
the focal line drawn through the point (X, 4- d\) of this curve, take
the point of which the first coordinate is (A:i + X, + dX) {x^ + dx^) ;

with dxt^ = ^Xq (A'l + X)~i d\, this is the same as

(A'l + \) Xo + 3.roC?X/2 + ^x, {l\ + \)-' (dxy.

Thus, neglecting the term in fZX^, this point lies on the former

focal line. From this we can infer that the focal lines, of the

points of the curve in question, along which /j. is constant, form
a developable surface (cf. Vol. iii, p. 132), whose cuspidal edge is

the locus, as X varies, of the point whose coordinates are such as

(Jc, + \)x,, or (A;i + X)^(A'i + /i)^/[/'(A-i)]*. The points of this

cuspidal edge represent, in the original threefold space of the

quadratic complex of lines, a sequence of inflexional tangents of

the Kummer surface, so taken that, to any one of them there

follows, in a limiting sense, another, lying in the same tangent

plane of the surface. Thus, the cuspidal edge, in the fivefold space,

represents the tangent lines of an inflexional curve of the Kummer
surface.

Ex. Shew that this curve, in the threefold space, is of order 16,

and of genus 17, when /x is general. There are, however, six

particular j9ri??ci/7rt/ inflexional curves, for which yu. has one of the

values — A'l, . .
.
, — A'^ ; these are of order 8, and of genus 5.

It is of interest now to shew that the inflexional curves of the

Kinmner surface are in correspondence with the lines of curvature

of a Cyclide. Consider the two planes of the quadric, 11, in five-

fold space, of the two systems, say a and /8, which pass through

the focal line joining the points (x^,, ..., w^)), (^"i-^o? •> ^"e^'^'o)- The
solid determined by these planes lies in the tangent prime of O at

every point of the focal line. This solid meets any fixed prime in

a plane, determined by the two lines in which the prime is met by
the two planes. Or, this plane may be defined as the intersection

of the three primes consisting of: the fixed prime; the tangent

prime of D, at the point, say Q^^, where the focal line meets this

prime ; and, the tangent prime of fl at some other specified point

of the focal line, say the point P, or (xq,..., ic'o), for which
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a'o'^ + . . . = 0, A-j^o^ + . . . = 0, k^'Xo^ + . . . = 0. It will be sufficient

here to take, for the fixed prime, the prime w = 0. As P varies,

the point Qg describes a surface, in w = ; as Qg is on O, this

surface is on H ; as Qg is of coordinates {k\ — kg) x^^ . .
. ,

{Ic^ — Ar«) t^o, 0,

this surface lies also on (^'i- h)-"^ a;'- + . . . + (k^ - h)~' "o" = 0. Thus,

the tangent plane of this surface at Q^, which is given by xo = 0,

(k^ - k^) xxa + . . . + (k, - kg) vv^ = 0, and xx^ + ... +vv^ = 0, is the

plane spoken of, in which the prime re; = is met by the solid

(a, /3). We put Xo = {k, - k,)a:o, ..., V, = (k^ - h) t'o, and denote

the quadrics {k\ - k,)-^ x^ + ... = 0, x^ + ... = by ^ and ^', respec-

tively. The general solid passing through the tangent plane of

the surface (w, <i>, <&'), at the point (Zq, ..., V^), namely, the

tangent solid of the quadric [zv, {k^ + 6)^ + <!>'], whose equations

are zv = 0, with {k^ + 6) xxo + ...+{k^+ 6) vvq = 0, is the intersection

of jx^ = with the tangent prime of H at the point of the focal

line whose coordinates are (k^ + d)xo, ..., {ks + 6)Wo. This solid

meets the surface (zv, ^, <t>') in a quartic curve having a double

point at (Xo, ..., Fq), and there are two values of 6 for which this

double point is a cusp (p. 188, Chap, vi, above). These values

of 6, as we see at once from what was said in Chap, vi, are given

by (k, - A-e) Xo' (k;, + 6)-' +...+{k,- h) v,' {k, + 0)-^ = 0, that is, by

^o' (^1 + ^)"' + . . . + t'o' (^5 + B)-^ + zvo' (k, + 6)-^ = 0. We have seen

that there are two points of the focal line with the property that,

of the four planes of O drawn through each, to meet H' in two

lines, three are coincident ; the tangent prime of 12 at such a

point, by its intersection with fl, fl' and the polar prime of the

})oint in regard to H', gives a quartic curve with cusp at the point

P (p. 223, above). It now appears that this same tangent prime,

by its intersection with zi^ = 0, fl, and the quadric

(k, - k,)-' X' + . . . + (A-5 - k,)-' z^- =

which, together, represent, in fivefold space, a congruence of bitan-

gents of the Kummer surface—gives also a quartic curve with a

cusp at the point, Q^, where the focal line meets zv = 0. Either of

the two particular points of the focal line, in the former case,

represents an inflexional tangent of the Kummer surface; in the

latter case, as we have seen (p. 186, above), the intersection of il

with the corresponding tangent prime gives, in kj = 0, a surface

which projects, from any point of H in re; = 0, into a sphere, of an

arbitrary threefold space, determining a tangent line of a line of

curvature of a Cyclide. We recall, now, the method, previously

explained (p. 55, above), by which we pass from a line, of three-

fold space, to a sphere ; this consists in taking the threefold inter-

section, with an arbitrary prime, of the tangent prime, of the

quadric H in fivefold space, at the point of this which represents
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tlie line, and then projecting the surfiice in which this threefold

meets H. We see then that, bv this method, the inHexional line

of the Kummer surface is transformed into the sphere having
stationary contact witli the Cydide along a direction of curvature.

Moreover the cuspidal edge spoken of above, whose points are

given bv .r = (k\ + A,)^ (A-, + fM)\/[J'' (A:,)]^, etc., with X variable but

fx constant, which represents the inflexional lines of the Kununer
surface along an inflexional curve, coiTesponds to the line of

curvature on tiie Cyclide, represented, also with \ variable but /u,

constant, bv the curve in zo = whose points are given by

a; = {k; - k;) {k\ + \)i {k, + At)V[/' (^-i)]^, etc.

Further, in Lie''s transformation, by which the correspondence is

established, there are two lines corresponding to a sphere. The
second point, in our figure, thus associated with the point

a- = (k, + \f (k, + /.)V[/' (A^)]S etc.,

is the point with the same coordinates .r, . .
.
, v, but with a change

of sign of zc. Thus (p. 224, above), there are two inflexional

tangents of the same inflexional curve, of a Kummer surface,

corresponding to the same sphere of stationary contact of the line

of curvature of the Cyclide ; and the points of contact of these

are the two points where a bitangent of the Kummer surface

touches the surface. The aggregate of these bitangents is a ruled

surface in the threefold space, which is of order 8, represented,

in the fivefold space, by the curve

xo = 0,.v'+... = 0, (k, - A-,;)-^ a-^ + . . . = 0, {k\ + fx)-' .v^ + . . . = 0.

The complete intersection of this ruled surface with the Kummer
surface is the inflexional curve, counted twice, which is of order 16
(cf. Klein, Ges. Math. Abh., 1921, pp. 91, 126, 147, etc. Also

Hudson, Kummer s Quartlc Surface, 1905, p. 61, etc.).

The theory is capable of generalisation. By Lie's method of

transformation, the tangent lines of a surface {S), in space of three

dimensions, correspond to the spheres touching another surface

(»S"). The tangents at a point, M, of (*S), correspond to the spheres

touching (»S") at a point M'. When the point M describes an
inflexional curve of {S), the corresponding point M' describes a line

of curvature of {S'). (Lie, Math. Annal. v, 1871, pp. 145—256.)

Ex. In the correspondence between a Kummer surface and the

AVeddle surface which has been obtained above (p. 158), prove

that the inflexional directions at any point of either surface corre-

spond to conjugate directions on the other (cf. the writer's Multiply-

Periodic Functions, 1907, p. 127). In particular, shew that, corre-

sponding to one of the six principal inflexional curves of the
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Kummer surface, there is a curve upon the Weddle surface which

is of order 7, being the intersection of two cubic curves touching

along a generator {loc. cH., p. 322. Also Humbert, Journ. Ecole

Poh/tecJin., Lxiv, 1894, p. 123).

The rationality of the Quadratic Complex, and of the

Quadratic Congruence. We pass now to various theorems, mainly

of line geometry, which seem called for by a comparison of some of

the results which have been given in this Volume.

The representation, in space of five dimensions, of a quadratic

complex of lines of threefold space, is by the (x ^) locus which is

common to two quadrics of this fivefold space. This locus is, in

fact, obtainable by considering, in a threefold space, the cubic

surfaces which can be drawn through a certain quintic curve. For,

consider, in space of five dimensions, any two quadrics of general

character. Let U be any point common to both. The lines,

through U, lying on both quadrics, lie on the solid intersection of

the tangent primes at U, and, therefore, on two conical sheets.

We can thus draw four lines through U lying on both quadrics.

Let V be any point of one of these lines. The line lies on the

tangent primes of both quadrics at F, as well as at U . Denote

the tangent primes of the first quadric at U and F, respectively,

by .r = 0, ?/ = ; and the tangent primes of the second quadric, at

these two points respectively, by -sr = 0, ^ = ; also, let U, F,

beside the zero coordinates x, i/, z, t^ have the respective coordi-

nates 11 = 1, v — and u = 0, v=l. Then the equations of the

two quadrics will be, respectively,

cf) + ux 4- 1'^ = 0, a/t + iiz + vt — 0,

where ^, ^ are homogeneous quadratic polynomials in .r, ?/, z, t.

These equations lead to ii {xt — yz) = -^y — (f>t, v {xt — yz) = (^z — y{ra\

Hence, in terms of parameters ^, 77, ^, r, if <P, "^ denote the same

polynomials in these that ^, yjr are in .r, y, z, t, the coordinates,

.r, y, z, t, u, V, of any point of the x ^ locus common to the two

quadrics, are in the ratios of

Regarding ^, ?;, ^, t as coordinates in a threefold space, each of

these six functions, equated to zero, represents a cubic surface.

Moreover, the quintic cm-ve which is the intersection, other than

the line 77 = 0, t = 0, of the quadric surface ^r — 7;f = with the

cubic surface ^77 — <t'T = 0, is the same as the quintic curve which

is the intersection, other than the line ^ = 0, ^ = 0, of this quadric,

^T- 7)^=0, with the cubic surface 4>^-'4'| = 0. The two cubic

surfaces have in common, beside tliis cjuintic curve, the quartic

curve of intersection of the two quadric surfaces 4> = 0, '^^ = 0.
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The (jLiintic curve, coninion to a cjuadric surface and a cubic surface

liaviug a line in connnon, meets an arbitrary plane drawn through
this line, in the two points common to the residual intersections of

this plane with the two surfaces—which are, a line and a conic.

Thus the (juintic curve meets the connnon line of the two surfaces

in three points. It, therefore, meets every generator of the (juadric

surface, of one system, in three points, and the other generators each

in two points, and its genus, p, is given by /; = (3 — 1 ) (2 — 1), =2
(see, for example, Proc. Loud. Math. Soc, xi, 1912, }). 286).

Conversely, for a surface, of order n, to contain the (juintic curve

of genus p, the number of linear conditions, for the coefficients in

the equation of this surface, when n is large enough, is 5n —p + 1.

For n = 3 and p = 2, this is 14. This gives 20 — 14, or six, as the

lunnber of linearly independent cubic surfaces containing the curve.

The ratios of the polynomials expressing the equations of these

surfaces can be used as coordinates in a space of five dimensions.

Interpreted in the original space of five dimensions, the process

is the simple one of projecting the original x ^ locus, by means of

planes passing through a line of the locus, given above by

,v = i/ = z= t = 0,

upon an arbitrary threefold space, say 11. Such a plane is deter-

mined by one point of the locus, and meets 11 in a point. Con-
versely, such a plane, determined by any point of 11, meets each of

the given quadrics in another line, beside the common line of these

through which the plane is drawn ; the intersection of these residual

lines is a point of the locus, corresponding to the point taken in

n. An arbitrary prime of the fivefold space, say

Aa;+Bi/+Cz + Dt + Pu + Qv = 0,

meets the locus in a quartic surface ; this is projected from the

line x= 1/ = z = t = by the line-cone given by

Ax (xt-i/z) + ... + Dt {H-yz) + P {y\ry - (f)t)-\-Q ((f)Z
- -v/r.r) = 0,

which is of the third order.

This rationalisation of the locus is given hy Klein, Ges. Math. Ahhandl., i,

p. 89, as due to Noether (1869). By comhining the two equations of the

locus, we may e\idently regard one of them as liaving the form

z't' + ux' -\- vy' = 0,

usual for the relation connecting the coordinates of a line in threefold space.

'Hie intersection of two (x "~i) quadrics, in /(-fold space, may be represented

by the points of an {n — 2)-fold, in a similar way, by planes through a line

common to the two quadrics (the quadrics not being general when 7J = 3).

The aggregate of (planar) ;y-folds existing on the (co"~-') locus of intersection

of two (co"~') (|uadrics, in n-fold space, can be shewn to be of dimension

(/)+ !)(« — 2)u— 2). In particular, when n = 2p-\-2, the number of such y>-folds

is 2", in the most general case ; for example, the number of lines on the
quartic surface so obtained in fourfold space is sixteen.
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We pass now to the case of a Quadratic Congruence of lines,

defined as the aggregate of the lines common to a quadratic com-
plex and a linear complex. We suppose this to be represented, in

the space of five dimensions, by the surface which is the intersection

of the preceding x ^ locus with a prime of this space. This surface,

being the intersection of two quadrics of a fourfold (planar) space,

is the same as that studied in Chap. vi. It was shewn to be repre-

sentable rationally by two parameters (p. 165, above). Any one of

the sixteen lines, which were shewn to lie upon it, may be taken to

be the line UV of the preceding discussion. Then the prime, whose

intersection, with the x ^ locus above, determines the congruence,

as it contains all the points representing the congruence, and
therefore contains this line UV, will have an equation of the form

Ax + By + Cz -\- Dt = 0. Now, the intersection of a plane, in a

threefold space, with a cubic surface passing through a quintic

curve, is a cubic curve passing through five fixed points. Thus we
see that the line coordinates of a line of a quadratic congruence,

in threefold space, are proportional to homogeneous cubic poly-

nomials, in three coordinates, which, equated to zero, represent

plane cubic curves passing through five given points. This has been

verified in several cases previously examined (pp. 137, 141, 165).

Conversely, take five arbitrary points in a plane, and consider

what are the relations connecting the polynomials which, equated

to zero, represent cubic curves through these five points. If we
take six such polynomials, as there are only five linearly indepen-

dent cubic curves through the five points, these six polynomials

are connected by a linear relation. Further, the five ratios of these

polynomials, being dependent upon the two ratios of the coordi-

nates in the plane, must be connected by two other algebraic

relations. That these may be regarded as arising from two quad-

ratic equations connecting the six polynomials, can be made clear

by considering six particular polynomials, which are connected by
two quadratic relations ; for any other six polynomials are expres-

sible linearly in terms of these.

Two ways of obtaining the necessary relations have presented themselves in

foregoing work. If, referred to three of the five points, the conic containing

these five points be .S'=0, and the line joining the other two points be P=0,
where *'=»?C+ C^ + ^'7j ^^^^ P^a^-^-bq + cC, then six cubic polynomials which
vanish at the five points are .v, y, z, x'

, y , z'
,
given by

^v=^S, y= r,S, z= C8, .r'= {q-r)r,CP, y={r-p)aP, ^'= {P-q)^nP,

in which p, q, r are quite arbitrary constants. These are connected l)y tlie

relations

xjc' +yy' + zz = 0, pxx' + qyy + rzz = 0,

-ax-by-cz-k-{q-'r)-^x' + {r-p)~^y' ->r{p-q)~'^z' = 0.

Or again, if, referred to three of the points, the other two points be (1, 1, 1)
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and («, h, c), then, also witli tln-ee arbitrary constants, p, 7, r, six cubic poly-

nomials vanishing at the five points are jyiven by

'r'= (q -r) (Ca-ic) {$h-r)n) {r, - 0, y' = {r - p) {^b

-

tju) {r,c - (b) (C- ^)

,

z' = (p-rj)ir}c-Cb){Ca-^c){$-r,).

These are connected by the three equations

(h-c)[ax+ {q-r)-'^a;'] + {c~n)[by+ {r-p)-^y'] + (a-b)[cz + (p-q)-^z'] = 0,

,rx'+yy' + zz' = 0, pxx' + qyy' + rzz = 0.

Caporali's theorem, given below (p. 240), also deals with the

representation of a quadratic congruence.

The generation of a quadric in fivefold space. The
tetrahedral complex in threefold space. Let a, /S, 7, S be
four planes, in fivefold space, meeting in pairs in six points, (/3, 7),

(7, a), (a, y8), (a, 8), (/3, S), (7, S). These points we denote, respec-

tively, by X, Y,Z, X', Y',Z' ; and we denote coordinates relative

to these points by x^y^z^x ^y\z . It is easy to see that the general

quadric containing these four planes has an equation of the form
Axx' + Byy + Czz = ; and that the quadric is made definite by
the condition of containing a given fifth plane, which meets each

of o, y8, 7, 8 in a point. Let the points of the plane X'Y'Z' be
related to the lines of the plane XYZ, so that the point

IX'+mY' + uZ',

namely the point of coordinates (0, 0, 0, /, m, n), corresponds to the

line Alx + Bmy + Cnz =0, x' = 0, y' = 0, ^' = 0, for all values of

/, m, n. Then the quadric is the locus of the plane joining any
point of the plane X'Y'Z' to the corresponding line of the plane

XYZ.
For, the equation of the quadric, containing the points X, F, Z,

X' , y, Z', will not contain the squares of the coordinates. As the

quadric contains the plane a, or YZX', given by ^/'=0, z' — O,

X = 0, the equation will not contain terms in yz^ x'y, x'z ; for such

terms are not reduced to zero by y' = z =x = 0. Similarly, the

equation will not contain terms in zx, y'z, y'x, or terms in xy., z'x^

z'y. Lastly, as the quadric contains the plane §, or X'Y'Z', given

hy x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, the equation will not contain terms in y'z,

z'x, x'y . The equation is, therefore, of the form

Axx -f Byy + Czz = 0,

any quadric of this form, conversely, obviously containing the

planes a, /S, 7, S.

Again, a plane meeting each of a, /3, 7, S in a point, is, it is

easily seen, a plane given by three points with symbols of the

forms a'X ' + bZ- cY,b'Y' + cX -aZ, c'Z' + aY - bX. The general
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point of this plane has coordinates of the forms

qc — rh, ra — pc, pb — qa, pa, qb\ re ;

and this point lies on the quadric A,vx + Byy' + Czz = 0, for all

values of p, q, r, if, and only if, Aa = Bb' = Cc'. Thus, a, b, c, d
being arbitrary, the quadric contains the x * planes of which one

is defined by three points, in a, ^, 7, respectively, with symbols

A-\IX' + bZ-c\\ B-'dY' + cX-aZ, C-^dZ' + aY -bX.

When one of these planes is given, the ratios of A, B, C are

thereby determined.

Finally, the general point of the plane joining the point (0,0,0,

I, m, 7i) to the line in x = ?/' = 2' = given by Alx + Brmj + Cnz = 0,

has coordinates, for variable values of jo, g, r, given by

p (0, 0, 0, /, m, n) + q(- Cn, 0, Al, 0, 0, 0) + r (- Bm, Al, 0, 0, 0, 0)

;

for instance, .r = — qCn — rBm, sc' =pL Thus

Aa^:r' + Bijy' + Czz' = 0,

and this plane lies on the quadric whatever /, m, n may be.

Now consider the four planes Y'Z'X, Z'X'Y, X'Y'Z, XYZ,
denoting them, respectively, by a

,
/3', y, 8'. Each of these meets

three of the four planes a, /3, 7, 8 in a line ; for instance, 8' con-

tains the points (/3, 7), (7, a), (a, /3). Thus these planes lie on the

quadric, being planes of the other system from a, /3, 7, 8. With
these they may be said to constitute a double ^ou?' of planes of the

quadric. When two planes meet in a line, a general prime meets

the solid, which is defined by these two planes, in a plane ; and
the prime meets the planes in two intersecting lines lying in this

plane. Thus an arbitrary prime meets the planes, of a double
four of planes, in eight lines of this fourfold space, forming a

system constituted by four lines and the four transversals of threes

of these four ; or say, in a double four of lines in this prime. Let
be any point of the quadric. The solid Oa, for example,

obtained by joining to the points of the plane a, meets the

quadric in another plane beside a, of the opposite system from
this, and meeting this in a line; this other plane passes through O,

and the line is the intersection of the plane a with the tangent

prime of the quadric at 0. By considering the solids Oct, 0/3, Oy,

08, we thus have four planes through O, of the opposite system of

planes of the quadric from a, /3, 7, 8, meeting these, respectively,

in lines. These are planes of the point-cone in which the quadric

is met by the tangent prime at 0, of one system ; and they meet
any plane of this cone, of the other system, in four lines through
0. Similarly, four planes of the quadric, meeting the planes a, ^',

7', 8' each in a line, pass through 0, and meet any plane of the
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qundric thi-ough O, of the same system of planes as a', yQ', 7', S', in

four lines. These two pencils of four lines, in two planes, of differ-

ent systems, through 0, are related pencils.

For, we have remarked that the tangent prime of the quadric,

at 0, meets the double four of planes in a double four of lines in

this prime. Also, it was proved (p. 144, above) that, if a double
four of lines, in a fourfold space, be joined to a point, O, of that

space, so taken that the eight joining planes belong to a quadric

point-cone of vertex O, then the two sets of four joining planes,

regarded as belonging to the two systems of planes of the cone,

are related. Thus the result stated is obvious. It is the represen-

tative, in the fivefold space, of the fact that, in a threefold space,

the planes, joining an arbitrary line to four points, are related to

the range, on the line, of the four points in which the line meets
the planes containing the threes of the four points (Vol. i, p. 30).

Denote the quadric by 11; suppose that its points represent the

lines of a threefold space. Consider a tetrahedral complex of lines

of this threefold space. The lines of this complex will be repre-

sented, in the fivefold space, by the points common to the quadric

ft and to another quadric, say ft'. When the equation connecting

the coordinates of a line, in the threefold space, is written

ir -\- mm -f- nn = 0,

point coordinates being relative to the four points by which the

tetrahedral complex is defined, then the equation for the lines of

the tetrahedral complex is of the form all' + bmm' + cnn = 0. Thus
it appears, from comparison of the equations, that a tetrahedral

complex is represented by two quadrics, ft and ft', which have in

common four planes of ft, of the same system; this is evident,

otherwise, from the fact that, in the threefold space, every line

through any one of the four fundamental points is a line of the

tetrahedral complex. In the fivefold- space, the four planes of one

system common to ft and ft', imply four other common planes, of

the other system, making, with the first four, a double four of

planes ; correspondingly, in the threefold space, every line in one

of the four planes which are fundamental for the tetrahedral com-
plex, belongs to this complex.

We can, however, interpret, in the fivefold space, the property

of a line of the tetrahedral complex, that the planes joining this

line to the four fundamental points form a pencil which is related

to a definite range. Taking the two quadrics, ft, ft', in fivefold

space, with the four common planes a, y§, 7, S, meeting in pairs in

six points, consider any other plane of ft, of the same system

as a, (S, 7, h. This plane, say e, meets ft' in a conic. The four

points, say A, B, C, D, in which the planes a, /S, 7, B meet the
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plane e, lie on this conic. Let be any point of this conic ; it

lies on both D, and H'. Planes of fl can be drawn through 0, of

the system other than that of a, ;S, 7, 8, to meet these planes each

in a line; these planes meet e in lines. Four lines so obtained

are OA, OB^ OC, OD ; and the pencil formed by these is related to

the range, on the conic, of the four points A, B, C, D. If another

plane of O, say e', also of the same system as a, y8, 7, S, be drawn

through 0, meeting a, y8, 7, 8, respectively in A\ B', C, D', we
obtain another pencil 0A\ OB', OC, OD , likewise lying in the

four planes of Q, drawn through to meet or, /3, 7, S in lines. As
the planes of O, of the two systems, drawn from O, are planes of

the quadric point-cone in which II is met by the tangent prime

at O, the two pencils 0{A,..., D) and (A', ..., D') are related.

Thus on the two conies, on D.\ in which this quadric is met by

the two planes, e and e, drawn through 0, the two ranges {A, ...,D)

and (A',..., D), are related. A plane of fl such as e' might,

however, have been drawn equally through any point, other than 0,

of the conic in the plane 6. Thus we have the result : Let two

quadrics, II and ft', in fivefold space, have four planes of the same

system in common, and any plane of ft, of this system, be drawn,

meeting ft' in a conic; consider the four points of this conic,

lying on the four planes common to ft and ft', regarded as be-

longing to the range of the points of this conic. Let a second

plane of ft of the same system be drawn, and consider the four

points of the conic, in which this plane meets ft', which are similarly

obtained from the four connnon planes. Then, the range of this

last four points is related to the range of the first four. Moreover,

by what is said above, if we take the other four planes, of the

opposite system, common to ft and ft', say a', /S', 7', B\ and a

variable plane of ft, of this system, meeting ft' in a conic, then

the planes a', /S', 7', 8' meet this variable plane in four points,

of the range of points of this conic on ft', likewise related to the

range of points A, B, C, D, above.

The singular points and planes of a Quadratic Con-
gruence. Caporali's theorem. It has been remarked that a

quadratic congruence, consisting of the lines common to a quadratic

complex and a linear complex of lines, in threefold space, is repre-

sented in fivefold space by the surface which is the intersection of

two quadrics and a fourfold space. Any one of the sixteen lines,

known to lie on this surftice (p. 166 above), represents a plane pencil

of lines of the threefold space of the quadratic congruence. In

general, only two lines of the congruence pass through an arbitrary

point of this threefold space ; but, it appears from the present

point of view, there are sixteen points through each of which pass

an infinity of lines, forming a flat pencil in a plane through this
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point. Each of the sixteen lines of the quartic surface, in the four-

fold space, meets five othei'S ; thus, in the threefold space, each of

the singular pencils of lines of the quadratic congruence has a ray

in connnon with five others of these pencils ; namely, the singular

plane of any one of the pencils contains five other singular points,

of which the corresponding planes, passing respectively through
these points, all pass through the centre of the first pencil. Thus,
there are six singular points in any singular plane, and six singular

planes through any singular point. It was seen, moreover (p. 171,

above), that the sixteen lines of the quartic surface, in the fourfold

space, give rise to twenty double-fours of lines, each consisting of

four non-intersecting lines, with four others, transversal to the

threes of these. The first four lines of such a double-four represent

four pencils of lines, in the threefold space; each pencil has a
centre, and lies in a plane through this centre. The second four

lines of the double-four give rise, similarly, to four pencils, in the

threefold space, of which each has rays through three of the four

preceding centres, these rays lying in the respective planes through
these centres. The double-four of lines, on the quartic surface of

the fourfold space, thus gives rise, in the threefold space, to a pair

of mutually inscribed Moebius tetrads (Vol. i, p. 61), the rays

through one of the points of one tetrad being in a plane con-

taining three points of the other tetrad. From the singular points

and planes of the congruence, corresponding to the double-fours of

lines for the quartic surface in fourfold space, twenty such pairs of

Moebius tetrads can be formed. No two of these pairs have a
common tetrad, as we may see from the notation previously given

for the double-fours (p. 171, above).

Let us represent the two quadrics, and the prime, in the fivefold

space, which define the quadratic congruence, by H = 0, H' = 0,

11 = 0, respectively, fl = being the representative of the lines of

the threefold space. We may replace ft', for the definition of the

congruence, by a quadric, ft", passing through the common points

of ft' and n ; and this may, in fact, be so chosen that the poles of

n in regard to ft and ft" are the same point. For, let (.To, ..., xv^

be the pole of 11 in regard to ft, let IIo be the result of substi-

tuting a'o, ..., li)^ for x\ ..., w, in n, and let Dq denote the operator

a^od/dx + ... +WQd/dzo. Then we may take ft"= ft'Ilo— IIDoft'.

Now consider the common self-polar hexad of ft and ft". The
six principal primes of the hexad represent six linear congruences

of lines in the threefold space, of which every two are conj ugate or

apolar ; and of these 11 is one. Thus the twenty pairs of Moebius
tetrads obtained above are clearly seen to be part of the figure

previously discussed (p. 133, above), containing eighty tetrads, with

sets of four tetrads of which every two are mutually inscribed.

B. G. IV. 16
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The quartic surface, given by 11 = 0, fl' = 0, 11 = 0, has also

(p. 171, above) ten sets of conies. Thus we may infer the exist-

ence, in the threefold space, of ten sets of quadric surfaces, of which
the generators are lines of the quadratic congruence. And this

may be generalised by considering curves of higher order on the

quartic surface.

From the present point of view we may also prove easily that

the lines of a quadratic congruence, in threefold space, belong to

forty tetrahedral complexes (Caporali, Memorie...Lincei (3"), ii,

1878, p. 756). Let fl = 0, XI' = be two quadrics, and H = be
a prime, in fivefold space ; we shew that, in forty ways, a linear

function of the six coordinates, say A, can be chosen, so that the

quadric O' + ^H = contains four planes of fi = 0, of the same
system ; this is sufficient, after what has been said above. To
prove this, take one of the double-fours of lines of the surface

n = 0, Q' = 0, n = ; through each line, of one of the fours of

this, draw the definite plane of 12, belonging to the first system of

planes of fi. These four planes meet, in pairs, in six points. Let

the coefficients, in the linear function A, be chosen so that the

quadric Df' = 0, where H" = Cl' +^11, contains these six points of

intersection. Then this quadric, O" = 0, wholly contains these four

planes. For, any one of these planes contains, beside the three

points of ft" in which this plane is met by the other three planes,

also the line, belonging to the double-four, through which the

plane is drawn ; and this line, lying on ft' = 0, 11 = 0, lies on
ft" = 0. As the intersection of a plane with a quadric is a conic,

proper or degenerate, it follows, if we assume that the three points

in which this plane is met by the other three planes do not lie in

line, that this plane lies on ft" = 0; and the same argument applies

to the other three planes. This quadric also contains the planes

of ft of the second kind, drawn through the four complementary
lines of the double-four. Next, beginning again with the four

lines of the double-four through which the four planes of the first

system of ft were drawn, we may draw through these lines the four

planes of the second system of ft. Thence we similarly derive a

quadric, ftg = 0, containing four, and, therefore, a double-four of

planes of ft. As there are twenty double-fours of lines on the

quadric surface ft = 0, ft' = 0, II = 0, we can derive, in this way,

2.20, or forty, quadrics, each having common with ft a double-

four of planes. Conversely, let 2 be any quadric containing four

planes of the same system of ft. There are then four planes of the

other system of ft, each meeting three of the first four in lines,

which also lie on 2. Any prime, II, as has been remarked,

meets two planes of ft which meet in a line, in two lines which

intersect. The prime II thus meets the connnon double-four of
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planes of H and S in a double-four of lines. Thus it appears
that the only quadrics containing a double-four of planes of Cl

which can be found are those constructed as were fl" and n,; so

that forty is the total number of such quadrics.

A particular case of the theorem would be that in which the

quadratic congruence of lines consists of the lines of a quadratic

complex which meet a given line. Then the prime 11 touches the

(juadric O. It may be seen that the quartic surface given by
12, n'. and FI, is not essentially modified.

E.v. 1. The points of a line, in space of three dimensions, are

represented, in the fivefold space, by the planes, of the first kind,

of the quadric H, which pass through a point of this. These planes

meet any fixed plane, of the first kind, of Cl, in points lying on
a line ; these points form a range related to that of the points of

the original line in the threefold space.

Consider, in particular, the range, in the threefold space, of

points given by ?7 = ^=0, f=«T, as a varies. These points are

represented by planes through the point (1, 0, ; 1, 0, 0) of the

quadric a:^ + i/- + z- = u"^ -|- v'^ + tc^, in the fivefold space, the planes

being given by

u = x, V =^ y cos — z sin 0^ w=y sin Q { z cos 0^

where tan \Q = a. Putting

J)
= m^ + n.2^ q = n^ — I3, r = 1.2 + w?i , k = li — nu -f- W3 — 1,

these planes meet the plane of fi which is given by

u = l^d' + m^y + »i^, v = l<jc + vi^y + luz^ lo = l^ -\- m^y -H n^z^

in the range of points whose coordinates, .r, ?/, 2, «, r, rcj, are the six

expressed by

« (?'' - P->
- ^'' ?'' V^ ^) ~ (''' - ^^ V^ ^"> - ^'j P)'

so that, for example, x = aq — r, zv = ak — p.

Ex. 2. Given two lines in threefold space, which do not inter-

sect, any point, P, determines another point, P , on the trans-

versal from P to the lines, harmonically conj ugate to P with respect

to these. Thus any line, not meeting the first two, on which P
moves, determines a fourth line as the locus of P'. Shew that the

representation of four lines so related, in the fivefold space, is by a

harmonic range of four points of a conic, lying on the fundamental
quadric O.

Ex. 3. Let the lines of a quadratic congruence, in threefold

space, be given bv W + mm' -\- nn = 0, all' -\- hmm' + am = 0,

Al' + A'l -f- Bm + B'k -f- Cn +C'n= 0. Let 6, 6' be the two roots

of the quadratic equation

(rt -h 0)-' AA' -\-{b + </>)-! BB' -\-{c + </>)-! CC = ;

16—2
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put a = (a + ey AA\ l3 = {b + 6)-' BB\ etc., and a' = (« + 6')-^ AA',
etc., so that a + /3 + 7 = 0, a' + /3' + 7 = 0. Then, with \ = A'l,

X' = Al\ etc., we have

WjaoL = fJifi'//30' = vv'/yy, \ + X' + fM + fx,' + v + v' = 0.

Further, with L = .^-^Z (a + d\ M = B-'m {b + 6), etc., we have

L\' + Mfx,' + Nv' = 0, LX'aja' + M//3//3' + Nv'y/y' = 0,

aL + X' + I3M + /+ ryN + v' = 0,

whereby the lines of a quadratic congruence are reduced to the
lines of a tetrahedral complex which meet a line (cf. also, Ex. 10,

p. 142, above).

Ea'. 4. Find the geometrical transformations in fivefold space
corresponding, respectively, to the following transformations in

threefold space: (1) Harmonic inversion with a fixed point and
a fixed plane ; (2) Harmonic inversion with two fixed lines

;

(3) Polarity in regard to a quadric surface ; (4) Polarity in regard
to a focal system (or linear complex).

CORRECTIONS TO VOLUME III

p. 9, 1. 8. After p add and 6.

p. 22, 1. 8. For (x, y, z, t read (x, y, z, t).

p. 46, 1. 1. For AXX' read OXX'.
p. 47, 1. 30. For pole, D, of read pole,

D', of.

p. 48, 1. 8. For DFF' read DFE.
p. 55, 1. 7. For Ulp rend Ulp+ ....

p. 69, 1. 11 f. b. -For quadrics, the read

quadrics, four of the. Of either system
of generators of either quadric there
are four touching the curve.

p. 82, 1. 8. For point read points.

p. 87, 1. 14. For a + b + c + SX,. read
t2[a + b + c + SX^].

p. 94, 1. 16. For P=(A + o-)/(H-cr) read

P=(A + cr)/(l + cr), etc.

p. 102, I. 4f. b. For 193 read 168.

p. 112, 1. 24. For normals of read nor-

mals at.

p. 120, 1. 9 f. b. For, point read points.

p. 124, 1. 3. For (0, 1, 0, 0) read

(1, 0, 0, 0).

p. 147, 11. 12 and 11 f. b. For A' and B'
read the quadric.

p. 147, 1. 8 f. b. For these read the
quadric.

p. 148, 11. 19, 20. For the two points
where the chord meets the curve read
any quadric constructed as above for

the seven points.

p. 148, 1. 26. For point-pair constituted

by read two points of the quadric on
the join of. The matter is correctly

stated in Ex. 5, p. 155.

p. 177, 1. 25. For c,„ read C34.

p. 210, 1. 23. For ten read hve.

p. 221, 1. 15. For Bull. Sc. Acad, read

Bull. Acad,

p. 224, under Vol. 11, for p. 96 read

p. 97; also add p. 199, 1. 4, For
(-1. -V) read{-^', --q').

p. 225, under Cayley and Cremona, add
142.

p. 226, under Moebius tetrads, add 143.
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taining a quadratic congruence, 242

Cardioid, 99
Cartesian, 99
Castelnuovo and Kroneckei', surface

with double infinity of reducible

plane sections, 55
Caustic, or focal, surface of a quad-

ratic congruence, 225
Cayley, representation of a line by a

point of fi\'efold space, 40 ; on
Veronese's surface, 54 ; algebraic

solution of Malfatti's problem, 08
Centre of a circle, in projection from

a quadric, 7
Chords common to two curves, 51

Circle, obtained by projection of

plane section of a quadric, 1
;

circle and two inverse points

changed into same by inversion,

14 ; circle of similitude, ol)tained

by projection, 1 5 ; circles of simili-

tude of the pairs of four circles,

15 ; circles in a plane, chain of

theorems for, 29 ; circle repre-

sented by a line of fourfold space,

89 ; Hart and Feuerbach circles.

Chapter II, p. 05 ; circles meeting
given circles at equal, or at given

angles, 07 ; three circles with three

concurrent common tangents, 07
Clifford, a theorem for circles, 1, 31,

04, 105
Complex, tetrahedral, determined by

planes in fourfold space, 32 ; linear,

determined by planes in fourfold

space, 34 ; linear, represented in

fivefold space, 42 ; six linear com-
plexes mutually conjugate, 42

;

lines common to three, or to four

linear complexes, 43, 44 ; linear,

point and polar plane represented

in fivefold space, 48 ; linear, six

conjugate, constructed from six

points, 139 ; linear, six conjugate,

from lines of Segre's cubic locus,

155 ; linear, six conjugate, poles

of a plane lie on a conic, 204

;

quadratic, represented in fivefold

space, 213 ;
quadratic, condition

for singular point, 214
;
quadratic,

rationality of, 234 ; tetrahedral, in

fivefold space, 239. See also Focal

System
Confocal Cyclides, cutting at right

angles, 181 ; equation for, 183
Congruence of lines, its order and

class, 49 ; for chords of a curve,

50 ; number of lines common to

two, 51
;

quadratic, in tangent
solid of Segre's quartic locus, 137

;

six congruences associated with a

Kummer surface, 219, 223
;
quad-

ratic, caustic or focal system of,

225 ; six quadratic, equations for

common singular points, 220 ;

quadratic, singular points and
planes, 240 ;

quadratic, lies in
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forty tetrahedral complexes, 242
;

quadratic, and Moebius tetrads,

241
Conic : conies touching fives of six

arbitrary lines, 1 ; triangularly

circumscribed to six conies, 3, 5 ;

in an arbitrary plane, determined
by the joins of five points, 11 ;

two conies in fivefold space which
are mutually conjugate, 43; conies

through a point of Segre's quartic

locus, 127 ; conies lying on quartic

surface in fourfold space, 171

Conjugate, or apolar, linear com-
plexes, 42

Cremona, triangularly circumscribed

conic and line coordinates, 6

Cubic curve : conic touching seven

lines associated with, 4 ; five arbi-

trary points on, 11 ; three tetrads

of points on, 28 ; tetrads of points

determined by two points, 29

;

chords of, represented in fivefold

space, 52 ; in plane, through two
points, inverse of quartic with two
double points, J)7

Cubic surface, with four double

points, theorem for, 28 ; group of

lines of, 105 ; cubic envelope, by
projection of Segre's figure, 149

;

by projection of quartic surface in

fourfold space, 173
Curvature, lines of; upon a Cyclide,

18() ; Dupin's theorem, 188
;
gene-

ral theorems for, 189 ; diflferential

equation for, 190
Curve, in n-fold space, intersection

of (n — 1) quadrics, 185
Cyclide : arising by projection from

fourfold space, 174 ; enveloped by
spheres, 175 ; as locus of limiting

points of fixed sphere and variable

tangent plane of a quadric, 176 ;

tangent planes of, at a point of

double conic, 177 ; four focal conies

of principal quadric surfaces, 178 ;

angle between enveloping spheres

of different systems, 1 79 ; is in-

verted into itself from five centres,

179 ; four points of double curve

where tangent planes coincide,

180 ; three eonfocal through given

point, 181 ; equations for eonfocal

cyclides, 183 ; normal of, by pro-

jection from fourfold space, 184
;

lines of curvature upon, 18(1

;

spheres having stationary contact

with, 187 ; Dupin's Cyclide, 190,

193, 199 ; with cuspidal conic,

192 ; by inversion of a quadric,

192 ; with planes of symmetry,
193 ;

general, irrational form of

equation, 194 ; with two double
points, inversion of, 194 ; with two
double points, equations for, 195

;

with four double points, equations

for, 196 ; a pai-tieular surface,

Kummer's equation for, 197 ; Du-
pin's, treated tangentially, 201 ;

Dupin's, points expressed by two
parameters, 202 ; lines of curva-

ture correspond to inflexional curves

on Kummer's surface, 231

Darboux : surface containing a doubly
infinite system of conies, 54; on
plane quartic curves, and Cyclides,

172
;
generalisation of lines of cur-

vature and of geodesic lines, 190
;

a generalisation of Dupin's Cyclide,

198; inversion of Dupin's Cyclide,

200 ; on the existence of space of

four dimensions, 200 ; congruences
of lines, 225

Del Pezzo, onVeronese's surface, 54, 55

Dickson, the group of the lines of a

cubic surface, 105
Director conies, for plane quartic

curve with two double points, are

confoeals, 91

Double four : of lines on quartic sur-

face in fourfold space, twenty such,

I7O; of planes, 238
Double-six theorem, proved in five-

fold sj)ace, 63
Double tangents of Kummer's sur-

face, 225
Dupin : theorem on lines of curva-

ture, 188 ; Dupin's Cyclide, 190,

193, 199, 201, 202. See Cyclide

Elte, on a six-dimensional polytope,

105

Feuerbach's theorem, 65
;
particular

case of Hart's theorem, 78
Figure : of twentyseven points in four-

fold space, 104; of fifteen lines and
points in fourfold space, 113; aris-

ing from four arbitrary planes, 117
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Focal coiiics of a confocal system of

quadrics, !)2 ; descriptive form of

tlieorein of intervals, 108
Focal system : point and ])olar plane

represented in fivefold space, 48;
six conjugate, scheme for, \'M ;

arising in tangent solid of Segre's

qnartic locus, l»3o. See Complex,

linear

Foci of plane (juartic curve with two
double points, 1)2

Focus, and focal line, of a singular

plane in tivefold space, 21!)

Fontene, theorem for pedal circles,

Fresnel's wave surface, 217

Gergonne, solution of ApoUonius's
problem, ({(J

Gopel, equation of Rummer's surface,

216
Grace : generalisation of a theorem

for circles, 8 ; theorem for pedal

circles, 23; theorem for spheres
touching planes, 58 ; Wallace's
theorem for space of even dimen-
sions, 59 ; tlieorem for six lines

with a common transversal, GO ; on
systems of spheres, 105, 112

Group, linear, in four homogeneous
variables, 208

Harmonic inversion, with fundamental
point and solid, 117 ; with two
fundamental planes, 118 ; witli fun-

damental line and plane, 119
Harmonically conjugate quadric, 72
Hart : tlieorem for circles, 65 ;

proof
of Steiner's solution of Malfatti's

problem, 68 ; Hart circle of three

circles, orthogonal to their orthogo-

nal circle, 71 ;
general case, 72, 75;

apolar relation for point of contact,

76 ; Hart circle for spherical tri-

angle, 77 ; Feuerbach circle as par-

ticular case, 78 ; radius of Hart
section of a quadric, 81 ; Hart sec-

tion of a quadric, sufficient condi-

tion is necessary, 82 ; Hart circle

of three circles, defined by angles

of intersection, 88
Haskell, generalisation of a theorem

for circles, 8
Hudson, on Kummer's qujirtic sur-

face, 208, 227, 233

Humbert, a curve on the W^eddle
surface, 234

Inflexional lines of a surface, 186;
differential etjuation for, 190; of

Kummer's surface, 222, 230 ; cor-

respond to lines of curvature on
Cyclide, 231

Invariants, representative, for an in-

volution in threefold space, 209
Inversion in a plane, deduced from

projection in space, 12; of plane

quartic curve vvith two double
points, 96 ; of Cyclide, 179 ; of Cy-
clide with two double points, 194

;

of Dupin's Cyclide, to quadric cone
of revolution, 201. See also Har-
vionic inversion

Involution of sets of sixteen points in

threefold space, 208

Jessop, theorem for angles of inter-

section of tangent circles of a

quartic curve, 99
Jordan, the group of the lines of a

cubic surface, 105

Klein : representation of a line by a

point of fivefold space, 40; Lie's

correspondence between sphere and
lines, 55 ; six conjugate linear com-
plexes, 202, 208; inflexional lines

of Kummer's surface, 233 ; ration-

ality of quadratic complex, 235
Kronecker and Castelnuovo, surface

with double infinity of reducible

plane sections, 55
Kiihne, generalisation of Wallace's
.theorem, 59

Kummer, equation for a particular

Cyclide, 197
Kummer's quartic surface : arising by

section of Segre's quartic locus with
tangent solid, 139; bitangents of,

from lines of Segre's cubic locus,

156; from profile of Segre's'cubic

locus, 156; and Weddle's surface,

from four quadrics in threefold

space, 160 ; obtained by trans-

formation from fourfold space, 211;
as locus of singular points of a

quadratic complex, 212; equation

expressed as sum of five scjuares,

215 ; range of six points associated

with, 215 ; equation shewing double
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points, 216; dual of, 217; repre-

sented in fivefold space, 218 ; six

congruences associated witli, 211),

22;3 ; tangent lines at a point, 221

;

identical with envelope of singular

planes, 222 ; inflexional lines of,

222, 230 ; bitangents of, 224 ; from
confocal complexes, 227 ; related

range of points and pencil of planes,

228 ; intersections with a line of

fundamental complex, 229 ; inflex-

ional curves correspond to lines of

curvature on Cyclide, 231

Lachlan, Hart circle defined by angles
of intersection, 88

Larmor, A., circles arising from the

intersection of three circles, 82
Leathem, theorem for four concyclic

points of a sphere, 101

Lexell, theorem for four concyclic

points of a sphere, 101
Lie, correspondence of a sphere with
two lines, 55 ; applied to Kummer's
surface and Cyclide, 233

Lima^on, 99
Line, in threefold space, represented

by a point of fivefold space, 41

Line-cone, quadric, and point-cone,

in fourfold space, 121

Linear complex. See Complex, linear

Malfatti's problem, 68
Mannheim, inversion of Dupin's Cy-

clide to Anchor Ring, 200
Mantel, symmetry of five points, for

pedal property, 25
Maxwell, Dupin's Cyclide, 193, 198
Meridian surface, Pliicker's, 142
Miquel, a theorem for circles, 1

;

generalisation of, 8
Moebius's figure of two tetrads and

Wallace's theorem, 18; Moebius
tetrads and quadratic congruence,
241

Morley, theorem for Feuerbach circle,

79

Noether, rationality of quadratic com-
plex, 235

Normal of Cyclide, by projection from
fourfold space, 184

Orr, tlieorem for four concyclic points

of a sphere, 101

Orthocentric, Absolute conic forwhich
five points are, 11

Pedal circles orthogonal to a fixed

circle, 23 ;
pedal property of circum-

circle generalised to rational curve,

26 ;
properties in threefold space,

24, 25, 27
Picard, surface whose plane sections

are rational, 55
Pliicker's Meridian surface, 142
Point-cone, quadric, and line-cone,

in fourfold space, 121
Polar system, by plane section of joins

of five points, 10; polar line of a

line, in regard to a focal system, or
linear complex, 42 ;

polar of a line

in regard to a quadric, represented
in fivefold space, 49; polar lines,

in a focal system, corresponding to

the same sphere, 55 ;
polar quadric

of point of Segre's cubic locus,

156
Poncelet, on circles touching three

circles, 66

Quadratic complex. See Complex,
quadratic

Quadric : in fourfold space, lines of,

through a point, 37 ; in fivefold

space, representing lines, 41 ;
quad-

ric surface, generators of, repre-

sented by a conic in fivefold space,

43 ; in fivefold space, planes lying

on, 45 ; each its own polar plane,

47 ; quadric surface, number of
common points of two curves on,

51 ; quadricsin?i-fold space, through
given points, 61 ;

quadric surface,

sections of, touching three sections,

65 ; equations of, 69 ; condition

four sections of quadric surface be

touched by four planes, 72 ;
quadric

surface, harmonically conjugate,

72; equation of, 73; quadric sur-

face, radius of section of, witli

respect to a point, 80 ; four sections

and four tangent sections, mutual
relations, 86; angles between four

sections, 100; quadric surfaces with

ring contact, theorem of intervals,

103 ;
quadric, in fourfold space, in

regard to Avhicli Segre's figure is

self-polaj, 148, 149; quadric sur-

faces thiough five points give rise
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to Segre's cubic lo»"us, 1.52 ; system
derived tVoni four general «iuadrics,

KiO; quadric surfaces, ten, asso-

ciated with six conjuffate linear

complexes, 20(5; sets of four with

two conunon generators, 207 ;

quadric surface, generators touch-
ing curve of intersection with an-

other (luadric surface, 1)4, IJO, 220,

22;3, 224; quadric in fivefold space,

generation of, 237
Quartic cur\e, in a plane, with two

double points, 89; as envelope of
circles, DO; foci of, i)2; number of

tangents from a double point, 93

;

relation between distances to three

concyclic foci, 94; inversion into

itself, or another such curve, 9(3

;

with four foci in a line, 98 ; angles

of two tangent circles with variable

tangent circle, 99 ;
general form of

theorem for angles between tangent
circles, 102

Quartic curve, in fourfold space, 120,

147
Quartic surface, with five double

points, from quartic surface with
fifteen double points, 160

Quartic surface, in fourfold space:

intersection of two quadrics, 161

;

algebraic treatment, 162; sixteen

lines of, 164; representation on a

plane, 165 ; descriptive theory of

lines on, 167, 169; self-polar pen-
tad for, 168; double-fours of lines

on, 170; notation for lines, 170;
conies upon, five pairs through each
point of surface, 171; other equa-
tions for lines, 185 ; lines of, by
intersection with a quartic locus,

189

Rao, co-residnation on quartic surface

in fourfold space, 172
Related planes, three, variable plane

containing corresponding points,

145
Reye, triply infinite system of quadric

surfaces, 160
Richmond, pedal property for general

rational curve, 25 ; figure arising

from six points in fourfold space,

116
Roberts, generalisation of a theorem

for circles, 8

Rosenhain, equation of Kummer's
surface, 216

Salmon, radius of Hart circle on a

spliere, 80
Schoute, on a six-dimensional poly-

tope, 105
Segre, tetrahedral and linear com-

plex, from planes in fourfold space,

3() ; representation of conies in

fivefold space ; on Veronese's sur-

face, 54 ; loci of third order in

fourfold space, 11(> ; tlieorem of

five planes meeting six lines, 143

;

theorem for a C'yclide, 180; general
investigation of Cyclides, 172

;

degenerate forms, 190
Segre's figure, of fifteen points and

lines in fourfold space, 113, 203;
by transformation from fivefold

space, 208 ; number notation for

lines and solids, 114 ; singular

solids, 115, 124, 129; incidences

proved algebraically, 115 ; six sys-

tems of planes, two of any system
through a point, 123 ; locus for

which two planes coincide, 123

;

planes found algebraically, 124

;

planes of a system meeting an
arbitrary line, 136 ; reciprocating

quadric for, 148
Segre's cubic locus in fourfold space,

regarded as a dual, 151 ; obtained
from quadric surfaces through five

points, 152 ; theorem for lines

upon, 155; from fivefold space, 160
Segre's quai-tic locus in fourfold

space, ii-rational equation of, 125
;

is rational, 126 ; six conies through
a point met by lines in related

ranges, 127 ; tangent solid, 128
;

contains a symmetrical figure of

sixteen points and planes, 130,
134 ; thirty-two related ranges in,

131 ; intersection with tangent
solid, 138 ;

particular form of
equation, 142 ; tangential equation,

148 ; and Weddle surface, 159

;

representing an involution of three-
fold space, 210

Severi, surface with no chords through
arbitrary point, 55

Similitude, circle of, obtained by pro-
jection, 15 ; centres of similitude

for two circles, 66
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Sphere, determined by section of

quiidric in fourfold space, Sii ; cen-

tre of, by projecti(»n, 8!) ; repre-

sented by a point of fourfold space,

39 ; angle of intersection of two
spheres, 3!) ; touching four given
spheres, or planes, .57, 58 ; en-

veloping a Cyclide, 175
Steiner : a theorem for two triads of

points, 21 ; ISteiner's quartic sur-

face, 54 ; by projection from four-

fold space, or from fivefold space,

191 ; circles cutting three given

circles at given angles, 67 ; solu-

tion of Malfatti's problem, G8
Stephanos, figure of fifteen circles, in

anticipation of Segre, 116, 203
Study, mutual relations of four cir-

cles and four tangent circles, 86

Taylor's theorem, for poles of a line

in regard to six conies, 5

Tetrads, Moebius, mutually inscribed,

theorem for four, 141 ; fifteen

associated with six conjugate linear

complexes, 206
;
property of tetrad

in regard to a line, considered in

fivefold space, 239
Tetrahedral complex, determined

from planes in fourfold space, 32
;

in fivefold space, 239
Tetrahedroid, or Wave surface, 217
Tore, or Anchor Ring, and Dupiu's

Cyclide, 193, 199

Transversals of two lines, and points

of a quadric surface, 31

Triangularly circumscribed conic, 3, 5

Vaidyanathaswamy, property of a
cubic curve, 147

V^eronese's surface in fivefold space,

conies thereon, 52, 54
;
projecting

to Steiner's quartic surface, 191
;

tlieorem of reciprocity of a general
figure, 149

Wakeford, on the theorem of a
double-six of lines, 6 ; six conies

triangularly circumscribed to an-

other, 32 ; theorem for six lines

with a common transversal, 60
A¥allace's theorem, and Moebius's

figure of two tetrads, 18 ; additions

to, 21
;
generalised, 10, 58

Wave surface, or tetrahedroid, 217
VVeber's theorem, construction of six

conjugate linear complexes from
six points, 139

Weddle's surface, origin of, 156

;

equation of, 158 ; from Segre's

(juartic locus, 159 ; and Kummer's
surface, from four quadrics in

threefold space, 160 ; correspond-

ence of conjugate directions, 233
White, equation of a conic triangu-

larly circumscribed to six conies,

5 ;
proof of Clifford's chain of

theorems for circles, 64
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